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Preface to ”Luminous Stars in Nearby Galaxies”
Perhaps the greatest uncertainty in all of astrophysics, and especially in stellar structure and
evolution, is distance. This is especially true for the most massive, most luminous stars that may
be located at incredibly vast distances in our own galaxy. Studies on stellar populations in nearby
galaxies thus have the advantage that all the stars of interest are at approximately the same distance,
a distance that is relatively well known, especially in comparison with the uncertain distances of
individual stars in our own galaxy. Surveys and the subsequent spectroscopy of massive stars in
different stages of stellar evolution in relatively nearby resolved galaxies have revealed a complex
distribution in the luminosity–temperature plane, that is (the HR diagram). The fundamentals of
massive star evolution are mostly understood, but the roles of mass loss, episodic mass loss, rotation,
and binarity are still in question. Moreover, the final stages of these stars of different masses and their
possible relation to each other are not understood. The purpose of this volume is to provide a current
review of the different populations of evolved massive stars. The emphasis is on massive stars in the







The Complex Upper HR Diagram
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Abstract: Several decades of observations of the most massive and most luminous stars have revealed
a complex upper HR Diagram, shaped by mass loss, and inhabited by a variety of evolved stars exhibiting
the consequences of their mass loss histories. This introductory review presents a brief historical overview
of the HR Diagram for massive stars, highlighting some of the primary discoveries and results from their
observation in nearby galaxies. The sections in this volume include reviews of our current understanding
of different groups of evolved massive stars, all losing mass and in different stages of their evolution:
the Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs), B[e] supergiants, the warm hypergiants, Wolf–Rayet stars, and the
population of OB stars and supergiants in the Magellanic Clouds.
Keywords: massive stars; local group; supergiants; Magellanic Clouds; M31; M33
1. Introduction
The reviews and papers in this Special Issue focus on the properties of the most luminous stars in
nearby galaxies, those galaxies in which the brightest individual stars are resolved and can be observed.
The most luminous stars are also the most massive and because of their intrinsic brightness and relatively
short lifetimes they provide our first probes of the progress of stellar evolution in different environments.
The study of massive stars in other galaxies offers many advantages. Foremost of course is distance.
Studies of stellar populations in nearby galaxies have the advantage that all the stars are at approximately
the same distance, a distance that is relatively well known, especially in comparison with the uncertain
distances of individual stars in our own galaxy. In the Milky Way, our observations are also limited to
a relatively small volume by interstellar extinction, which can be high and uncertain at increasing distances.
In external galaxies, extinction by dust is still a problem but the foreground extinction is well determined
from maps of the interstellar “cirrus” or dust along the line of sight. Internal extinction within the galaxy
can be variable and must still be corrected.
In this introductory review, I present a brief historical overview with emphasis on some of the main
developments in the study of massive stars in nearby galaxies. Some of the first work on stars in other
galaxies was driven by the identification of Cepheids for the extragalactic distance scale, see, for example,
the comprehensive survey of NGC 2403 by Tammann & Sandage [1]. Other types of variables were also
recognized including the first discussion of a class of luminous variables by Hubble & Sandage [2] in the
Local Group spirals M31 and M33 that we now call Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs). This work was done
on photographic plates and the magnitudes of individual stars were often measured by hand.
The study of individual stars and their placement on the HR Diagram requires several types of
data: accurate multicolor photometry for spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and the measurement of
interstellar extinction; infrared observations of circumstellar dust and mass loss; and, most important,
spectroscopy, for classification, temperatures, luminosity indicators, emission lines, and evidence for
Galaxies 2019, 7, 75; doi:10.3390/galaxies7030075 www.mdpi.com/journal/galaxies
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mass loss from line profiles. When observing stars in other galaxies, we also have to be concerned about
foreground contamination: stars in the Milky Way seen projected against the distant galaxy. Photometry is
not sufficient to remove these Galactic stars, especially those of intermediate temperature and late spectral
type; spectra are required.
The primary galaxies discussed in this article are the Local Group spirals M31 and M33, and the
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds due to their relative proximity and the number of surveys of their
luminous stellar populations. Other Local Group galaxies are also included as well as results for stars in
a few nearby spiral galaxies.
2. Early Work—The Magellanic Clouds
The early objective prism surveys by the Harvard College Observatory and the resulting Henry
Draper Catalog and Extension (HD and HDE) provided the first survey with spectral types of the brightest
stars in the Magellanic Clouds [3,4]. The HDE however did not cover the Small Cloud. Feast, Thackeray &
Wesselink [5] published the first detailed list of the brightest stars in the Magellanic Clouds with spectral
classifications based on slit spectra of individual stars. Their paper included magnitudes, colors, positions,
radial velocities and notes on the individual stars relative to emission lines and other features for 50 stars
in the SMC and 105 in the LMC. The HDE catalog was the primary source for the LMC stars, plus stars
selected as blue based on their colors in the 30 Dor region. The SMC list relied on “B” type stars from the
HD plus emission line stars from the survey by Henize [6]. Their work did not include the red or M-type
supergiants. The reddest stars in their study were the very luminous F- and G-type supergiants. Their HR
Diagram, reproduced here in Figure 1, while not complete, shows the visually brightest stars with Mv
approaching −10 mag.
Figure 1. The HR Diagram for the brightest stars in the LMC and SMC from [5]. LMC stars are closed
symbols and those in the SMC are shown as open symbols.
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Additional work on the fainter stellar populations of hot or OB-type stars and red M-type stars was
provided by the lower resolution objective prism surveys throughout the 1960s and 1970s. These included
surveys for OB type stars in the LMC and SMC by Sanduleak [7,8] and Fehrenbach & Duflot [9] and for
the M-type stars by Westerlund [10,11] and Blanco et al. [12,13]. These necessary photographic surveys
provided extensive finding lists for further spectral classification leading to the first comprehensive HR
Diagrams for these two galaxies and the comparison of their massive and luminous stellar populations
with the Milky Way.
3. The HR Diagram
Fundamental data for the most luminous stars have application to numerous astrophysical questions
specifically with respect to stellar evolution, the final stages of the most massive stars as the progenitors of
supernovae, and the dependence of their basic parameters on the host galaxy. In the 1970s, there was also
considerable interest in the luminosity calibration of the brightest stars and their potential as extragalactic
distance indicators [14].
The massive star population in the Milky Way, although restricted to a relatively small volume,
within ≈3 kpc of the Sun, is critical as a reference population and as representative of our local region of
the Galaxy, despite uncertain distances and possible incompleteness. Humphreys [15] published an HR
Diagram for the Galactic supergiants and O stars with spectral types and photometry in stellar associations
and clusters with known distances to derive their luminosities. For a more complete population in the
upper HR Diagram, the less luminous early B-type main sequence and giant stars were also included.
Compared to previous work, numerous surveys, especially of the Southern sky, had added greatly to
the number of confirmed supergiants and O stars [16–18] and red supergiants [19,20]. For comparison
with evolutionary tracks, the derived absolute visual magnitudes and spectral types were transformed to
absolute bolometric luminosities and effective temperatures based on the available calibrations.
Humphreys [21] subsequently published HR Diagrams for the LMC. The basic data for the confirmed
supergiants and early-type stars came from the extensive catalogs of spectral types and photometry by
Ardeberg et al. [22] and Brunet et al. [23], from Feast, Thackeray & Wesselink [5], and from Walborn [24]
for the early O-type stars. The data for the M-type supergiants came from the spectroscopic survey in the
same paper.
An empirical comparison of these HR Diagrams, for the massive stars in our region of the Milky Way
and for the LMC, revealed comparable populations of massive stars based on the distribution of their
spectral types and luminosities across the HR Diagrams. The most important result was the recognition by
Humphreys & Davidson [25] of an empirical upper luminosity boundary or upper limit in the luminosity
vs. temperature diagrams.
4. The Humphreys–Davidson Limit
The original HR Diagrams from the Humphreys and Davidson 1979 paper are reproduced here in
Figures 2 and 3, with the upper boundary shown as a solid line. The original eyeball fit was first drawn
to approximate the upper boundary of the supergiant luminosities in the Milky Way. The same line was
then transferred to the LMC Diagram, which also matched the observed upper envelope to the LMC
luminosities. The upper boundary for both galaxies is an envelope of declining luminosity and decreasing
temperature for the hottest stars and a relatively tight upper limit to the luminosities of the cooler stars
(less than ≈10,000 K) near MBol ≈ −9.5 Mag.
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Figure 2. The HR Diagram, MBol vs. log T, for the luminous stars in the Milky Way from [25].
Figure 3. The HR Diagram, MBol vs. log T, for the luminous stars in the LMC from [25].
This empirical boundary is often referred to in the literature as the “Humphreys–Davidson” Limit.
It was not predicted by theory or the stellar structure models and evolutionary tracks at that time. The lack
of evolved stars, post main sequence stars, above a certain luminosity implies an upper limit to the masses
of stars that can evolve to become red supergiants thus altering the previously expected evolution of the
most massive stars across the HR Diagram. In the original study, this limit corresponded to an initial mass
near 60 M. Improved models with mass loss and rotation suggest a mass more like 40–50 M today.
Spectroscopy of luminous star candidates in other Local Group galaxies confirmed the upper
luminosity boundary in galaxies of different types, but, in most cases, surveys and population studies were
minimal: M31 [26], IC 1613 and NGC 6822 [27]. Humphreys & Sandage [28] completed a major survey for
the brightest blue and red stars in M33, that provided the basis for spectroscopy and identification of the
most luminous supergiants in that nearby spiral [29], and in subsequent studies. Similar HR Diagrams for
4
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the massive stars in the SMC were published a few years later by Humphreys [30] based on a combination
of previous work and new observations.
At the time the Humphreys–Davidson paper was published, it was apparent that significant mass
loss occurred in both the blue and red supergiants and there was increasing interest in the role that mass
loss may have on their evolution. The lack of evolved cooler counterparts to the most massive evolved hot
stars in both galaxies suggested that their post main sequence evolution was of special interest. A few high
luminosity stars were known for their instabilities, variability and evidence for high mass loss such as eta
Car and P Cyg in the Milky Way and S Dor in the LMC. Several luminous blue variables, spectroscopically
similar to eta Car and P Cyg, were now recognized in other galaxies [31,32]. As a group, they were known
as S Doradus Variables or as Hubble–Sandage Variables in M31 and M33. Several of these stars were
included on the HR Diagrams. They were increasing evidence that the phenomena of high mass loss
and instabilities, as observed in eta Car and P Cyg, were more common. Humphreys and Davidson
thus suggested that the most massive hot stars could not evolve to cooler temperatures because of their
instabilities resulting in high mass loss. The temperature dependence of the luminosity limit for the hottest
stars was evidence that the instability was mass dependent. This mass loss could be unsteady and much
greater at times resulting in high mass loss events. The relatively tight upper luminosity boundary for
the cooler stars represented the upper limit to the initial masses of stars that could evolve across the HR
Diagram in a stable way to become red supergiants (RSGs).
Some of the first evolutionary tracks with mass loss were also being published at that time [33–36].
It was shown that high mass loss (higher than observed) would cause the tracks to reverse and the stars
evolve back to warmer temperatures.
5. Surveys and More Surveys
We emphasize the importance of spectroscopy for the identification and analysis of the most luminous
stars, but surveys are essential for identifying candidates. Beginning in the 1980s, astronomers began
to add multi-wavelength surveys, primarily in the near-infrared, to complement the traditional optical
photometry. Elias, Frogel, & Humphreys [37] obtained near IR photometry for known and candidate red
supergiants in the LMC and SMC for a comparison with the Galactic population. The all-sky near-infrared
2MASS survey from 1.2 to 2.2 μm [38] reached the brightest stars in M31 and M33 as well as the Clouds.
The infrared observations allowed astronomers to look for free-free emission from the stellar winds and the
presence of circumstellar dust, another indicator of mass loss, and to correct the luminosites for possible
additional extinction due to circumstellar dust.
Space-based telescopes such as UIT and later GALEX added FUV and NUV imaging and photometry
for more complete SEDS at the shorter wavelengths and more accurate estimates of the total luminosities
for the hottest supergiants. The mid-infrared surveys with Spitzer/IRAC of the Magellanic Clouds [39,40]
and M31 [41] and M33 [42] added fluxes from 3 to 8 μm and even longer wavelengths to search for colder
dust, thus allowing us to investigate their mass loss histories.
With the advent of the wide-field CCD mosaic cameras, ground-based, multi-wavelength optical
surveys, such as the Local Group (LGGS) by Massey et al. [43], added to the fundamental data.
These ground-based surveys however are seeing-limited and lack spatial resolution, thus the images
are often multiple. Here, again, spectroscopy or higher resolution imaging with Adaptive Optics on
large telescopes can identify and even separate the stars. These ground-based surveys are enhanced by
observations with the Hubble Space Telescope such as the PHAT surveys in M31 and M33 [44]. Numerous
imaging programs of other galaxies intended for other purposes with HST have provided lists of resolved
stars for further observation in, for example, M101 [45] and NGC 2403 and M81 [46,47].
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6. Stellar Population Comparisons
One of the outstanding stellar evolution questions is how stellar populations may depend on their
environment, namely the properties of the host galaxy, its mass and luminosity, the fraction of interstellar
gas and dust, and especially on the chemical composition or metallicity. As the most luminous and visually
brightest stars, massive stars provide the first indicator or measurement of how star formation, evolution,
and the terminal state, depend on these factors. Mass loss is known to alter stellar evolution, and in the
standard picture of line-driven winds from hot stars, mass loss is also expected to be metallicity dependent
and significantly less in lower metallicity systems.
The first evidence for significant differences in the properties of the massive star populations was
the well-established absolute magnitude dependence of the visually “brightest blue star” on the galaxy
type or luminosity in the surveys for extragalactic distance indicators [14]. The smaller, less massive
galaxies had fewer of the most massive stars, thus their evolved counterparts were statistically less likely
to become the most luminous observed blue stars. These results suggest that the star formation rate for
these most massive stars was less in the smaller galaxies. In contrast, the luminosities of the brightest red
stars showed little or no dependence on the host galaxy. The stars of somewhat lower initial mass thus
existed in sufficient numbers in the smaller galaxies to produce evolved descendants in the red supergiant
region, and the luminosities of their brightest members reflected the upper luminosity boundary.
The metallicity dependence of the overall characteristics of the massive star populations in different
galaxies has been less apparent. Comparison of the HR Diagrams of the massive stars in our region of the
Milky Way with the LMC revealed very similar populations [25]. The LMC oxygen abundance is lower
than Solar but by no more than a factor of two. Consequently, a comparison with the outer regions of
the Milky Way, also with reduced metallicity, not surprisingly, showed little variation. Among our Local
Group galaxies with comprehensive stellar surveys for luminous stars, the SMC has the lowest metallicity,
about 1/10th Solar, and a reduced oxygen abundance by about a factor of five.
Early tell-tale evidence for an observable metallicity affect was the distribution of the spectral types
of the M supergiants [48]. A preliminary survey of red supergiants in the LMC and SMC compared to
known Galactic RSGs, revealed a dramatic shift in their spectral types in the SMC to much earlier spectral
types, compared to the LMC and Milky Way stars. Except for one M2 -type star in the SMC, all of the
others were type M0 or earlier. This apparent shift, attributed to weaker TiO bands, was due to the lower
SMC metallicity resulting in lower opacities in the atmospheres. The spectra thus arise in warmer layers.
This result was confirmed in later surveys that extended to fainter magnitudes [37,49].
Stellar wind theory predicts a measurable dependence of the mass loss rate on metallicity [50],
decreasing with declining heavy element abundances, but the measured rates [51] are somewhat higher
than expected. Clumping in the stellar winds is another complication which when included in the mass
loss models reduces the mass loss rates [52–54]. Measurement of the stellar wind properties and mass
loss rates in the luminous, hot OB-type stars in nearby galaxies, especially in the Magellanic Clouds,
has progressed with the advent of very large telescopes equipped with high resolution spectrographs.
Paul Crowther’s article in this issue on the FLAMES survey of the luminous, hot stars in the Clouds
discusses their winds and mass loss rates.
7. The Most Luminous Stars of Different Types
Since the early work of the 1970s and 1980s to identify the most luminous and brightest stars in
nearby galaxies, numerous surveys and studies of the massive stars, primarily in Local Group galaxies,
have greatly expanded the completeness of the population samples. These include, in the LMC and
SMC, surveys for the yellow and red supergiants [55,56], and, in M31 and M33, studies of the luminous
star population [57–61] and surveys for the yellow and red supergiants [62–66]. Surveys and follow-up
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spectroscopy of the luminous blue and red stars in the Local Group irregulars NGC 6822 and IC 1613
are less complete [27,67–69], but they provide an additional sample of the massive stars in two smaller
galaxies and also with reduced metallicity.
Table 1 presents a summary of the most luminous stars of different spectral types or temperature
ranges in six Local Group Galaxies with their morphological types and integrated visual luminosities.
Initial samples of the massive stars in the well-studied nearby spirals, M101, M81 and NGC 2403, outside
our Local Group, have also been observed [45–47,70–72] and are included here. The bolometric luminosities
of the stars are listed for the three highest in each spectral type group for each galaxy. The adopted distance
moduli (Table 2) were used to determine the luminosities. The O-type stars are not included because
many are eventually recognized as binary or are in multiple systems. Likewise, those stars in extremely
crowded fields, including many OB-type stars, are not listed since they may be blended. Consequently,
this table does not include those stars that will be the intrinsically most luminous, most massive members
of their home galaxies. A few stars of special interest are identified by name in the table. Some of them
are discussed in other articles in this issue. Note that the Galactic stars are not included. The upper
HR Diagram for the Milky Way needs to re-examined when the Gaia survey is complete with improved
distances and very likely with a larger volume sample.
Table 1. The Most Luminous Stars (MBol) of Different Spectral Types.
Galaxy M31 M33 LMC SMC NGC 6822 IC 1613 NGC 2403 M81 M101
Type Sb I–II Sc II Im Im Im Ir Sc III Sb I–II Sc I
Mv −21.5 −18.9 −18.5 −16.8 −15.2 −14.8 −19.3 −20.9 −21.0
Spectral Type MBol MBol MBol MBol MBol MBol MBol MBol MBol
O9.5–B5 −10.6(2) −10.1 −10.9 −10.3(2) −10.3 −9.5 −10.0(2) −10.6 ...
−10.2 −10.0 −10.7 −10.2 −9.9 −8.8 −9.5 −10.0 ...
−10.0(2) −9.8 −10.0 −9.8(2) −9.5 −8.7 −9.4 −9.7 ...
B8–A8 −9.3 −10.1(B324) −9.6(HD33579) −9.6(HD7583) −8.1 −8.4 −9.8 −9.3 −10.4(2)
−9.1 −9.5(2) −9.0 −9.2 −7.7 −6.9 −9.5 −9.1(2) −10.3
−8.9(2) −9.4 -8.9 −9.0 −7.5 −6.7 −9.4 −8.9 −9.9
FGK −9.8 −9.6(2) −9.3 −9.2 ... ... −9.3 −9.7 −9.8
−9.7 −9.5(Var A) −9.2 −9.1 ... ... −8.8 −9.6 −9.3
−9.5 −9.2(3) −8.9(3) −8.1 ... ... −8.5 −9.4 −9.2
RSGs −9.4(2) −9.6 −9.6(MOH-G64) −9.2 −9.2 −9.4 −8.5 −9.5: −9.9:
−9.3 −9.5(2) −9.1 -9.1 −9.1 −8.8 −8.4(2) −9.2(2) −9.5
−9.1(2) −9.4(2) −9.0 −8.9 −8.7 −8.7 ... ... −9.2
Some comments with respect to the data in this table are helpful. It is clear that data for some of
the spectral type groups are lacking or incomplete such as for the YSGs (FGK) in NGC 6822 and IC 1613.
Those stars are undoubtedly present, but have just not been identified in the published surveys, and they
may also be of somewhat lower luminosity in those two galaxies. A survey to identify and classify the
hotter supergiants in M101 has not been completed, and, although a survey identifying RSGs in NGC
2403 exists [72], confirming spectroscopy and photometry is lacking. In general, the numbers for the hot
supergiant group (O9.5–B5) may not include the most luminous members because many of these stars are
in crowded regions.
The six Local Group galaxies in Table 1 present a diverse group of galaxy types with a wide range
of luminosities. The well known dependence of the most luminous “blue” stars on the parent galaxy is
especially notable for the evolved, post-main sequence A-type supergiants in the two lowest luminosity
and lowest mass galaxies, NGC 6822 and IC 1613. Together with the SMC, these are also the galaxies with
the lowest metallicity, but the heavy element abundance in NGC 6822, however, is intermediate between
the SMC and LMC. Reduced metallicity was also expected to reduce the opacity in the stellar atmospheres
and increase their absolute visual magnitudes but the data for these galaxies show the opposite effect.
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Thus, although metallicity undoubtedly plays a role in stellar evolution, the luminosity and mass of the
parent galaxy is the primary determinant, to the first order, for the luminosities of the most luminous stars.
This is a size of sample effect. Assuming a similar slope for the mass function, the most massive galaxies
will have a larger progenitor population of massive stars, and consequently, at any given time, we will
therefore be more likely to observe their most luminous, evolved counterparts.
We also see another effect with this group of galaxies related to the galaxy type. M31 (Sb I–II) and
M81 (Sb I -II), both high luminosity spirals, have lower luminosity evolved A-type blue stars compared
with the Sc-type spirals and Magellanic irregulars. This second effect very likely reflects a dependence on
the lower star formation rate, not mass, in the Sb spirals. Both of these spirals have above solar metallicites,
although M81 has a metallicity gradient in its disk similar to the Milky Way and the Sc spirals M33 and
M101, and solar-type abundances in the outer parts.
This degeneracy, wherein the luminosity of the most luminous blue stars are dependent on the host
galaxy, complicated their use as direct distance indicators. The most luminous red supergiants, however,
exhibit a nearly constant upper luminosity, related to the Humphreys–Davidson limit, over a wide
range of galaxy types and luminosities. The presence of extensive circumstellar dust and uncertain
reddening in the most luminous RSGs though limits their usefulness as distance indicators in the visual,
but their luminosities in the infrared need to be further studied. Kudritzki [73] introduced a new distance
determination method for B- and A-type supergiants, the Flux-weighted Gravity-Luminosity Relation
(FGLR), that depends on quantitative analysis of the Balmer lines measured in low resolution spectra
with good S/N ratio. It has been successfully applied to several nearby galaxies [47,74,75], demonstrating
that the visually brightest stars, the A-type supergiants, have potential as distance indicators at very
large distances.
8. The Complex Upper HR Diagram
The upper luminosity boundary to the HR Diagram, or Humphreys–Davidson Limit, complicates our
understanding of massive star evolution. Above some initial mass, ≈40–50 M, the stars do not evolve
across the HR Diagram to become RSGs. Their evolution to cooler temperatures is most likely halted by
proximity to the modified Eddington Limit and the accompanying high mass loss episodes. The opacity
”Modified Eddington Limit”, well-known since the mid-1980’s [76], see the papers and discussion in [77,78],
describes an instability that arises when L/M approaches the classical L/MEdd value [79]. Models based
on this and other instabilities have been proposed to reproduce the upper limit in the HR Diagram [80–82].
See Humphreys & Davidson [83] for a review.
The stars then evolve back to warmer temperatures. Having shed a lot of mass, they are now
increasingly subject to atmospheric instabilities before their terminal state. They thus have a different
evolutionary path and different mass loss histories than their somewhat lower mass counterparts in the
same galaxy or even the same cluster. These lower mass supergiants, from ≈9 or 10 up to 30–40 M or
so, evolve across the HR Diagram, becoming red supergiants which alters their interior structure and
with enhanced mass loss. Some may also evolve back to a warmer state, perhaps as warm hypergiants,
to become LBVs, or B[e] supergiants, where their final fate is most likely as core-collapse supernovae.
Consequently, the upper HR Diagram is populated by a diversity of evolved, luminous and variable
stars of different types that challenge our understanding of their physics, evolution and eventual fate.
Many of them are distinguished by their emission line spectra, and evidence for stellar winds and mass
loss. In addition, some of them exhibit periods of enhanced mass loss, such as the LBVs/S Dor variables
and the warm and cool hypergiants with their resolved ejecta. In addition, Wolf–Rayet stars of various
types, Oe and Of stars, the B[e] supergiants, and the Fe II emission line stars occupy the same parts of the
HR Diagram. They may or may not be related. They could be stars of similar initial mass but in different
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stages of their evolution or have experienced different mass loss histories, and some may be binaries.
This diversity is one of the challenges to understanding massive stars, their evolution, and eventual fate.
The HR Diagrams below (Figure 4) for M31 and M33 show the distribution in the luminosity-
temperature plane of three of these mass losing classes of stars, the LBVs, B[e] supergiants and the
warm hypergiants.
One of the outstanding questions is the final fate of the most massive stars. It used to be simply
assumed that all stars much above initial masses of 10 M or so, would end their brief lives as some kind of
supernova, but their final stage as core-collapse SNe is now in question. Smartt [84,85] suggested an upper
mass limit of ≈18 M for the red supergiant progenitors of the Type II-P SNe, while Jennings et al. [86]
found a lack of massive supernova progenitors in M31 and M33 and suggested an upper mass of 35–45 M.
Do the most massive stars collapse directly to black holes instead, long suspected for extreme, very massive
stars such as eta Carinae?
Figure 4. The schematic HR Diagrams for M31 and M33 showing the positions of the confirmed LBVs and
candidate LBVs shown respectively, as filled and open blue circles, the warm hypergiants as green circles
and the B[e] supergiants as orange circles. The LBV transits during their high mass loss state are shown
as dashed blue lines. The LBV/S Dor instability strip is outlined in blue. The 15 and 20 M tracks are
from [87] with rotation are shown to provide a reference for the lower mass B[e]sgs, which are probable
rotators. (Higher mass tracks are not shown due to crowding.) The supergiant population is shown in the
background in light gray. Reproduced from [61].
In addition, the supernova surveys have identified numerous non-terminal giant eruptions, in which
the object greatly increases its total luminosity possibly expelling several solar masses and the star survives.
Some of these events are confused with true SNe and thus have been called “supernova impostors”. This is
a diverse group of objects with a range of luminosities and possible progenitors. A few impostors appear to
be normal LBV/S Dor variables in their eruptive or maximum light state. Most are giant eruptions, possibly
similar to eta Car [83] from evolved massive stars, while some are red transients (ILRTs [88]) from a lower
mass population. The origin of the instability in these giant eruptions is unknown, but proximity to the
Eddington Limit is crucial [89]. It is not known what role these high mass loss events may play in the final
stages of massive star evolution or their relation to the evolved massive star population and to other stars
with instabilities such as the LBVs and the warm hypergiants.
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Thus, we observe a complex upper HR Diagram with different evolutionary paths dependent on
initial mass, and several types of evolved stars not only experiencing continuous mass loss, but also
high mass loss events. The study of luminous stars in the nearer galaxies provides us with an improved
census of these evolved stars, their relative numbers, physical properties and behavior, and clues to their
evolutionary state and possible relationship to each other on the HR Diagram. In this Special Issue on
luminous stars in nearby galaxies, the reviews focus on different examples of evolved massive stars;
the luminous O and B-type stars in the Magellanic Clouds, LBVs, B[e] supergiants, the warm hypergiants,
and the Wolf–Rayet stars.
Although the articles are about different types of evolved massive stars, many are in the same galaxies.
We have therefore adopted the following distance moduli based on the Cepheid scale for these nearby
galaxies for consistency and for ease of cross-referencing and comparison.
Table 2. Adopted Distance Moduli.
Galaxy Distance Modulus (mag) Comment
LMC 18.5 Cepheids
SMC 18.9 Cepheids
M31 24.4 Cepheids [90]
M33 24.5 Cepheids [91]
NGC 6822 23.4 Cepheids [92]
IC 1613 24.3 Cepheids [93]
NGC 2403 27.5 Cepheids [94]
M81 27.8 Cepheids [94]
M101 29.1 Cepheids [94]
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Abstract: A review of the properties of the Tarantula Nebula (30 Doradus) in the Large Magellanic
Cloud is presented, primarily from the perspective of its massive star content. The proximity of the
Tarantula and its accessibility to X-ray through radio observations permit it to serve as a Rosetta Stone
amongst extragalactic supergiant HII regions since one can consider both its integrated characteristics
and the individual properties of individual massive stars. Recent surveys of its high mass stellar
content, notably the VLT FLAMES Tarantula Survey (VFTS), are reviewed, together with VLT/MUSE
observations of the central ionizing region NGC 2070 and HST/STIS spectroscopy of the young dense
cluster R136, provide a near complete Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of the region, and cumulative
ionizing output. Several high mass binaries are highlighted, some of which have been identified from
a recent X-ray survey. Brief comparisons with the stellar content of giant HII regions in the Milky
Way (NGC 3372) and Small Magellanic Cloud (NGC 346) are also made, together with Green Pea
galaxies and star forming knots in high-z galaxies. Finally, the prospect of studying massive stars in
metal poor galaxies is evaluated.
Keywords: galaxies; star formation–galaxies; star clusters; general–open clusters and associations;
individual; 30 Doradus–stars; massive–stars; early-type
1. Introduction
The Tarantula Nebula (alias 30 Doradus) in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is the brightest
supergiant HII region in the Local Group of galaxies, and serves as a local analogue to metal-poor
starburst knots in high redshift galaxies [1]. Its proximity (50 kpc), and high galactic latitude (and
hence low extinction) have permitted a myriad of ground-based and space-based surveys across the
electromagnetic spectrum, revealing an exceptional population of massive stars (≥8M), including
the dense, young star cluster R136 that is home to some of the most massive stars known. The advent of
modern highly multiplexed spectrographs coupled with large ground-based telescopes, has permitted
multi-epoch optical spectroscopic surveys of the massive star population of the Tarantula Nebula for
the first time. The VLT FLAMES Tarantula Survey, hereafter VFTS [2], has provided the multiplicity,
rotational velocities and initial mass function of massive stars. In distant starburst regions it is not
possible to resolve individual stars, such that studies rely on techniques based on their integrated
properties, which themselves involve assumptions of binarity, stellar rotation and mass function.
The Tarantula Nebula is not the sole example of a supergiant H II region within the Local
Group. However, studies of the richest Milky Way star-forming regions are limited by dust extinction
(e.g., Westerlund 1, NGC 3603). Counterparts in other Local Group galaxies suffer from a number of
limitations, including a relatively modest stellar content (NGC 346 in the Small Magellanic Cloud,
SMC) or much greater distance (NGC 604 in M 33), such that the Tarantula—whose metallicity
is approximately half-solar [3]—serves as the only credible Rosetta Stone for rich extragalactic
star-forming regions. This review will provide a brief overview of the structural properties of
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the Tarantula Nebula, but will largely focus on its massive star content, drawn from results from
VFTS and other optical spectroscopic surveys, supplemented by the recent deep Chandra X-ray
survey ‘Tarantula-Revealed by X-rays’ (T-ReX). Finally, comparisons with local and high-redshift
star-forming regions will be provided to put the properties of the Tarantula into a broader context.
Indeed, the nebular properties of the central NGC 2070 region of the Tarantula are strikingly similar
to Green Pea galaxies, exhibiting intense [O III] λ4959, 5007 emission, and its star-formation rate is
comparable to intense star-forming clumps at high redshift.
2. Tarantula Nebula
The Tarantula Nebula is the most striking star-forming region in the LMC, whether viewed in
the far ultraviolet (hot, luminous stars), Hα (ionized gas) or mid-IR (warm dust), extending over
several hundred parsec, owing to a massive stellar content producing an ionizing output which is a
thousand-fold higher than the Orion Nebula [4].
NGC 2070 is the dominant ionized region within the Tarantula Nebula, powered by a large
number of hot luminous stars from R136 at its heart plus many more within its vicinity. NGC 2060,
located 6 arcmin (90 pc) to the southwest, is host to a more modest population of OB stars plus
an X-ray pulsar PSR J0537-6910 and its supernova remnant (SNR) N157B. Hodge 301 is located 3
arcmin (45 pc) to the north west of R136, but does not possess significant nebulosity since previous
supernovae are likely to have cleared this region of gas, and its stellar population (B-type stars and red
supergiants) does not possess a significant Lyman continuum output. NGC 2070 is often referred to
as a cluster in the literature but it extends over tens of parsecs whereas genuine star clusters are an
order of magnitude smaller, such that the only rich star clusters within the Tarantula are R136, with an
age of 1–2 Myr [5] and Hodge 301 with an age of 20–30 Myr [6] with a few additional lower mass
young, compact clusters (e.g., TLD1, SL 639). Table 1 compares various regions within the Tarantula
Nebula, adapted from a previous review by Walborn [7]. Although the focus of the present review
is on spectroscopic results for massive stars, Sabbi et al. [8] have undertaken a deep Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) multi-colour photometric survey, known as the Hubble Tarantula Treasury Project
(HTTP) which permits lower mass stars in the Tarantula Nebula to be studied.
Table 1. Physical scales within the Tarantula Nebula, adapted from Walborn [7]. Ionizing outputs,




Radius (′′) Radius (pc) (1051 ph s−1)
R136a 0.8 0.2 2 R136a1 (WN5h), R136a2 (WN5h) [9]
R136 4 1.0 4 R136b (O4 If/WN8), R136c (WN5h+) [5]
NGC 2070 80 20. 9 R140a (WC4 + WN6+), Mk34 (WN5h + WN5h) [10,11]
Tarantula 600 150. 12 Hodge 301, PSR J0537-6910 (pulsar), N157B (SNR) [12]
A number of complementary studies of the star formation history of the Tarantula Nebula
have been carried out, exploiting pre-main sequence low mass stars [13,14] and massive stars [15].
Significant star formation commenced ∼25 Myr ago, as witnessed by Hodge 301, and reached a peak
several Myr ago, with the young massive star cluster R136 at its heart no more than 2 Myr old. It is
apparent that star formation within the Tarantula Nebula has not been limited to specific parsec-scale
star clusters, such as Hodge 301 or R136, but has been distributed across the entire region, akin to
a super OB association. Wright et al. [16] have established from proper motion observations that
star formation in the far smaller Milky Way Cygnus OB2 region did not originate in a star cluster,
but involved individual sub-regions in virial equilibrium. Indeed, median ages of massive stars show
little radial dependence on their projected distance from R136, with very massive stars (≥100M)
identified throughout the region [15]. Infrared and radio observations of the Tarantula reveal ongoing
regions of massive star formation, to which the reader is referred to the review by Walborn [17] and a
more recent study of the brightest embedded sources based on Spitzer/IRAC imaging [18]. Atacama
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Large Millimetre Array (ALMA) has obtained high resolution observations of parsec-scale clumps
within the Tarantula [19], with the rate of star formation in the Tarantula anticipated to decline in
the future.
3. Massive Star Content
The integrated nebular properties of the Tarantula Nebula and other selected giant H II regions in
the Local Group is presented in Table 2. The ionizing output of the Tarantula Nebula corresponds
to the equivalent of over a thousand O7V stars, each with 1049 ph s−1. In reality, the Tarantula hosts
somewhat fewer O-type stars since the most extreme examples—early O stars and luminous Wolf-Rayet
(WR) stars—each produce an order of magnitude more Lyman continuum photons. Nevertheless,
this population represents an order of magnitude more O and WR stars than any Milky Way or SMC
giant HII regions, and is not likely to be improved upon until extremely large telescopes are capable of
resolving the massive stellar content of more extreme giant HII regions, such as NGC 5461, 5462 and
5471 in M 101 [1].
Table 2. Integrated nebular properties of nearby giant HII regions, adapted from Kennicutt [20] for an




pc 1039 erg s−1
NGC 3372 (Milky Way) 200 0.8 45
NGC 346 (SMC) 220 0.8 45
NGC 3603 (Milky Way) 100 1.5 110
NGC 604 (M33) 400 4.5 320
Tarantula (LMC) 370 15 1100
Historically, there have been several photometric and spectroscopic surveys of early-type stars in
the Tarantula Nebula, each of which have employed contemporary (Galactic) temperature calibrations
to produce Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams. Parker [21,22] obtained the first extensive study of the entire
region. Subsequently, Massey and Hunter [23] obtained high-spatial resolution HST spectroscopy of
early-type stars in the central, crowded R136 region, revealing an exceptional population of very early
O stars, whilst Melnick and colleagues [24,25] obtained spectroscopy for a large number of early-type
stars in the NGC 2070 region. The advent of efficient multi-object spectrographs on 8–10 m telescopes,
has permitted the most comprehensive optical spectroscopic survey of massive stars in the Tarantula
Nebula to date through the VLT FLAMES Tarantula Survey (VFTS) [2]. Multi-object, multi-epoch
spectroscopy of ∼800 massive stars across the entire region, for which detailed spectroscopic analyses
have been undertaken for over 500 O and early B stars, such that temperature calibrations are no longer
necessary. Although this represents the most extensive of early-type stars in a single star-forming
region to date, this survey is incomplete owing the fibre-placement limitations, sampling ∼70% of
massive stars exterior to the dense R136 cluster from comparison with photometric surveys [12].
Two additional surveys have recently provided complete optical spectroscopic observations of
all bright sources within the central crowded region of the Tarantula: (a) the central 4 arcsec (1 pc) of
the R136 cluster exploiting the high spatial resolution of HST/STIS [5]; (b) the central 2 × 2 arcmin
(30 × 30 pc) region of NGC 2070 using the VLT/MUSE integral field spectrograph [10]. Although these
lack the multi-epoch capabilities of VFTS, they are complementary since the richest stellar populations
of the Tarantula are found within NGC 2070/R136, and provide extended wavelength coverage
(yellow and red for MUSE, ultraviolet for STIS), albeit at reduced spectral resolution. A summary
of these three contemporary surveys is provided in Table 3, together with literature results. In total,
approximately 1100 early-type massive stars have been spectroscopically observed. Our discussion of
the massive star content of the Tarantula will largely draw upon results from VFTS, but include others
where appropriate. It should be noted that analyses based on spectroscopic fibre-fed observations
of early-type stars in regions of strong, highly variable nebulosity, is inherently problematic owing
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to the lack of local sky subtraction. Such issues do no affect long-slit STIS or integral field MUSE
observations.
Table 3. Summary of stellar content of the Tarantula Nebula from recent spectroscopic surveys
(excluding sources in common, although including individual components within SB2 binaries).
Telescope/inst Target N(O-type) N(B-type) N(WR) N(Of/WN) N(A+) Reference
VLT/FLAMES 30 Dor 369 436 9 6 35 [2]
HST/STIS R136 57 .. 3 2 .. [5]
VLT/MUSE NGC 2070 115 79 .. .. 1 [10]
Other 30 Dor 29 8 16 .. 5 [22–24,26]
Total 30 Dor 570 523 28 8 41
VFTS and other surveys have revealed that the Tarantula hosts extreme examples of stellar exotica,
including the most massive stars known [9], a Luminous Blue Variable, R143 [27], a very massive
runaway [28], the fastest rotating stars [29], a massive overcontact binary [30], and a supernova
remnant N157B [31], with SN 1987A located ∼300 pc to the south west (Figure 1).
Figure 1. (left) Optical image of the Tarantula Nebula from the MPG/ESO 2.2m WFI, with NGC 2060
and SN1987A indicated; (centre) Optical VLT/FORS2 image centred on NGC 2070, with Hodge 301
to the upper right; (right) an infrared VLT/MAD image of the central R136 region, with the massive
colliding wind binary Mk 34 indicated. Credit: ESO/P. Crowther/C.J. Evans.
R136a, the central cluster, merits special consideration since it was considered by some to be
a supermassive star as recently as the early 1980s [32]. Speckle interferometry resolved R136a into
multiple sources [33], and it was subsequently established as a compact star cluster [34]. Massey and
Hunter [23] established that dozens of the brightest sources within the central parsec were hot, early
O stars. Spectroscopic studies of the brightest components R136a1, a2, a3, with nitrogen-sequence
Wolf-Rayet spectral types, indicated masses of ∼100 M [23,35]. They established that these relatively
weak-lined WN stars are luminous main-sequence stars close to their Eddington limits, rather than
classical Wolf-Rayet stars. Subsequent analyses of the WN stars in R136 indicated significantly higher
masses of 150–300 M [9] as a result of increased spectroscopic luminosities, owing to higher stellar
temperatures and IR photometry less affected by dust extinction. Indirectly inferred masses of massive
stars are notoriously imprecise, and if binarity were established for individual stars their inferred
luminosities and masses would be reduced. To date, faint companions to members of R136a have been
detected with extreme adaptive optics imaging [36]. Melnick 34 is spectroscopically similar to the
WN5-stars in R136a, and has recently been shown to be a colliding wind binary system comprising
two WN5 components, with a total mass exceeding 250 M [37]. Figure 2 shows that Melnick 34 is an
order of magnitude brighter than R136a in X-rays, indicating that there are no colliding wind binaries
comparable to Melnick 34 within R136a [38].
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Figure 2. (left) Chandra ACIS X-ray logarithmic intensity image of the core of NGC 2070 from T-ReX,
centred on R136c, adapted from [38], showing the relative brightness of the colliding wind binary
Melnick 34 (WNh5 + WN5h) [37] to the R136a star cluster (hosting multiple WN5h stars) and R136c
(WN5h+?); (right) HST WFC3/F555W logarithmic intensity image of the same 19 × 19 arcsec region,
highlighting the rich stellar population of R136a with respect to R136c and Melnick 34.
Overall, the Tarantula hosts a remarkable number of ∼50 early-type stars with bolometric
luminosities exceeding 106L. For reference, the Milky Way’s Carina Nebula (NGC 3372) hosts
≈5 massive stars with such extreme properties [39]. As such, the Tarantula Nebula represents
our best opportunity to study the highest mass stars known, both individually and collectively.
Schneider et al. [40] analysed VFTS spectroscopic results to establish an excess of massive stars with
respect to a standard Salpeter Initial Mass Function (|MF), indicating 1/3 more stars with ≥30 M in
30 Doradus compared to expectations from a standard IMF. Finally, although we focus primarily on
high mass early-type stars in the Tarantula Nebula, it also hosts red supergiants (RSG). Since RSG are
the evolved descendants of moderately massive stars, and star formation in the Tarantula has peaked
relatively recently, of order ∼10 RSG are known, most of which are associated with mature star clusters
Hodge 301 and SL 639 [6].
4. Physical Properties
The determination of physical properties (Teff, log g) of individual early-type stars ideally requires
high S/N (≥50) intermediate resolution spectroscopy of suitable diagnostics, usually He I–II lines
(Si II–IV) for temperatures of O-type (B-type) stars, plus Balmer lines for surface gravities, plus grids
of model atmospheres obtained with modern codes, such as FASTWIND [41] for O stars and blue
supergiants, CMFGEN [42] or PoWR [43] for emission-line stars, or TLUSTY [44] for low luminosity B
stars. Analysis of late-type supergiants requires model atmosphere codes in which molecular opacities
have been incorporated, such as MARCS [45]. Hot O stars require alternative temperature diagnostics
to helium, with nitrogen commonly used since the blue visual spectrum of O stars includes lines
of N III–V. Wolf-Rayet stars are especially problematic since photospheres are masked by the dense
wind, such that gravities cannot be directly measured and temperatures usually refer to deep layers,
with an optical depth of τ ∼ 10–20, rather than the effective temperature at τ = 2/3. If stellar distances
are uncertain, comparisons with evolutionary models can be made using the so-called spectroscopic
Hertzsprung-Russell (sHR) diagram [46], involving temperature and L = T4eff/g, the inverse of the
flux-weighted gravity, where g is the surface gravity.
The determination of stellar luminosities requires comparisons between synthetic spectral energy
distributions and photometry, taking account of interstellar extinctions and distance moduli, 18.5 mag
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in the case of the Large Magellanic Cloud. Visual extinctions of early-type stars in the Tarantula
Nebula are usually modest, although near-IR photometric comparisons usually lead to more robust
luminosities since typical dust extinctions are 0.1–0.2 mag in the K-band, versus 1–2 mag in the
V-band, and the lack of sensitivity of K-band extinctions to any variations in the overall extinction
law. Luminosities of RSG can also be reliably estimated by integrating observed spectral energy
distributions from visual to mid-IR wavelengths [47,48]. Historically, stellar estimates of masses
and ages from evolutionary models involved by-eye comparisons between their position on a
conventional Hertszprung-Russell (HR) diagram and theoretical isochrones. However, additional
physical information is often available, such as helium abundance or projected rotational velocities.
Tools now exist which additionally take such information into account for the calculation of stellar
ages and initial masses such as BONNSAI [49]. Significant discrepancies exist between current mass
estimates from spectroscopic (log g) and evolutionary approaches for a subset of VFTS O dwarfs [50].
Figure 3 presents the HR diagram of the Tarantula Nebula, comprising single star results from
VFTS [50–54], VLT/MUSE [11], HST/STIS [55] and literature results for other stars within 160 parsec
of R136, including Wolf-Rayet stars [56]. Results for binary systems have been incorporated, primarily
drawn from [57] for VFTS B-type binaries, Tarantula Massive Binary Monitoring (TMBM) for VFTS
O-type binaries [58] and recent literature for WR stars [37,59]. Evolutionary tracks for non-rotating,
LMC metallicity massive stars up to the onset of He-burning have been included for reference [60,61].
Over 1170 massive stars have been included, revealing a well populated main sequence population
up to ∼200 M, plus classical Wolf-Rayet stars to the left of the main sequence, and evolved blue
supergiants up to log(L/L) ∼ 6, and cool supergiants, up to log(L/L) ∼5.3 [48]. The addition
of all luminous early-type stars from R136 and NGC 2070 fills in the extreme upper main sequence
which is somewhat under populated from VFTS alone [40]. The overwhelming majority of the older
massive stellar population—i.e., evolved stars with masses below 30 M—are spatially exterior to
NGC 2070 (open symbols), although NGC 2070 is host to one luminous M supergiant, Melnick 9.
Conversely, beyond NGC 2070, the main-sequence population at the highest stellar masses is relatively
underpopulated, albeit with several WN5h stars (R146, R147) and early O stars (VFTS 16, BI 253)
located 95 ± 25 parsec from R136.
Figure 3. Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of the Tarantula Nebula, based on results from VLT FLAMES
Tarantula Survey (VFTS) [50–54], MUSE [11], Hubble Space Telescope (HST)/STIS [55] and other
literature results, with typical uncertainties from each survey indicated. Filled symbols are within
NGC 2070, open symbols elsewhere in the Tarantula. Non-rotating tracks for 10, 15, 25, 40, 60, 100
and 200 M LMC metallicity stars have been included from [60,61] which terminate at the onset of
He-burning.
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5. Binaries, Rotation and Runaways
Until recently, the significance of close binary evolution for massive stars was not fully recognised,
in spite of a few binary “champions” [62]. The high frequency of close binaries amongst O stars in
young Galactic clusters obtained from radial velocity monitoring established that only a minority
of massive stars follow single stellar evolution [63]. In contrast with the majority of previous
spectroscopic surveys of early-type stars, VFTS comprised multiple epochs, such that [64] were able to
establish that 53% of O stars in the Tarantula Nebula inhabit a binary system with a period below 1500
days, such that binary interaction will occur. In total, 18% of O-type binaries, those with very short
periods, are anticipated to merge with a companion, 27% will be stripped of their envelopes (primaries,
mass donors) and 8% are predicted to be spun up (secondaries, mass gainers), as summarised in
Figure 4 together with counterparts in Milky Way clusters. Broadly similar results have been obtained
for VFTS B-type stars [65].
The inferred rate of envelope stripping and spin-up in the Tarantula is rather lower than [63]
obtained for O stars in Milky Way clusters (Figure 4), but it is probable that the true incidence is rather
higher since a subset of the current O star sample is likely to have already undergone binary evolution.
Although VFTS has established the binary frequency amongst massive stars in the Tarantula, binary
orbits require follow-up surveys, notably the TMBM survey [58,66].
Consequences of close binary evolution include mass gaining secondaries being spun-up, and a
subset of secondaries possessing high space velocities as a result of the disruption of the binary
following the core-collapse supernova (ccSN) of the original primary. Other “observables” are more
challenging, including the identification of stripped primaries in close binaries which will usually be
masked at visual wavelengths by mass gaining secondaries [67] which should be more common in
older star clusters such as Hodge 301.
Figure 4. Pie charts, courtesy Hugues Sana and Selma de Mink, illustrating the fraction of O stars
undergoing single stellar evolution versus mergers, primaries being stripped of their envelopes,
and secondaries being spun up, for Milky Way young clusters (left) and VFTS O stars (right), adapted
from [63,64].
Reliable measurements of projected rotation rates, ve sin i, are often problematic because strong
hydrogen and helium lines are predominantly affected by pressure broadening, with an additional
contribution from“macroturbulence”. A Fourier Transform approach applied to metallic lines offers the
most robust results, albeit requiring high resolution, high S/N spectroscopy of suitable diagnostics [68].
The lack of a spectral features originating in the hydrostatic layers of Wolf-Rayet stars prevents a direct
determination of their rotational velocities. Figure 5 compares projected rotational velocities for a
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large sample of VFTS O and B-type stars. Typical rotational velocities of single O stars are modest,
with ve sin i ∼ 100 km s−1, albeit with 10% exceeding 300 km s−1 [69], of which some examples are
rotating close to their critical rates [29]. This high velocity tail is suspected of being spun-up mass
gainers in former close binaries. The lack of fast rotators amongst O stars in VFTS binary systems
supports this interpretation [70]. Figure 5 illustrates that rotational velocities of VFTS B-type stars are
higher, with ve sin i ∼ 200 km s−1 on average, and 20% exceeding 300 km s−1 [71].
Of particular interest is the rotational velocity distribution of massive stars within the young
R136 star cluster, whose severe crowding prevented inclusion in VFTS. Bestenlehner et al. [55] utilised
HST/STIS spectroscopy to reveal 150 km s−1 on average for a sample of 55 massive stars within the
central parsec of R136, with no examples exceeding 250 km s−1, although the low S/N of these datasets
prevented distinguishing between rotational and macroturbulence, adding to the interpretation that
rapid rotators originate from close binary evolution. Wolff et al. [72] obtained somewhat higher
rotational velocities for OB stars in the periphery of R136, where contamination from the field
population is significant.
The Tarantula hosts a number of candidate early-type runaway stars from their measured (radial
and/or tangential) velocities with respect to the average for their environment, although radial velocity
outliers may be unresolved binaries. Runaways can originate either from disrupted secondaries
following the core collapse of primaries in close binaries, or following the dynamical ejection of stars
from young star-forming regions. Platais et al. [73] have investigated high proper motion stars in the
Tarantula from HST imaging obtained 3 years apart, revealing a number of potential stars ejected
from R136, while Lennon et al. [28] have exploited Gaia DR2 proper motions to conclude that VFTS 16
(O2 III) [74] was likely ejected from R136 during its formation 1–2 Myr ago. Renzo et al. [75] discuss
the origin of the candidate ‘walkaway’ very massive star VFTS 682 (WN5h).
The Tarantula hosts several notable massive binary systems, whose physical and orbital properties
have been obtained from spectroscopic monitoring, with searches for massive binaries also greatly
benefitting from the recent Chandra T-ReX survey (PI Leisa Townsley) which monitored the Tarantula
in X-rays for almost 2 years with a total integration time of 2 Ms. Single hot, luminous stars tend to
produce (thermal) X-rays due to shocks in the winds, but these are generally soft X-ray emitters with
LX/LBol ∼ 10−7 [76]. Massive stars in binary systems may lead to excess X-ray emission arising from
wind-wind collisions, usually relatively hard, providing the separations are not too small (low wind
velocities) or too large (low wind densities) [77]. A close binary comprising an early-type star and
compact remnant (neutron star or black hole) will be extremely X-ray bright if the accretion disk of the
remnant is being fed by the wind of the massive star or via Roche Lobe overflow.
A number of eclipsing binaries in the proximity of R136 have been identified [78], including # 38
from [34] comprising an O3 V + O6 V in a circular 3.4 day orbit, with component masses 57 and 23 M.
This represented the first robust stellar mass determination for an O3 star in the LMC. VFTS revealed a
large number of binaries within the Tarantula, many of which have been followed-up with TMBM.
Most notably R139 has been established as an eccentric system comprising a pair of mid O supergiants
in a 154 day orbit [79] with lower limits of ∼66 + 78 M for individual component, recently revised
downward to 54 + 69 M [58]. R139 is amongst the brightest X-ray sources in the Tarantula in T-ReX
with LX,corr ∼ 5 × 1033 erg s−1 and an enhanced LX,corr/LBol ∼ 9 × 10−7 based on TMBM bolometric
luminosities [58].
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Figure 5. Cumulative distribution of rotational rates for single VFTS O (red) and B stars (blue) [69,71].
The most remarkable X-ray source in the Tarantula is VFTS 399 with LX,corr ∼ 5 × 1034 erg s−1
despite being associated with a low luminosity O9 giant, implying LX,corr/LBol ∼ 2 × 10−4.
Clark et al. [80] conclude that VFTS 399 is a high-mass X-ray binary hosting a neutron star remnant,
with the O giant known to be a rapid rotator (ve sin i = 324 km s−1, according to [53]), as one would
expect for a mass gainer in a close binary system.
Two point sources in the Tarantula are even brighter in X-rays than VFTS 399. Of these, R140a is a
compact group of stars including two WR stars, so likely hosts one or more colliding wind binaries,
while X-ray variability for Melnick 34 reveals a 155 day period, peaking at LX,corr = 3.2 × 1035 erg s−1,
exceeding η Carina at X-ray maximum [38]. Melnick 34 has been confirmed to be a colliding wind
binary system in a 155 day eccentric orbit, with minimum masses of 60–65 M for each of the WN5h
components [37]. Individual masses of 130–140 M are favoured from spectroscopic analysis, such that
Melnick 34 is likely to be the most massive binary known to date, with LX,corr/Lbol = 1.7 × 10−5 at
X-ray maximum. This arises from the collision of dense, fast moving winds at a minimum separation
of ∼1.2 AU or 13 stellar radii for an assumed orbital inclination of i = 50◦. Almeida et al. [30] identify
the overcontact binary VFTS 352 as a prototype of systems which, at low metallicity, are plausible
black hole-black hole merger progenitors.
6. Wind Properties
The underlying theory responsible for outflows by hot luminous stars has been known for
several decades [81], with a metallicity dependence primarily arising from the variation in iron-peak
elemental abundances [82,83]. Individual wind properties of O stars or blue supergiants usually rely
on spectroscopic fits to Hα, as parameterised by the wind strength parameter, Q [41], from which the
mass-loss rate requires knowledge of the physical radius (from Teff, log L) and measured or adopted
wind velocity. Wind velocities of OB stars cannot be measured from optical spectroscopy, so usually
spectral type calibrations are adopted based on measured velocities from UV P Cygni profiles of C IV,
N V or Si IV [84]. Until recently, high S/N, high quality UV spectroscopy of OB stars in the Large
Magellanic Cloud has been in short supply, but the situation has improved via the HST Large Program
METAL (GO 14675, PI Julia Roman-Duval) [85] and upcoming ULLYSES initiative 1.
1 http://www.stsci.edu/stsci-research/research-topics-and-programs/ullyses.
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Specifically for the Tarantula, low resolution UV spectroscopy of the R136 star cluster has added a
significant number of wind measurements for early O stars [5]. Wind velocities exceed 3000 km s−1 at
the earliest subtypes (O2–3), reducing to ∼1500 km s−1 for late O-types. Mass-loss rates of emission
line stars typically rely on an alternative wind scaling relation, namely the transformed radius, Rt [86],
which also requires knowledge of wind velocities, although these can be estimated from optical
spectroscopy for Wolf-Rayet stars. An added complication arises because radiatively-driven winds are
known to be inherently unstable, leading to clumped winds. Wolf-Rayet winds have been known to
be clumped for 30 years [87,88], but the degree of clumping for O stars via the Hα diagnostic remains
unclear, with conflicting results obtained from UV resonance lines [89] unless the wind comprises a
mixture of optically thin and thick clumps within a much lower density inter-clump medium [90].
Figure 6 presents unclumped mass-loss rates of O, Of/WN and Wolf-Rayet stars in the Tarantula
Nebula, obtained from VFTS [50,51,53], HST/STIS [55] and other literature results. Uncertainties have
been included wherever possible. Since the primary wind diagnostic in the majority of instances
presented here is Hα, it is apparent that uncertainties are large for those stars with weak stellar winds.
In addition, mass-loss rates for Of/WN and Wolf-Rayet stars are anticipated to be reduced significantly
owing to wind clumping, as indicated with downward arrows. If volume filling factors are ∼10%,
mass-loss rates will be reduced by a factor of
√
10.
Theoretical mass-loss rates [83] for zero-age main sequence stars at LMC composition [60,61]
are included in Figure 6. At face value it would appear that the theoretical mass-loss rates of LMC
O stars are supported by theory. However, the following should be borne in mind. It is not clear
how significantly wind clumping affects the inferred mass-loss rates of normal O stars, although Hα
results for supergiants are likely to be sensitive to wind clumping. In addition, the vast majority of
mass-loss rates of VFTS O stars shown here have been inferred by adopting wind velocities from an
assumed scaling relation involving escape velocities [91,92], which are themselves dependent upon
spectroscopic gravities. Exceptions are HST/STIS results for early-type stars in R136 which are based
on measured UV wind velocities, and span dwarfs, giants, supergiants and main sequence WN stars.
In order to verify predictions for lower luminosity (log L/L < 5.5) O stars, more sensitive diagnostics
would need to be employed, such as UV P Cygni lines, providing complications such as porosity are
accounted for [90].
It is clear from Figure 6 that rates for the highest luminosity main-sequence Of/WN and WN
stars significantly exceed theoretical predictions. This discrepancy is partially addressed through
wind clumping, but very massive stars close to their Eddington limits are observed to exhibit
enhanced mass-loss rates which are not taken into account in standard theoretical predictions [93,94].
Unsurprisingly, classical Wolf-Rayet stars with log(L/L) = 5.5 − 6 possess the strongest winds
amongst early-type stars in 30 Doradus, with clumping-corrected wind densities an order of magnitude
higher than O stars with similar luminosities. It is well known that the wind momenta of WR stars,
Ṁv∞, exceeds the momentum provided by their radiation field, L/c, owing to multiple photon
absorption and re-emission within their optically thick winds, permitting Ṁv∞/(L/c) > 1 [95].
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Figure 6. Unclumped mass-loss rates of O-type, Of/WN and Wolf-Rayet stars in the Tarantula Nebula
(based on results from VFTS [50,51,53], HST/STIS [55] and other surveys [37,56,59] for WR stars). Filled
symbols are within NGC 2070, open symbols elsewhere in the Tarantula. Theoretical mass-loss rates
for zero age main sequence massive stars at the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) metallicity [83] are
included (solid line), based on LMC metallicity evolutionary models [60,61].
7. Fate of Massive Stars in the Tarantula
The conventional picture of massive star evolution close to solar metallicity is that those with
initial masses of 8–25 M will end their lives as red supergiants (RSG), undergo a H-rich core
collapse supernova, leaving behind a neutron star remnant, while higher mass counterparts will
either circumvent the RSG phase or subsequently proceed to a Wolf-Rayet stage prior to undergoing
core collapse, leading to a H-deficient supernova (neutron star remnant) or faint/failed supernova
(black hole remnant) [96]. If one considers the global WR vs. RSG population in the LMC, the lower
boundary to the luminosity of WR stars is log(L/L) = 5.3, while the upper luminosity of RSG is
log(L/L) = 5.5 [48], supporting a transition from RSG to WR for higher mass progenitors at ∼25 M.
Close binary evolution severely complicates this scenario, since primaries below 25 M can be
stripped of their hydrogen envelope, leading to a type IIb or Ib/c instead of a H-rich supernova,
while secondaries will be rejuvenated, spun-up, with the potential for a core-collapse supernova
for secondaries whose initial masses fall below 8 M. To date, there are no unambiguous cases of
pre-supernova close binaries in the Tarantula hosting stripped (Wolf-Rayet or helium) stars, although it
has been suggested that the WN3 binary BAT99-49 elsewhere in the LMC is the product of close binary
evolution [59]. Rapid rotation of the bright O giant component of the high mass X-ray binary VFTS
399 is consistent with this evolutionary scenario. The absence of low luminosity Wolf-Rayet stars in
the Tarantula does not exclude the binary channel since low-mass stripped stars would be unlikely to
exhibit a Wolf-Rayet spectral appearance [67].
Initially very close binaries may merge on the main sequence, prior to following a relatively
conventional evolution, albeit with unusually high rotation rates, which would lead to increased
luminosities and potentially evolve blueward off the main sequence [60,61]. Extremely rapid rotation
in some VFTS OB stars favours close binary evolution or stellar mergers. Very massive stars in the
Tarantula up to ∼300 M are expected to lead to 30–50 M CO cores and black hole fates, unlikely to
produce any associated supernova [97], such that a subset of binary VMS are plausible progenitors
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of LIGO black hole binary mergers, although their exact fate crucially depends on their mass-loss
properties, which remain uncertain.
8. Integrated Properties and Comparison With Star-Forming Regions, Near And Far
The Tarantula Nebula would subtend little more than one arcsec if it were located at a distance of
50 Mpc, and so provides us with a unique opportunity to compare the individual spatially-resolved
properties of an intensively star-forming region and its aggregate characteristics. Using integrated Hα
observations of the Tarantula Nebula [98], an age of ∼3.5 Myr would be inferred from a comparison
between the inferred Hα equivalent width of 1100 Å and population synthesis models for a coeval
population at LMC metallicity [12]. This is in reasonable agreement with the typical age of massive
stars, albeit failing to reflect the complexity in its star-formation history (recall Figure 3).
An analysis of the integrated UV spectrum of NGC 2070 supports a young (≤3 Myr) starburst
episode [99], while the high spatial resolution of HST/STIS has permitted a comparison between the
individual and integrated UV spectroscopic appearance of the central R136 cluster [5]. Very massive
stars contributed a significant fraction of its far UV continuum flux, and completely dominate the
strong, broad He II λ1640 emission. The integrated UV spectroscopic appearance of R136 closely
resembles some star clusters in star-forming galaxies at Mpc distances, such as NGC5253-5 [100],
suggesting the presence of VMS in these other young massive clusters. From comparison with the
predictions of standard population synthesis models, both Starburst99 [101] and BPASS [102] models
fail to predict any significant emission prior to the conventional Wolf-Rayet phase (Figure 7), owing
to the use of inadequate wind theory for VMS [93,94]. Consequently, neither Starburst99 nor BPASS
accounts for the powerful winds of very massive stars in R136, and the adopted mass function follows
a Salpeter slope, rather than the top heavy IMF identified by [40] for the Tarantula region as a whole.
Figure 7. Comparison between observed He II λ1640 emission equivalent widths in R136 [5] versus
predicted emission from BPASS (v.2.2.1, red) and Starburst99 (blue) population synthesis models
(absorption lines are shown as negative values).
An estimate of the cumulative ionizing and mechanical feedback from massive stars within the
Tarantula has revealed a major contribution from VMS towards the collective ionizing output and
a dominant role from WR stars to the mechanical feedback [12]. However this analysis relied on
calibrations and estimates of spectral types for a significant subset of the massive star content, so we
are able to provide updates from recent spectroscopic observations (e.g., VLT/MUSE, HST/STIS) and
analyses. We present the updated cumulative ionizing output from 1170 massive stars in the Tarantula
Nebula in Figure 8, indicating a total Lyman continuum ionizing output of 1.2 × 1052 ph s−1 within
150 pc of R136a. A quarter of the total ionizing radiation originates from the R136a cluster, while
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members of NGC 2070 produce three quarters of the global feedback. Ten systems alone, listed in
Table 4, collectively contribute a quarter of the ionizing budget of the Tarantula Nebula, comprising
main sequence and classical WR stars, plus early O supergiants. Indeed, half of the global ionizing
output originates from 40 early O stars, main sequence WN stars and classical WR stars, with 1130
stars contributing the remaining 50%. The collective bolometric luminosity of these stars is 108.4 L,
of which the 40 UV-bright stars contribute 108.0 L.
Table 4. Top ten stellar systems contributing to the Lyman continuum output of the Tarantula Nebula,
comprising very massive early O stars and WN5 stars, and classical Wolf-Rayet stars, updated from [12].
Star (Alias) Sp Type log L/L log N(LyC) Reference
R136a1 (BAT99-108) WN5h 6.8 50.6 [55]
Mk 34 (BAT99-116) WN5h + WN5h 6.4 + 6.4 50.6 [37]
R136a2 (BAT99-109) WN5h 6.7 50.5 [55]
R144 (BAT99-118) WN5-6 + WN6-7 6.7 50.5 [56,64]
R136a3 (BAT99-106) WN5h 6.6 50.5 [55]
Mk 49 (BAT99-98) WN6(h) 6.7 50.5 [56]
R145 (BAT99-119) WN6h + O3.5If/WN7 6.3+6.3 50.4 [59]
Mk 42 (BAT99-105) O2 If 6.6 50.4 [51]
VFTS 682 WN5h 6.5 50.4 [51]
R136c (BAT99-112) WN5h +? 6.6 50.4 [51]
Figure 8. Cumulative ionizing output (1050 ph/s) from spectroscopically classified early-type stars in
the Tarantula, obtained from VFTS [50,51,53], VLT/MUSE [11], HST/STIS [55] and literature results [56],
updated from [12]. Specific regions within 30 Dor are indicated from Table 1.
Recalling Table 2, the highest mass stars and evolved high mass stars in other giant H II
regions in the Local Group dominate their radiative and mechanical feedback, including NGC 3372
(Carina Nebula) in the Milky Way, N206 in the LMC and NGC 346 in the SMC. By way of example,
Smith [39] established that only a handful of early O-type stars and H-rich WN stars contribute
the majority of the Lyman continuum flux of the Carina Nebula, while η Car, four Wolf-Rayet stars
and two early O supergiants completely dominate the stellar mechanical luminosity. The central
ionizing cluster of the Galactic NGC 3603 star-forming region is host to a stellar content analogous
to R136a, including a number of early O stars, nitrogen-sequence Wolf-Rayet stars [103,104]. Weak
main-sequence wind properties of metal-poor massive stars conspire to even fewer massive stars
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(HD 5980, Sk 80) dominating the cumulative stellar feedback in NGC 346. Similar conclusions were
reached by Ramachandran et al. [105] for the supergiant shell in the wing of the SMC.
Although the Tarantula Nebula is the most extreme giant H II region in the Local Group, how does
it rank against star-forming regions of galaxies in the near universe or knots at high redshift? Figure 9
compares the star-formation rate versus size of regions spanning z = 0 to 3.4, adapted from [106],
indicating that the Tarantula (red square) is forming stars more vigorously than typical low-redshift
counterparts, resembling some star-forming regions at high redshift. Indeed, 80% of the cumulative
ionizing radiation originates from NGC 2070, such that this region corresponds closely with typical
clumps in the lensed galaxy SDSS J1110 + 6459 at z = 2.5 (green circles).
Figure 9. Comparison between the integrated star-formation rate versus size of the Tarantula (filled
red square) and star-forming knots from galaxies spanning a range of redshifts, adapted from [106].
In addition to its unusually high star formation rate, the Tarantula also possesses high ionization
parameter nebular properties with respect to star-forming galaxies in the local universe. Figure 10
presents a Baldwin, Philipps and Terlevich [107] (BPT) diagnostic diagram of Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) galaxies, in which the Tarantula (red square) has been indicated, along with Green
Pea galaxies from Micheva et al. [108] which are low-metallicity, intensively star-forming galaxies
exhibiting unusually strong [O III] λ5007 emission. Steidel et al. [109] showed that z = 2–3 star forming
galaxies share similar extreme nebular properties, and a subset of Green Pea galaxies have been
established as Lyman continuum leakers [110,111]. Focusing again on NGC 2070, this sits amongst the
extreme Green Pea galaxies in the BPT diagram.
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Figure 10. BPT diagram illustrating the similarity in integrated strengths between the Tarantula Nebula
(red square), Green Pea (green circles), extreme Green Peas (blue diamonds), Lyman-continuum leaking
Green Peak (pink triangles), updated from [108], plus SDSS star-forming galaxies.
9. Summary and Outlook
Recent comprehensive spectroscopic and imaging surveys have revealed that the Tarantula Nebula
hosts the most exceptional massive star population within the Local Group of galaxies, including
the most massive stars identified to date, the fastest rotating early-type stars, and the X-ray brightest
colliding wind system. In particular, the VFTS survey has revealed an excess of massive stars with
respect to a Salpeter IMF [40] and added support from previous results for the importance of close
binary evolution in the evolution of massive stars [64]. As such, the Tarantula Nebula is the closest
analogue to the Hubble Deep Field for the community interested in the evolution of massive stars
since its richness provides us with a huge breadth of extreme stars.
The integrated appearance of R136 resembles young extragalactic star clusters, while the
integrated nebular properties of NGC 2070 is analogous to extreme Green Pea galaxies at low redshift
and star-forming knots in high-redshift galaxies. Typical metallicities of Green Pea galaxies are lower
than the LMC, as measured from oxygen nebular lines, while the oxygen content of high-z star forming
galaxies tends to be similar to those of the Magellanic Clouds. However, α/Fe abundances of high
redshift galaxies are likely to be higher than young populations in the Milky Way, such that winds
from OB stars at high redshift are anticipated to be weaker than in the LMC or SMC [112].
The LMC metallicity is only a factor of two below that of the Solar neighbourhood [3], so ideally
we would like to supplement the extensive survey of the Tarantula Nebula with counterparts at
significantly lower metallicity. The SMC (1/5 solar) represents our best opportunity to study the
formation and evolution of massive stars at a metallicity significantly below that of the LMC. Alas,
it does not host as rich a massive star-forming region as the Tarantula, but cumulatively does host a
substantial number of O stars so is key towards our improved understanding of massive stars at low
metallicity, especially as it can be studied in exquisite detail with current instrumentation.
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Since we need to look beyond the SMC to study metal-poor counterparts to the Tarantula Nebula,
Figure 11 compares the star-formation rate, metallicity, and distance modulus of Local Group dwarf
galaxies. Rates of star formation in metal-poor (≤20% of solar oxygen content) galaxies are significantly
lower than the Magellanic Clouds, so there are no rich metal-poor massive star populations elsewhere
in the Local Group, and those few that are present are much more distant. The absence of nearby
metal-poor counterparts to the Tarantula implies that we currently have to rely on the interpretation
of integrated populations in order to understand massive stellar evolution at low metallicity, notably
extremely metal-poor dwarf star-forming galaxies I Zw 18 and SBS-0335.
Figure 11. Comparison between present-day star formation rates, as measured by Hα luminosity [113],
distance modulus (mag), and oxygen metal content (squares: ≥20% of solar value, triangles: <20% of
solar value, for Local Group dwarf galaxies. Metal-poor galaxies possess low star-formation rates, so host
small numbers of OB stars, and these are ≥6 magnitudes fainter than Magellanic Cloud counterparts.
In order to test predictions of the metallicity dependence of massive star winds, it is necessary
to measure mass-loss properties across a wide range of metallicities. Although theory has been
qualitatively supported from the observed wind properties of Milky Way, LMC and SMC early-type
stars [82], some issues remain, including weak winds in low luminosity OB stars. Our only opportunity
to study individual massive stars below 1/10th of the solar oxygen content is to observe O stars in
Sextans A and B with 7% solar [114] or the Sagittarius Dwarf Irregular Galaxy (SgrDIR) with 5%
solar [115]. Stellar winds from early-type stars at such low metallicities are anticipated to be much
weaker than in metal-rich populations, which has been confirmed by UV spectroscopy. By way of
example, Figure 12 compares the far UV spectrum of ξ Per (O7.5 III) with a counterpart in Sextans
A [116], revealing negligible wind signatures in the latter (e.g., C IV λ1550).
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Figure 12. Comparison between far UV spectroscopy of mid O giants in metal-rich [117] and
metal-deficient [116] environments, illustrating the extreme differences in wind features (e.g., N,̇V
λ1240, Si IV λ1400, C IV λ1550) and the iron forest (Fe IV-V).
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Abstract: How massive stars end their lives remains an open question in the field of star evolution.
While the majority of stars above 9 M will become red supergiants (RSGs), the terminal state
of these massive stars can be heavily influenced by their mass-loss histories. Periods of enhanced
circumstellar wind activity can drive stars off the RSG branch of the HR Diagram. This phase,
known as post-RSG evolution, may well be tied to high mass-loss events or eruptions as seen in the
Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs) and other massive stars. This article highlights some of the recent
observational and modeling studies that seek to characterize this unique class of stars, the post-RSGs
and link them to other massive objects on the HR Diagram such as LBVs, Yellow Hypergiants
and dusty RSGs.
Keywords: evolved stars; Yellow Hypergiants; Red Supergiants; stellar mass loss
1. Introduction
The standard model of massive star evolution follows a rapid progression from the main-sequence,
through a blue supergiant (BSG) phase, to the red supergiant (RSG) branch, to terminal supernova
(SN) explosion. However, surveys of the brightest supergiants revealed an empirical upper luminosity
limit to stars on the Hertzprung-Russell (HR) diagram [1]. This limit suggests that stars above some
initial zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) mass (≈30–40 M) do not evolve to the RSG branch on the HR
Diagram and therefore follow an alternative evolutionary pathway. Since the 1980s, both observational
and modeling studies have attempted to describe and constrain the stellar populations and instabilities
at the upper luminosity boundary, as well as explore the local environments that influence these
massive stars during both their main- and post-main-sequence lives.
It has long been established that massive stars at any stage of evolution provide a favorable
environment for enhanced mass-loss in their stellar winds due to low surface gravity (g) in their outer
atmospheres. The outer circumstellar (CS) material is only tenuously gravitationally bound to the
star itself. Indeed, mass-loss rates for RSGs range from 10−6 M yr−1 [2,3] to as high as 10−4 M yr−1
in extreme supergiant stars like VY CMa [4]—mass-loss rates that represent a significant fraction of
a star’s initial mass being shed during its post-main-sequence lifetime. The evolution and terminal
state of a massive star is ultimately governed not just by its ZAMS mass but also by these drastic
changes in total stellar mass and outer envelope conditions. We refer to these changes in stellar mass
through ejection of CS material as the “mass-loss history.” In this chapter, we summarize some of
the literature on the mass-loss histories of evolved supergiant stars and the evidence for post-red
supergiant evolution both in observational studies of the circumstellar ejecta and in evolutionary
models that predict the effect of various mass-loss mechanisms on massive star evolution.
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2. Context—The Red Supergiant Problem
Further context for much of the observational exploration of the last decade comes from
a recently-identified “red supergiant problem” [5–7]. A survey of Type II-P supernova progenitors
using optical and near-IR pre-explosion archival images revealed an upper limit of only 16–17 M for
the initial stellar masses of their likely red supergiant (RSG) progenitors [6]. Type II-P SN remnants
are a useful laboratory for population statistics of RSGs since they represent the most abundant class
of CCSNe (∼70% of hydrogen-rich SNe; see [8] for a discussion of SN rate estimates).
From the notable lack of II-P SN progenitors above ∼17 M (Figure 1), Smartt et al. [6] suggested
two possible scenarios:
1. Systematic underestimation of progenitor mass due to improper extinction correction.
2. Red supergiants greater than 17 M have another terminal state besides II-P CCSNe.
We explore these two scenarios below.
Figure 1. Initial masses of observed supernova (SN) Type II-P progenitors in the Smartt et al. [6] survey.
Labels indicate theoretical limits for types of compact remnants. Darker shading is higher metallicity.
The thick gray line represents a cumulative frequency distribution of a Salpeter IMF with Γ = −1.35.
Figure reproduced from Smartt et al. [6].
Though no Type II-P SN progenitors appear to exist much above ∼16 M, red supergiants have
certainly been observed with masses far greater than this. For examples, see the recent HR Diagrams
for massive evolved stars in the Galaxy [9], the Magellanic Clouds [10] and in M31 and M33 [11–13]
A comparison with the evolutionary models [14], illustrates that many stars are present on the RSG
branch above 20 M in Local Group galaxies.
One potential caveat for these RSG surveys is that the derived masses require accurate
measurement of bolometric luminosity. As Smartt et al. [6] suggest in scenario 1. above,
underestimating RSG masses could be a potential solution to the RSG problem. Extra intrinsic
extinction due to dust close to the RSG progenitor would yield lower luminosities and their estimated
masses [15,16]. Indeed, mass-loss rates and dust ejecta masses scale with luminosity [3,13,17].
Additionally, mid-IR interferometry around evolved stars has revealed dust close enough in to the
central source [18] that the dust grains could potentially be destroyed by the star’s SN explosion.
39
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Walmswell and Eldridge [16] examined the effect of dust on derived RSG masses by applying the
Cambridge STARS code [19,20] combined with various mass-loss schema [21–23] to simulate SEDs
throughout a massive star’s evolution. They model a series of dust shells and estimate a simulated
extinction to measure an average AV of around 1 mag from the circumstellar ejecta. The resulting
model SEDs do indeed yield lower deduced stellar masses than what would have been observed with
proper extinction-correction for the model dust shells, with an underestimate of as much as 5 M for
supergiants in the ∼20−25 M range. Still, the authors note that even a change in several solar masses
worth of dust material does not solve the red supergiant problem.
Beasor and Davies [24] explored this missing mass problem combining mid-IR WISE and
Spitzer/IRAC photometry with circumstellar dust shell models from DUSTY [25]. The authors apply
their model analysis to a co-eval population of RSG cluster stars (NGC 2100), which allows for studying
stars with similar initial conditions—mass, metallicity, local environment and so forth. If the cluster
stars all have roughly the same initial masses (within a few tenths of a solar mass), then the evolutionary
pathway should be the same and any differences in luminosity should be due to the slightly more
massive stars evolving faster on the HR Diagram. This allowed the authors to use luminosity as a proxy
for evolution. Based on their models and estimated mass-loss rates, they find an increase in mass-loss
rates along the RSG branch as high as a factor of 40 over the post-main-sequence lifetime of the star,
which appears to be consistent with the de Jager et al. [21] mass-loss prescription. If the increased mass
loss is translated into an intrinsic extinction, they argue that the increased reddening may substantially
increase derived masses of Type II-P SN RSG progenitors. As an example, the authors show that
similar dust extinction conditions on SNe 1999gi, 2001du and 2012ec could revise initial mass estimates
by as many as 10 M.
Kilpatrick and Foley [26], however, argue that while circumstellar dust can alter the observed SEDs
of supergiant progenitors, several studies of the circumstellar environments around SN progenitors
suggest that there cannot be enough material around at least some SN Type II progenitor systems
to hide an underlying high-mass RSG. They note that the total dust mass in progenitor systems is
independently constrained by radio and X-ray observations. For example, X-ray light curves of CCSNe
have been used to estimate stellar wind parameters and the density structure of the CS medium [27,28].
Many of these studies, though, have broad wavelength coverage of the SN progenitor SED. It is possible
that for some RSG progenitors with less constrained SEDs and sparse pre-SN imaging/photometry,
the “missing mass” scenario from CS dust may indeed be biasing RSG mass statistics. However, as IR
photometry exists for many SN RSG progenitors, this argument is only a partial solution to the red
supergiant problem.
As for scenario 2. above from Smartt et al. [6]—that high-mass red supergiant progenitors simply
do not exist—there are two possible explanations: first, that higher mass RSGs collapse directly to black
holes; and second, that stellar evolution to the warmer, blue side of the HR Diagram produces stellar end
products other than Type II-P SNe. The subject of black hole formation, either through direct collapse or
fall back, merits a longer discussion that is beyond the scope of this work. For a review of some of the
work surrounding black hole formation in massive stars, see the annual review by Smartt [29].
One realm of exploration in the literature is the idea of failed supernovae, or “unnova”—stars that
collapse to black holes with little or no energy released (e.g., References [30–33]). Such events may have no
significant transient and thus may be almost impossible to observe [34]. However, models by Lovegrove
and Woosley [35] and Piro [36] find that RSGs in the 15–25 M range can lose so much energy in neutrinos
during collapse that the resulting shock in the stellar envelope is expected to create an optical signature.
This can be as bright as Lbol ∼ 106 − 107 L, though perhaps lasting for only a few days [36].
These results suggest that an optical transient of this type from a failed SN would have only a small
observable window, thereby decreasing the likelihood of detection. Nonetheless, surveys like that on
the LBT [30,33,37] have potentially found one such source, N6946-BH1, which brightened to  106 L
in March 2009 before fading below its pre-outburst luminosity [33]. SED modeling constrained the
mass of the RSG progenitor to ∼25 M [37], above the apparent Smartt et al. [6] SN Type II-P progenitor
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limit. Based on near-IR IRAC photometry and an unusally high dust temperature, Humphreys [38]
suggests that the progenitor may have actually been a warm hypergiant in a post-RSG state, rather than
an M-type RSG. Despite a decade of monitoring, objects like this remain exceedingly rare. While failed
SNe may indeed represent some high-mass RSG population that is as of yet undiscovered, for the
moment this does not seem to solve missing high-mass SN progenitors.
In this chapter, we focus on another population of transient objects—the yellow supergiants
(YSGs) and hypergiants and evidence for post-red supergiant evolution.
3. The Milky Way Hypergiants and Post-RSG Evolution
Many years before attention was drawn to the red supergiant problem, a small group of high
luminosity evolved supergiants was recognized with a range of intermediate to cool temperatures,
high mass loss and unstable atmospheres (see several papers cited in Reference [39]). These stars,
now referred to as yellow or red hypergiants, defined the empirical upper luminosity boundary in the
HR Diagram for evolved massive stars [1]. The well-studied members of this elite group are Galactic
members with a few examples in the Magellanic Clouds and M31 and M33 (Section 5). The visibly
bright Galactic stars all exhibit spectroscopic and photometric variability, high mass loss and several
show dusty ejecta. The evolutionary state of the warm or yellow hypergiants was not obvious; they
could be evolving toward the red supergiant region or on a blue-loop back to warmer temperatures.
The instability and brief high mass-loss events exhibited by ρ Cas, for example, Reference [40], during
which it developed TiO bands and the increasing evidence for episodic high mass-loss events especially
visible in the ejecta of IRC +10420 (Section 4) favored a post-RSG evolved state for these stars.
Other warm or yellow hypergiants include the Galactic stars HR 8752 and HR 5171A [41–43].
These hypergiants are visually bright and relatively nearby, which has made them important
laboratories for study of late-stage evolution. Interestingly, de Jager [44] suggests that all of the
yellow hypergiants are post-red supergiants. During blueward evolution, their atmospheres contract,
the atmospheric opacity increases and their rotation increases. Having shed a sizable fraction of their
mass on the RSG branch, these stars are now closer to the Eddington Limit for their ZAMS mass.
The stars thus enter a temperature range (6000–9000 K) of increased dynamical instability, that de Jager
called the “yellow void,” where high mass-loss episodes occur. Figure 2 is a schematic HR Diagram
showing the positions of some of the better-studied Galactic yellow hypergiants plus Var A in M33
with respect to the critical temperature region.
Figure 2. Schematic HRD of Galactic warm hypergiants (and Var A in M33) illustrating the location of
these massive stars relative to the Humphreys-Davidson limit [1] and the “yellow void”—a temperature
and luminosity band region for increased dynamical instability. The location of the LBV instability
strip is also shown with the classical (LBV 1) and less-luminous (LBV 2) LBVs in their quiescent state.
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4. IRC +10420 and Var A in M33—Clues to Post-RSG Evolution
The luminosities and apparent temperatures of the two evolved yellow supergiants IRC +10420
and Var A place them at the upper luminosity boundary for evolved stars in the HR Diagram. Both stars
exhibit a history of photometric and spectroscopic variability with high mass loss episodes and dusty
circumstellar ejecta making them excellent candidates for post-red supergiant evolution.
At its initial discovery, IRC +10420 (V1302 Aql) was quickly recognized as remarkable with its
very large infrared excess and late F-type high luminosity spectrum [45]. It was soon identified as
a powerful maser source and is one of the warmest known OH/IR stars [46].
IRC +10420 is a Galactic star and because of its relative proximity, its circumstellar ejecta is
easily resolved by HST imaging [47] which revealed a complex environment. The color image in
Figure 3 shows the spatial extent of the ejecta, more that 5 arcsec across. Numerous features are visible
within two arcsec of the embedded star including condensations arrayed in jet-like structures, rays
and an intriguing group of small, nearly spherical shells or arcs apparently at the ends of some of the
jet-like features. One or more distant reflection shells at 5 to 6 arcsec from the star are visible in the
longer exposure images.
Figure 3. Left: The combined color image of IRC +10420 from HST/WFPC2 [47]. Right: Profile of
the Hα emission line showing the broad electron scattering wings and the split profile (adapted from
Reference [48]).
While its actual distance is somewhat uncertain, numerous arguments (e.g., Reference [49]) clearly
demonstrated that it was not a post-AGB star and therefore above the AGB-limit at MBol ≈ −7 mag.
The reddening of its optical spectral energy distribution, infrared polarization and its radial velocity [50]
suggested a distance of 4–6 kpc and a luminosity of ≈−9.6 ± 0.5 mag (at 5 kpc), which places
IRC +10420 at the upper luminosity boundary in the HRD for evolved stars. Jones et al. [50] therefore
proposed that IRC +10420 may be evolving from a red supergiant across the HR Diagram to warmer
temperatures and in a phase of its evolution analogous to the post-AGB lower mass giants evolving to
the planetary nebula phase but at much higher luminosities.
The early photographic image-tube spectra [45] showed late F-type absorption features, however,
23 years later, Oudmaijer [51] identified H lines and other absorption features typical of a warmer
A-type supergiant implying a significant change in its apparent temperature. HST/STIS spectra a few
years later were consistent with the higher temperature [48]. The spectrum is dominated by a strong
Hα stellar wind split emission line (Figure 3, right) due either to a bi-polar outflow or an equatorial
disk. Strong Ca II triplet emission lines, also with a split profiles and the [Ca II] doublet in emission
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formed in the extended low density ejecta plus numerous Fe II emission lines typical of a stellar wind
are present. Humphreys et al. [48] demonstrated that the wind was optically thick. Thus, observed
variations in the apparent spectral type and the inferred temperature are due to changes in the wind
and not to changes in the interior, that is, evolution, of the star on such a short timescale. Subsequent
spectroscopic monitoring by Klochkova et al. [52] and by our group do not show any further increase
in its apparent temperature suggesting that the blueward motion of IRC +10420 on the HR Diagram
has slowed.
The morphology of IRC +10420’s circumstellar ejecta had always been elusive, with suggestions of
a bipolar outflow or a circumstellar disk with different orientations ranging from edge-on to an inclined
disk at different angles. To investigate its three-dimensional morphology, Tiffany et al. [53] combined
the transverse velocities for several knots and condensations in the inner ejecta, measured from
second-epoch HST imaging, with their Doppler velocities. The resulting total space motions and
direction of the outflows showed that these knots were ejected at different times and in different
directions over the last ≈400 years, a relatively recent period of asymmetric mass loss. Interestingly,
they are all moving within a few degrees of the plane of the sky. Thus we are viewing IRC +10420
nearly pole-on and are looking nearly directly down onto its equatorial plane. This orientation is
confirmed by both the highly polarized 2.2 μm emission around the star, which places the scattering
dust in the plane of the sky [54] and high resolution near-infrared interferometry [55]. The more distant
reflection shells were ejected about 3000 years ago, suggesting more than one epoch of high mass loss.
To explore IRC +10420’s mass loss history, Shenoy et al. [56] used far-infrared imaging from
SOFIA/FORCAST at 11–37 μm to probe the extended cold dust plus high-resolution adaptive optics
imaging at 8–12 μm. They found evidence for two distinct periods of high mass loss, an earlier episode
from 6000 to about 2000 years ago with a high rate of 2 ×10−3 M yr−1, followed by an order of
magnitude decrease with a current rate of ≈10−4 M yr−1, consistent with other recent measurements.
This change is additional evidence for IRC +10420’s evolution from the red supergiant stage and its
transition to a warmer state.
Var A in M33 is significant since it has actually been observed to transition to a red supergiant
and back to its presumably normal state as a high luminosity F-type supergiant within the last century.
This color and spectral change, however, was not due to interior evolution but to a high mass-loss
episode that produced a dense, cooler wind. Var A provides additional evidence for the highly unstable
state of evolved stars near the upper limit in the HR Diagram. This supergiant has the important
advantage that its distance and therefore its intrinisic luminosity, MBol ≈ −9.5, are known. In M33,
however, it is too distant for direct imaging of its ejecta.
Var A is one of the original Hubble-Sandage (H-S) variables [57]. However, unlike the other
H-S variables that have been subsequently identified as evolved hot stars with episodes of high mass
loss—the LBVs—Var A’s quiescent state is a high luminosity yellow or intermediate temperature
supergiant. Its historic light curve (Figure 6 in Reference [57]) is remarkable. At maximum light it was
one of the visually-brightest stars in M33 but then in 1951 its luminosity rapidly declined by 3.5 mag,
becoming faint and red after what had been a slow increase in brightness during the previous 50 years.
Spectra from 1985 and 1986 revealed an M-type supergiant with prominent TiO bands [58]. Its spectral
energy distribution not only showed the shift to cooler temperatures but a large mid-infrared excess
due to extensive circumstellar dust and Var A was as luminous at 10 μm as at its visual maximum.
The star had experienced a high mass-loss event that had produced an optically thick, cooler wind—a
“false” or “pseudo” photosphere—that resembled a red supergiant.
Subsequent spectra, not observed until 2003–2004, revealed that its “eruption,” which had begun
∼1951, had indeed ended, having lasted ≈45 years [59]. The spectrum showed that the star or its dense
wind was now in a much warmer state with absorption lines consistent with an F-type supergiant and
emission lines of Ca II, [Ca II] and K I, similar to IRC +10420, in addition to strong H emission formed
in it surrounding low-density gas. The optical photometry shows the transition to bluer, warmer colors
but Var A remained visually faint and was still obscured by circumstellar dust. The spectra from
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1985 and 2004 are shown in Figure 4 and its light curve and SED in Figure 5. Its 10 μm flux shows
an unexpected decline, which implies an unexpected decrease in the star’s total luminosity. The most
likely explanation is that the radiation is escaping in some direction other than our line-of-sight. This
possibility is supported by recent spectra of small clumps and knots in the inner ejecta of the red
hypergiant VY CMa (Reference [60], see Section 6.1 below), which require a clear line of sight to the
star and therefore imply large, low density regions even holes in the circumstellar material which may
also be the case for Var A.
Thus, Var A and IRC +10420 are not only probable post-red supergiants but their shared
characteristics of photometric and spectroscopic variability, surface instability and stellar winds,
high mass loss and a history of enhanced mass-loss episodes are clues to understanding the evolution
of stars near the upper luminosity boundary and their transit across the HRD from red to blue.
Figure 4. Top: Optical spectrum of Var A from 1985 [58] showing Hα emission and TiO absorption
bands. Bottom: Optical spectrum of Var A from 2004 [59] with the strongest emission lines marked.
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Figure 5. Left: Light curve of Var A from 1950 to the present. The top panel shows the photographic
and B-band magnitudes. The middle and bottom panels show the variability in the V-band and the
B–V color. See Reference [59]. Right: Spectral energy distribution of Var A from 1986 [58,59]. The plus
signs show its apparent magnitudes at maximum light from Reference [57].
5. YSGs and Post-RSG Candidates in M31 and M33
Other than Var A, IRC +10420 and the Galactic hypergiant candidates, what fraction of known
evolved supergiants may be in a post-RSG state? These statistics, as well as the physical characteristics
of candidate post-RSGs and their locations on the HR Diagram, are crucial to our understanding the
final stages of the majority of massive stars.
Due in part to their position on the HR Diagram, few post-RSGs are known. They occupy
a relatively brief, transient state between the blue and red supergiants and may either be evolving
from the main sequence to cooler temperatures, or back to warmer temperatures from the RSG stage.
In the Galaxy, the warm or yellow hypergiants, close to the upper luminosity boundary in the HRD
with high mass-loss rates, enhanced abundances and dusty CS environments, are excellent candidates
for post-RSG evolution. These stars contrast with the intermediate-type yellow supergiants which
have normal spectra and long-wavelength SEDs—that is, no evidence for circumstellar dust or mass
loss in their spectra. Considering how few objects of this type are known locally, many studies have
pursued observations of supergiants outside of the Galaxy.
As part of a larger program on the luminous and variable emission-line stars in M31 and M33,
Humphreys et al. [4] recognized a few high luminosity, A- to F-type stars in each galaxy with
spectroscopic evidence for high mass loss and extensive gaseous and dusty circumstellar ejecta
revealed in their spectra and SEDs; characteristics shared with the warm hypergiants IRC +10420
and the peculiar Var A also in M33. They demonstrated that these stars were indeed evolved,
intermediate temperature supergiants with strong winds and mass loss and like IRC +10420 and
Var A, they were candidates for post-RSG evolution. Based on their luminosities, their initial masses
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would be greater than 20 M or more. One possible exception was B324, one of the visually brightest
stars in M33. Its SED showed strong free-free emission in the near-infrared but lacked the cooler
dust expected in a post-RSG star. B324, just at the upper luminosity boundary, with high mass loss,
could be approaching the limit to its redward evolution and therefore a candidate for future high mass
episodes. Humphreys et al. [4] had identified a few candidates but was not a comprehensive survey
for post-red supergiants.
Gordon et al. [13] conducted a survey of the yellow and red supergiants to search for post-RSG
candidates. The targets were primarily selected from the published surveys of M31 and M33 for
yellow and red supergiants [11,12,61] chosen from the Local Group Galaxies Survey (LGGS; [62]).
Post-RSG candidates were identified based on spectroscopic evidence for mass loss and the presence of
circumstellar dust in their SEDs. In that work, Gordon et al. [13] spectroscopically confirmed 75 YSGs
in M31, 30 of which (40%) are likely in a post-RSG state based on spectroscopic and photometric
markers for dusty wind. For M33, 27 of the observed 86 YSGs (31%) were determined to be post-RSG
candidates. Further discussion of this work and its methodologies is included below. We note that
a similar survey was conducted by Kourniotis et al. [63], which flagged yellow super and hypergiant
candidates based on photometric criteria for follow-up spectroscopy.
The greatest challenge in photometric surveys of supergiants is distinguishing
extragalactic sources from foreground disk dwarfs as well as halo giants in the Milky Way.
Humphreys and Sandage [64] highlighted the magnitude of this issue in a survey of the brightest
blue and red supergiants in M33. There is significant contamination of foreground K and M
dwarfs in the red supergiant region of the M33 color-magnitude diagram (CMD), which presents
some observational challenges. Since there is little star formation in the Milky Way halo, there is
essentially no foreground contamination in the “blue plume” of the CMD. Massey et al. [65] applied
the Bahcall and Soneira [66] model to estimate that almost 80% of red stars (1.2 < B − V < 1.8)
fainter than V ∼ 16 seen toward M31 will be foreground stars. The central portion of the CMD,
representing the yellow supergiant population, is similarly affected by foreground contamination.
Drout et al. [61] and later Massey et al. [67] apply the Besançon model [68] of the Milky Way (two
disks + halo) to illustrate that over 70% of bright stars redward of the blue plume (B − V > 0.4) could
be foreground contamination.
Massey et al. [11], Massey [69] and Drout et al. [12] demonstrated that color criteria could be used
as an effective metric for distinguishing foreground contaminants in the RSG surveys in M31 and
M33 but few such two-color discriminants have been used for YSGs, except for Bonanos et al. [70,71],
who defined color ranges for a variety of massive star types in the Magellanic Clouds using 2MASS
and Spitzer/IRAC photometry. In general, however, spectra are needed to determine both extragalactic
membership and evolutionary state.
5.1. Spectral Types and Luminosity Classification
Drout et al. [12,61] use radial velocities from spectral-line features to generate a catalog of
extragalactic YSG candidates, whereas both Gordon et al. [13] and Massey et al. [67] classified the
stars based on the spectral type and luminosity criteria in their absorption-line spectra. For example,
the blends of Ti II and Fe II at λλ4172-8 and λλ4395-4400 are valuable luminosity criteria in the blue
when compared against Fe I lines, which show little luminosity sensitivity such as λ4046 and λ4271.
The O I λ7774 triplet in the red spectra—also used in Drout et al. [12] as part of their classification
scheme—is also a particularly strong luminosity indicator in A- to F-type supergiants.
Using these and several other classifiers, Gordon et al. [13] confirmed extragalactic membership
of ∼150 yellow supergiants in M31 and M33. Thirty, or ∼20%, of the observed YSGs in each galaxy
showed evidence for stellar winds in their ejecta and enhanced mass-loss, not shared with the other
YSGs and therefore possible post-RSG evolution. The notable spectral features include P Cygni
profiles in hydrogen emission, broad wings in Hα or Hβ emission indicative of Thomson scattering
and [Ca II]/Ca II triplet emission from circumstellar gas. If mass-loss markers in the YSG SEDs are
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included (discussed below), the fraction of YSGs likely in a post-RSG state increases to ∼40% of the
observed sources.
5.2. Photometric Evidence of Mass Loss
Gordon et al. [13] also examined the SEDs of the YSG and RSG populations in M31 and M33 to
identify what fraction of the evolved supergiants have circumstellar dust and are in a mass-losing
state. The RSGs currently experiencing episodes of high mass loss may eventually evolve to become
post-RSG warm supergiants, LBVs, or WR stars.
The defining signature of mass loss in RSGs is the presence of circumstellar dust, usually revealed
as excess radiation in their IR SEDs from the silicate emission features at 9.8 μm and 18 μm,
corresponding to the Si–O vibrational [72] and O–Si–O bending modes [73], respectively. The strength
of the silicate emission feature is (to first order) correlated with the luminosity and apparent
temperature as revealed by the spectral type; that is, the higher the luminosity and cooler the star,
the stronger the silicate emission and the larger the IR excess, as well as a larger mass of ejected dust.
In the YSGs, the presence of excess radiation due to circumstellar warm dust and/or free-free
emission in the near and mid-infrared wavelengths is evidence for mass loss. This additional radiation
is apparent in their SEDs if the flux in the near-IR bands exceeds the expected Rayleigh-Jeans tail of
the stellar component. For example, an infrared excess in the 1–2 μm 2MASS bands is a well-known
characteristic of free-free emission in stellar winds, while the 3.6 to 8 μm Spitzer/IRAC data provides
evidence for warm CS dust. Free-free emission is generally identified as constant Fν in the near-infrared,
often extending out to 5 μm. Examples are shown in Figure 6 for two warm hypergiants in M31.
Beyond being useful for identifying mass loss, this IR excess in the stellar SED is crucial for accurately
calculating the bolometric luminosity. The CS dust will re-radiate the central star’s optical flux into the
infrared and this processed radiation can contribute significantly to the total bolometric luminosity
of the star + ejecta system. There are various methods for fitting models to stellar SEDs to account
for this and an example can be found in Kourniotis et al. [63], who fit an ATLAS9 stellar atmosphere
model [74,75] for the stellar component and up to three distinct blackbodies for the warm and cool
dust components of their YSG SEDs.
Gordon et al. [13] find ∼50–60% of the observed RSGs in M31 and M33 show evidence for an IR
excess in their near- to mid-IR SEDs. The IRAC 8 μm photometry is used in Gordon et al. [13] to
provide an estimate of the total dust mass lost over a timescale of about a century and estimate that
the RSGs in both galaxies tend to have dusty ejecta of the order of 10−3–10−2 M, assuming a warm
dust component of ∼350 K. Consistent with the de Jager et al. [21] prescription, mass loss correlates
with luminosity along the RSG branch. If more than 50% of RSGs are indeed experiencing sufficient
mass loss to produce CS dusty ejecta, a large fraction of stars along the RSG branch may evolve back
toward the blue to become the warm post-RSG stars before their terminal state as SNe or black holes.
We note that the target selection from Gordon et al. [13] was derived from optical surveys. Thus,
it may be likely that our surveys of the most luminous stars in M31 and M33 do not necessarily include
some supergiant populations that are heavily obscured. Since the most luminous warm and cool
supergiant populations are likely to have the highest mass-loss rates, it is probable that some will be
obscured in the optical by their own CS ejecta in the optical surveys. To complete the upper portion
of the HRD would require a further search in the IR to find the brightest infrared sources. There are
several IR surveys of M31 and M33 with Spitzer/IRAC (References [76–78], for example) that have
specifically targeted the bright and/or variable stellar populations in the Local Group. These surveys
have already revealed many unique supergiant stars that were obscured in high-resolution optical
surveys—for example, the discovery of optically-obscured η Carinae analogs by Khan et al. [79].
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Figure 6. SEDs of warm hypergiant candidates in M31. The observed visual, 2MASS and IRAC
magnitudes are shown as filled circles and WISE data as open circles. The extinction-corrected
photometry is plotted as filled squares, with the measured line-of-sight AV specified in each legend.
The SED of J004621.05+421308.06 (top) reveals a prominent CS dust envelope in the IRAC and WISE
bands. The WISE photometry of J004051.59+403303.00 (bottom) is suggestive of silicate dust emission
but is most likely due to contamination from a nearby H II region and nebulosity. The dotted line
is a curve of constant Fν, which is evidence for free-free emission in wind. Figure adapted from
Reference [13].
5.3. The Post-RSG Candidates, the HR Diagram and Comparison with Evolutionary Models
The HR Diagrams for the observed YSGs and RSGs in M31 and M33 Gordon et al. [13] are
reproduced in Figure 7. For the YSGs with observed optical spectra, effective temperatures can
be derived through comparison to intrinsic colors of the stars’ identified spectral types. However,
for sources without observed spectra/spectral-type, several photometric temperature scales exist in
the literature. For example, Massey et al. [11] compare the (V − K) colors of their M31 RSGs to MARCS
atmosphere synthetic photometric colors and Drout et al. [12] adopt the (V − R) color transformations
from LMC sources [10] for their observed RSGs in M33. We note that in the absence of spectral types,
photometric temperature scales can be somewhat uncertain.
In both M31 and M33, the post-RSG candidates—flagged in Gordon et al. [13] based on their
spectroscopic and/or photometric mass-loss indicators—are preferentially more abundant at higher
luminosities. Also shown in Figure 7 are Geneva Group [80,81] evolutionary tracks for different
ZAMS mass models. The higher mass models (M  20 M) loop through the YSG region of the
HRD, perhaps even in multiple passes, before terminating on the RSG branch. These stars are those
supergiants undergoing post-RSG evolution and are sometimes referred to in the literature as “group
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2 blue supergiants”, (e.g, References [82,83]). We loosely define the YSG region as ∼4000 to 12,000 K
and this evolution across the HRD can occur over timescales of just a few Myr.
Figure 7. HR Diagrams of M31 (top) and M33 (bottom). Red circles represent the RSG sample from
Gordon et al. [13], black circles are the YSGs. Closed symbols are sources with evidence of mass loss,
either in their spectra (for the YSGs) or their SEDs (for both the YSGs and RSGs). Non-rotating stellar
evolution tracks for three mass bins from Ekström et al. [80] are shown for comparison. The stars
with mass loss, the post-RSG candidates, appear to dominate the upper portion of the HR diagram.
Figures adapted from Reference [13].
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Comparison with the evolutionary tracks suggests that most of the progenitor main-sequence
stars have masses 20 M. Likewise, the dusty RSGs dominate the higher luminosities. This is not
surprising considering results from Mauron and Josselin [3] (Figure 8) and others that Ṁ and total
mass lost in the RSGs correlates with luminosity.
HR Diagrams of massive stars in the Local Group like those in Gordon et al. [13] and others,
such as References [10–12,63,67,84,85], suggest that the mass-losing post-RSG candidates are more
common at luminosities above ∼105 L. Most appear to have initial masses of 20–40 M and may be
the evolutionary descendants of the more massive RSGs that do not explode as supernovae (i.e., the
“missing” RSGs from Smartt et al. [6]). The eventual fate of these stars may be either as “less-luminous”
LBVs or WR stars before their terminal explosion.
6. Mass-Loss in the Yellow and Red Supergiants
For many YSG and RSG stars, the thermal excess flux is fairly constant across the mid-infrared,
which implies that the dust is emitting over a range of temperatures and distances from the
central star. With some assumptions on dust temperature, grain size distributions, silicate grain
chemistry and gas-to-dust ratio, near- to mid-infrared photometry can be used directly to estimate
the total mass of the CS ejecta around each supergiant star. With some additional measurements
and/or assumptions on timescales—such as the stellar wind velocity [4,13] or the dust condensation
timescale—estimates on mass-loss rates can be extracted from the mid-infrared flux alone. For example,
Mauron and Josselin [3] apply the de Jager et al. [21] mass-loss prescription to Galactic RSGs to
estimate an average mass-loss rate of ∼10−6 M yr−1 from IRAS 60 μm flux. Figure 8 from Mauron
and Josselin [3] illustrates the de Jager et al. [21] prediction of increasing mass-loss rate with increasing
luminosity for a handful of Galactic RSGs. Similar figures exist in Gordon et al. [13], Meynet et al. [84]
and others for Galactic and extragalactic RSGs (see Figure 9 below which illustrates a similar trend for
total ejecta mass lost).
Figure 8. Mass-loss rates vs. luminosity for Galactic RSGs. The solid line represents the
de Jager et al. [21] model for stellar Teff = 4000 K and the dotted line for Teff = 3500 K. Figure adapted from
Reference [3].
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Figure 9. Bolometric luminosity vs. total mass lost based on dust measurements for RSG candidates in
M31 and M33. Closed circles are those with clear evidence for mass loss in their SEDs. Open circles
are the less certain mass losers. We note that the RSGs with higher luminosity tend to have lost more
mass, consistent with the prescription of de Jager et al. [21] for mass loss in RSGs. Figure adapted from
Reference [13].
The DUSTY radiative transfer code [25] is now often used to derive mass-loss rates or total ejected mass.
DUSTY solves the radiative transfer equation for a spherically-symmetric dust distribution around a central
source. Input parameters include the spectrum of the illuminating source, the optical properties and size
distribution of the dust grains, the dust temperature at the inner boundary of the shell and a functional
form for the radial profile of the dust density throughout the shell. The primary output is the resulting
SED of the modeled system. This code has been recently been applied to different populations of RSGs
and their ejecta to derive Ṁ-luminosity relations from the IR SED fitting [24,56,86,87].
Shenoy et al. [56] and Gordon et al. [87] used DUSTY to generate radial profiles for a variety
of model dust density profiles to test whether the mass-loss rates of the target RSGs are constant
and smooth over time (e.g., ρdust ∝ r−2) or if the circumstellar ejecta can be better modeled by one
(or more) discrete, high-mass ejecta events. This methodology, however, requires high-resolution
imaging both to trace the ejecta close to the central star and also to resolve the thermal emission
above the PSF of the telescope/instrument used for the observations. These studies demonstrated that
a spherically-symmetric shell model with constant mass loss over time does not adequately explain
the morphology of the circumstellar ejecta in many yellow and red supergiants. In fact, variable mass
loss over time is required to build up the multiple dust shells observed around several Galactic RSGs.
6.1. Mass-Loss Mechanisms and High Mass-Loss Events
Both ground and space-based high-resolution imaging and interferometry of evolved massive
stars are transforming our view of mass loss and the mass-loss mechanism in evolved stars. The precise
mass-loss mechanism for red supergiants is not fully understood. The leading processes have
included radiation pressure on grains, pulsation and convection. The discovery of large-scale surface
asymmetries or hot spots on the surfaces of red supergiants ([88–90] and more recently [91–93]),
which vary on short timescales of months or years, supports the important role of convection and
surface activity.
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Pulsation and dust-driven winds have been successful at explaining mass loss in Miras and AGB
stars, which are fundamental-mode pulsators. However, less variable RSGs with extended, low-density
atmospheres are quite different environments than their lower-mass counterparts. Pulsation may
be important for the YSGs, which are at the upper-luminosity limit of the Cepheid instability strip.
For example, the light and velocity curves for ρ Cas [40] support a pulsational instability as the origin
of its three brief, high mass-loss episodes. Yet, as discussed in Section 4, the peculiar M33 Var A’s 45+
year high mass-loss episode [59], during which it resembled an M supergiant, required some high
mass-loss mechanism lasting decades. Additionally, there exists significant dispersion in the measured
mass-loss rates for stars of a given luminosity class. For example, Mauron and Josselin [3] compiled
mass-loss rates for LMC RSGs from several data sets [17,94,95] to demonstrate that for stars around
105 L, a rather wide range of mass-loss rates between 10−6 and 10−4 M yr−1 have been measured
(see their Figure 5).
This dispersion may well be due to observational bias or different measurement techniques or may
indeed be a manifestation of whatever physical mass-loss mechanism is at play. One approach to
mitigate systematics in this mass-loss rate dispersion is to study individual RSG cluster populations.
Beasor and Davies [86] compared RSGs within NGC 7419 and χ Per, whose stars are of similar
ages, ∼14 Myr; [96,97]. With a focus on these coeval populations, the effects of age, metallicity
and environment on Ṁ are removed and they find a tight correlation of mass-loss rate with luminosity.
Optical and near-IR imaging of the extreme OH/IR supergiant VY CMa and the post-RSG
IRC +10420 (Section 4) have yielded surprising results about the circumstellar environments around
massive stars. VY CMa has an extensive, highly structured nebula consisting of multiple knots and
arcs ejected within the last 1000 years [47,53,98–100]. The numerous knots, arcs and loops visible
in scattered light from the dust in their ejecta are structurally and kinematically distinct from the
surrounding diffuse ejecta (see, for example, References [60,100]). These features were each ejected at
different times over several hundred years, presumably by localized processes from different regions on
the star. Estimates of the mass in some of the arcs and clumps in VY CMa’s ejecta from surface photomety
in the HST images and from the near-IR imaging of the southwest clump feature [101,102], yield minimum
masses of 3–5×10−3 M implying short term, high mass-loss events. These discrete ejecta events
hint at a very different ejecta mechanism than the slow, spherical shell paradigm. The presence of
magnetic fields from Zeeman splitting and polarization of the OH/water masers has been detected
in the circumstellar ejecta of VY CMa and other OH/IR supergiants such as VX Sgr, NML Cyg,
and S Per [103–105]. These results suggest that enhanced surface convective activity (e.g.,in α Orionis;
[92,93,106]) together with magnetic activity may be important for these high mass ejection events.
Recently, HST/STIS spectra revealed TiO and VO molecular emission discrete ejecta close to
the central star in VY CMa [60]. These molecules, previously believed to form in low-density dusty
CS shells, instead appear concentrated in small clumps and knots. Coupled with extremely strong
K I emission (4 L in just two narrow doublet lines; [60,98]), the emission features imply a dust-free
environment between the knots and the star. These localized sources of atomic and molecular emission
imply major gaps or holes in the star’s envelope or outflow structure perhaps formed by large-scale
surface activity.
7. Related Work
Two related fields of study not yet discussed are the effects of stellar pulsation and binarity in
RSG/YSG stars. Stellar pulsations may serve as an effective observational discriminant between
post-RSG stars and main-sequence OB-stars migrating towards the RSG branch for the first time.
Saio et al. [82] modeled the pulsation periods of supergiants with the Geneva stellar evolution code
and found that most non-radial pulsations are only excited after significant mass loss on the RSG
branch. In particular, the models appear to predict the pulsation periods of the α Cygni variables,
suggesting these stars are in a He-burning, post-RSG phase. Further, the models presented in that
work and its follow-up [83] suggest that CNO surface abundances should be different in the two stellar
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populations, owing to increased dredge up along the RSG branch. Convective cells and their effect on
both surface abundance and pulsational properties remains largely unexplored on the observational
side of stellar astrophysics for post-RSG stars but may well be a useful diagnostic for evolutionary state.
One final topic to consider is the role of binarity in massive star systems. More than 70% of O- and
B-type stars have a binary companion [107,108] suggesting that their evolved counterparts—typically
RSG+B binary pairs—should also be numerous. Recent observations by Neugent et al. [109] show that
optical spectroscopy alone can be used to detect RSG+B star binaries and studying these systems prior
to a SN explosion is critical, since Kochanek et al. [110] demonstrates that only ∼5% of SN remnants
contain a surviving star plus remnant binary. Eldridge et al. [111] suggest that binary interactions
may well be the cause of SN Type Ibc explosions, as the interaction strips much of the hydrogen from
the stellar surface before the terminal explosion. However, the modeling from that work does not
necessarily implicate the higher mass RSG/YSG pairs in the statistics for Type II-P progenitor systems.
That said, earlier work by Eldridge et al. [5] suggest that enhanced mass transfer, colliding winds,
gravitational distortion, and other binary interaction effects may indeed hasten an RSG towards
core-collapse. The field of binary interactions is an entire genre of astrophysics which we cannot
hope to summarize in this work but we note that binarity can significantly alter the HR diagram for
high-mass/high-luminosity objects. A great summary of binarity and multiplicity in stellar systems as
it relates to RSGs in particular can be found in Chapter 5 in Levesque [112].
Many of the luminous warm and cool hypergiants have extensive CS ejecta and evidence for
high mass-loss events. The yellow hypergiants and many of the yellow supergiants are candidates for
post red supergiant evolution. IRC +10420, Var A and the extreme red supergiant VY CMa may be
the special cases that provide the clues to understanding evolution near the top of the HR Diagram.
These stars represent short-lived, unstable states that signal the last stages in RSG evolution and the
brief post-RSG transition as the star returns to warmer temperatures. This class of post-RSG stars with
complex mass-loss histories may be the missing piece on the HR Diagram and the solution to the red
supergiant problem.
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Abstract: Stellar evolution theory is most uncertain for massive stars. For reliable predictions of
the evolution of massive stars and their final fate, solid constraints on the physical parameters,
and their changes along the evolution and in different environments, are required. Massive stars
evolve through a variety of short transition phases, in which they can experience large mass-loss
either in the form of dense winds or via sudden eruptions. The B[e] supergiants comprise one such
group of massive transition objects. They are characterized by dense, dusty disks of yet unknown
origin. In the Milky Way, identification and classification of B[e] supergiants is usually hampered
by their uncertain distances, hence luminosities, and by the confusion of low-luminosity candidates
with massive pre-main sequence objects. The extragalactic objects are often mistaken as quiescent or
candidate luminous blue variables, with whom B[e] supergiants share a number of spectroscopic
characteristics. In this review, proper criteria are provided, based on which B[e] supergiants can be
unambiguously classified and separated from other high luminosity post-main sequence stars and
pre-main sequence stars. Using these criteria, the B[e] supergiant samples in diverse galaxies are
critically inspected, to achieve a reliable census of the current population.
Keywords: stars: massive; stars: emission line, Be; supergiants; stars: winds, outflows;
circumstellar matter
1. Introduction
Massive stars play a major role in the evolution of their host galaxies. Via stellar winds,
they strongly enrich the interstellar medium (ISM) with chemically processed material and deposit
large amounts of momentum and energy into their surroundings during their entire lifetime, from the
main-sequence up to their final fate as spectacular supernova explosions (e.g., [1–3]). The released
energy provides the ionizing radiation, substantially supplies the global energy budget of the host
galaxy and significantly contributes to shaping the local ISM, whereas the released material condenses
into molecules and dust, providing the cradles for the next generation of stars and planets (e.g., [4,5]).
Despite their great importance, stellar evolution theory is most uncertain for massive stars
due to the often still poor understanding of some physical processes in the stellar interiors
(e.g., core convective overshooting, chemical diffusion, internal differential rotation law and
angular momentum transport), the excitation and propagation of pulsation instabilities within their
atmospheres, the amount of mass loss via stellar (often asymmetric) winds and (irregular) mass
ejections, and the role of binarity for certain phases.
From an observational point of view, the post-main sequence domain within the
Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram is populated with various types of extreme massive stars. These are
found to be in transition phases, in which the stars shed huge amounts of material into their
environments, typically via episodic, sometimes even eruptive events. These objects are luminous
super- or hypergiants populating the upper part of the HR diagram and spreading from spectral
type O to F or even later. The ejected material thereby accumulates in either nebulae, shells, or even
disk-like structures.
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The mass-loss of massive stars not only critically depends on the physical parameters, such as
mass, effective temperature, and rotation speed, but also on the chemical composition of the star.
The amount of mass that is lost, within each individual evolutionary phase, determines the fate
of the object. It is thus not surprising that relative numbers of various types of massive stars can
change drastically among galaxies with different metallicities (e.g., [6]). For reliable predictions of the
evolutionary path of massive stars in any environment, solid constraints on the physical parameters,
used in modern stellar evolution models, are indispensable. To obtain such constraints, the properties
of the members within each class of objects need to be studied in great detail and within a variety of
environments. This requires statistically significant samples of stars in each class of objects, suitable for
a detailed analysis. The star-forming galaxies within the local Universe, in which the metallicities
spread over a factor of about 25 between the most metal poor and the most metal rich representative,
are the most ideal sites to tackle this challenge.
This review is devoted to the B[e] supergiants, which comprise one of the various classes of
extreme massive stars in transition. The article is structured as follows. First, an overview on the
general properties of these stars is given based mostly on the well-studied sample within the Magellanic
Clouds (Section 2), followed by a review on how these objects are searched for in various environments
(Section 3). A census of the currently known objects in the Local Group galaxies and slightly beyond
is presented in Section 4, based on a critical inspection of the properties of the individual candidates.
The discussion of the B[e]SG samples and our conclusions are finally summarized in Section 5.
2. B[e] Supergiants
The early-type supergiants include a class of emission-line objects, whose optical spectra display a
peculiar character with strong Balmer emission along with narrow emission lines from permitted and
forbidden transitions (e.g., [7–10]). The latter are indicative of a cool and slowly expanding medium.
With the advent of ultraviolet (UV) observations taken with the International Ultraviolet Explorer
(IUE), these stars were found to display very broad blueshifted resonance lines of highly ionized
elements in this spectral range. These resonance lines originate from a hot and fast stellar line-driven
wind which is very typical for supergiants in this temperature and luminosity range.
Another peculiar property of these stars was discovered in the near-infrared, in which these
objects possess a pronounced excess emission pointing to hot circumstellar dust [11–16]. This dust was
proposed to be most likely produced within the slow and cool component and to possibly populate a
ring or disk-like region at far distances from the luminous central objects [15].
In the HR diagram, these objects are all found beyond the main-sequence and with luminosities
spreading from about log L/L ∼ 4 to about log L/L ∼ 6, implying that they are all evolved,
massive stars. This luminosity range was determined from the sample residing in the Magellanic
Clouds (MCs), for which the luminosity determination is unquestionable, due to the low extinction
towards the MCs and their well constraint distances. The classification of Galactic objects as supergiants
bears much higher uncertainties due to their often poorly constrained distances, hence luminosities.
We come back to this issue in Section 4.4.
The position of the MC sample in the HR diagram is shown in Figure 1 for the values of
luminosity and effective temperature listed in Table 1. The stellar parameters (effective temperature
Teff, visual magnitude V, and color excess E(B-V)) of the sample have been taken from the references
listed in the last column of Table 1. For the calculations of the luminosities, distance moduli of 18.5 and
18.9 mag, respectively, for the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds have been utilized (see the review
paper by Humphreys, this volume) along with bolometric corrections from [17].
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Figure 1. HR diagram showing the positions of the classical MC B[e]SG sample [18]. The stellar
evolutionary tracks at SMC metallicity for stars rotating initially with 40% of their critical velocity are
also included (from [19]). The dotted square contains objects that display CO band emission (except
for S 89, see Section 2.3). For brevity and readability, the identifiers LHA 120 and LHA 115 for objects
within the LMC and SMC, respectively, have been omitted.
Table 1. Names and parameters of the established B[e]SG sample within the Magellanic Clouds.
Object Other Common Identifiers log Teff log L/L V E(B–V) Ref.
Large Magellanic Cloud B[e]SGs
LHA 120-S 12 SK −67 23 4.36 5.41 ± 0.04 12.6 0.2–0.25 [16]
LHA 120-S 22 HD 34664, SK −67 64 4.39 ± 0.04 5.89 ± 0.09 11.7 0.25–0.3 [16]
LHA 120-S 35 SK −66 97 4.34 ± 0.06 5.21 ± 0.10 12.5 0.07 [20]
LHA 120-S 59 . . . 4.14 ± 0.09 4.01 ± 0.15 14.4 0.05 [20]
LHA 120-S 73 RMC 66, HD 268835 4.06 5.51 ± 0.03 10.6 0.12–0.15 [13]
LHA 120-S 89 RMC 82, HD 269217 4.27 5.44 ± 0.03 12.0 0.20 [16]
LHA 120-S 93 SK −68 66 4.00 ± 0.06 4.61 ± 0.10 12.7 0.22 [20]
LHA 120-S 111 a HD 269599 4.19 6.06 10.3 0.28 [21]
LHA 120-S 127 RMC 126, HD 37974 4.35 6.12 ± 0.02 10.9 0.25 [15]
LHA 120-S 134 b,c HD 38489, SK −69 259 4.42 5.82 ± 0.06 12.0 0.2–0.25 [16]
LHA 120-S 137 . . . 4.11 ± 0.10 4.24 ± 0.16 14.0 0.17 [20]
Small Magellanic Cloud B[e]SGs
LHA 115-S 6 b RMC 4, AzV 16 4.43 5.02 13.0 0.07 [22]
LHA 115-S 18 b,c AzV 154 4.40 5.60 13.3 0.4 [23]
LHA 115-S 23 AzV 172 4.04 4.31 13.3 0.03–0.1 [24]
LHA 115-S 65 RMC 50 4.23 5.65 ± 0.04 11.6 0.15–0.2 [16]
Note: Former designations of some of the objects as Hen S # (see, e.g., [25]) were omitted here,
as these are not SIMBAD identifiers. However, LHA 120-S and LHA 115-S, respectively, and the
former Hen S numbers refer to the same objects. a The star is also listed as RMC 105 in SIMBAD,
but this designation should be used for a neighboring, normal B-type star in this dense cluster
(see [26]). b Confirmed or suspected binary. c X-ray source [27–29].
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The presence of dust around an early-type (typically of spectral type B) supergiant, along with
the often pure emission-line spectra with numerous forbidden lines predominantly of [Fe II] and [O I]
finally resulted in the designation of these objects as B[e] supergiants (B[e]SGs)1.
2.1. General Aspects of B[e]SG Stars’ Disks
There is compelling evidence that B[e]SGs are surrounded by gaseous and dusty disks.
The simultaneous presence of a hot and fast polar wind traced in the UV, and the cool and slow
equatorial wind traced at optical wavelengths led to the assignment of a so-called hybrid or
two-component wind model [15]. For this two-component wind, a density contrast between the
equatorial and polar components of 100–1000 was proposed, meaning that the equatorial wind might
be assigned the character of an outflowing disk [23].
The degree of non-sphericity of the envelopes and the latitude dependence of the wind
density, respectively, are pursued by the measured net intrinsic polarization [30,31] and from
spectropolarimetric observations [32,33]. The often high degree of intrinsic polarization support
the idea of a combination of Thomson scattering by free electrons and Mie scattering by dust in a
circumstellar disk [34].
If the disks of B[e]SGs are supposed to form from a high-density equatorial stellar outflow,
there should be a transition zone between the atomic gas and the location of the dust, in which
molecules can form in substantial amounts, because the high gas density can shield the material
from the direct irradiation with dissociating UV photons coming from the hot luminous star. In fact,
molecular emission, in particular of the first-overtone bands of carbon monoxide (CO), has been
detected in the K-band spectra of a number of B[e]SGs in the Galaxy and the MCs (e.g., [21,35–44],
see Table 2). To produce the characteristic observed emission spectra with several individual band
heads, temperatures of the CO gas higher than ∼2000 K are required. These temperatures are in excess
of the dust sublimation temperature, which is on the order of ∼1500 K, placing the CO emitting region
closer to the star than the dust.
Additional hot molecular emission from silicon oxide (SiO) has been identified in four Galactic
B[e]SGs [45], and a feature arising in the optical spectrum, which has been tentatively identified
as emission from titanium oxide (TiO), was reported from six MC B[e]SGs [23,43,44,46]. However,
to date, no systematic surveys for molecular emission has been performed, so that these numbers
are not representative for the existence or absence of molecules in the environments of B[e]SGs.
For instance, SiO emission has not been searched for yet in any of the MC B[e]SGs, and only those
Galactic B[e]SGs with the most intense CO band emission have been observed in the wavelength range
of the first-overtone band of SiO arising in the L-band. Hence, one might expect to find molecular
emission from SiO in many more objects, but also emission from other yet undiscovered molecules
that might form in the environments of B[e]SGs. What is interesting though is the fact that all MC stars
displaying TiO emission also have CO emission, whereas the opposite does not hold. No detection of
TiO from Galactic B[e]SGs has been reported so far.
Finally, the power of optical interferometry operating at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths
should be mentioned when talking about the disks of B[e]SGs. Based on this technique, the disks
of the closest and infrared brightest Galactic objects could be spatially resolved, providing precise
measurements of the disk inclinations, disk sizes, and the distances of the emitting material (dust,
CO gas, and ionized gas traced by the Br γ emission) from the central star (see [38,47–52]).
1 Note that these objects have previously been abbreviated sgB[e] [25], to separate them from other stars showing the B[e]
phenomenon. We prefer the designation B[e]SG, to be in line with the naming and abbreviation of other types of supergiants
such as blue supergiant (BSG) and red supergiant (RSG).
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Table 2. Presence of disk tracers in the optical and near-IR spectra of the Galactic and Magellanic Cloud
B[e]SG samples.
Object [Ca II] [O I] a Ref. CO 12C/13C Ref. TiO SiO Ref.
Large Magellanic Cloud B[e]SGs
LHA 120-S 12 yes no [53] yes 20 ± 2 [21,41] yes . . . [23]
LHA 120-S 22 yes yes [53] no . . . [21,41] no . . . TW b
LHA 120-S 35 yes yes [44] yes 10 ± 2 [41,44] yes . . . [44]
LHA 120-S 59 no yes [54] ? . . . [41] no . . . TW b
LHA 120-S 73 yes yes [43,53] yes 9 ± 1 [21,41,43] yes . . . [55]
LHA 120-S 89 no no TW b no . . . [21,41] no . . . TW b
LHA 120-S 93 yes no TW b no . . . [41] no . . . TW b
LHA 120-S 111 yes yes [53] no . . . [21] yes . . . [23]
LHA 120-S 127 yes yes [53,56] no . . . [21,41] no . . . TW b
LHA 120-S 134 yes yes [53] yes 15 ± 2 [21,41] yes . . . [23]
LHA 120-S 137 no yes TW b no . . . [41] no . . . TW b
Small Magellanic Cloud B[e]SGs
LHA 115-S 6 ? yes TW b yes 12 ± 2 [36,41] no . . . TW b
LHA 115-S 18 yes yes [53] yes 20 ± 5 [37,41] yes . . . [23,46]
LHA 115-S 23 c ? no TW b no . . . TW d no . . . TW b
LHA 115-S 65 yes yes [53,57] yes e 20 ± 5 [40,41] no . . . TW b
Galactic B[e]SGs/B[e]SG Candidates
MWC 137 no no [55,58] yes 25 ± 2 [39,41,59] no . . . TW b
MWC 349 yes . . . [60] yes 4 ± 1 [61,62] . . . no [62]
GG Car yes no [58] yes 15 ± 5 [35,37,39,41,42,58] no . . . TW b
Hen 3-298 yes yes [58,63] yes 20 ± 5 [39,41,58,63] no . . . TW b
CPD-52 9243 yes no [58] yes . . . [35,39,58] no yes TW b, [45]
HD 327083 yes no [58] yes . . . [39,58] no yes TW b, [45]
MWC 300 no yes TW b no . . . [39,64] no . . . TW b
AS 381 no no [65] abs ? [39,64,65] . . . . . . . . .
CPD-57 2874 yes no [58] yes . . . [35,39,58] no yes TW b, [45]
Hen 3-938 yes yes [54] . . . . . . . . . no . . . TW b
MWC 342 no yes [60,66] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hen 3-303 no no TW b no . . . [63] no . . . TW b
CD-42 11721 no yes [67] no . . . [39] no . . . TW b
HD 87643 yes no [58] yes e . . . [39,58] no . . . TW b
HD 62623 c yes yes [58] yes . . . [39,58] no yes TW b, [45]
Note: TW, This work; abs, in absorption; ?, uncertain detection/no value available; . . . , no
information. a Refers to the presence of [O I]λ5577. All sample stars show emission of
[O I]λλ6300,6364. b Based on (unpublished) high-resolution optical spectra taken between
2005 and 2017 with FEROS at the MPG 2.2 m telescope. c A[e]SG due to early-A spectral
type assignment [68,69]. d No indication of CO band features seen in a K-band spectrum
(unpublished) taken on 20 October 2013 with OSIRIS at the Southern Astrophysical Research
(SOAR) Telescope. e No CO emission was detected during the observations taken between
1987 and 1989 [35,36].
2.2. Disk Dynamics and Structure
Determination of the kinematics within dense circumstellar environments requires the use of
reliable tracers. High-resolution near-infrared spectroscopic observations have revealed that the
band heads of the CO emission from B[e]SGs typically display a characteristic shape, consisting of
a blue-shifted shoulder and a red-shifted maximum. For the generation of such a band head profile,
the individual CO rotation-vibration lines, superimposing within the region of the band head,
must display double-peaked profiles (see Figure 2). Such line profiles can originate either from a
circumstellar ring of gas expanding with constant velocity (constant outflow), or from rotational motion
of a ring of gas around the central object. To discriminate between the two scenarios, complementary
tracers are needed.
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Figure 2. Sketch of the generation of the typical CO band head profile. (a) Spectrum around the
(2-0) band head of the CO first-overtone bands for a hot gas with velocity dispersion of a few km s−1.
(b) Profile of a single line from a rotating gas ring with a velocity, projected to the line of sight,
of 66 km s−1 as seen with a spectral resolution of 6 km s−1. (c) Total synthetic CO band head spectrum
resulting from the convolution of the band transitions in (a) with the profile of the ring in (b). (d) CO
band head observations of the Galactic B[e]SG CPD-57 2874 [58].
The SiO band emission seen in four Galactic B[e]SGs displays a similar shape of the band heads.
Detailed modeling revealed that in each object the SiO bands required a slightly lower value of the
velocity [45] than the CO bands. The SiO molecule is less stable than CO, meaning that it can form
and persist only at lower temperatures. This fact naturally places the region where SiO molecules are
expected to form, and hence the SiO band emitting region, at slower orbital velocities and greater
distances from the central object.
As CO is the most stable molecule, its formation and emission region marks the inner edge
of the molecular disk. Closer to the star, tracers for the kinematics need to be found from line
emission of the atomic gas. Here, the lines from forbidden transitions are most suitable, because their
emission is optically thin, so that their profile shapes contain the full velocity information of their
formation region [56,57]. Of particular interest are hereby the [O I] lines, because they are one of the
defining characteristics of the B[e] phenomenon and hence observed in all B[e]SGs. The ionization
potential of O I is about the same as the one for H I, which means that within the [O I] line forming
regions, hydrogen should be basically neutral as well, restricting the formation region of the [O I] line
emission to the neutral regions within the circumstellar disk. While recombination in the equatorial
region close to the star might be achieved, e.g., with the model of a latitude dependent wind [70–72],
the requirement of a hydrogen neutral environment severely limits the number of free electrons that
will be available to collisionally excite the levels within O I from which the forbidden transitions
emerge. Consequently, the [O I] lines arise in regions with high total density, but low electron density.
The profiles of the [O I] lines often display double-peaks, in line with their formation in the disk.
Typically, the [O I] λ5577 line, which arises from a higher level than the λλ6300,6364 lines, is broader,
indicating spatially distinct formation regions of the emissions, with the [O I] λ5577 line being formed
at higher velocities and higher densities and hence closer to the star than the other two lines.
With the identification of the lines of [Ca II] λλ7291,7324 in the spectra of numerous B[e]SGs,
a further highly valuable tracer for the disk kinematics has been found. These lines typically display
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double-peaked profiles as well, with velocities comparable to or even greater than the one traced by
the [O I] λ5577 line [53,57,58]. This implies that they form in the same region, or at least very close to
each other, which is in agreement with their comparably high critical density. Since the [O I] λ5577 line
is not always detectable, the [Ca II] lines thus provide a suitable, complementary benchmark for the
dynamics within the disks of B[e]SGs.
In summary, the optical and near-infrared spectra provide emission features from several species,
which are suitable to pin down the kinematics within the disks of B[e]SGs at various distances from
the star, and Table 2 includes the information on the detection of the individual tracers in the MC
sample. Based on the physical constraints outlined above, the logical order of the appearance of
the divers tracers from inside out would be: [Ca II], [O I], CO bands and SiO bands. The velocity
information carried by these species thereby implies a decrease with increasing distance from the star.
While an equatorial, outwards decelerating outflow might be able to explain some of the observed
line profiles [56], the velocity patterns seem to be in better agreement with (quasi-)Keplerian rotation.
In this respect, it is interesting to note that Keplerian rotation has been made directly discernible by
means of spectro-interferometric observations. The rotational motion of the CO gas has been derived
based on the differential phase spectrum [38,52], and the rotational motion of the ionized gas based on
the spatially resolved Brγ emission [49].
While, in general, the rotational motion of the material within the circumstellar disks of B[e]SGs
seems now to be well established, possibly in connection with a (very) slow outflow component [57],
recent investigations of the spatial distribution of the circumstellar gas revealed that it is more likely
accumulated in multiple rings, partial rings, and possible spiral arm-like structures rather than in
a smooth disk [43,44,58]. These rings might result from multiple mass ejection phases caused by
(pulsational) instabilities acting in the outer layers of these luminous objects (e.g., [73–75]), or from
binary interaction in close systems, as seems to be the case for some of the Galactic objects [58],
in which the rings are circumbinary rather than circumstellar. Other disk-forming mechanisms that
have been proposed in the literature over the years include equatorial mass-loss from a critically
rotating star [76,77], the rotationally induced bi-stability mechanism [78], the slow-wind solution [79],
and the combination of the latter two [80]. For an overview including a detailed description of the
various models and their limitations, see [81].
The circumstellar material of many MC objects appears durable. This is evidenced by their
emission features and their infrared photometry that both display no considerable variability over
several decades, in combination with chemically processed dust displaying emission from crystalline
silicates [82]. It is tempting to imagine that in such an environment even minor bodies might have
formed from the long-lived disk material, creating gaps within the disk in radial direction and hence
leading to the formation of the presumed ring structures [43]. These minor bodies or possible planets
can also stabilize the neighboring rings, in analogy to the shepherd moons in planetary systems.
However, thus far, there is insufficient observational evidence that might support the validity of such
a scenario.
2.3. Current Evolutionary State of B[e]SGs
The formation mechanism of the observed gaseous and dusty rings or disk-like structures around
B[e]SGs is certainly one of the most important yet unsolved issues. Equally important questions
arise: What is the evolutionary phase of B[e]SGs? What is their evolutionary connection to other
evolved massive stars? Does such a connection exist at all? While the question on the relation between
B[e]SGs and other evolved objects is beyond the scope of this review, we briefly elucidate the current
knowledge about the evolutionary status of B[e]SGs. Considering the MC sample, it is obvious from
Figure 1 that all objects have evolved off the main sequence. Whether this occurred only recently,
or whether B[e]SGs might be on a blue loop or blueward evolution after having passed through the
turning point on the cool edge of their track, is still an open issue, in particular, since we lack clear
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methods for age determinations of these emission-line objects, which only very rarely are detected
in clusters2.
In this regard, the detection of clear signs of the 13C isotope in the form of 13CO band emission
from a number of MC B[e]SGs ([41,86], see Table 2) was one major step forward. The appearance
of these bands has been predicted based on theoretical model computations for a variation of the
carbon isotope ratio 12C/13C [87]. As surface abundance calculations have shown, this ratio will
drop during the evolution of massive stars from an initial, interstellar value of ∼90 down to values
<5, depending on the initial mass of the star and its initial rotation speed. The surface material
enriched in 13C is transported via winds to the environments, where it will cool and condense into
13CO molecules, whose emission can be observed in the K-band, together with the emission from the
main isotope, 12CO (see Figure 3). Hence, the detected amount of 13CO is a measure for the stellar
surface enrichment in 13C at the time the material, which is currently traced in the molecular emission,
has been released from the stellar surface.
Figure 3. Synthetic spectra of the combined emission from 12CO and 13CO for different values of the
12C/13C ratio. The computations have been performed for the following physical parameters: a 12CO
column density of 2 × 1021 cm−2, a gas temperature of 3000 K, a line-of-sight rotational velocity of
66 km s−1, and a spectral resolution of 50 km s−1.
From the MC sample of 15 objects, seven have been found to display CO band emission, and all
of them display clear indication of enrichment in 13C (see Table 2). Interestingly, all these objects with
CO emission cluster in the same region of the HR diagram, as indicated by the dotted black square in
Figure 1, i.e., in the luminosity range log L/L = 5.0–5.8. None of the three most luminous stars (S 22,
S 111, and S 127) or of the four low-luminosity objects (S 23, S 59, S 93, and S 137) displays clear signs of
CO emission. One outlier in the luminosity domain occupied by the CO emitting B[e]SGs is the star
S 89, which also has no detectable CO band emission [41].
The absence of measurable CO band emission might have different reasons. Either the intensity
of the emission is too low to be detectable against the strong near-IR continuum3, or the density of
2 Currently, only four B[e]SGs are reported to be cluster members: the two LMC objects LHA 120-S 111 in the compact cluster
NGC 1994 [26] and LHA 120-S 35 in SL482 [44], and the two Galactic sources MWC 137 in SH 2-266 [83] and Wd1-9 in
Westerlund 1 [84,85].
3 This spectral region suffers from strong telluric contamination, which is not always easy to remove, so that especially weak
CO emission features might be hidden within telluric remnants.
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the molecular gas might be very high, resulting in optically thick emission, which no longer has a
characteristic band head structure. Another possibility would be that the CO emission from these
stars might have variable CO band emission and they have thus far always been observed in phases
of no emission. In this context, it is interesting to refer to the SMC object LHA 115-S 65, in which CO
band emission suddenly occurred, while observations taken about nine months earlier did not detect
any molecular features [40]. Alternatively, since we now know that the material is most probably
concentrated in rings, the conditions within the circumstellar environment in terms of density and
temperature might not be favorable for the excitation of the first-overtone bands. For those stars,
observations in the spectral region of the fundamental bands might therefore be a possibility to search
for cooler CO gas.
The measured 12C/13C isotope ratios of the MC B[e]SGs are all very similar, spreading from 9 to
20. This might point towards a similar formation history of the circumstellar material, i.e., a similar
phase in the evolution (considering they are single stars or at least unaffected by a possible companion)
when the enriched material was ejected. Considering that stars are typically born with some intrinsic
rotation velocity, rotational mixing in combination with enhanced mass-loss may drive the enrichment
of the stellar surface with 13C already in early stages of the evolution of massive stars. This can be
seen in Figure 4, where the evolutionary tracks of a 32 M star with solar metallicity [88] and for a
variety of initial rotation velocities are shown. The covered rotation speeds spread from v/vcrit = 0 to
v/vcrit = 0.4, which correspond to values of Ω/Ωcrit from 0 to 0.568. The interpolation of the tracks


































Figure 4. Evolution of the 12C/13C isotope ratio along the solar metallicity tracks of a star with initial
mass of 32 M and initial rotation speeds v/vcrit ranging from 0 to 0.4 (corresponding to Ω/Ωcrit =
0.0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.568). The individual tracks have been obtained from the interpolation tool
SCYCLIST provided by the Geneva group. For clarity of the plot, we truncated the evolutionary tracks
within the red supergiant regions. Included are the positions of the MC B[e]SG sample from Table 2
with known 12C/13C ratio, following the same color coding as for the tracks. The Galactic objects
are excluded due to their highly uncertain luminosities. Depending on the initial rotation speed of
the star, the observed ratio can be reached either in the pre-RSG (moderate rotator) or post-RSG (slow
rotator) phase.
The color coding along the tracks refers to the values of the 12C/13C isotope ratio on the stellar
surface. Figure 4 also includes the positions of the seven MC B[e]SGs with known values of the
4 https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/evolution/en/database/syclist/.
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12CO/13CO isotope ratios. Their colors correspond to the same color coding as the evolutionary
tracks. Obviously, the observed ratios for the sample stars might be reached either along or after the
main-sequence evolution for stars rotating initially with rates Ω/Ωcrit ≥ 0.3. However, they might
also be reached during or after the red supergiant stage for stars rotating initially with rates smaller
than Ω/Ωcrit ≤ 0.3. As we do not know the initial rotation speeds of the progenitor stars of these
B[e]SGs, the measured values of the 12CO/13CO isotope ratio alone cannot solve the issue with the
current evolutionary state of the objects.
If B[e]SGs represent a specific phase in the evolution of massive stars, then these objects should
also exist in other environments with high content of massive stars. Searching for representatives of
B[e]SGs in other galaxies and studying their properties and number statistics at various metallicities
might help to unveil their disk/ring formation mechanism, to pin down their evolutionary phase (pre-
versus post-RSG), and to set constraints on the evolution of massive stars in general.
3. Identification of B[e] Supergiants in the Local Universe
Identifying and classifying B[e]SGs is a tedious job, whether in the Milky Way, where we face
large amounts of foreground extinction and the issue with the often unknown distances, or in other
galaxies, where we have strong contamination with foreground sources, often crowded regions,
and the faintness of the objects. While the first B[e]SGs have been found rather accidentally,
nowadays dedicated surveys can make use of the established classification criteria. As mentioned in
Section 2, there are basically four characteristics a star should fulfill to be classified as B[e]SGs [18,25].
It should display:
• A spectral-type B (with extensions to late-O and early-A types), as evidenced from the hot
underlying continuum or from photospheric absorption features5, and a luminosity higher than
log L/L ∼ 4.
• Very intense Balmer lines dominating the optical spectrum with an equivalent width of Hα
reaching up to 1000 Å.
• A spectrum indicating the hybrid character of the environment, consisting of a hot, fast line-driven
wind coexisting with a cool, slow component from which the forbidden emission lines from
neutral and low-ionized metals originate ([O I], [Fe II]).
• Strong near- and mid-infrared excess emission, indicative of hot circumstellar dust.
Despite these defining criteria, the identification of extragalactic B[e]SGs is not as straightforward,
because suitable candidates need first to be found based on other means. These candidates can then be
further investigated to search for these, mostly spectroscopic, characteristics.
A suitable approach is to search for B[e]SG candidates among the luminous, blue objects identified
in imaging surveys that have been performed for several galaxies over the past ∼30 years. For instance,
the early photographic and photometric surveys of M31 [89,90] and M33 [91] revealed (amongst many
other objects) the most luminous hot stars and the brightest blue supergiants, which could then be
studied spectroscopically to obtain indications for their possible nature (e.g., [92]). A milestone for
the identification of evolved massive stars was certainly the Local Group Galaxies Survey (LGGS)
project [93,94], which resulted in the discovery of numerous putative emission-line stars in M31, M33,
and seven more dwarf galaxies. Spectroscopic follow-ups were used to sort out H II regions, and to
match the remaining objects with the various known categories of evolved massive stars. A major
result of this survey was the identification of numerous objects that were dubbed as luminous blue
variable (LBV) candidates [6,95], based on the appearance of their blue emission-line or P Cygni-type
spectra that resemble confirmed LBVs in quiescence. Since the blue optical spectra of LBVs in their
5 We would like to stress that the high-luminosity B[e]SGs barely display photospheric absorption lines, whereas the
low-luminosity B[e]SGs typically do.
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quiescence state display a number of common characteristics with B[e]SGs [95–97], it was expected
that this sample contains a number of B[e]SGs.
Surprisingly, when analyzed in more detail [97–99], this bunch of newly identified LBV candidates
in M31 and M33 turned out to be a mixed bag containing not only B[e]SGs candidates, but also
so-called Fe II emission stars (with neither [O I] nor [Fe II] emission and lacking warm dust), and warm
hypergiants (with lots of dust, possible [O I] and/or [Fe II] but of spectral type A–F), with only a few
objects left to be considered as LBV candidates (with no [O I] emission and lacking hot dust).
As both LBVs and B[e]SGs are luminous blue supergiants, they share the same optical colors.
Hence, one step to distinguish these two groups of objects is to inspect their location in infrared
color–color diagrams (e.g., [16,20,41,97,99]). The hot (∼1000 K) circumstellar dust of B[e]SGs results
in significantly increased near-IR emission. On the other hand, LBVs can be associated to cold,
dusty environments such as the circumstellar shells recently discovered around many LBVs and
LBV candidates with the Spitzer Space Telescope at 24μm ( e.g., [100,101]). The separation of B[e]SGs
from quiescent LBVs, based on their diverse IR properties, is demonstrated in Figure 5 for the known
samples of MC objects, limiting to the confirmed and generally accepted LBVs in the LMC [102]
and including one confirmed object from the SMC (R40, [103]). Shown are two different color–color
diagrams (J–H versus H–K and W1–W2 versus W2–W4). The IR colors of the objects are listed in Table 3.
They result from the JHK-band magnitudes obtained from the 2MASS point source catalog6 [104],
and from the mid-IR magnitudes (W1, W2, W4) collected with the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer7
(WISE [105]). From the many possibilities of near- and mid-IR color–color diagrams, these two show
the clearest separation between the two groups of objects.
Figure 5. Demonstration of the separation of the B[e]SGs from the quiescent LBVs within the near-IR
(J–H versus H–K diagram (left)) and the WISE diagram (W1–W2 versus W2–W4 (right)). Shown are
the positions of the classical MC B[e]SG sample and of the MC LBV sample. IR colors of the objects are
provided in Table 3. The solid line represents the positions of regular supergiants with empirical colors
taken from [106] for solar metallicity stars.
Another clear distinctive feature between B[e]SGs and LBVs is the S Dor cycle of the latter,
while B[e]SGs are typically not undergoing this type of variability. However, to identify such S Dor
excursions of the stars within the HR diagram is a time-consuming (though important) task, because it
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In addition, dedicated spectroscopic observations are required to search for the characteristic
forbidden emission lines of [O I] and possible [Ca II] in the red portion of the optical spectra, and to
search for possible molecular emission of CO in their near-IR spectra, because LBVs typically do not
show these sets of forbidden lines and CO band emission8 [21,35,41].
Table 3. IR colors of Magellanic Cloud B[e]SGs and LBVs.
Object J–H H–K W1–W2 W2–W4 Class
Large Magellanic Cloud
LHA 120-S 12 0.634 ± 0.035 0.924 ± 0.035 0.761 ± 0.031 1.723 ± 0.051 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 22 0.619 ± 0.033 1.289 ± 0.033 1.258 ± 0.047 3.328 ± 0.032 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 35 0.520 ± 0.060 1.096 ± 0.051 1.156 ± 0.027 4.323 ± 0.021 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 59 0.661 ± 0.037 0.962 ± 0.035 0.988 ± 0.031 3.514 ± 0.033 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 73 0.403 ± 0.033 0.825 ± 0.033 1.030 ± 0.031 4.015 ± 0.027 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 89 0.440 ± 0.022 1.030 ± 0.036 1.059 ± 0.031 3.289 ± 0.026 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 93 0.507 ± 0.036 1.195 ± 0.033 1.128 ± 0.030 3.486 ± 0.025 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 111 a 0.500 ± 0.000 1.030 ± 0.000 . . . . . . B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 127 0.362 ± 0.033 1.004 ± 0.033 1.106 ± 0.039 3.922 ± 0.028 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 134 0.609 ± 0.030 1.245 ± 0.030 1.090 ± 0.045 2.892 ± 0.035 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 137 0.899 ± 0.040 1.097 ± 0.037 0.931 ± 0.030 2.691 ± 0.045 B[e]SG
LHA 120-S 96 (=S Dor) 0.173 ± 0.054 0.172 ± 0.057 0.374 ± 0.028 5.586 ± 0.022 LBV
LHA 120-S 116 (=R110) 0.116 ± 0.034 0.161 ± 0.036 0.076 ± 0.032 3.391 ± 0.034 LBV
LHA 120-S 128 (=R127) 0.115 ± 0.037 0.286 ± 0.036 0.255 ± 0.029 6.573 ± 0.021 LBV
LHA 120-S 155 (=R71) 0.027 ± 0.035 0.097 ± 0.038 0.069 ± 0.033 7.095 ± 0.024 LBV
CPD-69 463 (=R143) 0.244 ± 0.033 0.201 ± 0.035 0.259 ± 0.030 7.851 ± 0.049 LBV
LHA 120-S 83 (=Sk −69 142a) 0.115 ± 0.041 0.287 ± 0.041 0.239 ± 0.031 1.609 ± 0.055 LBV
Small Magellanic Cloud
LHA 115-S 6 0.433 ± 0.034 0.709 ± 0.0319 0.769 ± 0.031 4.037 ± 0.035 B[e]SG
LHA 115-S 18 0.418 ± 0.050 0.822 ± 0.0460 1.059 ± 0.030 3.705 ± 0.031 B[e]SG
LHA 115-S 23 0.221 ± 0.038 0.601 ± 0.0382 0.946 ± 0.031 2.484 ± 0.096 B[e]SG
LHA 115-S 65 0.292 ± 0.035 0.800 ± 0.0311 0.982 ± 0.030 4.363 ± 0.027 B[e]SG
LHA 115-S 52 (=R40) 0.182 ± 0.036 0.065 ± 0.0330 0.066 ± 0.031 2.851 ± 0.043 LBV
Note: IR photometry for all objects is taken from the 2MASS point source catalog (J, H, and K [104]),
except for the stars LHA 120-S 111 [21] and LHA 120-S 89 [108], and from the WISE All-Sky Data
Release (W1, W2, and W4 [105]). a Despite of the lack of WISE colors, the presence of warm dust
is proven by its IR excess seen in the Spitzer data, and its IR spectrum that looks like a twin of the
one of LHA 120-S 73 (see [82]).
4. A Census of B[e]Sgs
With clearly defined classification characteristics and the proper observational tools at hand,
the massive star population within the local Universe can be scanned for suitable B[e]SG candidates.
At the moment of writing this review, this is still an ongoing project that requires patience and
sufficient telescope time at both optical and infrared facilities. Nevertheless, many new, particularly
extragalactic B[e]SG star discoveries were reported in the literature within the past 20 years. The aim
of this section is, therefore, to take a closer and critical look at the suggested B[e]SG candidates in
order to sort out possible misclassified objects, to check what type of observations are still missing
for unambiguous classification of the candidates, and to compile updated lists of confirmed B[e]SGs
for the galaxies with a reported B[e]SG population. The starting points for this investigation are the
Magellanic Clouds (Section 4.1), moving further out into the Local Group (Section 4.2) and beyond
(Section 4.3), before we finally return to the Milky Way (Section 4.4).
8 One exception to this rule is the LBV star HR Car, which occasionally showed CO band emission related to phases when the
star was dimmer [107].
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The samples in each galaxy are presented in tables, which follow the same structure. The objects
are listed under a homogeneous SIMBAD identifier (if possible) in Column 1, reference(s) for the B[e]SG
classification of the stars follow in Column 2. Where available, E(B–V) values and their references are
provide in Columns 3 and 4, and the four colors (J–H, H–K, W1–W2, and W2–W4) are given along
with their errors in the last four columns. The tables are furthermore organized such that in the top
part appear the confirmed B[e]SGs. These are stars that fulfill all classification criteria. In the middle
part of each table stars with uncertain or controversial classification are listed with their names in
parentheses. These are objects that lack one or more of the classification criteria due to incomplete
observational datasets. Objects for which different research teams find controversial results such that
clarification is needed are also included here. In the bottom of each table, erroneously classified objects
are gathered with their names in italic and within parentheses. These are stars for which observational
evidence (e.g., a specific color) excludes them from belonging to the class of B[e]SGs.
4.1. Magellanic Clouds
As mentioned in Section 2, the “classical” sample of B[e]SGs resides within the Magellanic Clouds.
The first such object, for which the hybrid character was reported, was the LMC star RMC 126 (LHA
120-S 127 [15]), and soon after followed the identification of ten more B[e]SGs in the LMC and four
in the SMC ([16,20,22–24,109], see Table 1) based on a dedicated search for similar objects. Since then,
a few more stars have been suggested as B[e]SGs candidates. These are presented and discussed in the
following. The classical sample of B[e]SGs in the MCs, which fulfill all classification criteria, is listed
in Table 1 above, with their IR colors provided in Table 3.
4.1.1. Large Magellanic Cloud
New B[e]SG candidates have been found either by dedicated searches, e.g., from cross-matching
catalogs of emission-line stars with near-IR catalogs (e.g., [110]), or more serendipitously as a
by-product of deep spectroscopic surveys of specific regions, such as the VLT-FLAMES Tarantula
Survey (VFTS [111–113]) that was devoted to the 30 Doradus starburst region. In addition, surveys for
other purposes, such as the search for post-asymptotic giant branch stars [114], resulted in new B[e]SG
candidates9. Seven new B[e]SG objects have been proposed in total, of which only two fulfill the
criteria for B[e]SGs, two are considered candidates, and three appear to be misclassified. All seven
stars are listed in Table 4. Their locations in the two color–color diagrams are shown in Figure 6 in
comparison with the confirmed B[e]SGs and LBVs from Table 3.
A sample of confirmed MC late-type stars and supergiants [115] is included in these color–color
diagrams. These serve as reference for objects that might have a late-type companion. The outliers of
the late-type stars, especially in the WISE diagram, are objects with high mass-loss.
A sample of Galactic Herbig AeBe (HAeBe) stars is also shown [116]. Only stars with known
extinction values and solid magnitudes in all four bands were selected (rejecting objects with reported
contamination). As some of these pre-main sequence objects suffer from very high extinction
(AV > 5 mag), their colors were corrected using an RV-dependent extinction law [117] with RV = 5.0,
which has been found to be reasonable for HAeBe stars [116]. These pre-main sequence stars were
included to check for possible misclassification of objects that have a proposed luminosity ranging
around the lower limit for B[e]SGs, because this luminosity range is shared by the most massive
HAeBes. In the near-IR diagram, the HAeBes populate a stripe that appears to be parallel and seems to
connect seamlessly to the region occupied by the classical B[e]SGs. In the WISE diagram, the HAeBes
also seem to populate a stripe adjacent to the B[e]SG domain.
9 I would like to point out that from the proposed 12 newly discovered B[e] stars only one was found to be a supergiant
(see Table 4). The others have been carefully inspected in collaboration with Devika Kamath, and they did not fulfill the
requirements. These results are yet unpublished.
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In the following, the reasons for classification of the new LMC objects as either confirmed or
candidate, or for rejecting them as B[e]SGs are briefly presented.
Table 4. Confirmed and candidate B[e]SGs in the LMC. Misclassified objects are listed in the bottom
part of the table.
Object Ref. E(B–V) Ref. J–H H–K W1–W2 W2–W4
Confirmed B[e]SGs
LHA 120-S 165 [114] . . . . . . 0.735 ± 0.041 0.98 ± 0.040 0.886 ± 0.029 3.385 ± 0.037
ARDB 54 [54,118] 0.11 [54] 0.340 ± 0.057 0.810 ± 0.04 0.402 ± 0.023 2.057 ± 0.054
Uncertain or controversial classification
(VFTS 1003) [111] . . . . . . 0.540 ± 0.094 0.87 ± 0.0539 . . . . . .
(VFTS 822) [112,113] 0.56 [113] 0.689 ± 0.039 1.261 ± 0.035 0.952 ± 0.033 6.09 ± 0.046
Erroneous classification
(VFTS 698) [119] 0.6 [119] 0.436 ± 0.030 0.444 ± 0.034 0.585 ± 0.030 9.81 ± 0.023
([L72] LH 85-10) [96] . . . . . . 0.108 ± 0.036 0.211 ± 0.048 . . . . . .
(NOMAD1
0181-0125572) [118] . . . . . . . . . a . . . a . . . . . .
Note: IR photometry for all objects is taken from the 2MASS point source catalog (J, H, and
K [104]) and from the WISE All-Sky Data Release (W1, W2, and W4 [105]). a The JHK magnitudes
listed in SIMBAD were mistakenly taken from the paper of Levato et al. [118], but these belong to
the star LHA 120-S 165.
LHA 120-S 165
This object was first listed as a candidate young stellar object [120], but was later classified
as possible B[e]SG, based on its optical spectrum displaying all characteristic emission features
(SSTISAGEMC J052747.62-714852.8 [114]). Its optical and infrared brightness together with its position
in both color–color diagrams support this classification.
ARDB 54
Recent analysis of ARDB 54 revealed that it belongs to the (thus far only few) A[e]SGs, being the
first of its kind in the LMC [54]. Its position in the near-IR diagram supports this classification,
although the object is displaced from the region of classical B[e]SGs in the WISE diagram, where it is
located closer to the LBV region. Its luminosity of log L/L  4.4 [54] is too low to be considered as
LBV candidate, and a bit too high to be considered as HAeBe star. From the latter, ARDB 54 is also
offset in both color–color diagrams, so that a classification as A[e]SG seems to be the most reasonable,
despite its exposed location in the WISE diagram, whose cause should be examined more closely.
(VFTS 1003)
This star was found from the VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey [111]. In high angular-resolution
near-IR images, it appears as a single, isolated object [121]. The star’s blue emission-line spectrum
resembles closely the one of the Galactic B[e]SG GG Car. VFTS 1003 was suggested to be either a
Herbig B[e] star or a B[e] supergiant [111]. From its position in the near-IR diagram, a supergiant
classification seems more likely. However, the lack of WISE photometry allows assigning VFTS 1003
only a candidate status. In addition, for a definite B[e] classification, red optical spectra are needed,
because the optical spectra reported in the literature do not cover the region of the [O I] lines.
(VFTS 822)
This late B-type star [113] is another object that was identified in the VLT-FLAMES Tarantula
Survey [112] based on its blue emission-line spectrum. As with VFTS 1003, a red spectrum is needed
to check for the presence of [O I] emission. Similar to that star, VFTS 822 has been proposed as possible
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Herbig B[e] pre-main sequence candidate. It displays a UV excess typical for pre-main sequence stars,
but its luminosity of log L/L ∼ 4 is not conclusive and leaves as well room for an interpretation
as evolved star. In the near-IR diagram, VFTS 822 appears within the B[e]SG domain with a clear
separation from the region hosting HAeBe stars, but from the WISE diagram the star is located at the
border region with the HAeBes.
Figure 6. Location of the new LMC (light blue) and SMC (purple) samples with respect to those MC
B[e]SGs that meet all the required classification criteria (dark blue) and LBVs (red triangles) in the
near-IR (top) and the WISE diagram (bottom). Filled circles are used for confirmed B[e]SGs, filled stars
for candidates, and empty circles for misclassified objects. A sample of late-type stars and supergiants
in the MCs (small gray crosses, from [115]) and a sample of (dereddened, see text) Galactic HAeBe
stars (black plus signs, from [116]) are also included. The arrow in each panel indicates the direction of
the reddening, and their length complies with a value of AV = 3. As the color excess is not known
for all MC objects, no extinction correction has been applied. However, the MC stars have in general
relatively small color excess values (see Tables 4 and 5), which would shift them only marginally in
the diagrams.
(VFTS 698)
This is the third object identified within in the VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey and suggested as
B[e]SG [119]. It also lacks a red optical spectrum to ascertain the presence of [O I] emission in order to
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be considered a B[e] star. Its spectral variability and photometric light curve unveiled that the object is
most likely an interacting binary consisting possibly of an early B-type star and a veiled more massive
companion. Its IR colors place it in both diagrams into the region occupied by HAeBe stars, but the
luminosity estimates for both stars with log L/L ∼ 5 and 5.3 are too high for a pre-main sequence
classification. Correcting for the extinction towards VFTS 698 would shift the object closer to the LBV
domain. In the WISE diagram, the object appears particularly far off from the location of the classical
B[e]SGs. Hence, this object needs further investigations for a proper classification.
([L72] LH 85-10)
Searching for LBV candidates in OB associations in the LMC, the object number 10, within the
association LH 85, was found to be a luminous emission-line star. Due to the similarity of its blue
spectrum with other B[e]SGs, it has been suggested as a new member of that group [96]. To date,
no information about the presence of [O I] emission from that object is available. Moreover, its spectral
energy distribution does not display the characteristic near-IR excess emission of B[e]SGs questioning
the validity of this classification [108]. The star’s position in the near-IR diagram coincides with the
region populated by LBVs, supporting the erroneous classification. No WISE photometry is available
for this object.
(NOMAD1 0181-0125572)
This star appears neither in the 2MASS nor in the WISE catalog, although it was reported to
have 2MASS photometry [118]. From the coordinates of the source labeled NOMAD1 0181-0125572
by Miroshnichenko et al. [110] it is obvious that it was confused with the object LHA 120-S 165. The star
with SIMBAD identifier NOMAD1 0181-0125572 is not a B[e]SG.
4.1.2. Small Magellanic Cloud
In the SMC, a total of six new B[e]SGs has been reported. Five of them were discovered as
by-products from the spectroscopic survey of the hot, luminous stars in the SMC (2dFS [122]), from the
Runaways and Isolated O Star Spectroscopic Survey of the SMC (RIOTS4 [123]), and from the SMC
photometric catalog [124]. One more object was serendipitously detected [125]. From a critical
inspection of the properties of these six stars, only one object appears to fulfill all required criteria,
one object appears as very promising candidate that lacks only some complementary information
for unambiguous classification, whereas the remaining four stars are considered as misclassified.
All objects are presented in the following, their IR colors are provided in Table 5, and their positions
within the two color–color diagrams are included in Figure 6.
[MA93] 1116 = NGC 346:KWBBe 200
The star is one of the few objects residing in a cluster, the SMC cluster NGC 346. Due to its
Hα emission, it was first classified as a compact H II region [126], then as a Be star based on its
optical photometry [127], and in the following as B[e]SG based on its optical appearance and near-IR
excess emission [125]. In the mid-IR, [MA93] 1116 displays silicate emission and strong PAH bands,
features often seen in HAeBe stars (e.g., [128,129]). Additional cold dust is surrounding the object as
is implied by its detection at 24μm with Spitzer/MIPS. These characteristics led to the suggestion
that [MA93] 1116 might be an evolved young stellar object [130] or a HAeBe star [131], despite the
lack of clear evidence for infall, e.g., in form of inverse P Cygni profiles. If true, its luminosity of
log L/L ∼ 4.4 [54,125] would place it at the upper limit for Herbig objects, while it would get in lane
with the group of less-luminous B[e]SGs in the evolved scenario. The position of [MA93] 1116 within
the WISE diagram leaves room for a possible classification as HAeBe star where it falls on the edge of
the region populated by HAeBe stars, whereas it appears clearly off the HAeBe region in the near-IR
color–color diagram. It is hence considered as B[e]SG, and the fifth object within a cluster (the first one
in the SMC).
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Table 5. Confirmed and candidate B[e]SGs in the SMC. Misclassified objects are listed in the bottom
part of the table.
Object Ref. E(B–V) Ref. J–H H–K W1–W2 W2–W4
Confirmed B[e]SGs
[MA93] 1116 [54,125] 0.42 [54] 0.665 ± 0.077 1.084 ± 0.0689 1.112 ± 0.03 6.883 ± 0.034
Uncertain or controversial classification
(LHA 115-S 38) [124] 0.13 [132] 0.468 ± 0.038 0.879 ± 0.038 1.034 ± 0.031 3.978 ± 0.035
Erroneous classification
(LHA 115-N82) [122,133] 0.12 [133] 0.488 ± 0.040 1.141 ± 0.040 1.133 ± 0.031 2.723 ± 0.038
(LHA 115-S 29) [123] 0.05 [123] 0.089 ± 0.030 0.180 ± 0.032 0.346 ± 0.030 2.479 ± 0.020
(LHA 115-S 46) [123] 0.05 [123] 0.096 ± 0.037 0.204 ± 0.040 0.308 ± 0.030 2.108 ± 0.020
(LHA 115-S 62) [123] 0.11 [123] 0.084 ± 0.039 0.175 ± 0.048 0.315 ± 0.034 3.076 ± 0.024
Note: IR photometry for all objects is taken from the 2MASS point source catalog (J, H,
and K [104]) and from the WISE All-Sky Data Release (W1, W2, and W4 [105]).
(LHA 115-S 38 = 2dFS 1804)
This object was found from the spectroscopic survey of the hot, luminous stars in the SMC [122].
The blue spectrum displays numerous emission lines, in particular of [Fe II], but no information
about [O I] emission is available. The spectral energy distribution indicates a near-IR excess [124].
With a luminosity estimate of log L/L  4.1 the star was also considered as a post-AGB object [132],
but its positions within the two color–color diagrams places the star clearly within the B[e]SG domain.
As such, it is a strong candidate for another low-luminosity B[e]SG.
(LHA 115-N82 = 2dFS 2837 = LIN 495)
This star displays all spectroscopic B[e]SG characteristics [122,133] and an IR excess emission [124].
The optical spectrum was reported to be composite [122], and the detected photospheric lines display
radial velocity variations, whereas the emission from the circumstellar matter appears to be stable [54].
The IR colors of LHA 115-N82 locate it clearly within the B[e]SG domains. Curiously, the V and I band
light curves display a long-term brightening, which resembles LBV outbursts and is not common in
B[e]SGs. On the other hand, it displays both [O I] and [Ca II] emission, which are typically not seen
in LBVs. Since the star has too low luminosity (log L/L  3.8) to be an LBV (or even a B[e]SG),
it was recently assigned a classification as “LBV imposter” [54]. This object clearly requires further
investigations to pin down its status.
(LHA 115-S 29 = RMC 15), (LHA 115-S 46 = RMC 38), (LHA 115-S 62 = RMC 48)
The blue optical spectra of these three objects show emission-line features similar to B[e]SGs,
and the luminosities derived for these objects, ranging from log L/L  4.4 to 4.8, assigns them a
supergiant status [123]. However, it is currently not known whether these objects display [O I] line
emission, one of the defining characters of the B[e] phenomenon. Due to the lack of a pronounced
near-IR excess emission, these three stars have been proposed to be dust-poor B[e]SGs [123]. However,
the presence of warm dust is another main classification criteria for a star to be considered as B[e]SG.
It is not surprising that all three objects fall clearly outside the B[e]SG domains in the color–color
diagrams. Instead, their positions coincide with the regions populated by LBVs, which implies that
these three stars have dense winds and circumstellar ionized gas, which is exemplified by their
emission-line spectra. These objects require further investigations to unveil their true nature.
4.2. Local Group Galaxies beyond the Magellanic Clouds
Moving further away, beyond the Magellanic Clouds, we may expect to find B[e]SG stars and
candidates in those galaxies, in which star-formation is ongoing. For these galaxies, surveys such as the
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LGGS project mentioned in Section 3, but also earlier surveys (e.g., [134,135]) provide indispensable
information on the population of luminous, evolved massive stars, and provide the base for systematic
investigations for unambiguous classification of these objects.
To date, systematic spectroscopic studies have been performed in the two large spiral galaxies of
the Local Group, M31 and M33, in which a number of B[e]SGs were found amongst the putative LBV
candidates [97,99,136–138]. The suggested B[e]SG populations in each of these galaxies is presented
in the following subsections. The samples are provided in Tables 6 and 7, in which all objects are
listed under their Local Group Galaxy Survey (LGGS) identifiers (Column 1). The properties, based on
which the decision to categorize an individual star as either a candidate or a misclassified object has
been made, are briefly depicted. The locations of the confirmed, candidate, and possibly misclassified
B[e]SGs in the two color–color diagrams are shown in Figure 7.
Table 6. Confirmed and candidate B[e]SGs in M31. Misclassified objects are listed at the bottom of
the table.
LGGS Ref. J–H H–K W1–W2 W2–W4
Confirmed B[e]SGs
J004320.97+414039.6 [99,139] 0.358 1.522 ± 0.143 0.983 ± 0.051 5.284 ± 0.084
J004415.00+420156.2 a [99,139] 0.741 ± 0.253 1.510 ± 0.210 0.961 ± 0.033 3.645 ± 0.230
J004417.10+411928.0 b,c [99,136] 0.387 ± 0.148 0.853 ± 0.149 0.882 ± 0.068 4.455 ± 0.247
J004522.58+415034.8 c,d [136] 0.684 ± 0.223 0.877 ± 0.273 1.091 ± 0.039 4.303 ± 0.187
Uncertain or controversial classifications
(J004220.31+405123.2) [99] . . . . . . 0.880 ± 0.062 4.495 ± 0.298
(J004221.78+410013.4) [99] . . . . . . 0.927 ± 0.072 5.253 ± 0.107
(J004229.87+410551.8) e [99,139] . . . . . . 0.870 ± 0.045 4.484 ± 0.082
(J004411.36+413257.2) [139] 0.187 ± 0.123 0.914 ± 0.165 . . . . . .
(J004442.28+415823.1) [99,139] . . . . . . 0.781 ± 0.076 4.994 ± 0.406
(J004444.52+412804.0) c,d [137] 0.576 ± 0.119 0.858 ± 0.114 0.883 ± 0.039 5.247 ± 0.046
(J004621.08+421308.2) d [139] 0.374 ± 0.171 1.283 ± 0.128 1.091 ± 0.039 4.303 ± 0.188
Erroneous classifications
(J004043.10+410846.0) [99,139] 1.616 0.523 ± 0.162 0.974 ± 0.045 4.030 ± 0.250
(J004057.03+405238.6) [99] . . . . . . . . . . . .
Note: IR photometry is taken from the 2MASS point source catalog (J, H, K [104]) and from the
WISE All-Sky Data Release (W1, W2, W4 [105]). Colors resulting from uncertain photometric
values are written in italic. a Possible contamination in the photometric bands J, W1 and W2 due
to crowding. b Possible contamination in the photometric bands J and H due to crowding. c Has
CO band emission [136,137]. d Has also been classified as warm hypergiant [140]. e Possible
contamination in the photometric bands W1 and W2 due to crowding.
4.2.1. M31
A total of 13 B[e]SGs has been proposed in M31 to date. Twelve of them resulted from optical
spectroscopic observations of LBV candidates that display the typical B[e]SG characteristics [99,139].
Infrared spectroscopic observations of a small LBV candidate sample revealed so far that three display
CO band emission [136,137], making their classification as B[e]SG very likely, especially since two
of the CO band emission objects were also found from optical spectroscopy to be a possible B[e]SG.
However, a closer look at this total sample of 13 objects, including the available information from near-
and mid-IR photometric observations, reveals that only four stars can be considered as confirmed
B[e]SGs. Seven objects require further clarifications, and two appear to be misclassified (see Table 6).
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Table 7. Confirmed and candidate B[e]SGs in M33. Misclassified objects are listed at the bottom of
the table.
LGGS Ref. J–H H–K W1–W2 W2–W4
Confirmed B[e]SGs
J013333.22+303343.4 a [97,99,138] 1.144 ± 0.234 1.128 ± 0.154 0.900 ± 0.063 5.269 ± 0.098
J013350.12+304126.6 [97,99] 0.653 ± 0.089 0.683 ± 0.091 0.764 ± 0.041 4.132 ± 0.186
Uncertain or controversial classifications
(J013324.62+302328.4) [97,99] . . . . . . 1.050 ± 0.047 4.235 ± 0.414
(J013342.78+303256.3) [99] . . . . . . . . . . . .
(J013349.28+305250.2) [99] . . . . . . 0.746 ± 0.054 5.394 ± 0.040
(J013426.11+303424.7) [97,99] . . . . . . 1.208 ± 0.066 4.845 ± 0.278
(J013459.47+303701.9) [97,99] . . . . . . 0.898 ± 0.053 4.996 ± 0.038
(J013500.30+304150.9) [97,99] . . . . . . 0.939 ± 0.040 4.142 ± 0.029
Erroneous classifications
(J013242.26+302114.1) [97,99] 0.861 ± 0.059 0.376 ± 0.064 0.050 ± 0.040 4.543 ± 0.031
(J013406.63+304147.8) b [97,138,141] 0.217 ± 0.115 0.249 ± 0.149 . . . . . .
Note: IR photometry is taken from the 2MASS point source catalog (J, H, and K [104]) and from the
WISE All-Sky Data Release (W1, W2, and W4 [105]). Colors resulting from uncertain photometric
values are written in italic. a Has CO band absorption [138]. b Has CO band emission [138].
J004320.97+414039.6, J004415.00+420156.2, J004417.10+411928.0
These three objects fulfill all classification criteria of the confirmed B[e]SGs. Their positions
in the near-IR and WISE diagrams coincide with the domain populated by the B[e]SGs, except for
J004320.97+414039.6, which appears a bit off due to the uncertainties in its J and H magnitudes,
which are only upper limits.
J004522.58+415034.8
The star was assigned a warm hypergiant status due to detected photospheric features pointing
towards an A2Ia spectral-type [140]. As it otherwise fulfills all criteria of a B[e]SG (even displaying
CO band emission [136]), it is included into the list of confirmed B[e]SGs, but keeping in mind that
with its A spectral type it is actually a representative of the (though few) A[e]SGs. Recent modeling of
the star’s spectral energy distribution resulted in an effective temperature estimate of 11,000 K [142],
which would point towards a late-B spectral type.
(J004220.31+405123.2), (J004221.78+410013.4), (J004229.87+410551.8), (J004442.28+415823.1)
These stars display the optical characteristics of B[e]SGs [99], and their WISE colors place them
within the B[e]SG domain. However, all four objects lack JHK band photometry, so that they cannot be
located in the J–H versus H–K diagram. The presence of He I emission in J004221.78+410013.4 [99]
contradicts the proposed effective temperature of 7200 K [142] and requires clarification.
(J004411.36+413257.2)
The star is reported to display He I, Fe II, and [Fe II] emission and was suggested as B[e]SG
star [139]. Whether it displays [O I] emission was not discussed by these authors and is hence yet
unclear, although the spectrum covers that spectral region. Its J–H color is smaller than for typical
B[e]SGs (but the H magnitude is uncertain), placing the star at the lower boundary for the B[e]SGs
in the color–color diagram. No WISE photometry exists. The closest IR source is more than 6
arcsec away. The object is not reported in other published spectroscopic investigations to display all
B[e]SG characteristics. Instead, it was listed as Fe II emission line star [98] and more recently as LBV
candidate [142].
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Figure 7. As Figure 6 but for the location of the M31 (light blue) and M33 (purple) samples in the
near-IR (top) and the WISE diagram (bottom) based on their observed colors. Typical values for the
objects’ reddening are AV ≤ 1.5 mag [142].
(J004444.52+412804.0)
This object was first proposed to be a P Cyg-type LBV candidate [95]. With the detection of
[Ca II] emission and circumstellar dust [98], and with the determination of an effective temperature of
6600 K [142], it was classified as a warm hypergiant. On the other hand, a B[e]SG classification with a
central star of 15,000–20,000 K has been suggested, based on the presence of He I lines displaying P Cyg
profiles and the detection of intense CO band emission [137]. This controversial classification, based on
spectra taken at similar epochs, requires clarification. Infrared photometry places J004444.52+412804.0
within the region occupied by B[e]SGs in the two color–color diagrams.
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(J004621.08+421308.2)
A status of a late A-type warm hypergiant has been assigned to this object based on the
lack of detected He I emission [143]. In contrast to this, He I emission lines were reported
by Sholukhova et al. [139], and an effective temperature of 10,000 K has been estimated from the
modeling of the stars’ spectral energy distribution [142]. The position of the object in the near-IR and
WISE diagrams coincides with the B[e]SG domain.
(J004043.10+410846.0)
Its optical spectrum displays all typical characteristics of a B[e]SG [99], and its WISE colors
confirm the presence of warm dust, but its (though uncertain) unusually high J–H value of 1.6 at a low
value of H–K fits neither to B[e]SGs nor to LBVs.
(J004057.03+405238.6)
No IR photometry is available, so that currently no statement can be made about the presence
of (hot) dust. The absence of He I lines in the optical spectra along with an effective temperature of
7700 K [142] speak against a B[e]SG classification.
4.2.2. M33
In M33, the sample of putative LBV candidates [6,95] served also as a starting point for a more
detailed investigation of the individual objects. Optical [97,99,141], and infrared [138] spectroscopic
studies revealed so far a total of ten possible B[e]SGs. They are listed in Table 7. Combined with
the available information about their infrared colors, only two objects can currently be considered as
confirmed B[e]SGs, six need further clarification, and two objects appear to be misclassified.
J013333.22+303343.4, J013350.12+304126.6
Both objects display all classification characteristics of B[e]SGs. Their locations in the WISE
diagram coincide with the B[e]SG domain. In the near-IR diagram they appear slightly off the
B[e]SG region, shifted towards the HAeBe domain, but their high-luminosities clearly classify them as
supergiants. The CO band absorption detected from J013333.22+303343.4 cannot be explained with a
cool companion, but might originate from a pole-on seen jet [138]. Whether also CO band emission is
present in this object, but veiled by the intense absorption component, is currently unknown.
(J013324.62+302328.4), (J013342.78+303256.3), (J013349.28+305250.2), (J013426.11+303424.7),
(J013459.47+303701.9), (J013500.30+304150.9)
All six objects lack near-IR photometry, which renders it difficult to unambiguously classify them
as B[e]SGs, although their mid-IR colors and their optical spectroscopic appearances support such
a classification. The star J013342.78+303256.3 has even no mid-IR photometry, so that it is unclear
whether it is surrounded by (warm) dust at all. There is an IR source at a distance of ∼4.5 arcsec which
is considered as too far off to be identified with J013342.78+303256.3. The sources J013324.62+302328.4
and J013500.30+304150.9 were reported as intrinsically faint objects with little extinction, and were
suggested as counterparts of the low-luminosity B[e]SG in the MCs [97]. However, according to the
luminosity estimates for these stars, for which values of log L/L  4.8–5.0 were obtained [142],
these stars fall rather onto the lower boundary of the high-luminosity B[e]SGs sample within the MCs
(see Figure 1).
(J013242.26+302114.1)
The optical spectra of this object display all typical B[e]SG characteristics, but the star’s IR colors
displace it clearly from the sample of confirmed B[e]SGs. It has excess emission at 8μm due to
PAHs [99]. The JHK magnitudes suggest that J013242.26+302114.1 falls into the region of late-type
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stars and stars with a late-type companion, respectively, [20,144]. This classification is supported
by the WISE colors, although regular late-type stars typically have slightly negative W1–W2 colors.
Considering only the WISE photometry, J013242.26+302114.1 would fit to the region populated by
LBVs. This objects clearly needs to be investigated in more detail for a proper classification.
(J013406.63+304147.8)
This star is also known as [HS80] B416. Despite the detected CO band emission from
this object [138], a classification as B[e]SG seems not appropriate (as previously mentioned
by Humphreys et al. [98,99]), because its near-IR colors show clearly the lack of warm dust and
would place the object to the region populated by LBVs. In addition, no [OI] emission is seen
from J013406.63+304147.8 [98]. However, thus far, no photometric variability, typical for LBVs, is
recorded [97], and the star can only be considered as a possible LBV candidate, as was previously
suggested [99]. The star is found to be surrounded by an expanding ring-like nebula [141] and
shows excess emission at 8μm due to PAHs [138]. The spectral energy distribution leaves space for a
companion [98,138], and its spectral lines display radial velocity variations with a period of 16.13 d,
leading to the suggestion that the system might be an interacting binary system causing mass loss in
the equatorial plane [145].
4.3. Beyond the Local Group
Not much is known yet about the B[e]SG population beyond the Local Group. Most promising
for dedicated searches are the nearby large spiral galaxies M81, M101, and NGC 2403, for which
pioneering ground-based surveys have been conducted already in the 1980s and 1990s [146–149]
and which are nowadays extended to fainter objects thanks to the capabilities of the Hubble Space
Telescope (e.g., [150]). Spectroscopic follow-up investigations revealed a number of variable luminous
objects [151–155], but only in one of these galaxies, M81, three B[e]SG candidates have been found so
far [156]. They all display the typical B[e] features in their optical spectra, but without complementary
information about the presence of (warm) circumstellar dust, their classification remains preliminary.
These objects will certainly not remain the only of their kind, because the search for more candidates
has just begun.
The B[e]SG candidates in M81 are listed in Table 8. For lack of proper SIMBAD identifiers for
these objects, the table contains the star ID [156] along with the coordinates and, where available, the V
band magnitudes.
Table 8. Candidate B[e]SGs in M81.
Star ID RA(J2000) Dec(J2000) V Ref.
(10584-8-4) 9:54:50.03 +69:06:55.47 . . . [156]
(10584-4-1) 9:54:54.05 +69:10:23.00 19.68 [156]
(10584-9-1) 9:55:18.97 +69:08:27.54 19.10 [156]
In the past few years, additional surveys have been performed, using large ground-based facilities
(e.g., [157]) and space telescopes (e.g., [158,159]). These surveys were aimed at revealing the luminous
and variable massive star populations of other galaxies even further away. They provide an excellent
basis for follow-up spectroscopic studies to classify their massive star content, so that many more LBV
candidates and B[e]SGs may be found in the (near) future. In addition, the Local Group galaxies still
need to be explored in more detail, in particular those galaxies that were already found to possess
(even though in very small numbers) LBV candidates [95] that are awaiting their proper classifications.
The upcoming era of the Extreme Large Telescope (ELT) promises to become particularly fruitful.
The next generation of high-sensitivity instruments combined with the large collecting area of the
telescope will facilitate ground-based spectroscopic observations of faint objects with very high
spatial resolution.
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4.4. Galactic Objects
Finally, we return to our own Galaxy. Searching for B[e]SG stars in the Milky Way is a difficult task.
Though many B[e] stars are known, the assignment of a supergiant status is significantly hampered
due to highly uncertain distances, hence luminosities. The situation will hopefully change with the
final data release from the GAIA mission, from which one hopes for accurate parallax measurements.
However, for now, the luminosities of the objects are subject to large uncertainties, so that only objects
with a reported luminosity of at least log L/L ≥ 5 are considered as serious B[e]SG candidates.
The lower luminosity boundary of log L/L ∼ 4.0 for an evolved star to be assigned a supergiant
status is a further hindrance in the classification of objects as B[e]SGs, because this luminosity
domain is shared with the massive pre-main sequence (HAeBe) stars. The latter have emission-line
spectra with numerous forbidden emission lines from [Fe II] and [O I] similar to the B[e]SGs, and the
stars are surrounded by significant amounts of circumstellar dust within their massive accretion
disks causing considerable IR excess emission, just as the B[e]SGs. Hence, it is not surprising that
confusion exists about the proper classification for a number of objects within this luminosity domain
of 4.0 < log L/L < 4.5, and that Galactic B[e]SG candidates also appear as candidates in catalogs
of HAeBe stars (see, e.g., [160]). In the absence of clear indications for infall of material, which is a
typical characteristic of pre-main sequence stars, alternative discriminators for the classification of
such objects are needed.
A reasonable approach to this is to search for 13CO emission from the circumstellar environments
of the uncertain candidates. Many HAeBe stars have been reported to display CO band emission
from their massive accretion disks (e.g., [161–165]). As these disks form from material provided by
the interstellar medium in which the 12C/13C isotope abundance ratio has typically a value of about
90 [88], these pre-main sequence disks can clearly be distinguished from the disks around evolved
massive stars, which should be enriched in 13C and hence give rise to clearly measurable emission
in 13CO. K-band spectra of these objects, covering the first-overtone bands of both 12CO and 13CO
(see Section 2.3 and Figure 3), are thus key for a proper discrimination between a young (pre-main
sequence) and an evolved status.
From the currently proposed 15 Galactic B[e]SGs listed in Table 2, nine have been reported to
display CO band emission. However, thus far, only four of them have been observed in the region
around the 13CO bands. The spectra of all four stars have been found to display clear signatures
of 13CO emission, and model results revealed that the environments of all four objects are clearly
enriched in 13C. Two of these objects were already known to be supergiants based on their confirmed
high luminosities: the stars GG Car [41,42] and Hen 2-398 [41]. For the other two, which so far
have also been considered as HAeBe candidates (see Table 9), the detection of chemically processed
material can hence be regarded as the ultimate proof of their evolved, supergiant nature. These are the
objects MWC 137 [59] and MWC 349 [62]. These results are very promising and encouraging, and they
demonstrate that the 13CO molecular emission provides a solid tool to unambiguously classify a star
as either a pre-main sequence or an evolved object. Clearly, more observational effort needs to be
undertaken to search also for the signatures of 13CO in the spectra of the remaining objects.
When collecting the IR magnitudes of the Galactic sample, it turned out that only the near-IR
measurements are reliable, whereas the WISE measurements for all objects have been flagged as
being contaminated by neighboring objects. The latter are hence useless for classification purposes,
and one can currently only rely on the JHK-band magnitudes. The list of objects, their observed
colors, and literature values of their color excess are listed in Table 9. The relatively high values of
the color excess requires correction for extinction before placing the objects to the near-IR diagram.
Corrections have been performed with the galactic extinction curve using an RV value of 3.1 [117].
The extinction corrected colors are included in Table 9, and the positions of the objects are shown in
Figure 8 separately for the confirmed (Figure 8, top) and candidate objects (Figure 8, bottom).
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Table 9. Confirmed and candidate B[e]SGs in the Milky Way.
Object Ref. E(B − V) Ref. (J–H) (H–K) (J–H)0 (H–K)0
Confirmed B[e]SGs
MWC 137 a [59,166] 1.22 [166] 0.922 ± 0.040 1.217 ± 0.035 0.572 ± 0.040 0.930 ± 0.035
MWC 349 a [62,167] ∼3.2 [168] 1.472 ± 0.038 1.603 ± 0.369 0.554 ± 0.038 0.851 ± 0.369
GG Car b [41,42,169] 0.51 [169] 0.818 ± 0.049 0.964 ± 0.049 0.672 ± 0.049 0.844 ± 0.049
Hen 3-298 [41,63] 1.7 [63] 1.009 ± 0.065 1.139 ± 0.060 0.522 ± 0.065 0.739 ± 0.060
CPD-52 9243 [50] 1.7 [35] 0.919 ± 0.029 0.948 ± 0.026 0.432 ± 0.029 0.548 ± 0.026
HD 327083 b [170] 1.8 [170] 1.000 ± 0.042 1.309 ± 0.188 0.484 ± 0.042 0.886 ± 0.188
MWC 300 a,b [171,172] 1.2 [172] 1.150 ± 0.056 1.951 ± 0.055 0.806 ± 0.056 1.669 ± 0.055
AS 381 b [65] 2.3 [65] 1.285 ± 0.029 1.117 ± 0.028 0.625 ± 0.029 0.576 ± 0.028
CPD-57 2874 [47] 1.75 [47] 0.803 ± 0.062 0.678 ± 0.304 0.301 ± 0.062 0.267 ± 0.304
Uncertain or controversial classifications
(Hen 3-938) [54] 1.64 [54] 1.593 ± 0.035 1.487 ± 0.034 1.124 ± 0.035 1.101 ± 0.034
(MWC 342) a,b [173] 1.5 [173] 1.179 ± 0.027 1.121 ± 0.025 0.749 ± 0.027 0.768 ± 0.025
(Hen 3-303) [63] 1.7 [63] 1.366 ± 0.063 1.443 ± 0.063 0.879 ± 0.063 1.042 ± 0.063
(CD-42 11721) a [67] 1.4–1.6 [50,67] 1.317 ± 0.053 1.398 ± 0.050 0.901 ± 0.053 1.057 ± 0.050
(HD 87643) a,b [35,174] 1.0 [35] 1.461 ± 0.271 1.300 ± 0.338 1.174 ± 0.271 1.065 ± 0.338
(HD 62623) b [69] 0.17 [175] 0.395 ± 0.380 0.693 ± 0.368 0.346 ± 0.380 0.653 ± 0.368
Note: IR photometry is taken from the 2MASS point source catalog (J, H, and K [104]). a Star
appears also in HAeBe catalogs (see, e.g., [160]). b Confirmed or suspected binary.
The separation of confirmed from candidate B[e]SGs is based on two characteristics: (i) stars
with detected enrichment in 13CO of their circumstellar environments are considered as confirmed;
and (ii) stars with reported (by more than one research team) luminosity values of log L/L ≥ 5.0.
Objects with lower luminosities 4.0 < log L/L < 5.0 are assigned a candidate status. Based on these
criteria, the Galactic sample splits into nine confirmed B[e]SGs and six candidates (see Table 9).
MWC 137, MWC 349, GG Car, Hen 3-298
These four objects are considered as confirmed B[e]SGs based on the detected enrichment of their
circumstellar disk material with 13CO (see Table 2). They all fall into the region of the confirmed
B[e]SGs in the near-IR diagram, regardless of the large error bar for MWC 349.
CPD-52 9243, HD 327083, MWC 300
All three stars fulfill the high luminosity criterion. The near-IR colors of CPD-52 9243 and
HD 327083 place these two objects within the B[e]SG domain. MWC 300 appears regularly in studies of
HAeBe stars. Its near-IR colors locate this star close to the B[e]SGs but far away from the HAeBe region,
making a pre-main sequence nature of this object rather unlikely. Its relatively high color values might
be influenced by a possible companion [51,172].
AS 381, CPD-57 2874
These two objects are also known to have high luminosities, but they reside slightly outside the
classical B[e]SG domain in the near-IR diagram. AS 381 is a reported binary [64,65] consisting of a
luminous B[e]SG and a K-type companion, which seems to (significantly) contribute to the total near-IR
flux, hence altering the colors of the B[e]SG. The near-IR colors of CPD-57 2874 place it closer to the
LBVs rather than to the B[e]SGs, although its H–K color is subject to large uncertainty. Its pronounced
emission in CO, and in the [O I] and [Ca II] forbidden lines [58] speak against an LBV classification.
(Hen 3-938), (MWC 342), (Hen 3-303), (CD-42 11721)
The rather low luminosities of these four objects and the closeness or even coincidence of their
location with the HAeBe domain clearly requires further studies for an unambiguous classification.
While Hen 3-938 and MWC 342 have to our knowledge not yet been spectroscopically observed in
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the K-band, the other two stars showed no evidence for CO band emission [39]. This renders their
classification more difficult.
Figure 8. Near-IR diagrams as in Figure 6, showing the locations of the Galactic confirmed B[e]SGs (top)
and B[e]SG candidates (bottom). The colors of the Galactic objects have been corrected for interstellar
extinction (Table 9).
(HD 87643)
The near-IR colors of HD 87643 place it to the high end of the HAeBe regime. However, these colors
have large errors and require refinement. Studies based on long-baseline interferometry revealed
that this object consists of two B-type stars, and each component might be surrounded by a dusty
disk [174]. Whether this object is a physical binary is currently not known.
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(HD 62623)
It appeared in the literature as the first A[e]SG [49,176] and is known to be surrounded by a
detached gas and dust disk, from which also CO band emission has been detected [39,58]. It has
been speculated that the gap between the star and the inner rim of the gas disk might have been
cleared by a companion. However, no clear evidence of such a companion has been found yet. Its
low luminosity and large errors in the near-IR photometric measurements make it challenging to
unambiguously assign the star a B[e]SG status, although its position within the near-IR seems to
coincide more with the B[e]SG domain rather than with any other classification. This object is an ideal
candidate to clarify its nature based on dedicated K-band observations to analyze the 13CO content
within its circumstellar disk.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
B[e]SGs form a special class of evolved massive stars and are thought to represent a short-lived
transition phase either in their red-ward, post-main sequence evolution, or in their blue-ward post-RSG
evolution. The total number of currently known B[e]SGs is low, supporting the idea of a short transition
phase. However, in which direction the stars evolve, and whether all B[e]SGs evolve in the same
direction, is still an open issue. For the objects in M31 and M33, it has been argued that the B[e]SGs are
more isolated than LBVs and hardly found in stellar associations, so that a post-RSG (or post-yellow
supergiant) evolution was proposed to be more likely [142]. This assessment was based on the available
numbers of putative B[e]SGs in these two galaxies at that time. However, after revision of the two
samples (Tables 6 and 7), two of the four confirmed B[e]SGs in M31 and both confirmed B[e]SGs
in M33 are associated with stellar groups, questioning the conclusion that B[e]SGs are isolated and
thus post-RSGs.
The best age indicator for B[e]SGs we have to date is their surface abundance enrichment in
13C, as discussed in Section 2.3. If B[e]SGs were post-RSGs, their progenitors would all have started
with a (very) low rotation speed. While such a scenario cannot be excluded, it may not be very likely
considering that stars are born on average with a rotation rate of about 40% of their critical velocity [88].
Interaction within a (close) binary system, possibly even up to a binary merger, seems to be
an alternative and popular scenario (e.g., [51,177]), but the number of currently confirmed binaries
amongst B[e]SGs is still rather low to give preference to the binary channel as the sole possible way
for the formation of B[e]SGs. Likewise, some B[e]SGs have been suggested as suitable supernova
candidates. For example, the Galactic object MWC 137 appears similar to Sher 25 [178] and SBW1 [179],
which both look like the progenitor of SN1987A. In addition, the SMC object LHA 115-S 18 has been
proposed to be a viable SN1987A progenitor [27]. In this respect, it is vital to resolve B[e]SG populations
and to study their properties.
In this review, a census of the currently known B[e]SG population in the Milky Way and in nearby
star-forming galaxies within and beyond the Local Group is presented. The proposed candidates
have been undertaken a critical examination, sorted into confirmed B[e]SGs and B[e]SG candidates,
and unsuitable objects have been flagged as “misclassified”10.
During these investigations, a fundamental difference has been recognized between the
identification issues for objects in our Galaxy compared to those in other galaxies. Extragalactic B[e]SGs
bare the risk of being confused with LBVs in quiescence, which share very similar optical spectroscopic
characteristics. To separate these two classes of objects, one can make use of clearly defined
classification criteria based on certain sets of emission features identified in their optical and near-IR
spectra, as outlined in Section 3. In addition, inspection of the location of possible B[e]SG candidates in
10 We would like to caution that, with insufficient knowledge of stellar properties, individual objects may easily be misclassified,
as it happened in recently published catalogs [6,102,180,181], in which erroneously a number of (even confirmed) B[e]SGs
are listed as LBV candidates.
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the IR color–color diagrams is highly advisable, because B[e]SGs and LBVs populate clearly separate
domains. This fact might also be used as starting point for future investigations of extragalactic
samples. However, for such future studies, infrared photometry with higher spatial resolution than
what is currently provided by 2MASS and WISE is desirable to prevent from contamination with
neighboring sources in densely populated regions. Moreover, precise distances, as soon provided by
GAIA, will help to separate foreground stars in the directions to other galaxies that might have been
misclassified as luminous extragalactic stars.
In the Milky Way, an additional complication occurs due to the often uncertain luminosity
estimates, and the overlap of low-luminosity B[e]SGs with the most luminous massive pre-main
sequence objects (HAeBe). Here, special care needs to be taken, especially since both classes of objects
occupy adjacent regions in the near-IR color–color diagram with a probable overlap. Without additional
distinctive features for such low-luminosity, borderline B[e]SG candidates, their real nature remains
elusive. One complementary classification criteria that was discussed, is provided by the enrichment
of the circumstellar material of evolved objects with processed material that has been released from the
stellar surface, as opposed to the non-processed material with interstellar abundance patterns found
around HAeBes. The most ideal element to search for is 13C, which is bound in 13CO molecules in the
circumstellar disks. Measuring the 13CO amount with respect to 12CO provides immediate insight
into the nature of the object. The current HAeBe samples might hide such low-luminosity B[e]SG
candidates, which can only be identified as such by careful and honest analysis.
The result from this census, after strict application of the classification criteria, is that we count
nine confirmed and six candidate B[e]SGs in the Galaxy. Moving out to the MCs, the numbers amount
to 13 (+2) in the LMC and 5 (+1) in the SMC. The situation in other members of the Local Group is not
much better, where the numbers drop to four (+7) in M31 and two (+6) in M33. Even further away,
only three candidates have been reported from M81. The total number of B[e]SGs found in the various
galaxies are too small for statistical analyses with respect to a metallicity dependence of their number,
but the comparable quantities within the Milky Way and the LMC suggest only a mild dependence of
the amount of B[e]SGs on (i.e., a possible drop with decreasing) metallicity.
Further, we report that the Galactic sample of 15 B[e]SGs and candidates contains currently
seven confirmed or suspected binaries (see Table 9), which is less than half of the population. In the
MCs, this number is even lower, because thus far only three stars have been reported to be possible
binaries, of which one, the SMC star LHA 115-S 6 (= RMC 4) has been proposed to be the remnant
of a binary merger within an initially triple system [182,183]. The other two objects, the LMC star
LHA 120-S 134 and the SMC object LHA 115-S 18, have been identified as optical counterparts of
X-ray sources [27,29]. Nothing is known about possible binarity in the B[e]SG samples from the other
galaxies, although photometric variability was seen in at least two M31 objects: the confirmed B[e]SG
star J004417.10+411928.0 [137,184] and the candidate J004444.52+412804.0 [185,186]. Whether this
variability is a sign of binarity or just of semi-regular variability which might be interpreted with
pulsation activity such as reported from the α Cygni variables, needs to be studied in more detail.
For the sake of completeness, a special class of objects, which have not been discussed yet, should
be briefly mentioned as well. These are the high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXB) with possible B[e]
supergiant (candidate) companion. Some objects with an assigned B[e]SG status have been found to
be too luminous in X-rays for being considered single stars. These objects have been proposed to be
binary systems, in which the high energy emission is caused by either accretion onto a compact object,
or by shocks in a colliding wind binary with a second massive star. Members of this group are the
Galactic objects Cl* Westerlund 1 W 9 (=Wd1-9), which is considered a colliding wind system [85];
CI Cam (=MWC 84), which might be interpreted as supernova imposter [187]; and the high-mass
X-ray binary (HMXB) IGR J16318-4848, in which the compact object was proposed to be a neutron
star [188]. Two ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs), Holmberg II X-1 and NGC 300 ULX1, the latter
being also named as supernova imposter SN2010da, have also been proposed to be HMXBs including
a B[e]SG [189–191]. Whether these objects indeed host a B[e]SG clearly needs to be investigated in
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more detail. However, since the behavior of these sources is considerably different from the confirmed
B[e]SGs, I hesitate to include them into the census.
The presented populations represent the current knowledge of B[e]SGs and B[e]SG candidates
in the closest star-forming galaxies. With the ever growing sensitivities of instruments and telescope
sizes, the future in B[e]SG star research is bright, because many more candidates will be identified
in even more distant galaxies and with metallicities spreading over a large range. With statistically
meaningful samples, it will finally be possible to unveil the nature and fate of these fascinating objects.
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Abstract: Luminous Blue Variables are massive evolved stars, here we introduce this outstanding
class of objects. Described are the specific characteristics, the evolutionary state and what they are
connected to other phases and types of massive stars. Our current knowledge of LBVs is limited by
the fact that in comparison to other stellar classes and phases only a few “true” LBVs are known.
This results from the lack of a unique, fast and always reliable identification scheme for LBVs. It
literally takes time to get a true classification of a LBV. In addition the short duration of the LBV
phase makes it even harder to catch and identify a star as LBV. We summarize here what is known
so far, give an overview of the LBV population and the list of LBV host galaxies. LBV are clearly an
important and still not fully understood phase in the live of (very) massive stars, especially due to
the large and time variable mass loss during the LBV phase. We like to emphasize again the problem
how to clearly identify LBV and that there are more than just one type of LBVs: The giant eruption
LBVs or η Car analogs and the S Dor cycle LBVs.
Keywords: Luminous Blue Variables; giant eruption; massive stars; stellar population; Wolf-Rayet
stars; Eddington limit; mass loss rate; nebulae of Luminous Blue Variable; Supernova impostors;
bistability limit
1. Historic Background and Naming
Studying the brightest stars in M 31 and M 33 Hubble and Sandage [1] found irregular variable
stars that defined a new object class: Var 19 in M 31 and Var 2, Var A, Var B and Vary C in M 33.
The variability of Var 2 has been recognized already 1922 by Duncan [2] and 1923 by Wolf [3].
All irregular variable stars Hubble and Sandage found showed the three common characteristics:
high luminosity, blue color indice and at the date of observation an intermediate F-type spectrum.
Objects of this class became known as Hubble-Sandage Variables. In 1974 Sandage and Tammann [4]
observed bright stars in NGC 2366, NGC 4236, IC 2574, Ho I, Ho II, and NGC 2403 originally to further
constrain the Hubble constant using Cepheids. In some of these galaxies however they identified
stars they designated as Irregular Luminous Blue Variables. At the same time Humphreys [5] published
additional spectral analysis on the M 31 and M 33 Variables and put them into context to the η
Carina-like objects. Few years later Humphreys and Davidson [6] studied our galaxy and the LMC and
identified the most luminous and massive stars. In that work it became more and more obvious that a
certain region in the HRD is not populated: very luminous cool stars seems to not exist or more likely
stay for only for a very short time in this region. The boundary to that area was defined by the authors
and has been referred to as the Humphreys-Davidson limit. Shortly after in his publication entitled
“The stability limit of hypergiant photospheres” de Jager [7] was the first to addressed the presence of
such a limit and related possible instabilities from a more theoretical perspective. His argumentation
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was based on turbulent pressure initiating an instability. Lamers & Fitzpatrick [8] however showed
in a 1986 publication that —as still accepted now—radiation and not turbulent pressure is the driver.
This linked Humphreys and Davidson observations to the fact that stars will become unstable in this
cool and luminous state.
The variability of S Doradus in the LMC was first notices by Pickering in 1897 [9], he also found
the star to be bright in Hβ, Hγ and Hδ. Later further studies of its variability [10] showed that S Dor
characteristics are very similar to those of the Hubble-Sandage Variables. In our own galaxy, a class
known as the P Cygni type stars also showed the same behavior. Note in that context that not all
stars that show P Cygni line profiles were automatically members of this historically defined class.
Humphreys noted already in her 1975 paper [5] that: “The spectral and photometric properties of
these extragalactic variables suggest that they may all be related to stars like η Car in our Galaxy and
S Dor in the Large Magellanic Cloud.”. This hints to the fact that all are only samples of one larger
class of variable stars.
In 1984 Peter Conti [11] used the term Luminous Blue Variable during a talk at the IAU Symposium
105 on Observational Tests of the Stellar Evolution Theory. Herewith he finally united—as Humphreys
already suggested in her 1975 paper—the earlier defined stellar subgroups of Hubble-Sandage
Variables, S Dor Variables, P Cygni and η Car type stars, and explicitly excluded Wolf-Rayet stars
and normal blue supergiants from LBVs.
2. Characteristic of Luminous Blue Variables
The name already suggests that features that LBVs seem to have in common are being blue and
luminous stars that are variable. This however is a rather weak constraint and not even true for a LBV
all the time.
It is not simple to disentangle a LBV from a blue O B supergiant and even cooler supergiant
of spectral type A of F. A significant number of LBVs have at least temporarily an Of/WN type
spectrum [12,13], indicating the presence of emission line and in particular a larger amount of nitrogen
in their photosphere. Others were detected with a Be or B[e] spectrum.
It is not possible to identify and classify an LBV by its spectrum or analog its color. It is the a
specific variability or an eruption that distinguishes LBVs from “normal stars”. The variability of
LBVs is a combination of a photometric brightness and color change, caused and accompanied by
changes in the stellar spectrum. During such a S Dor variability or S Dor cycle which lasts years or
decades [14,15] the star varies from a optically fainter to a brighter star and back. This variability is
therefore caused by the star changing from an early (hot) to a late (cool) spectral type, it implies also
that not only brightens up but also goes from a blue to a redder color. Historically the brightening of a
LBV in the bright (cool) phase during an cycle has also been called an eruption (or S Dor eruption).
As we will see later this term is confusing.
With S Doradus in the Large Magellanic Cloud as the first to show this and therefore the prototype,
this alternation from hot to cool and back was accordingly named a S Dor cycle and is observed in
LBVs only!. The S Dor variability is the one and only clear distinction of LBVs from other massive
evolved stars. An example of a long term lightcurve is given for the LBV Var B in M 33 in Figure 1,
the analog version for Var C was published by Burggraf [16]. Also plotted here are the changes of the
spectral type for the star, that mark an S Dor cycle.
Bernhard Wolf [17] noticed that the change of the spectrum (or equivalent Teff) within an S Dor
cycle from a hot to a cool type is larger for more luminous LBVs. This became known as the
amplitude-luminosity-relation. His plot as well as a new version we made to visualize this relation
is given in Figure 2. Instead of a classical HRD we plotted the change of Temperature (ΔTeff) versus
the Luminosity L by using the LBVs given in the HRD in Figure 3. The new plot visualizes nicely how
tight this relation really is.
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Figure 1. This figure taken from Burggraf (2015) [18] shows a lightcurve spanning more than 100 years
of the LBV and original Hubble Sandage Variable Var B in M 33. In addition to the B magnitudes upper
section the spectral type if know for the same date is plotted in the lower section. Note the for S Dor
cycles typical changes in the spectral type.
Figure 2. This figure shows the classical plot by Wolf [17] (top) and in a new version (bottom) we
plotted the luminosity L and change in Temperature ΔTeff for a new way to visualize the amplitude-
luminosity-relation.
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A more elaborate photometric classification, based on the duration of the S Dor cycle was made
by van Genderen in 2001 [19]. He subdivided the phase and thereby objects into long S Dor (L-SD),
here the cycle lasts ≤ 20 years and the short S Dor (S-SD) with the cycle being less than 10 yrs. Beside
that he added a group he designated as ex-/dormant for those that currently (within the last 100
years) showed only a weak or no activity at all. Note that these variation are much larger as the
microvariability which is common for supergiants in general [20].
In contrast to the more ordered S Dor variability (or eruption) LBVs can undergo more energetic
events. In spontaneous giant eruptions the visible brightness increases spontaneously by several
magnitudes [21]. The best known and well documented event is the giant eruption of the LBV
η Carinae around 1843. During the eruption the star (or rather outburst) was with −1m the second
brightest star in the sky, surpassed only by Sirius with −1.46m [21,22]. Other known and documented
historic and present giant eruptions of LBVs are those of P Cygni around ∼1600 [23], SN1954J (=V12)
in NGC 2403 ([21,24], and SN1961V in NGC 1058 ([25,26]). It is really important to distinguish between
the “S Dor eruption” and a giant eruption. The latter being much more energetic and have changes of
Δ ∼ 5mag. With that different strength of the “eruptions” both are most likely caused by very different
physical mechanism.
LBVs that showed a giant eruption are referred to as giant eruption LBVs or η Car Variables,
to distinct them from LBVs that show only S Dor variations. Or more precisely for which we at least do
not know if they have had a giant eruption, since we are limited to historic records of the last centuries,
several giant eruption could have passed unnoticed. See the contribution by Kris Davidson in this
volume for more details on giant eruption LBVs and there important distinction from LBVs with S Dor
variability only. Concerning these two very different variabilities it has so far not been observed and
therefore is not clear if the S Dor variability and the giant eruptions occur separately or a LBV can
show both variations.
Beside their variability LBVs stand out by having a rather high mass loss rate. In 1997 Leitherer [27]
gave a first list for the mass loss rates of LBVs. They range from 7 10−7 to 6.6 10−4 with a typical
values around 10−5 M /yr−1. Stahl et al. [28] used the Hα line to determined the mass loss rate the
during one complete S Dor cycle of AG Car. They find that the derive mass-loss rates in the visual
maximum is about a factor five higher as in the visual minimum. More recent studies of the same
object by Groh et al. [29] support and extend this study. The authors associate the changes with the
bistability limit. Lamers et al. [30] first discussed that while evolving from hot to cool temperatures
stars will pass the bistability limit at roughly 21000 K. At this limit a change in the stellar wind occurs.
On the hot side the wind velocities are higher and the mass loss rates lower (see also [31]). The cool
side of the bistability limit matches in the HRD to the region of LBVs in their cool state and causes a
high mass loss in that phase. The closeness to the Eddington limit [32,33] of LBV in their cool phase
also favors a high mass loss. This is even more so if the stars rotate fast and the modified Eddington
limit the ΩΓ limit applies [33] lowering the gravitational force even further. And indeed AG Car [34]
and HR Car [35] are fast rotating LBVs.
3. The Evolutionary Status of LBVs
LBVs are massive evolved stars. The LBV phase is in comparison to other phases massive stars
will pass with roughly 25,000 years rather short [36]. Originally, in the classical Conti scenario [37,38],
only stars above roughly 50 M were thought to turn into LBVs. Observations however identified
LBVs that have a significantly lower mass. The position of LBVs in the HRD, see Figure 3 is associated
with bright and generally blue stars (like AG Car, R 127, S 61, P Cyg, WRA 751), but an additional area
is populated with LBVs that are fainter and somewhat cooler (HR Car, R 71, HD 160529). These maybe
indeed hint for two subclasses the first group being massive LBVs and the latter less massive LBVs.
Figure 3 shows the position of galactic and LMC LBVs and LBV candidates in the HRD. If known the
position is given for both the cool (open circles) and the hot phase (filled circles).
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Figure 3. HRD with Galactic and LMC LBVs and LBV candidates. Circles are used for LBVs with an
emission line (optical/NIR) nebulae, squares for all others. If an S Dor cycle has been observed both the
cool (open symbol) and the hot phase (filled symbol) are marked. Otherwise an open grayish symbol is
used. In color evolutionary tracks for different masses are added. The tracks are based on the data from
the Geneva code for Z = 0.02 and vrot = 300 km/s, colors code the generally three different evolutionary
scenarios, see text for details.
Stellar evolution models by the Geneva group [39] that include rotation also shows the position of
stars with lower mass matching both location of LBVs in the HRD Figure 3. Also plotted in this figure
are tracks of the Geneva group, the Humphreys Davidson limit as well as the LBV/S Dor instability
strip, the area of LBV in the hot phase.
The Geneva models [39] yield the following evolutionary scenarios:
least massive stars (red color code in Figure 3):
M < MWR : O – BSG/RSG
intermediate massive stars (blue color code in Figure 3):
MWR < M < MOWR : O – LBV
or alternatively: O – RSG – eWNL – eWNE – WC/WO
most massive stars (green color code in Figure 3):
M > MOWR : O – eWNL – eWNE – WC/WO
The authors define that mass limits as follows: “MOWR is the minimum initial mass of a single star
entering the WR phase during the MS phase...MWR is the minimum initial mass of a single star entering
the WR phase at any point in the course of its lifetime.” Both limits MWR and MOWR depend on the
rotation rate and metallicity. For a rotation rate of 300 km/s and solar metallicity MWR = 22 M and
MOWR = 45 M. Both values are higher for lower metallicity and lower for higher metallicity. This
leads to a mass as low as 21 M for LBVs at Z = 0.04. Depending on the mass and mass loss LBVs either
evolve into Wolf-Rayet or directly turn supernovae. Figure 3 with the tracks and LBV positions also
yield a clue to Wolfs amplitude-luminosity-relation: In their evolution the point in temperature (open
circle) the stars start to turned back around towards hotter temperatures is relatively independent
of the stars mass. The more massive, luminous stars start with a hotter temperature, so for them the
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crossing in the HRD (or change in Teff) to the turning point is larger. This cool limit is caused by
the stars forming an “extended envelope” or pseudo-photosphere in an opaque stellar wind [40,41].
An analysis of this concept using NLTE expanding atmosphere models showed that the formation of
a pseudo-photosphere due to strongly increased mass-loss alone does not explain large brightness
excursions [42,43]. A later discussion in context of the bi-stability jump implied that the formation
of a pseudo-photosphere might work for rotating, relatively low mass LBVs [44,45]. Still, the idea
of pseudo-photospheres may explain the power-law shape of the variability spectrum at higher
frequencies [46]. An promising alternative idea to explain S Dor variability is envelope inflation [47]
potentially induced by changes of the stars rotation. A similar idea based on an instability induced by
the lowering of the effective stellar mass by rotation was also suggested [35,48].
4. Nebulae around LBVs
4.1. Emission Line Nebulae
One consequence of the high mass loss rate that LBVs posses and if present giant eruption is
the formation of circumstellar nebulae. Many, however apparently not all LBVs are surrounded by a
small nebula. Nebulae form by wind wind interaction of faster and slower winds during a S Dor cycle,
while giant eruption LBVs nebula are the result of mass ejection in the eruption.
LBV nebulae predominantly contain stellar material, noticeable by the presence of stronger [N II]
emission lines as a result of CNO processed material that was mixed up into the wind and/or ejecta
of the star. During one of the first conferences devoted to LBVs in 1988, Stahl [49] reviewed on what
was known about the nebulae around LBVs. Our current knowledge of LBV nebula is however still
restricted mainly to nebula in our own galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds, only these nebulae are are
spatially resolved and can be studied in detail.
A more recent study by Weis [50] show that the morphologies of the nebula are manifold.
A signification fraction (on average 60%, 75% for galactic LBVs) show bipolarity. This bipolarity is
either strong with a hourglass shape (i.e., η Car, HR Car, AG Car) or more weak in bipolar attachments,
like Caps as seen in (i.e., WRA 751, R 127). Figure 4 shows one example of all so far known types
of morphologies of either a galactic or LMC nebula. The true bipolar nature of the nebulae around
AG Car has been identified by Weis [51]. Its hourglass structure is seen pol on and appears more
spherical or rather boxy. Only by using high resolution Echelle spectra the kinematics revealed the true
bipolar nature. Only one, the nebula around the LMC LBV R 143 is really irregular [52], this however
is not surprising given the stars is situated in the middle of the 30 Doradus HII region. Spherical are
S 61 and S 119 the latter showing signs of an outflow [53].
Figure 4. HST images of LBV nebulae sorted by morphology: hourglass AG Car [54], R 127 with bipolar
attachments, weakly bipolar He 3-519 [55], spherical S 61 [52] and last in row irregular R 143 [52].
The list with parameters in Table 1 reveals that LBV nebulae are with only a few parsec rather
small. The largest is with a diameter of about 4.5 pc the nebula around Sk-69◦ 279 in the LMC,
the nebula shows an 1.7 pc extension in one direction, enlarging the nebula size to a dimension of
4.5 × 6.2 pc [56].
The the smallest (detected so far) are the Homunculus around η Carinae (see Section 4.4), the
inner nebula around P Cygni (see section below) and the nebula around HD 168625 ([57], Weis et al.
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in prep) all with sizes of roughly 0.2 parsec. Note in that context that Weis [52] found for S Dor(LBV)
nebula emission in the spectrum but it’s physically to small to be spatially resolved (so far). The same
is true for GR 290 in M 33 (see Maryeva this volume) and the galactic LBV W243 in Westerlund 1.
They are therefore excluded from Table 1 and not marked bold for LBVs with nebulae in Table 2.
The expansion velocities of LBV nebulae are a few km/s to 100 km/s [50,58,59] They are higher for
η Car see section below.
Table 1. Parameters of Galactic and LMC LBVs and LBV candidates with an line emission (optical/NIR)
nebulae. LBVs with dust nebulae only have been excluded here. In case the nebula has several spatially
distinct parts (inner and outer regions) a slash is used for separation between them.
LBV Host Galaxy Maximum Size vexp Morphology Reference
[pc] [km/s]
η Carinae Milky Way 0.2/0.67 300/10 − 3200 bipolar [58,60]
AG Carinae Milky Way 1.4× 2 25/43 bipolar [61]
HD 168625 Milky Way 0.13× 0.17 40 bipolar [57]
He 3-519 Milky Way 2.1 61 spherical [55]
HR Carinae Milky Way 1.3× 0.65 75 bipolar [62]
P Cygni Milky Way 0.2/0.8 110 − 150/185 spherical see text
WRA 751 Milky Way 0.5 26 bipolar [63]
Pistol star Milky Way 0.8× 1.2 60 spherical [64]
Sher 25 Milky Way 0.4×1 20/83 bipolar [65]
R 127 LMC 1.3 32 bipolar [52]
R 143 LMC 1.2 24 (line split) irregular [52]
S 61 LMC 0.82 27 spherical [52]
S 119 LMC 1.8 26 spherical plus outflow [53]
Sk-69◦ 279 LMC 4.5×6.2 14 spherical plus outflow [56]
4.2. Dust Nebulae
With the SPITZER MIPSGal survey more than 400 small (∼ 1′) single bubbles were detected
in 24μm emission [66,67]. An extended sample was even derived using citizen-science and
machine-learning methods [68]. For most of these bubbles no optical counterpart is known, making
them heavy obscured gas and/or pure dust bubbles. Some of the bubbles contain central, NIR
bright stars (some even faintly visible in the optical), while others do not show central sources at
all, not even in SPITZER IRAC images 3.6 & 4.5 μm from the GLIMPSE surveys. The nature of these
small bubbles were an enigma, until first classification spectra of some the bright central sources
were taken [69,70]. Several of those turned out to be massive evolved stars, like blue supergiants,
LBV candidates and Wolf-Rayet stars. Others were red supergiants and AGB stars. The nature and
origin of the emission of the bubbles however remained uncertain. It could be hot dust, or MIR lines
of ionized gas, or both. Taking SPITZER IRS spectra of several of the bubble revealed that all cases
exist [71,72]: bubbles for which no central stars are detected seems to be dominated by line emission
(mostly the high ionization [OIV] λ25.9 μm line), and are therefore most likely planetary nebulae.
Bubbles with NIR visible central stars that show dust dominated IRS spectra are even less frequent.
Stellar NIR spectroscopic classification again prove that the central stars are dominated by evolved
massive stars [73] of various types, with several Wolf-Rayet stars, e.g., [74,75], and a number of LBV
candidates or related stars [76–78]. Two of these candidates can now be seen as established LBVs (see
Table 2, WS1 [79] and MN48 [80]. Also, several previously known LBVs show MIR nebulae, e.g., MWC
930 [81] or HR Car [82].
Still there are some problems with interpreting the small MIR bubbles and especially the LBV
candidate interpretation. Most of these bubbles are round/spherical, e.g., [69], and bipolar structures
are rare among the 24μm bubbles. While this is consistent with the morphology of circumstellar
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gas nebulae of Wolf-Rayet stars, it seems to contradict the results found for LBV nebulae [52] which
have as reported above a preference for bipolar morphologies. From the 24μm images alone it is not
clear, whether the nebulae are (a) dust only (b) partly dust, partly gas, or (c) dominated by ionized
gas. The distribution and kinematics of the dust and gas are often different for circumstellar nebulae
of massive stars, as e.g., shown for the nebula of the classical LBV AG Carinae [61]. Gail et al. [83]
were among the first to investiage the problem of dust formation in an CNO precessed material like
LBV envelops. Later hydrodynamical simulations of gas and dust nebulae, e.g., [84], show the small
dust grains follow the gas quite well, but the larger grains show their own unique distribution. The
morphologies problem may therefore be dominantly a wavelength bias. Last but not least one can
speculate about the bubbles being signposts of a more general, previously overlooked short high
mass-loss phase in the evolution of many massive stars. We are currently running a program with the
LBT infrared spectrograph LUCI to classify more of the central stars using HK band spectroscopy.
4.3. P Cygni
As was mentioned above P Cygni is one of the classical giant eruption LBVs, with an eruption
observed in 1600. In the Van Genderen classification it is currently a weakly active LBV. The nebula
around P Cygni has at least, two distinct parts. One larger structure with a diameter of 0.8 to 0.9 pc
named the outer shell or OS which is rather spherical and a much smaller and clumpy structure the
inner shell or IS which is less than 0.2 pc across [85]. Beside the IS and OS Meaburn et al. [86] reported
1999 a giant lobe to associated with the stars. Its has a PA = 50◦ to the other nebulae and stretches to an
extend of 7 arcminutes or up 3.6 pc. He finds expansion velocities around 110 to 140 km/s (depending
on which line he uses) associate with the inner shell and structures as high 185 km/s in the outer shell.
With a diameter of only 0.2 pc the IS is in most images barely resolved. A new LBT/LUCI AO
image (Figure 5) we made recently shows the large amount of fine structure and details of inner nebula
for the very first time. With a resolution down to 85 AU size structures it is an improvement from the
previously published LBT image by Arcidiacono et al. [87].
Figure 5. An LBT LUCI AO [FeII] image of the inner nebula (or inner shell) of P Cygni (Weis et al.,
in prep). The images has pixel scale of 0.015”/pixel and resolve scales down to 85 AU.
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Mapping the nebulae with KPNO high resolution longslit Echelle Spectra we measured the
expansion velocity of the inner nebula is 100–150 km/s, this is well in agreement to Meaburns values.
This would assuming no larger acceleration or deceleration match to the inner shell having been
ejected during the 1600 giant eruption. With the spectra we can also associate velocities to distinct
clumps that appear in the spectra and can be identified on the image (Weis et al. in prep.).
4.4. η Carinae — the Most Peculiar LBV?
η Carinae used to be the most classical giant eruption LBV or η Carinae variable. With the
discovery of many unique and unusual characteristics η Carinae or the η Carinae system is not the
LBV par excellence anymore. A book devoted to η Carina and the Supernova impostors [88] can be
consulted for all details on this object. Here a short summary of the characteristics:
• A giant eruption that took place in 1843
• A binary system with two massive components one with 60 M the second with 30 M [89]
• A nebula that has at least three section: The little Homunculus, The Homunculus, The outer ejecta.
The Homunculus was identified first and photographed in 1950 by Gaviola [90], the name of the
nebula was motivated by the first images showing a man like morphology. The little Homunculus
resides within the Homunculus and was revealed only using HST STIS long slit spectroscopy by
Ishibashi et al. [91]. The outer ejecta as the name implies surrounds the Homunculus. It consists of
a countless number of clumps and filaments. A first report and catalog with designation of several
part of the outer ejecta was made 1976 by Walborn [92]. A summary of more recent optical, x-ray and
kinematic studies of the outer ejecta is given by Weis [59]. Today we know that all three sections of
the nebula are of bipolar morphology. The expansion velocities are with up to 3000 km/s faster than
in any other LBV nebula. Shocks of these extremely fast structures in the outer ejecta create X-ray
emission [93,94]. This emission is shown in the right section of Figure 6, here a a CHANDRA image is
color coded and in indicates in red soft Xray emission of the outer ejecta is, in blue the more central
emission results mark shocks of the central stellar system not the Homunculus nebula!
Figure 6. The nebula around η Carinae in the optical and X-ray. Left: An optical F658N HST image
in greyscale, the Homunculus nebula additionally marked in contour to distinguish it from the outer
ejecta, shown only in grey scale [58]. Right: A CHANDRA Xray image with color coded energy
regimes, green:0.2-0.6 keV, red: 0.6–1.2 keV and blue 1.2–12 keV color version of Figure 1 in [95].
5. Instabilities and the Origin of Variability
What are possible origins of the LBV variability. First we have to differentiate between the
S Dor variability and giant eruptions. The latter are in need of much larger energy being released.
Already in their 1994 paper Humphreys and Davidson [41] discussed what could cause the variabilities
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and whether one or more mechanism are at work. They argue and cite several works showing that
a classical κ-mechanism seems not to work. A more likely cause also discussed in that paper is the
proximity of LBV to the Eddington, or in case of rotation ΩΓ limit. This limit indeed lies in the HRD in
the same region as the Humphreys Davison limit, which also resembles the cool position of an LBV in
the S Dor cycle. Clearly the properties of the stellar winds and their dependence of metallicity have to
be a major contributor to the mechanisms creating the variability. For various more detailed theoretical
works the reader is referred a review by Glatzel [96] a newer overviews by Vink [97] and Owocki [98].
Alternative models like non-radial gravity mode oscillations have been proposed by Guzik [99]. The
potential importance of pulsations for the driving of the S Dor mechanism was discussed in [100].
The analysis of long, well sampled lightcurves may provide more information about the properties of
the S Dor process [20,101]. Still, the link of low amplitude variability patterns with LBV nature is far
from clear. Kalari et al. [101] showed that SMC blue supergiant AzV 261 exhibits variability patterns
consistent with other LBVs in a 3 year time span and nearly nightly photometric observations, but their
detailed analysis of high dispersion spectra showed no temperature changes typical for an S Dor cycle
over a decade, precluding a classification as LBV.
Recently, new 3d radiation hydrodynamic simulations of 80 and 35 M performed and the results
point at variations of the He opacity as a possible cause of the S Dor variability and link the shorter
time scale irregular oscillations to convection [102]. Other ideas for the origin of the S Dor variability
were already discussed in Section 3.
6. The LBV Wolf-Rayet Star Connection
In the last years it has been found that the masses of Wolf-Rayet stars in that state (not their initial
mass) is much lower as can be explained by the stellar winds only. Furthermore the empirical mass
loss rates for hot, massive stars have also been seriously questioned, mainly because of the effects of
wind clumping [103,104]. Wind clumping will reduce the mass loss rate and leave us with even higher
mass in evolved stars. Stellar evolution models use theoretical mass loss rates, generally lower that the
empirical ones even without clumping. A phase of enhanced mass loss with a different mechanism
may be needed [105].
The LBVs phase would just fit. It is passed right before the WR phase and is known for high mass
loss as well as the formation of massive nebulae. A LBV phase therefore might be mandatory to explain
at least some WR classes and the lower WR star masses. One might even speculate that WR nebula are
only by fast WR winds blown up, enlarged former LBV nebulae. Indications for such a hypothesis are
the somewhat larger size of WR nebulae in combination with a N enhancement. The latter being a
well known attribute of LBV nebula. Most WR nebula are not found around WO or WC but WN type
stars, the natural and direct predecessor of LBVs.
First hints for such a scenario have been shown for the Wolf-Rayet stars WR 124 with its nebula
M1-67 and the LBV He 3-519 [55]. The M1-67 WR nebula is one of few if not the only one that has a
bipolar morphology and a size of only 2pc. As described above these are very typical values for LBV
nebula. One might picture WR 124 as an old LBV that has just left the LBV and entered the WR phase,
matching well to its current WN 8 spectrum. The scenario for He 3-519 might be just reversed, the stars
is an LBV that is turning into an WR right now. This would also explain why no S Dor variability is
seen for that star. Its current spectra type is already that of a WN 11. The nebula is only weakly bipolar
and with 2 × 2.5 pc rather large for an galactic LBV see HST image in Figure 4. It looks more like an
old LBV nebula that by inflation via the strong WR stars wind has already increased its size. Doing so
also caused bipolarity to fade o[55]. For a more general review about WR stars see the contribution by
Kathryn Neugent and Philip Massey in this volume.
7. Links of SN Impostors and LBVs
In recent years several projects and monitoring surveys that search for supernovae found what
has become known as SN impostors. These transients show spectra similar to core-collapse SN,
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especially of the type SNIIn, but are generally significant fainter than core-collapse SN. SN impostors
show lightcurves quite different from all core collapse SN, sometimes even showing strong fluctuations
on short timescales some time after the initial eruption, see e.g., [106]. It is interesting to note, that the
brightest impostors events even overlap in energy with the faint SN IIP, e.g., [107,108]. A very tempting
and likely explanation is to identify at least a subset of these SN impostors with giant eruptions or
even S Dor variabilities of LBVs [109] in distant galaxies. Note in this context that while a LBV giant
eruption will look like a SN impostor, not all SN impostors might indeed be LBV giant eruptions!
With the current list of about 40 SN impostors [110], light curves and spectra during the eruption,
and especially the pre- and post-eruption behavior imply at least two different object classes are
summarized in the name Impostor: the transients with strong narrow emission lines and erratic
lightcurves with secondary, smaller outbursts following the first eruption, and the transients, which are
followed with less than a decade by a true supernova explosion, e.g., [111]. This diversity of the
lightcurves and spectra of the transients denoted as SN impostor was also noted by Smith [112]. It is
potentially important, that the rise of the eruptions can be very steep [106,110,113], putting interesting
limits on the kinetic energy and size scales evolved.
SN impostors will be discussed in detail in this volume by Kris Davidson.
8. Multiplicity of LBVs
In recent years it became clear, that a significant part of massive stars are born in double
(or multiple) systems. A detailed analysis of the results from the FLAMES-Tarantula survey lead
Sana et al. [114] to the following percentages for massive stars: effective single (real single stars or
wide binaries without significant interaction ∼29%, stellar merger ∼24%, accretion and spin up or
common envelope evolution ∼14%, and envelope stripping ∼33% [114]. Therefore, about ∼71% are
affected by binary interaction. Alternatively, if one sees the result of mergers as apparent single stars
for most of their lifetime, then only ∼47% of the massive stars should show a companion. The same
data also imply that the numbers of equal mass binaries are lower than unequal mass pairs. The ratio
goes up to ∼50% at M2/M1 = 0.3, the lowest mass ratio probed by their data [114].
This immediately implies that a sizable number of LBVs should have binary companions. The idea,
that binary star evolution is linked to the LBV phenomenon is quite old, see e.g., Gallagher (1989) [115].
More recently, the idea of mergers triggering giant eruptions (or being one path to SN impostors)
gained some interest, e.g., [116]. Still, the observation of binary companions of LBVs are difficult, due
to the large luminosity of the primary, and its strong stellar wind, which both limits spectroscopic
searches. Direct imaging searches only cover relatively large separations, and only few LBVs are
analyzed with stellar interferometers, yet. A search for X-ray only covers situations in which colliding
winds can occur, and may be in part contaminated by the X-ray emission of circumstellar nebula.
The current state on observed stellar companions to LBVs is the following: As shown in Section 4.4
η Carinae show strong signs of being a binary star with a massive, hot companion stars. HD 5980 was
first reported as an exlipsing LBV Wolf-Rayet binary system that showed an LBV like eruption [117].
Koenigsberger et al. [118] report new analysis which is consistent with the system being more complex
and multiple: a double binary scenario and manifests a quadruple system. The LBV candidate
[KMN95] Star A (= 1806-20) showes double He lines [119] but single emission lines, implying a dense
stellar wind for the primary, similar to the case of η Carinae. MCW 314 shows clear indications in its
lightcurve and its radial velocity curve for having a lower luminosity supergiant companion [120]. If
the wide companion candidate [121] is truly bound, than MWC 314 would be a hierarchical triple star.
The LBV HR Car was observed with stellar interferometry and strong indications of a companion was
found [122]. The companion star appears to be relatively low mass (below ∼15M).
A search for wide companions based on natural seeing, AO assisted imaging, and archival HST
imaging of 7 galactic LBVs, LBV candidates, and some related objects yielded one star with potential
companion (MWC 314) and no apparent bound companions for the 5 other LBVs and LBV candidates
(the Pistol star, HD 168625, HD 168607, MWC 930, and [KMN95] Star A (= 1806-20)) [121]. The PSF
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subtracted HST images used in the study of LBV nebulae in the LMC by Weis [52] also showed
no apparent companion stars, but only relatively large projected orbital distances could be probed
(>0.1 pc).
A X-ray archival survey (using XMM-Newton and CHANDRA X-ray satellites) of 31 LBVs, LBV
candidates, and related objects was performed by Naze et al. [123]. X-ray emission may indicated
colliding winds in a binary, but (softer) X-ray could also be created in a circumstellar nebula, see e.g.,
Weis [94] for the case of η Carinae. The survey of Naze et al. yielded 4 detection (η Carinae, W243 (=
Westerlund 1 #243), MSX6C G026.4700+00.0207 (= GAL 026.47+00.02), and Schulte #12 (= Cyg OB2 #12).
Two more are labeled doubtful candidates (GCIRS 34W, and GCIRS 33SE) by the authors. This result
also implies a long list of 25 non-detections, which includes confirmed LBVs like P Cygni, the Pistol
star, and FMM 362. While acknowledging their rather heterogenous data base, the authors suggest
that their detection rate is consistent with a binary fraction between 26% and 69%, roughly consistent
with that of other classes of hot, massive stars.
Given the very different methods used, and the therefore very different orbital radii and mass
(and luminosity) ratios probed up to now, it is hard to derive a reliable result on the binary fraction
for LBVs as a class. An additional problem are the very different LBV input lists used in the different
searches. There are clearly several good cases for binary companions of LBV stars. Still, we regard
the actual binary fraction of LBVs as currently very uncertain, but most likely around ∼20% for the
confirmed LBVs. This would be somewhat lower than the binary fraction for other classes of massive
stars like O supergiants or Wolf-Rayet stars. If this estimate of the binary fraction is correct, it may
hold important clues for the evolutionary pathways leading to LBVs.
9. LBV and Their Neighborhood
Smith & Tombleson[124] analyzed the location of LBVs in comparison to their surrounding and
concluded that LBVs in MW and LMC are isolated, and not spatially associated with young O-type
stars. This would imply a complete change of the standard view of the evolution of LBVs, clearly a
far reaching claim, which needed further investigation. Humphreys et al. [125] analyzed the location
of a sample of LBVs in M 31, M 33, and the LMC in comparison too other massive main sequence
and supergiant stars. With this large and more coherently selected sample,Humphreys et al. [125]
concluded that LBVs are associated with supergiant stars and are neither isolated or preferentially
run-away stars. Separating the more massive classical and the less luminous LBVs, the classical LBVs
have a distribution similar to the late O-type stars, while the less luminous LBVs have a distribution
like the red supergiants. Smith [126] questioned the results of this analysis and reiterated the results
of his analysis. Davidson et al. [127] shortly after showed that the statistical analysis methods use
in [126] are flawed. Independently, Aadland et al. [128] performed a very similar analysis and came
to similar conclusions as Humphreys et al. [125], that the stellar environment of LBVs is the same
as for supergiants. It is still be worth noting, that the Aadland et al. sample is not a clean LBV
sample, but contains many B[e] supergiants. Note that this point was also pointed out by Kraus in
her review paper on B[e] in this volume. In a recent paper Smith [129] gravitated to the interpretation
by Humphreys et al. of LBV locations within (or near) their birth association. Just lately with an
analysis of GAIA data [130], strong evidence was presented, that OB stars form not preferentially in
bound clusters, but in a continuous distribution of gas densities, at many locations of the birth cloud.
This view is also supported by recent simulations which also favor a hierarchical formation model for
the formation of OB stars as a result of the fractal structure of the birth clouds, contrary to a monolithic
collapse. In this picture many different stellar neighborhoods of massive stars would be natural, also
consistent with our results.
10. The Population of LBVs
As mention above the first reports on Var 2 in M 33 was already in the 1920ties marks the first
identification of an LBV-at that time without the knowledge that it is and what LBV are.
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Since the Studies by Hubble & Sandage 1953 [1] and Sandage & Tamman 1974[4] we know that
both M 31 and M 33, as well as NGC 2403 host several LBV and LBV candidates. S Dor added the LMC
to the LBV host galaxies. The LMC has a remarkable population of LBVs [6,131]. Bernhard Wolf and
his group in Heidelberg studied various LBVs and LBV candidates in several galaxies and with this
first larger sample was able to identify the above mentioned amplitude luminosity relation. Beside that
they found several LMC LBV candidates and confirmed many LBVs by observing their S Dor Cycles
like R 127 [132], R 110 [133]. They also noticed an inverse P Cygni profile in the spectrum of S Dor [134].
and added HD 160529 to the galactic LBVs. Last but not least the group also identified with R 40 the
very first LBV in the SMC [135,136] . Other LBV host galaxies now known are locally IC 10 and further
out are the M 1 group members M 1, NGC 2366. LBV and LBV candidates are reported also in M 101,
NGC 300, NGC 247, NGC 6822, NGC 4414, and IC 1613, just to name the most important galaxies.
In Table 2a list of known LBV and LBV candidates is given. True LBVs are those stars where
the membership is clear since a complete S Dor cycle has been observed, this is not the case for the
LBV candidates. For LBVs that had a giant eruption, those are classified separately and named giant
eruption LBVs (or η Car Variables) to distinct them from LBVs with S Dor variability only.
Several more stars have for the one or other reason be classified as LBVs by one or more authors,
but show no clear hints like S Dor cycle or giant eruption. For the Milky Way the objects HD 80077
and Schulte 12 the new GAIA parallax moves both to a closer distance and to a lower luminosity. Still,
the GAIA parallaxes are at this time (GAIA DR2) prone to several systematics [137,138]. Therefore
the distance of at least the Schulte 12 is still not settled yet [139]. According to Humphreys et al. [125]
in the LMC R 66, R 74, R 123 are B[e], R 149 is an Of star, HD 269604 an A supergiant and HD 34664
as well as HD 38489 are B[e]sg. Neither are R 81, R 84, R 99, R 126 LBVs. The SMC object R 50 is a
B[e]sg while R 4 is a spectroscopic binary system with one B[e]sg. Finally the activity HD 5980 is
more like a giant eruption but this most likely due to a binary interaction, see chapter on Multiplicity
of LBVs below. Therefore its seen as a giant eruption LBV candidate with the above caveat. Just
recently Humphreys [140] report that the following objects are not LBVs: I 8 in M 81 is an F supergiant,
furthermore V 52 in NGC 2403 and I 3 in M 81 are foreground objects and not even part of those galaxies!
HD 168625, He 3-519, Pistol star, and Sher 25 are LBV candidates due to the fact that they posses a
circumstellar nebula. They however might indeed be LBVs, as members of what van Genderen
classified as a group ex/dormant LBVs, just currently not showing any variability. Besides the
variability searches, there is also a consistent search of luminous emission line stars using two or
more broad band colors, Hα as detection and [OIII] as veto filter, done as part of the NOAO Local
Group Survey [141,142] and independently by our group [143]. Both searches covered M 31, M 33,
NGC 6822, IC 10, Wolf-Lundmark-Melotte, Sextans A, and Sextans B and finding very few candidates
in the dwarf galaxies.
We searched also NGC 3109, a low metallicity galaxy forming a subgroup with Sextans A and
Sextans B at the fringes of the Local Group. We found one candidate [144], similar to the low candidate
numbers for the low metallicity dwarfs in the Local Group. An earlier attempt with the same idea to
detect very luminous stars, which are strong Hα line emitters (either from strong mass loss, or from
a circumstellar nebula), which are faint or absent in [OIII] (no stellar emission line, and faint for
circumstellar nebulae of CNO processed material) was done by the Heidelberg group [145] for M 33,
M 81, NGC 2403, and M 101, but was not published. We used e.g., these data to complement our list
of good candidates for spectroscopy in M 33 [146,147]. It is interesting to note here, that coordinated
searches for variable stars (in particular not only analyzing the Cepheids) is done only for small
number of massive local galaxies since the photographic plate area. A new effort is ongoing with the
LBT and yielded already interesting results [140]. Our group is currently working on a search for LBV
and related objects in several nearby galaxies.
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Table 2. LBVs and LBV candidates in alphabetic order. Giant eruption LBVs are italic. Objects marked
bold have (optical) emission LBV nebula. Except for the Milky Way and LMC which have a to large
number of objects, references are given.
Galaxy LBVs LBV Candidates References
Milky Way AG Car, η Car, FMM 362, BD+143887, BD-13 5061, B[B61] 2,
[GKF2010] MN44, G025.520+0.216, G79.29+0.46, GCIRS 16C,
[GKM2012] WS1, GCIRS 16NE, GCIRS 16NW, GCIRS 33SE,
HD 168607, HD 160529, GCIRS 16SW, [GKF2010] MN58,
HD 193237, HR Car, [GKF2010] MN61, [GKF2010] MN76,
LBV G0.120-0.048, MWC 930, [GKF2010] MN 80, [GKF2010] MN83,
P Cygni, V481 Sct, [GKF2010] MN96, [GKF2010] MN112,
W243, WRA 751 [GKF2010] WS2, HD 168625, HD 316285,
HD 326823, He 3-519, IRAS16278-4808,
IRAS19040+0817, J17082913-3925076,
[KMN95] Star A,
MSX6C G026.4700+00.0207, Pistol star,
Sher 25, WR 102ka,
WRAY 16-137, WRAY 16-232
LMC HD 269216,R 71, R 85, HDE 269582, S 61, S 119, Sk-69o 279
R 127, R 143, R 110, S Dor,
SMC R 40 (R 4), (R 50) [148]
M 31 AE And, AF And, J003910.85+403622.4, J00441132+4132568, [147,149]
LAMOSTJ0037+4016, M 31-004425.18, M31-004051.59 [150]
UCAC4 660-00311,
Var A-1, Var 15
M 33 Var B, Var C, Var 2, Var 83, GR 290, [HS80] B48, [HS80] B416, [147]








M33C-16364, M33C-21386, UIT 008
NGC 2403 SN 1954J=V12, V 22, V 35, V 38 [24]
SN 2002kg=V37 [140,151]
NGC 1058 SN 1961V [25,26]
NGC 2366 NGC 2363 V1 [152]
M 101 J140220.98+542004.38, V 1, V 2, V 4, V 9, V 10 [153,154]
M 81 I 1, I 2 [140,155]
IC 10 unnamed [156]
NGC 300 B 16 [157]
NGC 6822 unnamed [158]
NGC 4414 unnamed [159]
IC 1613 V 39, V1835, V2384, V3072, [158]
V3120, V0416, V0530, [160,161]
UGC 5340 unnamed [162–164]
NGC 3109 unnamed [144]
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Another different approach was used by Khan et al. [165,166] to search for analogs of η Carinae.
They applied SED fitting to HST and Spitzer IRAC data of resolved stars in nearby massive galaxies,
and found 5 promising candidates (one each in M 51, M 101, NGC 6946, and two in M 83). Again, these
are at best only candidate LBV, mainly due to the missing variability information.
11. LBVs in Low Metallicity Systems
The situation is even worse for LBVs in lower mass galaxies. Detections are rare as metal-poor
also implies low mass and even in actively starforming dwarf galaxies the numbers of massive stars are
more limited as in large, massive spirals. The SMC, for example, on has only one confirmed LBV, see
Table 2. An interesting LBV candidate is V 39 in the low metallicity Local Group dwarf galaxy IC 1613.
Detailed analysis of its spectrum shows some patterns similar to other LBVs, but is also consistent
with that of a sgB[e] star [161].
Besides the aforementioned Local Group galaxies, there are only chance detections up to now,
including the exceptional case of NGC 2366 V1. NGC 2366 V1 [152,167,168] is located in a dwarf galaxy
with a metallicity below 1/10 solar. Its “outburst”, with a change of only ∼3 mag [167] was probably
not really a giant eruption). Neither did it follow the classical S Dor pattern since it turned bluer (not
redder) with increasing brightness.
The transient in UGC 5340 (DDO 68) was again a chance detection [162]. The brightening
is 1 mag, and here again a blueing during the bright state is visible [163,164]. The galaxy is a
morphologically peculiar, low mass system, which has with ∼1/30 solar (log (O/H) = 7.12) one
of the lowest gas-phase metalicities in the nearby universe (distance 12.6 Mpc [169]. The transient in
PHL 293B (= SDSS J223036.79-000636.9) [170] is difficult to study mainly due to its distance of ∼25 Mpc.
The host galaxy is a dwarf galaxy and more metal-poor than the SMC (log O/H = 7.72). The transient
discovery spectrum shows clear P Cygni profiles, but no details on the temporal variability were
known, only 2 spectra (one without and one with P Cygni profiles). An additional spectrum brought
the time baseline to 8 years and proved temporal variations of the broad stellar lines [171]. While
being an interesting object, which may acquire LBV candidate status with a longer term photometric
and spectroscopic monitoring, but the currently limited data makes the label LBV for this object
a bit premature. As similar problem is the transient in the galaxy SDSS J094332.35+332657.6 [172],
an apparent stellar transient in an very low mass and extremely low metallicity (log (O/H) = 7.03)
galaxy at a distance of ∼ 8 Mpc. Only a very limited historical record is available, and therefore the
LBV nature of the transient is quite unclear. It may be interesting to note here that the LBV GR 290
(= Romano’s star) in M 33 also shows spectra variability, but not consistent with an S Dor pattern, see
Maryeva et al., this volume. The star is located in the outer regions of the disk of M 33 (r= 4.3 kpc from
the center of M 33. The observed metallicity gradient [173] therefore implies a low metallicity of log
(O/H) = 8.2 (roughly between LMC and SMC [174]) for the star. Note in that context that metallicity
gradients are a common feature in spiral galaxies, e.g., [175,176], so large spiral galaxies do not have
one fixed metallicity.
Another intriguing object was detected by as a point source with high velocity dispersion in
Hα Fabry-Perot observations of the local (D∼2.6 Mpc), low metallicity dwarf galaxy UGC 8508 [177].
An intermediate dispersion spectrum of the source shows a bright Hα line with broad wings, a relatively
strong Fe II λ4924 line, but also a strong He II λ4686 line. The classification of the authors as a massive
star with strong mass loss is convincing, but if it is indeed a good LBV candidate is more uncertain,
given the high temperature (and/or hard radiation field) implied by the presence of the strong, narrow
He II line.
We detected another unusual point source [178] in NGC 1705, a starburst dwarf galaxy at D∼ 5
Mpc with a metallicity similar to the LMC. The spectrum shows several very strong (and split)
forbidden emission lines, all showing an expansion velocity of 50 km s−1, and an underlying spectrum
of the source is that of an A supergiant. Again this is a massive star with an expanding circumstellar
bubble, but its exact nature is not determined yet.
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The starter for the question, how many galaxies do we know in the local universe (e.g., the Local
Volume = D < 11 Mpc) based on the classic compilation of [179]. There is an obvious distance limit
when using photometry from the ground, especially historic photographic plate material for long term
light curves to identify LBV candidates. This limit is depending on seeing, size of the telescope used,
and the detector. The limits for photographic plate work is about 7 Mpc (the distance of M 101) [24],
and is for most telescopes more like ∼4 Mpc (the M 81 and IC 342 groups in the north, and Sculptor
and Fornax groups in the south). Obviously with CCDs and good seeing this can be extended (and/or
the quality of the photometry improved), but access of older CCD data is tricky, if the observatory
does not run a well maintained archive. Clearly, HST and in the near future EUCLID and JWST, can go
much farther out, but it gets hard beyond 20 Mpc (especially due to the crowding of stars).
Low metallicity LBVs are especially interesting, since the metallicity can influence opacity in the
interior of the stars and in the wind. Metallicity also affects the path of the evolutionary tracks (at
which mass stars still go RSG, return to the blue, or go through a LBV phase with S Dor-like variability
and instability that caused these, etc...) Furthermore rotation rate, binary fraction, and potentially IMF
as well as magnetic fields are important.
Several of this markers of LBV candidates are directly, or indirectly influenced by metallicity.
Mass loss e.g., [180–182], emission lines of heavy elements (e.g., photospheric or wind emission lines
of FeII, FeIII, [FeII], then HeI, and [NII] in a circumstellar nebula) [146,147], and variability due to
the metallicity dependence of the instabilities involved (see above). It could be that at low enough
metallicity, massive stars behave differently, e.g., not showing an typical S Dor variability pattern
anymore. The cases of V1 in NGC 2366 [167] and the transient in UGC 5340 (DDO 68) [163,164] hints
towards and seem to support such a scenario. No coordinated search for luminous variable sources in
a sample of low metallicity dwarf galaxies outside the Local Group was done yet. A pilot search on a
few selected very low metallicity galaxies was reported by [183] using HST archival data. While there
are several interesting candidates of luminous stars with signs of variability and in some cases Hα
emission, the data yield not enough proofs to claim LBV candidates. Figure 7 demonstrates one
of the problem, very low metallicity galaxies are rare and spatial resolution poses severe problems
for ground based studies beyond ∼5 Mpc, requiring HST time. This aspect may improve with the
upcoming EUCLID mission and more in the future by WFIRST, and is alleviated somewhat by the
improving image quality of the large survey instruments, link e.g., SUBARU SuprimeCAM, DECam,
and hopefully LSST. Another problem is the metallicity-luminosity relation, which implies that low
metallicity is in the local universe the exclusive regime of dwarf galaxies. Therefore, even in a burst of
starformation the absolute number of massive stars produced is, during a short time frame only, still
comparable to the production rate of a massive spiral galaxy. With the current data situation it is to
early to speculated on trends of LBV numbers and LBV nature at low metalicities, but as noted above,
it is intriguing to see so many LBVs and LBV candidates in the LMC. With at the same time nearly non
in the SMC.
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Figure 7. Plot of the gas-phase metallicity of nearby galaxies versus their distance and spatial resolution.
Only a selection of the galaxies in the Local volume are plotted, but the sample is complete for the
significantly starforming galaxies in the Local Group. Metalicities of the inner disk are chosen for the
spiral galaxies with metallicity gradients, the metalicities of stars in the outer disk of these galaxies can
be a a few faction of tens solar lower. Galaxies with LBVs and/or LBV candidates are plotted as red
dots, the other galaxies are plotted as blue dots. Plot was adapted and updated from [163].
12. Summary and Conclusions
The Luminous Blue Variable phase is a short phase in the life of massive stars. It may be passed
by stars with an initial mass as low as 21 M. LBVs have a specific variability the S Dor variable,
can undergo giant eruption and have very high mass loss rate. The one and only way to pinpoint and
truly classify LBVs is by the variability and/or giant eruption This asks for the detection of at least
one S Dor cycle the star passes or to catch it in a giant eruption. These variabilities also subdivide the
LBV class in classical (S Dor variable) LBVs and giant eruption LBVs. With the variability as the only
clear classification method many LBVs in a quiescence state might be overlooked and not be identified
as such. It is therefore not trivial to describe the LBV population in a galaxy. In that connection not
knowing the true amount of LBVs and non-LBVs makes it hard to give an estimate for the real duration
of the LBV phase. This again is directly linked to uncertainties of the total mass loss rate of massive
stars. Even small changes of the phase length are linked to large changes in the mass total loss of the
stars, given LBVs have very high mass loss rates. Last but not least that implies that the final mass of
stars that pass a LBV phase could be much lower as thought so far. In that case this would even effect
amounts and ratios of different SN types.
The path is therefore clear, to better characterize the LBV population and the underlying physics
more long-term variability studies of nearby galaxies are needed. Spanning the parameter space
especially towards lower metalicities will potentially clarify the importance of opacity effects and
rotation for the S Dor variability. Also analyses of the long-term variability of massive stars in all
the most metal-rich spiral galaxies in the Local Universe are not really done yet. First attempts are
already ongoing, partly using data from well maintained archives, and the time-domain section of
future large survey projects like LSST will be a major step forward. This will also be true for a better
understanding of eruption LBVs. Another promising avenue will be the “archaeology” of the mass-loss
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of LBVs and related stars using their circumstellar nebulae. In this way, information on energy, mass,
and chemical composition of earlier mass-loss of the stars can be investigated, again providing clues
about the underlying mechanism of instability and the evolutionary state of the stars. With the rise
of integral field spectrographs, even with AO support (e.g., MUSE at the ESO/VLT), such analyses
should be possible in all Local Group galaxies and the nearest galaxy groups. First such analyses
are already appearing for galaxies in the Scultor group: NGC 300 [184] and NGC 7793 [185]. An
unfortunate weakness in the currently available instrumentation are high-dispersion spectrographs fed
by long-slits and IFUs, an important capability for kinematics/energetics of nebulae, which is becoming
rare [186] at the intermediate and large telescopes. High-multiplex spectroscopic survey instruments
at large telescopes, like e.g., Hectospec at the MMT, and soon MOONS and 4MOST at ESO telescopes,
as well as WEAVE at the WHT, can be very useful tools to set LBVs in context to their massive star
environment, as they are capable of providing good quality spectra for many photometrically selected
LBV candidates (as well as other supergiants). This still requires that starforming, nearby galaxies will
be targeted in the upcoming large surveys at these facilities.
Taking this all together, one can be optimistic, that in the coming years many more good quality
observational data will be available to improve our understanding of the LBV phenomenon and its
importance for the evolution of massive stars.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
BSG Blue Supergiant
ESO European Southern Observatory
HRD Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
HST Hubble Space Telescope
JWST James Webb Space Telescope
LBV Luminous Blue Variable
LMC Large Magellanic Cloud
LSST Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
MMT (converted) Multi Mirror Telescope
NOAO National Optical Astronomy Observatory
RSG Red Supergiant
SMC Small Magellanic Cloud
SN supernova
WFIRST Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope
WHT William Herschel Telescope
WR Wolf-Rayet star
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Abstract: GR 290 (M 33 V0532 = Romano’s Star) is a unique variable star in the M33 galaxy, which
simultaneously displays variability typical for luminous blue variable (LBV) stars and physical
parameters typical for nitrogen-rich Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars (WN). As of now, GR 290 is the first
object which is confidently classified as a post-LBV star. In this paper, we outline the main results
achieved from extensive photometric and spectroscopic observations of the star: the structure and
chemical composition of its wind and its evolution over time, the systematic increase of the bolometric
luminosity during the light maxima, the circumstellar environment. These results show that the
current state of Romano’s Star constitutes a fundamental link in the evolutionary path of very
massive stars.
Keywords: galaxies: individual (M 33); stars: individual (GR 290, M 33 V0532); stars: variables:
S Doradus; stars: Wolf-Rayet; stars: evolution; stars: winds, outflows
1. Introduction
GR 290 (M 33 V0532 = Romano’s Star)1 is a variable star in M 33 galaxy discovered by Giuliano
Romano [1] who originally constructed its light curve and classified it as a Hubble-Sandage variable
based on its photometric properties. Later, in 1984, Peter Conti [2] introduced a new class of objects
which assimilated Hubble-Sandage variables—luminous blue variables (LBV), and thus GR 290 became
an LBV candidate [3,4]. This classification has later been supported by the spectroscopic [5] and
photometric [6] studies, as well as by its large bolometric luminosity [7]. However, some arguments
suggest that the objects is rather on a post-LBV stage already [8–10].
1 The object has coordinates α = 01 : 35 : 09.701, δ = +30 : 41 : 57.17 at J2000 epoch.
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Romano’s star displays both strong spectral and photometric variability, with several significant
(about 1.5–2 mag) increases of brightness detected during its long monitoring (Polcaro et al. [10] and
references therein). Such variability is typical for LBV stars, while in the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R)
GR 290 lies in Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars region, beyond LBV instability strip [10]. GR 290 is presently in
a short, and thus very rare, transition phase between the LBV evolutionary phase and the nitrogen
rich WR stellar class (WN). It is an extremely important target for studies of massive star evolution,
especially the evolutionary link between LBVs, WR stars and supernovae (SNe).
In this paper we summarise the main results achieved in the study of Romano’s star. We combine
new studies of GR 290’s vicinity (Section 2) with its updated century-long photometric light curve
(Section 3). Then, based on spectral data, numerical simulations of its stellar atmosphere (Section 4)
and the nebula surrounding it (Section 5), we discuss the current evolutionary stage of the star in
Section 6.
2. Stellar Vicinity of Romano’s Star
GR 290 is located in the outer spiral arm of the M 33 galaxy, and lies to the east of the OB 88 and
OB 89 associations [11–13], located at 0.5 and 0.125 kpc projected distances2, respectively. The most
detailed information about photometry of stars in this area may be found in Massey et al. [15]. Figure 1
shows the identification chart of the object and its vicinity, with red symbols corresponding to the stars
which were spectrally classified by Massey et al. [16]. Coordinates and spectral classes of the stars are
listed in Table 1.
Massey and Johnson [17] found a couple of carbon-rich Wolf-Rayet (WC) stars in these associations,
J013458.89+304129.0 (WC4) in OB 88 and J013505.37+304114.9 (WC4-5) in OB 89. Moreover, the OB 88
association contains the star J013500.30+304150.9 classified as an LBV candidate by Massey et al. [18],
and later reclassified by Humphreys et al. [9] as a FeII emission-line star. The presence of evolved
massive stars in the associations indicates that their age is close to that of GR 290 and that they
might have a common origin. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to suppose that GR 290 might have
been originally ejected from the OB 89 association. Then, assuming a median escape velocity for
runaway stars of 40–200 km/s [19], this ejection would have to have occurred 3.0–0.6 Myr ago, which is
consistent with the evolutionary age of GR 290 and with the age of the OB 89 association.
2 The adopted distance to M 33 is 847 ± 61 kpc (distance module 24.64 ± 0.15) from Galleti et al. [14].
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Table 1. Stars in the vicinity of GR 290 spectrally classified by Massey et al. [16] (and references therein).
Names and coordinates are given according to Massey et al. [15]. The three stars also included in




α δ Class [mag]
J013449.49+304127.2 01:34:49.46 +30:41:27.1 YSG: 16.468 0.854
J013453.20+304242.8 01:34:53.17 +30:42:42.7 G/KV 17.031 0.906
J013453.97+304043.4 01:34:53.94 +30:40:43.3 RSG: 19.492 1.558
J013454.31+304109.8 01:34:54.28 +30:41:09.7 RSG 18.450 2.045
J013455.06+304114.4 01:34:55.03 +30:41:14.3 B0I+Neb 18.246 −0.103
J013457.20+304146.1 01:34:57.17 +30:41:46.0 B3I 18.872 −0.088
J013458.77+304151.7 01:34:58.74 +30:41:51.6 RSG 19.121 1.605
J013458.89+304129.0 01:34:58.86 +30:41:28.9 WC4 20.662 0.238
J013459.07+304154.9 01:34:59.04 +30:41:54.8 RSG 19.030 1.986
J013459.08+304142.8 01:34:59.05 +30:41:42.7 B2I: 19.306 −0.163
J013459.29+304128.0 01:34:59.26 +30:41:27.9 B0.5:I 18.822 −0.112
J013459.39+304201.2 01:34:59.36 +30:42:01.1 O8Iaf a 18.254 −0.142
J013459.81+304156.9 01:34:59.78 +30:41:56.8 RSG: 19.156 1.531
J013500.30+304150.9 01:35:00.27 +30:41:50.8 cLBV b 19.298 −0.073
J013500.32+304147.3 01:35:00.29 +30:41:47.2 B0-2I 20.995 −0.183
J013501.36+304149.6 01:35:01.33 +30:41:49.5 Late O/Early B 19.346 −0.279
J013501.71+304159.2 01:35:01.68 +30:41:59.1 B1.5Ia 18.076 −0.099
J013502.06+304034.2 01:35:02.03 +30:40:34.1 RSG 18.500 1.365
J013502.30+304153.7 01:35:02.27 +30:41:53.6 B0.5Ia 18.933 −0.099
J013505.37+304114.9 01:35:05.34 +30:41:14.8 WC4-5 19.061 −0.293
J013505.74+304101.9 01:35:05.71 +30:41:01.8 O6III(f)+Neb 18.218 −0.207
J013506.87+304149.8 01:35:06.84 +30:41:49.7 B0.5Ib 18.655 −0.181
J013507.43+304132.6 01:35:07.40 +30:41:32.5 RSG 18.582 1.991
J013507.53+304208.4 01:35:07.50 +30:42:08.3 RSG 19.961 1.739
a later classified as Of/late-WN by Humphreys et al. [20]; b later classified as a FeII emission-line star by Humphreys et al. [9].
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Figure 1. Identification chart of GR 290 vicinity and OB 88 and OB 89 associations. The colour picture is
a combination of three direct images, with blue corresponding to B filter, green—to V and red—to R
filter, all obtained with 2.5 m telescope of the Caucasian Mountain Observatory (CMO) of the Sternberg
Astronomical Institute of Moscow State University. Green circles mark the stars studied in this work
and red ones studied by Massey et al. [15,16]. Red squares are stars considered to be foreground objects
by Massey et al. [15].
The field around GR 290 is not yet sufficiently explored as it consists mostly of faint (V > 18 mag)
stars that require large telescopes for acquiring the spectra. Fortunately, some of the surrounding
stars happened to lay on the slit during the long-slit observations of the object, thus that analysis of
such data may provide additional information on the stellar contents and interstellar extinction in
the vicinity of Romano’s star. Therefore, we retrieved from General observational archive of Special
Astrophysical observatory of Russian Academy of Sciences (SAO RAS)3 all long-slit spectra of GR 290
obtained on Russian 6-m telescope with the Spectral Camera with Optical Reducer for Photometric
and Interferometric Observations (SCORPIO) [21] during the years 2005–2016. We also utilised the
spectra obtained with the OSIRIS spectrograph on the Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC) and analysed
by Maryeva et al. [22] and Maryeva et al. [23]. We reduced these spectra in a uniform way using the
ScoRe package4 initially created for the SCORPIO data reduction, and extracted the spectra of all stars
crossed by the slit. To perform the spectral classification of these stars, we used an automatic code
based on the χ2 fitting with spectral standards from STELIB5 (see Le Borgne et al. [24]) in the same
way as used by Maryeva et al. [25]. The stars with spectra extracted and analysed in this way are
3 General observational archive of Special Astrophysical observatory is available at https://www.sao.ru/oasis/cgi-bin/fetch?
lang=en.
4 ScoRE package available at http://www.sao.ru/hq/ssl/maryeva/score.htm.
5 STELIB is availabte at http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/stelib.
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marked with green circles in Figure 1, and their estimated spectral classes, measured positions and
photometric magnitudes are listed in Table 2. The resulting spectra of the stars in flux units are shown
in Figures A1–A5.
Table 2. The sample of stars in the field around GR 290 studied in this work. N corresponds to the
labels in Figure 1. V and (B − V) taken from Massey et al. [15].
N
Coordinates Spectral V
(B − V) Instrument
α δ Class [mag]
1 a 01:34:59.79 +30:41:56.9 RSG / M0-M1 19.156 1.531 OSIRIS
2 01:35:00.69 +30:42:07.5 RSG / K3-K4 20.507 1.613 OSIRIS
3 01:35:00.90 +30:40:18.2 RSG / K5-M0 SCORPIO
4 01:35:01.87 +30:41:57.3 B5-B7 19.980 −0.079 OSIRIS
5 01:35:02.37 +30:43:32.1 F: 21.773 0.059 OSIRIS
6 01:35:03.29 +30:40:42.5 RSG / K-M 20.339 1.088 SCORPIO
7 01:35:04.37 +30:42:53.1 G4-K1 16.459 0.733 SCORPIO
8 b 01:35:05.76 +30:41:02.2 star with em.lines SCORPIO
9 01:35:05.87 +30:41:14.2 star with em.lines 18.522 −0.082 SCORPIO
10 c 01:35:06.14 +30:41:29.0 F4-F6 V 17.365 0.561 SCORPIO
11 01:35:07.09 +30:42:12.4 F4-F7 V 14.888 0.592 SCORPIO
12 d 01:35:07.15 +30:41:56.3 G8-K1 17.793 0.962 OSIRIS
13 e 01:35:07.40 +30:41:32.5 RSG / M0-M1 18.582 1.991 SCORPIO
14 01:35:09.63 +30:41:46.1 A9-F0 20.817 0.246 OSIRIS SCORPIO
15 01:35:11.40 +30:42:50.8 F4-G2 V 20.164 0.647 SCORPIO
16 01:35:11.66 +30:44:08.3 hot star 20.490 0.161 SCORPIO
17 01:35:12.05 +30:43:27.2 cool star 20.149 1.220 SCORPIO
01:35:14.10 +30:44:23.3 hot star with abs.lines 17.654 −0.038 SCORPIO
a,e Stars classified as RSG by Massey et al. [16]; b star classified as O6III(f)+Neb by Massey et al. [16]; c,d stars
classified as foreground objects by Massey et al. [15].
As we can see in Figure 1, our sample of stars partially intersect with the ones studied by
Massey et al. [15,16]. We were able to refine the estimates of spectral classes for J013459.81+304156.9
and J013507.43+304132.6, classified earlier as just red supergiants (RSG) [16], as well as for
J013506.17+304129.1 and J013507.18+304156.4 as foreground objects according to Massey et al. [15]. Our
sample contains three more RSGs, which were not previously reported, and four hot stars, with only
one (J013505.74+304101.9 with O6III(f)+Neb spectral class) known before [16]. Among three others,
the spectrum of J013505.76+304102.21 displays the He I emission and strong nebular lines. The second
one, J013514.1+304423.21, has a spectral slope corresponding to high temperature, and shows H and He
absorption lines, while the last, J013501.87+304157.3, was preliminary classified as B5–B7 supergiant.
Knowing the spectral classes of these stars, and therefore their intrinsic colour indices, allows us
to estimate the interstellar extinction around GR 290. Its value is comparable to the galactic foreground
extinction value of E(B−V) = 0.052 (according to the NED extinction calculator [26]). We did not
register any star with higher reddening in the vicinity of GR 290.
3. Photometry
Photometric observations of GR 290 were initiated in the early 1960s by the Italian astronomer
Giuliano Romano in the Asiago Observatory [1]. He obtained a light curve with the brightness of a
star varying irregularly between 16m. 7 and 18m. 1, and classified it as a variable of the Hubble-Sandage
type based on the shape of the light curve and GR 290’s colour index.
Subsequent photometric investigations of GR 290 were undertaken by Kurtev et al. [6] and later by
Zharova et al. [27]. The cumulative light curve derived in the latter work and covering half a century
shows that GR 290 exhibits irregular light variations with different amplitudes and time scales [27].
The star shows large and intricate wave-like variations, with duration of the waves amounting to
several years. In general, its variability is irregular, with the power spectrum fairly approximated by
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a red power-law spectrum [28] (i.e., the one dominated by a long timescale variations). Moreover,
Kurtev et al. [6] discovered short-timescale variability with amplitude ∼0m. 5, which is also typical an
LBV star.
Polcaro et al. [10] used various collections of photographic plates to further extend the historical
light curve back to the beginning of the 20th century. The data between 1900 and 1950 suggest that
no significant eruption took place during that half century. On the contrary, after 1960, two clear,
long-term eruptions are evident (see Figure 2).
New photometric data, collected in Table 3 and shown as magenta dots in Figure 2, confirm the
conclusion of Maryeva et al. [22] and Calabresi et al. [29] that the star has reached a long lasting visual
minimum phase in 2013, and its brightness has been relatively stable since then.
Table 3. New photometric observations of GR 290 acquired by our group since Polcaro et al. [10].
Date B V R I Obs a
31 July 2016 18.75 0.03 18.77 0.04 18.59 0.04 18.66 0.05 Loiano
4 August 2016 18.75 0.03 18.77 0.04 18.59 0.04 18.66 0.05 Loiano
29 October 2016 18.60 0.1 ARA
30 October 2016 18.80 Loiano
31 October 2016 18.68 0.15 ARA
28 December 2016 18.78 0.15 18.71 0.15 ARA
16 February 2017 18.70 0.04 18.68 0.04 18.59 0.05 18.73 0.06 Loiano
28 July 2017 18.80 0.04 18.62 0.05 Loiano
30 July 2017 18.87 0.12 ARA
17 December 2017 18.67 0.10 ARA
14 February 2018 18.69 0.05 18.77 0.06 18.64 0.08 RTT-150
19 August 2018 18.81 0.10 ARA
4 September 2018 18.53 0.04 18.67 0.04 18.54 0.04 19.48 0.04 CMO
11 September 2018 18.84 0.04 18.64 0.04 Loiano
13 September 2018 18.65 0.04 18.73 0.04 18.63 0.04 19.51 0.04 CMO
19 September 2018 18.74 0.05 18.83 0.04 18.70 0.04 Loiano
10 January 2019 18.84 0.06 18.74 0.05 Loiano
a observatories: Loiano: 1.52 m telescope at the Loiano station of the Bologna Astronomical; Observatory-INAF.
ARA: 37 cm telescope of the Associazione Romana Astrofili at Frasso Sabino (Rieti); RTT-150: 1.5 m
Russian–Turkish telescope. CMO: 2.5 m telescope of the Caucasian Mountain Observatory.
It is generally observed that, during the S Dor cycle, the colour of a typical LBV is bluer at the
light minimum than close to the light maximum. In contrast, Polcaro et al. [10] demonstrated that
(B − V) colour of Romano’s star is constant over time, within the error bars. There is no clear evidence
for a variation of (B − V) as a function of the visual magnitude, and our new photometry obtained
after 2015 confirms this conclusion (see Figure 3). This is consistent with Romano’s star being hotter
(about 30,000 K) than a typical LBV, with the slope of optical spectrum defined by a Raleigh-Jeans
power-law tail.
Figure 2. The historical light curve of GR 290 in the B-filter from 1901 to 2019.
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Figure 3. (top) Light curve of GR 290 in the B, V and R filters obtained by us between 2010 and 2019
and partially published in Polcaro et al. [10]. (bottom) (B − V) and (V − R) colour indices for the same
time interval.
In other spectral ranges, the object is much less studied than in optical range. Only a single
measurement of its magnitude is available in ultraviolet and infrared ranges, corresponding to different
moments of time defined by a mean epoch of the individual survey (Table 4).
Table 4. Stellar magnitudes of GR 290 in ultraviolet and infrared range.
GALEX 2MASS Spitzer
Far-UV 1516 Å Near-UV 2267 Å J H K 3.6 μm 4.5 μm
17.692 ± 0.031 17.438 ± 0.013 16.834 ± 0.128 16.702 ± 0.292 16.657 16.335 15.921
[30] [31] [32]
4. Spectroscopy and Determination of Physical Parameters
The first description of optical spectrum of Romano’s star can be found in the article of
Humphreys [33]. The spectrum was obtained in August 1978 at Kitt Peak National Observatory,
when brightness of the star was V = 18.00 ± 0.02 [33]. Humphreys noted: “Its spectrum shows
emission lines of hydrogen and He I. There are no emission lines of Fe II or [Fe II].” and classified the
star as a peculiar emission-line object6 [33].
6 In Humphreys [33], Romano’s star is identified as B 601.
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In 1992, T. Szeifert obtained a spectrum of Romano’s star right before the historical maximum
of its brightness. Szeifert [4] described it as “Few metal lines are visible, although a late B spectral
type is most likely” (Figure 4). On the other hand, Sholukhova et al. [34] obtained the next spectrum in
August 1994 and classified the star as a WN star candidate. Since 1998, regular observations of GR 290
carried out on the Russian 6m [5,35] and spectra published by Sholukhova et al. [35] indicate that the
spectrum of GR 290 has not reverted to a B-type spectrum. Thus, Szeifert’s [4] spectrum is unique and
corresponds to the coldest and brightest state of the star measured so far.
Figure 4. Comparison of normalized optical spectra of GR 290 obtained with Calar Alto/TWIN in
October 1992 by Szeifert [4] and with GTC/OSIRIS in September 2018. Spectra are displaced vertically
for illustrative purposes.
Studies of GR 290 devoted to its spectral variability show that its spectral type changes between
WN11 and WN8 [8,35,36]. Since the beginning of the 2000s, it has made this transition twice [10].
Viotti et al. [37,38] first described an anticorrelation between equivalent width of 4600–4700 Å blend
and the brightness. Later, Maryeva and Abolmasov [36] found a correlation of spectral changes and
the visual brightness typical for LBVs: the brighter it is, the cooler the spectral type. However, as noted
by Humphreys et al. [9], GR 290 does not exhibit S Dor like transitions to the cool state with an optically
thick wind, but instead varies between two hot states characterised by WN spectroscopic features.
Among all known LBVs, only HD 5980 [39] convincingly shows a hotter spectrum in the minimum
of brightness. Other LBV stars showing WN-like spectrum in quiescent “hot” phase usually stop at
colder spectral types such as WN11 (for example AG Car [40] and WS 1 [41,42]) or Ofpe/WN9 (for
example R 127 [43] and HD 269582 [44]).
As already mentioned, since the autumn of 2013, GR 290 is in a minimum brightness state with
V = 18.7–18.8 mag. Due to this, it has been challenging to obtain its spectra with good enough quality
for wind speeds to be adequately estimated. In summer of 2016, GR 290 was observed with the Optical
System for Imaging and low-Intermediate-Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy (OSIRIS) on the Gran
Telescopio Canarias (GTC) [22]. These observations gave the best spectral resolutions and signal-to-noise
ratios ever obtained for this object, and allowed to estimate an average radial velocity (RV) of the object,
RV(GR 290) = −163 ± 32 km s−1, which is consistent, within the uncertainties, with the heliocentric
velocity −179 ± 3 km s−1 of M 33 galaxy.
New spectra of GR 290 were obtained with the OSIRIS spectrograph in September 2018 [23].
Detailed analysis of the spectra obtained in 2016 and 2018 did not reveal any changes (Figure 5).
As before, the star displays a WN8h spectrum with forbidden nebular lines.
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Figure 5. Comparison of normalised optical spectra of GR 290 obtained with GTC/OSIRIS in July 2016
(grey thick line) and September 2018 (black dash-dotted line). Spectra are nearly identical.
The large number of acquired spectra allows tracking the quantitative changes of physical
parameters of the star over time. To do it, a numerical modeling of GR 290’s atmosphere using
CMFGEN code [45] was started by Maryeva and Abolmasov [46], who constructed models for
two states—the luminosity maximum of 2005 and the minimum of brightness in 2008. Then,
Clark et al. [47] estimated the parameters of GR 290 during the moderate luminosity maximum
of 2010. Polcaro et al. [10] built nine models for the most representative spectra acquired between 2002
and 2014. The results of calculations from Polcaro et al. [10], Clark et al. [47] and Maryeva et al. [22] are
summarised in Table 5, along with the parameters estimated using the spectrum of September 2018.
Comparisons of observed spectra with corresponding models are shown in Figure 6.
Table 5. Derived properties of Romano’s star at the moments corresponding to different acquired
spectra. H/He indicates the hydrogen number fraction relative to helium, f is the filling factor of the
stellar wind. Details of modeling may be found in [10,22,47].
Date
V Sp. Teff log Teff
R2/3 L∗105 log L∗ Ṁcl10−5 f v∞ H/He Ref.
[mag] type [kK] [R] [L] [L] [M/yr] [km/s]
Oct. 2002 17.98 WN10h 28.1 4.45 31.6 5.6 5.75 1.9 0.15 250 ± 100 1.7 [10]
Feb. 2003 17.70 WN10.5h 28.0 4.45 37 7.5 5.875 2.2 0.15 250 ± 50 1.7 [10]
Jan. 2005 17.24 WN11h 23.6 4.37 54 8.2 5.91 3.5 0.15 250 ± 50 1.7 [10]
Sep. 2006 18.4 WN8h 30.7 4.49 24 4.6 5.66 1.3 0.15 250 ± 100 1.7 [10]
Oct. 2007 18.6 WN8h 33.5 4.53 20 4.5 5.65 1.55 0.15 370 ± 50 1.7 [10]
Dec. 2008 18.31 WN8h 31.6 4.50 23.5 5.0 5.7 1.9 0.15 370 ± 50 1.7 [10]
Oct. 2009 18.36 WN9h 31.6 4.50 23.8 5.1 5.7 1.7 0.15 300 ± 100 1.7 [10]
Sep. 2010 a 17.8 WN10h 26 4.41 41.5 5.85 2.18 0.25 265 1.5 [47]
Dec. 2010 17.95 WN10h 26.9 4.43 33 5.3 5.72 2.05 0.15 250 ± 100 1.7 [10]
Aug. 2014 18.74 WN8h 32.8 4.52 19 3.7 5.57 1.4 0.15 400 ± 100 1.7 [10]
Jul. 2016 18.77 WN8h 30.0 4.48 21 3.7 5.57 1.5 0.15 620 ± 50 2.2 [22]
Sep. 2018 18.77 WN8h 30.0 4.48 21 3.7 5.57 1.5 0.15 620 ± 50 2.2
a Clark et al. [47] assumed a distance to M 33 of 964 kpc.
Numerical calculations show that the bolometric luminosity of GR 290 is variable, being higher
during the phases of greater optical brightness [10,46]. At the same time, the wind structure of GR 290
also varies in correlation with brightness changes—the slow and dense wind at brightness maxima
becomes faster and thinner at minima (Figure 7), and the effective temperature7 of the star increases
from 25 kK (with WN11h spectral type) during the maximum of 2005 year to 31–33 kK (WN8h) during
the minima.
7 Effective temperature is defined as a temperature at radius R2/3, where the Rosseland optical depth is equal to 2/3.
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Figure 6. Normalised optical spectra of GR 290 compared with the best-fit CMFGEN models (green line).
The model spectra are convolved with a Gaussian instrumental profile. Description of observational
data may be found in [10,22,23]. Notice that “September 2006” spectrum was obtained by P. Massey
with WIYN 3.5 m telescope [18]. Spectral types are estimated based primarily on relative strengths
of N V, N IV, N III, N II and He II λ4686 emission lines [48]. Spectra are displaced vertically for
illustrative purposes.
Figure 8 shows the positions of the star in the H-R diagram at different times. The object clearly
moves well outside the typical LBV instability strip [49,50], deep inside the region of Wolf-Rayet
stars, except for a moment of maximum brightness in 2005. On average, GR 290 lays on the 40–50 M
evolutionary tracks from the Geneva models [51] with rotation. Using CMFGEN, we found that
hydrogen mass fraction in the atmosphere of GR 290 is 35% [22], and used this estimation for
determination of current stellar mass and age. According to this tracks, the Romano’s star should now
be 4.5–5.7 Myr old and should have a mass of 27–38 M.
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Figure 7. Change of the wind structure and extent over time. The region where ne ≥ 1012 cm−3 is
shown in dark red, 1012 ≥ ne ≥ 1011 cm−3 in red, and 1011 ≥ ne ≥ 1010 cm−3 in orange. Solid black
line shows the radius where Rosseland optical depth (τ) is 2/3. Scale in units R is shown at the top.
Figure 8. Position of GR 290 in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram at different times. Numbers
correspond to: (1) October 2002; (2) February 2003; (3) January 2005; (4) September 2006; (5)
October 2007; (6) December 2008; (7) October 2009; (8) December 2010; (9) August 2014; and (10)
July 2016 and September 2018. The hatched strip shows an average line along which GR 290 moved
during its recent luminosity cycles. The Geneva tracks [51] for 40 M (dashed line) and 50 M (solid
line) with rotation are shown by blue lines, with dark blue part corresponding to the hydrogen burning
in stellar core. Triangles mark the positions of late-WN stars from Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC),
whose data were taken from Hainich et al. [52]. In addition, the positions of LBV stars P Cygni and
HR Car are shown with circles. Data for these objects were taken from the works of Najarro [53]
and Groh et al. [54]. Grey solid line is Humphreys-Davidson limit [3], grey dash-dotted line is LBV
minimum instability strip as defined in [54].
5. Nebula
The presence of forbidden lines [N II] 6548, 6584; [O III] 4959, 5007; [Fe III] 4658, 4701, 5270 and
[Ar III] 7136 in the spectrum of GR 290 indicates that it has a nebula, but it is not resolved in direct
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imaging because of the large distance to M33. In 2005, Fabrika et al. [5] first attempted to detect the
nebula and study its spatial structure using the panoramic (3D) spectroscopic data acquired on Russian
6-m telescope, and reported the discovery of an extended structure in the velocity field of Hβ line,
with an angular extent of ∼ 9′′ (∼ 30 pc) in the NE-SW direction. An excess corresponding to the dust
circumstellar envelope around the object has not been detected in the infrared (IR) emission [9].
Maryeva et al. [22] performed a modeling of circumstellar nebula using using CLOUDY
photoionisation code [55,56] and the spectrum acquired on GTC/OSIRIS in order to reproduce the
observed nebular emission lines that are clearly seen in the spectrum. GR 290 was found to be
surrounded by an unresolved compact H II region with a most probable outer radius R = 0.8 pc and
a hydrogen density nH = 160 cm−3, and having chemical abundances that are consistent with those
derived from the stellar wind lines. Hence, this compact H II region appears to be largely composed of
material ejected from the star.
In addition, the recent analysis of the 2D spectra obtained with GTC/OSIRIS in September 2018
perpendicular to the dispersion at Hα line indicates that the nebula has extended and asymmetric
structure [23]. Its size is about 25–30 pc, similar to typical H II regions around O-stars. Based on the
similarity of sizes and evolutionary status of GR 290, we speculate that this extended nebula consists
of material ejected during O-supergiant phase.
6. Conclusions
GR 290 is is located in the outer spiral arm of the M 33 galaxy at a projected distance of about
4 kpc from the centre. Its spatial location, the proximity to the OB 88 and OB 89 associations, and the
similarity of their ages (about 4–5 Myr) as well as a basic concept that a large fraction of all stars,
including massive stars, forms in clusters suggest the common origin of GR 290 and OB 89. It is
tempting to suggest that GR 290 may have escaped from the association.
The evolution of LBVs during the S Dor cycles seems to occur in most cases roughly at constant
bolometric luminosity (see, e.g., [3,57]). However, a decrease of bolometric luminosity from minimum
towards the light maximum of the S Dor cycle were observed for several LBVs (e.g., S Dor [58] and
AG Car [40]). Lamers [58] interpreted it in terms of the radiative power being partially transformed
into mechanical power in order to expand the outer layers of the star from minimum to maximum.
In contrast, spectral monitoring of Romano’s star during its recent peaks of activity, and the numerical
simulation of its stellar atmosphere based on acquired spectra, demonstrated that its bolometric
luminosity varies in correlation with its visual brightness, i.e., Lbol increases during its visual luminosity
maxima [10]. Guzik and Lovekin [59] discussed several mechanisms that could trigger the large
outburst activity and variations in bolometric magnitude as observed in GR 290. An interesting
possibility is that the interplay between pulsations and rotational mixing lead to an unstable transport
of H-rich material to the nuclear burning core. In this context, GR 290 may be the ideal object for
testing such theories.
The star is hotter than most other LBVs (Table 6), and lays outside of the LBV instability strip
in the H-R diagram. On the other hand, the hydrogen abundance of the envelope appears higher
than in late type WN stars, and therefore, from the evolutionary and structural point of view, GR 290
is less evolved than WN8h stars [10]. This suggests that Romano’s star may be a post-LBV object,
the transition phase between LBVs and Wolf-Rayet stars.
The century long light curve of Romano’s star shows that until the 1960s the object was in a long
lasting quasi-stationary state, a state to which it has returned in 2013, and since then displaying a
WN8h spectrum. While the spectral type during the early “low” state (pre-1960) is unknown, from
the observed correlation between the visual magnitude and spectral type, we may suggest that it
also was WN8h. The Galactic WN8 stars are known to be significantly more variable than the WRs
with hotter spectral types [60]. Thus, it is tempting to speculate on the possibility that, in analogy
with GR 290, other WN8s may have just recently passed through the LBV phase. Hence, a systematic
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investigation of archival data and constructing century long light curves for WN8-WN9 stars using
archival photographic plates will probably be able to uncover more objects similar to Romano’s star.
Table 6. Comparison of Romano’s star with other LBVs and LBV candidates which show WR
like spectra.
Star Sp.type Ref. Comments
Wray 15-751 O9.5 I [61] LBVc, Milky Way
Sk−69◦ 279 O9.2 Iaf [62] ex-/dormant LBV [63], BSG evolved off the Main Sequence [62]
Hen 3-519 WN11 [64] ex-/dormant LBV [63], there are no significant changes of brightness [65]
AG Car WN11 [40] LBV, Milky Way
WS 1 WN11 [41,42] LBV, Milky Way
R 127 Ofpe/WN9 [43] LBV, Large Magellanic Cloud
HD 269582 Ofpe/WN9 [44] LBV, Large Magellanic Cloud
GR 290 WN8 [10,22] post-LBV, M33
HD 5980 LBV+WN4+OI [66,67] LBV, Small Magellanic Cloud
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Appendix A. Spectra of Stars in Vicinity of GR 290
Figure A1. From the top panel downwards, spectra of the stars: J013459.8+304156.98,
J013500.69+304207.5, J013500.9+304018.27 and J013501.87+304157.3. For comparison, the reddened
spectra of HD 42543 (M1 Ia-ab), HD 154733 (K3 III), HD 146051 (M0.5 III) and HD 164353 (B5 Ib) are
shown by red dashed lines.
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Figure A2. From the top panel downwards, spectra of the stars: J013502.37+304332.1,
J013503.29+304042.5, J013504.37+304253.1 and J013505.76+304102.21. For comparison, the reddened
spectra of HD 128167 (F2 V), HD 102212 (M1 III) and HD 135722 (G8 III) are shown by red dashed lines.
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Figure A3. From the top panel downwards, spectra of the stars: J013505.87+304114.2,
J013506.14+304129.0, J013507.09+304212.4 and J013507.15+304156.3. For comparison, the reddened
spectra of HD 126141 (F5 V), HD 101606 (F4 V) and HD 75532 (G8 V) are shown by red dashed lines.
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Figure A4. From the top panel downwards, spectra of the stars: J013507.40+304132.5,
J013509.63+304146.1, J013511.40+304250.8 and J013511.66+304408.3. For comparison, the reddened
spectra of HD 146051 (M0.5 III), HD 50420 (A9 III) and HD 134169 (G1 V) are shown by red dashed lines.
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Figure A5. From the top panel downwards, spectra of the stars: J013512.05+304327.2 and
J013514.1+304423.21.
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Abstract: Very massive stars occasionally expel material in colossal eruptions, driven by continuum
radiation pressure rather than blast waves. Some of them rival supernovae in total radiative output,
and the mass loss is crucial for subsequent evolution. Some are supernova impostors, including SN
precursor outbursts, while others are true SN events shrouded by material that was ejected earlier.
Luminous Blue Variable stars (LBV’s) are traditionally cited in relation with giant eruptions, though
this connection is not well established. After four decades of research, the fundamental causes of giant
eruptions and LBV events remain elusive. This review outlines the basic relevant physics, with a brief
summary of essential observational facts. Reasons are described for the spectrum and emergent
radiation temperature of an opaque outflow. Proposed mechanisms are noted for instabilities in the
star’s photosphere, in its iron opacity peak zones, and in its central region. Various remarks and
conjectures are mentioned, some of them relatively unfamiliar in the published literature.
Keywords: Eddington Limit; eruption; supernova impostor; LBV; Luminous Blue Variable; stellar
outflow; strange modes; iron opacity; bistability jump; inflation
1. Super-Eddington Events in Massive Stars
Very massive stars lose much—and possibly most—of their mass in sporadic events driven by
continuum radiation. This fact has dire consequences for any attempt to predict the star’s evolution.
After four decades of research, the instability mechanism has not yet been established; maybe it occurs
in the stellar core, or else in a subsurface locale, or conceivably at the base of the photosphere. Without
concrete models of this process, massive-star evolution codes can generate only “proof of concept”
simulations, not predictive models, because they rely on assumed mass-loss rates adjusted to give
plausible results. Even worse, eruptions may illustrate the butterfly effect— the time and strength
of each outburst may depend on seemingly minor details, and the total mass loss may differ greatly
between two stars that appear identical at birth. And an unexpected sub-topic, involving precursors to
supernova events, arose about ten years ago. Altogether, the most luminous stars cannot be understood
without a greatly improved theory of radiative mass-loss events. No theorist predicted any of the main
observational discoveries in this subject.
Most of the phenomena explored here are either giant eruptions (including supernova impostors,
supernova precursors, and shrouded supernovae) or LBV outbursts. They have four attributes
in common:
• Their L/M ratios are near or above the Eddington Limit.
• Outflow speeds are usually between 100 and 800 km s−1.
• The eruptive photosphere temperatures range from 6000 to 20,000 K, providing enough free
electrons for substantial opacity.
• Observed durations are much longer than relevant dynamical timescales.
Giant eruptions are presumably driven by continuum radiation. They carry far too much kinetic
energy to be “line-driven winds.” Gas pressure is quite inadequate, blast waves are either absent or
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inconspicuous, and there is no evidence for sufficient MHD processes. Individual events have peak
luminosities ranging from 105 L to more than 108 L while ejecting masses ranging from 10−3 M to
10 M or more. Note that driving by continuum radiation (i.e., a super-Eddington flow) is not the root
“cause” of an eruption. Logically the cause must be some process or instability that either increases the
local radiation flux, or increases its ability to push a mass outflow.
This review does not include eruptions with L < 105.5 L, such as “red transients” and nova-like
displays. Those lower-luminosity cases generally involve stars with M < 20 M or even M < 10 M,
which are vastly more numerous than the very massive stars (MZAMS > 50 M) that most likely
produce giant eruptions. The relatively low-luminosity outbursts may be highly abnormal phenomena
(e.g., stellar mergers) that occur in only a tiny fraction of the stars. In some cases they might not be
above the Eddington Limit, or might not be opaque, or might be accelerated by non-radiative forces.
Giant eruptions, by contrast, are highly super-Eddington, tend to look like each other regardless of
their causative instabilities, and may occur in a substantial fraction of the most massive stars. Much of
Section 4 and part of Section 5 may apply also to the lower-luminosity eruptions, however.
This article is a descriptive review like a textbook chapter, not a survey of publications. It outlines
the basic physics and theoretical results with only a minimal account of the observational data. It also
includes comments about some of the quoted results, with a few personal conjectures. Some of
the generalities sketched here have been unfamiliar to most astronomers, even those who work on
supernovae. They are conceptually simple if we refrain from exploring technicalities. One important
topic—rotation—is mostly neglected here, because it would greatly lengthen the narrative and there is
not yet any strong evidence that it is required for the chief processes. Binary systems are also neglected,
except the special case of η Car; see remarks in Section 6.
2. A Checkered History
The origins of this topic are summarized in an appendix in [1]. Since only 2 to 4 giant eruptions
or supernova impostors were known before 2000, they were conflated with LBV outbursts. Early
discoveries followed two paths, and today we are not yet sure whether those paths really intersect.
First, the examples of η Car, P Cyg, SN 1961v, and SN 1954J were known before 1970 [2]. Their
eruptions produced supernova-like amounts of radiation, but with longer durations than a supernova
and the stars survived. (SN 1961v may have been a true supernova [3,4], but, ironically, that doesn’t
alter its historical role.) The second path began with the recognition in 1979 of an upper boundary in
the empirical HR diagram, the diagonal line in the middle of Figure 1 [5]. Almost no stars are found
above and to the right of that line, and the rare exceptions are temporary. Since massive stars evolve
almost horizontally across the diagram, this boundary indicates some sort of barrier to the outer-layer
evolution of stars with M > 50 M. The probable explanation involves episodic mass loss as follows.
Note the various zones and boundaries in Figure 1, though in reality they are not so well defined.
If a massive star loses a considerable fraction of its mass, then it cannot evolve far toward the right
in the HR diagram. Thus a good way to explain the HRD boundary is to suppose that stars above
50 M lose mass in some process that exceeds their line-driven winds. The S Doradus class of variable
stars occurs in the “LBV1” and “LBV2” zones in Figure 1, to the left of the empirical boundary. They
are remarkably close to the Eddington Limit (Section 3.1 below), and they exhibit sporadic outbursts
which expel more material than their normal winds. If every star above 50 M behaves in that way
after it evolves into the LBV1 zone, then the boundary is an obvious consequence. This scenario was
proposed as soon as the empirical limit was recognized [5]. In a variant idea noted in Section 3.1
below, the decisive mass loss occurs just before the stars become LBV’s; but both hypotheses invoke
eruptions in that part of the HR diagram. No better alternative has appeared in the decades since they
were proposed.
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Figure 1. The empirical upper boundary and LBV instability strip in the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram.
In reality they are ill-defined and may depend on rotation and chemical composition. The interval
between the LBV strip and the boundary is very uncertain. The zero-age main sequence on the left
side shows initial masses, and most of a very massive star’s evolution occurs at roughly twice the
initial luminosity.
Today, S Dor variables are usually called LBV’s, an acronym for “Luminous Blue Variables.”
Rightly or wrongly, they are frequently mentioned in connection with giant eruptions and supernova
impostors. Many of them are easier to observe than eruptions in distant galaxies, and they probably
offer hints to the relevant physics, Section 5 below.
Thus the key facts—episodic mass loss, and the existence of giant eruptions—were well recognized
before 1995, and credible mechanisms had been noted; see many references in [1]. A decade later,
when the mass loss rates of normal line-driven winds were revised downward [6], the same concepts
were proposed again as a way to rescue the published evolution tracks (e.g., [7]). Unrelated to that
development, extragalactic giant eruptions attracted attention after 2003 and some of them were aptly
called “supernova impostors” because their stars survived [8]. Modern SN surveys found many
examples [9], often classed among the Type IIn SNae. Some giant eruptions preceded real supernova
events, the most notorious being SN 2009ip where the real SN explosion did not occur until 2012 [10,11].
Theoretical explanations continue to be diverse and highly speculative.
3. Categories and Examples
Only a few specific objects are mentioned here, to illustrate the main phenomena.
3.1. LBV’s
The term “Luminous Blue Variable” is unfortunate in three respects: Many unrelated luminous
blue stars are also variable, LBV’s are often not very blue or not strongly variable, and it has caused
extraneous objects to be included in lists of LBVs, often without observed outbursts [12,13]. Thus we
should regard the trigram “LBV” as an abstract label, not an acronym. Many examples are described
and listed in [12,14,15]. The present review includes this phenomenon because it may provide some
guidance to the physics of giant eruptions, and LBV’s have been observed far more often than giant
eruptions. Note, however, that suspected analogies between those two categories have not been proven
and may turn out to be illusory.
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LBV’s are defined by a particular form of variability like AG Car in Figure 1 [1]. Their hot
“quiescent” states are located along a strip in the H-R Diagram (HRD) shown in the figure, sometimes
called the S Doradus instability strip [16]. Its upper and lower parts, LBV1 and LBV2, represent
different stages of evolution—providing a clue for theory, Section 5.1 below.
Most stars in the strip are not LBV’s. Spectroscopic analyses consistently show that genuine LBV’s
have smaller masses than other stars with similar L and Teff [15,17–21]. Consequently, for an LBV the
Eddington parameter Γ ≡ κeL/4πcGM = (L/M)/(L/M)Edd is close to 0.5 or somewhat larger. This
is not surprising for the luminous classical LBV’s; a 60 M star, for example, attains Γ > 0.4 before the
end of central hydrogen burning [12]. But Γ ∼ 0.5 is remarkable in zone LBV2, where most stars have
Γ ∼ 0.2. Evidently each lower-luminosity LBV has lost much of its initial mass.
Since the LBV2 stars have luminosities below the upper boundary in Figure 1, they can evolve
across the HRD. Hence we can explain their low masses by supposing that they have already passed
through a cool supergiant stage where mass loss was very large [1]. After returning to the blue side of
the HRD, they now have large L/M ratios which cause them to be LBV’s. This surmise is confirmed,
or at least very strongly supported, by the fact that LBV1’s are generally associated with O-type stars
but LBV2’s are not [12,13,22]. This fact implies that LBV1’s are younger than LBV2’s, as expected in
the evolved-LBV2 scenario. Classical LBV’s (LBV1’s) are somewhat more than 3 million years old, near
or slightly after the end of core hydrogen burning. LBV2 stars are post-RSG’s near or after the end of
core helium burning (Figure 1 in [12]).
The above account may seem inconsistent, because LBV’s are said to have rapid mass loss but the
low masses of LBV2’s are ascribed to a different evolutionary stage. This semi-paradox arises because
the two types play very different roles in this story. LBV1 outbursts probably cause enough mass
loss to shape the appearance of the upper H-R Diagram. LBV2 events do not, but they are pertinent
because they suggest a connection between LBV variability and the Eddington parameter Γ as noted
above. They also give a strong hint that LBV instability occurs in the outer layers, Section 5.1 below.
Figure 1 shows a well-known classical LBV, AG Carinae. It currently has L ≈ 1.5× 106 L and M ∼
40 to 70 M, with Teff ∼ 16000 to 25000 K at times when a major LBV event is not underway [15,23–25].
The initial mass was probably above 85 M and rotation is non-negligible [25]. In the years 1990–1994,
AG Car’s photosphere temporarily expanded by an order of magnitude with only a modest change
in luminosity [23]. The apparent temperature consequently declined to about 8500 K, shifting much
of the luminosity to visual wavelengths. Meanwhile its mass-loss rate increased by a factor of 5
to 10, peaking above 10−4 M y−1. (The estimated amount depends on assumptions about the
wind’s inhomogeneity.) Outflow speeds varied in the range 100–300 km s−1. Then, in 1995–1999 the
photosphere contracted back to roughly twice its pre-1990 size. The event timescale, about 5 years, was
more than 100× longer than the star’s dynamical timescale. Perhaps 5 years was a thermal timescale
for a particular range of outer layers. AG Car’s 1990–1999 event in Figure 1 represents the classic form
of high-luminosity LBV event, except that it only partially returned to its pre-1990 state.
Like many other LBV’s [26], AG Car has a circumstellar nebula [27–30]. The nebular mass is said
to be 5–20 M, ejected thousands of years ago and expanding rather slowly. Either the ejecta from
multiple events have piled up there, or the star had one or more giant eruptions larger than any LBV
events that have been observed in recent times. (The circumstellar material is almost certainly not
due to mass loss in a red supergiant stage of evolution, since AG Car is too luminous to become a
RSG—see Figure 1. The same statement applies to various other LBV’s that have circumstellar ejecta.)
Figure 1 includes another LBV, R 71, to show that rules can be broken. It had an outburst in the
1970’s [31], but a later event starting around 2005 was extraordinary [32,33]. Unlike normal LBV events,
the luminosity of R 71 substantially increased while the temperature fell definitely below 7000 K.
At minimum temperature it exhibited pulsation on a dynamical timescale (cf. comments in [34]). The
mass-loss rate rose well above 10−4 M y−1, high for its luminosity. Since L is poorly known due to
an uncertain amount of interstellar extinction, this object may be either a classical LBV1 or an LBV2.
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Note that the empirical limit in Figure 1 does not coincide with the LBV instability strip.
The instability strip might extend to the boundary, but this detail should warn us that evolution
through the LBV1 stage may involve some unrecognized tricks. Each of the following scenarios would
be consistent with available data.
• LBV1 outbursts, described above, may cause enough mass loss to limit the star’s later evolution.
Given the quoted rates and outburst durations, this idea seems only marginally adequate.
• Or perhaps the crucial mass loss occurs in rare, more extreme LBV eruptions. P Cygni’s dramatic
brightening about 400 years ago may have been an instance [35], and such an event may have
created AG Car’s massive ejecta nebula mentioned above.
• Conceivably the most important phenomenon occurs just before the LBV1 stage [36–40]. In this
scenario, the star first evolves across the LBV strip without incident, and then becomes violently
unstable at a stage near or beyond the empirical boundary. A giant eruption occurs, ejecting so
much mass that the star moves back to the left in the HR Diagram and becomes an LBV. The
pre-LBV evolutionary episode would be too brief for us to have any known examples—though P
Cyg and/or η Car might conceivably fill that role (see below). In this view LBV’s are results of the
boundary, not its cause.
Resourceful theorists can devise other possibilities. This review concerns the nature of mass-loss
episodes, not the resulting evolutionary tracks. The latter depend on multiple parameters which are
very poorly known.
Concerning LBV photospheres, see Section 4.5 below.
3.2. Giant Eruptions
From a non-specialist’s point of view, the observed giant eruptions have too much diversity. Some
of them are supernova impostors (i.e., the star survives), while others may be genuine supernovae
modified by surrounding material (Section 5.4 below). Both cases are sometimes classified as “Type IIn
SNae,” which implies narrower emission lines than normal SNae. Major radiation-driven eruptions
have several traits:
• The flow is opaque during most of the event—i.e., the continuum photosphere is located in
the outflow.
• Photospheric temperatures are usually in the range 6000–20,000 K defined in a particular way,
Section 4.1 below.
• Outflow speeds are typically a few hundred km s−1, not thousands, and there are no conspicuous
shock waves. Small amounts of material may attain higher speeds at the beginning of the eruption,
but they are relatively faint.
• Hα and other bright emission lines have recognizable Thomson-scattered profiles as described in
Section 4.2 below. This fact is useful for indicating the nature of the eruption.
An excellent example is SN2011ht [41,42], whose brightness and timescale resembled a supernova
(Figure 2). It may have been either a supernova impostor or else a true SN within a dense envelope of
prior ejecta (Section 5.4 below); but in either case the observed display was a radiation-driven outflow.
Its spectrum (Figure 3) had characteristics explained in Section 4 below, with outward speeds of several
hundred km s−1 and no hint of a blast wave before the brightness declined. Broad emission line wings
were caused by Thomson scattering rather than bulk motion (Section 4.2), and the kinetic energy of
visible ejecta was much smaller than in a normal SN [42].
About two months after maximum, the visual-wavelength brightness abruptly decreased by a
factor of 60 (Figure 2). Since normal dust formation does not account for this change [42], the simplest
interpretation is that most of the trapped radiation escaped through the photosphere just before that
time. A normal core-collapse supernova would have remained substantially brighter due to radioactive
decays in the ejecta. Some authors assumed that 2011ht was a supernova in a discussion of the light
curve [43]; but the lack of a radioactive afterglow was decidedly peculiar in that case, and the light
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curve was reasonable for a non-SN instability (Section 5 below). Spectroscopy gives far more definite
information than the shape of a light curve, and strongly implied an opaque continuum-driven outflow
far above the Eddington Limit [42,44,45].
Figure 2. Luminosity record of SN2011ht based on visual-wavelength brightness [42]. The vertical
scale, expressed in solar units, neglects variations in the bolometric correction but is adequate for
conceptual purposes. The relative faintness after t ∼ 130 d is highly abnormal if this object was a
true supernova.
Figure 3. Spectrum of SN2011ht at three different times [42], cf. Figure 2. Both scales are logarithmic,
the three tracings have differing vertical offsets, and the marks near 6100 Å indicate fλ = 10−14
erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1. Gaps at λ > 7000 Å are obscured by terrestrial atmospheric features. Concerning
the line profiles, see Section 4.2 and Figure 6.
Historically, the first observed giant eruption was P Cygni about 400 years ago [14,35,46]. Its
maximum luminosity was of the order of 106.5 L, quite small by giant eruption standards; but, unlike
normal LBV events, that amount significantly exceeded the quiescent brightness. P Cyg’s outburst
(actually two or more episodes) persisted for years so the radiative energy output was probably more
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than 1048 ergs. Today this star is located in the LBV instability strip in the HR Diagram, but it has not
exhibited an LBV event. Possibly this is a hint that the interval between episodes is correlated with the
strength of the most recent instance, analogous to some forms of relaxation oscillators.
Among the eruptors discovered since 2000, some had luminosities comparable to η Car and/or P
Cyg, but behaved very differently. SN2000ch, for instance, has exhibited multiple outbursts considerably
brighter than the familiar type of LBV outburst, but not as bright as η Car’s Great Eruption [47–49].
Those events were hotter than an LBV outburst, with higher outflow speeds, much shorter durations,
and the luminosity may have increased appreciably on each occasion. Altogether its behavior differs
from LBV’s, η Car, and the brighter giant eruptions noted below. P Cyg might have appeared similar in
the years 1600–1650, but this is merely a speculation.
A more extreme object with a different kind of multiplicity was described in [50]. PSN
J09132750+7627410, a SN impostor in NGC 2748, attained a luminosity of the order of 107.3 L,
comparable to η Car’s maximum, for several months—even though its quiescent luminosity was
probably less than 105.5 L. Near maximum its spectrum resembled SN2011ht described above. Its chief
peculiarity was the existence of several distinct outflow velocities in each absorption feature: −400,
−1100, and −1600 km s−1. These may signify either a series of mass-loss episodes, or structure in the
observed episode, or separate ejecta from more than one star. The two larger speeds are much faster
than an LBV outflow. Multiple velocities have been seen in a few other eruptive stars—e.g., see [11,51].
Two pre-2000 giant eruptions, SN1954J [52] and SN1961V [2,46], have had enough time to show
whether their stars survived. The SN1954J event had a maximum luminosity of the order of 107 L with
a duration less than a year [8,9,53]. The surviving star, a.k.a. V12 in NGC 2403, has a likely mass around
20 M and is seriously obscured by circumstellar dust. Its spectrum includes Thomson-scattered
emission line profiles, indicating a present-day opaque outflow (Section 4.2 below). This fact is strong
evidence that the observed object really is the survivor of a giant eruption. The star was probably
in a post-RSG state when the event occurred [53]. SN1961V, on the other hand, remains doubtful.
It achieved a peak luminosity well above 108 L with an overall event duration longer than a normal
supernova, but no survivor has been identified with high confidence [3,4].
An unexpected development since 2000 has been the occurrence of precursor eruptions—i.e.,
giant eruptions that were followed several years later by real supernova events. At first sight this
seems unlikely, because the final stages of core evolution have timescales of days, hours, and minutes
rather than years. A few years is a likely timescale in the outer layers (Section 5 below), but in the
standard view those regions “don’t know” the precise state of the core. Hence the precursor events
most likely arise in or near the core; but that assessment is too glib to be entirely satisfying, as noted in
Section 5 below. The most notorious example of this phenomenon was SN 2009ip, whose blast wave
explosion was not observed until 2012 [11]. That object exhibited other events between 2009 and 2012.
Evidently some part of the star became unstable a few years before the SN event, but then the observed
timescale didn’t accelerate with the core evolution. Or perhaps the 2012 shock wave did not represent
the real terminal event [10,54]! See comments in Section 5.3 below.
SN 1994W, SN 2009kn, and SN 2011ht probably ejected material months or years before their
terminal explosions [42,44,55]. Since those objects became strangely faint at the stage when 56Ni decay
normally produces luminosity after a core-collapse SN event, some authors suspect that core collapse
did not occur—e.g., [44].
As outlined above, giant eruptions are usually easy to distinguish from LBV events. They have
far greater mass loss rates, substantial increases in luminosity, and shorter durations in most cases.
A few LBV’s, however, have mistakenly been given SN designations. SN 2002kg, for example, is a
luminous LBV also known as V37 in NGC 2403 [8,53,56].
3.3. Eta Carinae
The classic example of a supernova impostor, of course, is η Carinae. It merits a separate subsection
here, because it has been observed in far more detail than any other relevant object. Following the
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tradition of classic examples in astronomy, it has abnormal properties. Its event seen in 1830–1860
persisted much longer than other known giant eruptions, and it has a companion star that approaches
rather closely at periastron. Many authors reviewed η Car in ref. [57], and later developments have
not altered the main facts.
The star’s luminosity is roughly 106.6 L. Before 1830 its mass was probably in the range
140–200 M, with an apparent temperature close to 20,000–25,000 K [58]. Then its 30-year Great
Eruption ejected 10-40 M at speeds averaging 500 km s−1. It converted more than 1050 ergs of
energy to roughly equal portions of radiation, kinetic energy of ejecta, and potential energy of escape.
The resulting “Homunculus” ejecta-nebula [59] is famously bipolar, indicating a complex role for
angular momentum [58]. The ejected material is clearly CNO-processed, with helium mass fraction
Y ∼ 0.4–0.6 [60,61]. The star’s subsequent recovery has been unsteady, including a smaller eruption
around 1890 and two later disturbances [58,62,63]. Until recently its wind was opaque in the continuum
with Ṁ ∼ 10−3 M y−1, and most likely above 10−2 M y−1 a century ago [62]. That rate was too
large for a line-driven stellar wind.
The companion object is most likely an O4-type star with a highly eccentric 5.54-year orbit, see
many articles in [57]. The primary star is indeed the eruption survivor, since it has an extremely
abnormal wind that has been diminishing since the event. But the hot secondary star alters the situation
in several ways.
• It ionizes much of the primary wind, greatly affecting the observed spectrum.
• The periastron separation [64] is so close that it would presumably destabilize the orbit of any
third object within 20 AU of the primary star.
• Tidal friction near periastron may transfer orbital angular momentum to the primary star’s outer
layers. If so, the equilibrium rotation period would be in the range 50–150 days. The star may be
highly vulnerable to tidal effects because it is close to the Eddington Limit, but this possibility
needs a careful quantitative analysis (see Section 6 below).
• Many authors have noted that the companion star may have triggered the Great Eruption
via tidal influence near periastron [58]; but we must not confuse a trigger with the instability
mechanism. Perhaps the nearly-unstable primary star gradually expanded until the other star’s
tidal influence tipped it over the edge. But this idea is not simple, since there is evidence for
earlier episodes [26,65] and the present-day orbit eccentricity is too large to be caused entirely by
the 19th-century mass loss [58,64]. Incidentally, the present-day orbital period cannot be used to
estimate periastron times for the era of the Great Eruption. If we try to extrapolate back to about
1840, the gradual period change due to mass loss causes a phase uncertainty of the order of a year.
• The companion star may be the main reason why η Car’s eruption was fainter and more protracted
than most supernova impostors [58]. For several years the second star was inside the radius of
the eruption photosphere, and near periastron it may have stirred the instability. During the
great eruption, and for many years afterward, the secondary star probably accreted some material
from the primary’s outflow [58,62,66–69]. Possible consequences for the orbit have not yet been
examined.
• As noted in Section 6 below, various authors have speculated that η Car was originally a triple
system and two of the stars merged. Models of that type have a large number of assumed
parameters, they do not agree with each other, and there is no demonstrated need to postulate a
third star.
For historical reasons [5], η Car is often called an LBV despite its location in the HR Diagram
(Figure 1). The high-luminosity end of the LBV strip in Figure 1 may be misleading, and in principle
every star with L > 106.3 L and Teff < 25,000 K might be an LBV; there are not enough examples
to know. But that is only a possibility, and we have no definite reason to classify η Car as an LBV.
An LBV-like eruption would be complicated for this object, because the radius of a 10,000 K photosphere
would exceed the companion star’s periastron distance.
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4. The Spectrum of an Opaque Outflow
This section has four main points: (1) Giant stellar eruptions usually have similar colors and
spectra even if they’re caused by different processes. (2) Certain emission line profiles indicate an
opaque outflow. (3) Stellar spectral types are not reliable indicators for outflow temperatures. (4) LBV
outflows are not homologous with giant eruptions.
4.1. The Continuum
The apparent radiation temperature of an opaque outflow can be defined in various ways—e.g.,
based on the photon-energy distribution of the emergent continuum, or its slope at selected wavelengths,
or on subsets of absorption features, etc. These alternative T’s can differ by 20%, leading to confusion
when one attempts to compare values quoted in papers. “Effective temperature” Teff used for stellar
atmospheres is not appropriate, because an outflow has no fundamental reference radius that is
meaningful for that purpose. (Also note that an optical depth value of 2/3 has no significance in this
context. Regarding photon escape probabilities, τtot ∼ 1.0 to 1.3 in a diffuse outflow corresponds to
τtot ≈ 2/3 in a plane-parallel atmosphere.)
And we must be careful with the word “photosphere.” The region with optical depth τtot(r) ∼ 1
has little effect on an outflow’s emergent photon energy distribution, because the dominant opacity is
usually Thomson scattering by free electrons. That process has only a weak effect on photon energies.
Consider instead a deeper region where absorption and re-emission events are frequent enough to
establish Tgas ≈ Tradiation. Outside some radius resc, the average photon escapes via multiple scattering
before it experiences an absorption event. Evidently the emergent photon energy distribution depends
mainly on temperatures that exist just inside radius resc. In this overview “photosphere” means
that region.
Classical diffusion theory gives the approximate size of resc [70,71]. Suppose that local opacities
for absorption, scattering, and their sum are κabs, κsc, and κtot, averaged over photon energies in some
optimal way. Define a “thermalization opacity”
κth(r) ≡ [ 3 κtot(r) κabs(r) ]1/2 , (1)




ρ(r′) κth(r′) dr′ . (2)
Often called thermalization depth or diffusion depth, τth(r) is typically of the order of 0.6 τtot(r)
in a giant eruption or an LBV event photosphere. Calculations show that resc is approximately the
radius where τth = 1 [70,71], and we can regard the photosphere as the region where 1 < τth < 2. This
is not a formal statement, but in practice it applies for any reasonable density law ρ(r) and for large
as well as small opacity ratios κabs/κsc. The emergent continuum is created mostly at τth ≈ 1.5 to 2.0,
while absorption and emission lines are formed mainly at τth < 1 or perhaps τth < 1.5. If T1 and T2 are
the temperatures at τth = 1 and 2, then we can liken T1 to the Teff of a star with a similar spectrum,
though their values may disagree because they are defined differently. Caveat: In published models
of opaque winds, most authors define the photospheric radius by τtot = 1 or even τtot = 2/3, rather
than τth = 1. With those choices, a quoted “photosphere temperature” is cooler than the emergent
distribution of photon energies.
In a simple model where opacity depends only on ρ and T, the temperature at a given
location depends approximately on two quantities, τth and ṀV−1L−0.67 where V is the local outflow
velocity [71,72]. Figure 4 shows examples of T1 and T2 in spherical outflows. Corresponding radii
are shown in Figure 5. These sketches are intended only for conceptual purposes; they are based on
simplified models that ignore some major details (see below).
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Figure 4. Photosphere temperatures in simplified opaque outflow models with L = 106 and 108 L
and V = 300 km s−1. The curves show temperatures corresponding to thermalization depths of 1 and
2. T(τth) depends approximately on the quantity ṀV−1L−0.67. Temperature values here are imprecise
and very likely overestimated, because the models are highly idealized; see text.
Figure 5. Radii of the photospheric locations shown in Figure 4. For large Ṁ the photosphere becomes
geometrically thin (small Δr/r) and thus resembles a plane-parallel model.
With Figure 4 in view, imagine a case with constant luminosity L while Ṁ/V gradually increases.
Initially the flow is transparent so our model does not apply. But when Ṁ/V becomes large enough to
be opaque, then it determines the apparent temperature. Increasing Ṁ/V causes the photosphere to
move outward, and T1 ∝ roughly (Ṁ/V)−0.3 as shown in the upper half of Figure 4. Below 9000 K,
however, the proportionality changes to (Ṁ/V)−0.07 because the opacities decline rapidly. T1 < 7000 K
requires a very large flow density. As noted above, T1 is a fair indicator of the absorption and emission
lines – except for a caveat in Section 4.3 below.
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(This paragraph concerns technicalities that don’t affect the main concepts.) Each temperature
in Figure 4 refers to a location in the flow, which does not represent any specific observable quantity.
For comparison with observations, one would need to calculate emergent radiation in a manner
resembling [71] and [73]; but a model with wavelength-dependent opacities would be much better.
Figure 4 is based on many simplified models with constant luminosities L, mass-loss rates Ṁ, and
flow velocities V. It was assumed that Tgas(r) = Trad(r), with LTE Rosseland mean opacities which are
readily available (http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/topbase/, [74], and refs. therein). Hydrogen and helium
mass fractions were X = 0.50 and Y = 0.48. Integrating the spherical radiative transfer equations [73]
with those opacities, we can calculate T(τth). One recent analysis [72] appears at first sight to favor
lower temperatures than Figure 4, but the disagreements involve the distinction between τth and τtot,
and varying definitions of the observed T. Very likely the true ionization in the outer regions is larger
than the LTE values; if so then the temperatures in Figure 4 are overestimates. Errors of that type are
probably comparable to the differences between alternative definitions of T for the emergent radiation.
Figure 4 is fairly consistent with observed giant eruptions, such as η Car marked in Figure 1.
Exceptionally high flow densities occurred in η Car’s 1830–1860 Great Eruption, with Ṁ > 1 M y−1
and L ∼ 3× 107 L [57]; so it should have had exceptionally low photospheric temperatures. Reflected
light echos provide spectra of that event [75–77]. The light-echo researchers deduced a temperature
near 5000 K, but that was an informal value, not well-defined and not based on a quantitative analysis.
Judging from the published description and reasons noted in Section 4.3 below, the spectrum most
likely indicated T1 ∼ 5500 to 6500 K in Figure 4 [78]. (Recall that T1 denotes the temperature at a
particular location in the outflow, not an emergent radiation temperature.) If we define “apparent
temperature” in a different way, its value may have been as low as 5000 K [72]. A second, lesser
eruption of η Car in the 1890’s had T1 ∼ 7500 K, according to the earliest spectrogram of this object [62].
Several extragalactic giant eruptions have been observed since 2000, usually showing T1 > 8000 K
(Section 3.2 above). LBV outbursts have much smaller luminosities, and usually reach 8000–9000 K like
AG Car in Figure 1. The assumptions in Figure 4 are not valid for them, because their photospheres are
not located in the high-speed part of the flow (Section 4.5 below). However, those observed minimum
temperatures of LBV’s are very likely determined by the rapid decline of opacity below 9000 K, even
though the photospheres resemble static atmospheres.
In summary, there is no known observational reason to doubt the general appearance of Figure 4
for opaque radiation-driven outflows.
4.2. Distinctive Emission Line Profiles
The brightest emission lines from an opaque outflow generally have a certain type of profile,
illustrated in Figure 6. Smooth broad line wings extend beyond ±2000 km s−1 even though the wind
speed is less than 700 km s−1; and the longer-wavelength side is stronger. These are classic signs of
Thomson scattering by free electrons [42,44,79–81]. Since the electrons have r.m.s. thermal speeds of
the order of 600 km s−1, some of the photons acquire large Doppler shifts in multiple scattering events
before they escape. Meanwhile, expansion of the outflowing material favors shifts toward longer
wavelengths. Obviously the resulting profile depends on 〈τsc〉em, the line-emitting region’s average
optical depth for Thomson scattering. The shape in Figure 6 indicates 〈τsc〉em ∼ 0.5 to 2, and appears
to be generic. It specifically represents SN 2011ht [42], but SN 1994w exhibited a similar Hα profile,
and so do other giant eruptions and η Car’s dense wind [44,63,82].
The moderate size of 〈τsc〉em has a simple explanation. In typical eruptions with T1 > 7500 K,
κsc/κth ∼ 1 to 2—a consequence of atomic physics. Hence the continuum photosphere boundary
τth ≈ 1 automatically has τsc ∼ 1 to 2. Since the emission lines are formed outside the photosphere,
we therefore expect 〈τsc〉em ∼ 1, or perhaps a little smaller, for bright emission lines. The main point
here is that an observed profile like Figure 6 is good evidence for an opaque or semi-opaque outflow.
It recognizably differs from emission lines seen in normal stellar winds, expanding shells, nebulae,
and supernova remnants.
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Figure 6. Emission line profile with moderate Thomson scattering. The dashed curve on the left side is
a mirror image of the right side. Note that the line wings extend far beyond the velocity indicated by P
Cyg absorption. This example is Hα in the radiation-driven outflow of SN 2011ht [42], but other giant
eruptions produce similar line shapes.
(Caveat: In some papers a Thomson-scattered line profile is called “Lorentzian,” often without
recognizing its significance. That usage gives a flatly wrong impression in two respects. First, in
physics the word “Lorentzian” has very specific connotations: 1/(1 + x2) = the Fourier transform of
an exponential decay, the natural shape of an idealized spectral line, closely related to the uncertainty
principle. None of these applies to the shape in Figure 6. Second, the wings of a true Lorentz profile
are like x−2 but the wings of a Thomson-scattered profile are like e−α|x|. This difference is fundamental,
not just a matter of opinion.)
4.3. Cautionary Remarks about Absorption Features
An opaque outflow also produces absorption lines, but they cannot safely be compared with stellar
spectral types. The most dramatic example concerns η Car’s Great Eruption. Spectra of that event
have been obtained via light echos, leading to an estimate T ∼ 5000 K which seemed to contradict an
expected value of 7500 K [75–77]. But that conclusion had two disabling flaws. (1) In fact the expected
value was far below 7500 K [71,72,78]. (2) More pertinent here, spectral classification standards for
stars do not apply to a mass outflow. For instance the light-echo spectra of η Car’s Great Eruption
showed absorption features of CN, which would indicate Teff < 5000 K in a star—but they may occur
in an outflow with T1 ∼ 6000 K.
Figure 7 shows why. Each curve represents the column density
∫
ρ dr of material cooler than T.
A stellar amosphere with Teff ≈ 6000 K has almost no material below 5000 K, but a diffuse outflow
with T1 ≈ 6000 K can have an appreciable amount of cooler gas at large radii. This difference is a
consequence of two facts: (1) the mass distribution in an outflow resembles a power law ρ(r) ∝ r−n
instead of the exponential ρ(z) ∝ e−z/h that roughly describes a stellar atmosphere, and (2) Radiation
density in an outflow has a 1/r2 “dilution factor.” Figure 7 is merely schematic, but it suggests that an
eruption with T1 ∼ 6000 K can form cool spectral features such as CN in its outer regions. Absorption
lines formed at smaller radii may be good indicators of T1, but they must be chosen carefully. Since
LTE is a poor approximation for T < T1, and there are other complications, a realistic model of the
absorption line spectrum will be extremely complex (see below). Meanwhile, so far as available
information allows us to judge, the light-echo spectra of η Car’s eruption appear consistent with
standard portrayals of that event.
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Figure 7. Sketch of the mass column density at temperatures below T, in a stellar atmosphere and in a
dense outflow. These curves are based merely on idealized textbook-style models of ρ(r) and T(r), but
the difference between them is qualitatively valid.
4.4. Why a Real Outflow Spectrum is Exceedingly Difficult to Calculate
The dependence of T1 on Ṁ was first described long ago [71]. Figure 4 and ref. [72] employ
modernized opacities, but the resulting quantities are highly imprecise because the models are highly
simplified. A truly realistic calculation must include all of the following complications.
1. Real opacities depend on photon energy, and no form of average over hν is fully consistent with
all of the radiative transfer equations. The model should include hν-dependences.
2. Standard LTE opacities are very unreliable in the region with τth < 1.5, because it is far from
thermodynamic equilibrium. Existing NLTE codes do not adequately include some effects, e.g.,
items 4 and 5 below.
3. A realistic model needs a good velocity law V(r), and the functional form used for line-driven
stellar winds is probably wrong for an opaque flow. A valid V(r) is surprisingly difficult to
calculate, because of item 4 below [83–85]. This fact becomes even worse when we note that
opacities due to Fe+ and other complex species depend on many spectral lines whose interactions
depend on item 4 as well as dV/dr!
4. A radiation-driven outflow is obviously unstable—“a light fluid pushing a heavier one”—and
breaks up into condensations, greatly complicating the radiative transfer problem [83,84,86].
Modern codes employ a position-dependent “clumping factor” (e.g., [25]) which entails several
assumptions and free parameters that are very uncertain. Hence the resulting models are
useful guides but there is no reason to assume that they are correct. If each condensation is
not transparent, then radiation tends to escape via the easiest paths between condensations. (This
definitely happened in η Car’s giant eruption [83].) The words “porosity” and “granulation”
are often used in this context. Results depend on the condensation sizes, densities, and even
shapes. A practical technique, analogous to mixing length theory for convection, is needed for
inhomogeneous radiative transfer. Perhaps a recipe can be developed from a large number of
specialized three-dimensional simulations. See [85,87].
5. As η Car notoriously shows, spherical symmetry may be a poor approximation. Moreover,
since a spherical model maximally entraps the radiation, it represents an extreme case, not
typical or average. And the spectrum of a non-spherical outflow depends on the observer’s
viewing direction.
Omitting any of these complications may cause the results to be almost as inaccurate as the
simplified models in Figure 4. Some existing codes employ elaborate radiative transfer with some
NLTE effects, but there are reasons for skepticism. Items 3, 4, and 5 have multiple undetermined free
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parameters, not advertised in most research papers. Items 3 and 4 acting together may invalidate
the radiative transfer methods for spectral lines. Most important, the realism of a calculation is very
difficult to test. Approximately matching an observed spectrum does not prove correctness, since
there are enough free parameters to compensate for omitted effects. In summary, existing codes
illustrate most of the chief processes, but they must not be regarded as decisive or authoritative. Their
uncertainties may be far worse than most authors assume.
4.5. Are LBV’s Relevant?
As noted at the end of Section 3.1 above, the most critical mass-loss episode may conceivably
occur just before the LBV stage of evolution. If so, then LBV outbursts may have little in common with
continuum-driven giant eruptions. The following remarks and conjectures may be pertinent.
The fast region in any LBV wind (usually 100 to 300 km s−1) is transparent in the visual-wavelength
continuum. This fact was noted before 1990 [71], and later motivated the static atmosphere
models [25,88–91]. But it might not apply to the inner, slow, denser part of the outflow during a
major LBV event. The following remarks concern major LBV1 eruptions with T1 < 10,000 K, not the
states above 15,000 K that are emphasized in most analyses since 2010.
Recall the analogy between a stellar wind and flow through a transonic nozzle, with V = w, the
speed of sound, at radius rw [92,93]. The subsonic region r < rw resembles an atmosphere constrained
by gravity, while the flow dominates outside rw. Imagine such a hybrid model of AG Car’s major
eruption around 1994, when T1 declined to about 9000 K while Ṁ rose to about 10−4 M y−1 [23].
At that time w ∼ 20 km s−1 in the photosphere, and the photospheric outflow speed was of the order
of 1 or 2 km s−1. The sonic point was thus two or three scale heights above the photosphere, much
closer than in a normal stellar wind. According to Figure 4, a 3× larger value of Ṁ would have moved
the photosphere to the sonic point – so a flow model rather than a static atmosphere would have
become appropriate if Ṁ had grown above that amount. In this order-of-magnitude sense the major
eruption was “almost” opaque.
A normal stellar wind has only an indirect relation to the continuum photosphere, with V < 0.01 w
in the photosphere. The much larger V/w in major LBV eruptions, along with proximity to the
Eddington Limit, suggests that their outflows are more directly related to their continuum photospheres.
This line of thought—or rather, of surmise—motivates a three-step conjecture:
• The rapid decline of opacity below 8500 K encourages the eruptive photosphere to choose a
temperature near that value. In other words, for a case with L ∼ 106 L, the basic parameters
of the subphotospheric inflated region would need to become unreasonable in order to push T1
substantially below 8000 K.
• Due to the role of continuum radiation in the initial acceleration, the sonic point is related to the
photosphere. Consequently the outflow speed at τth = 1 is V1 = ξw where ξ is of the order of 0.1.
• Therefore Ṁ ≈ 4πr21 ξ ρ1w.
This is an empirical hypothesis, not a theoretical prediction. There are semi-theoretical methods
of predicting LBV mass loss rates, far more elaborate than this reasoning, but their developed versions
have been applied mainly to the hotter states above 15,000 K [94]. Anyway, the above expression is
consistent with estimated values for major LBV1 eruptions.
If we portray LBV outbursts as quasi-static inflated states [88–91], then unfortunately we
de-emphasize the mass outflow. Since the latter is probably more consequential, the “eruption”
aspect expresses a broader significance than the inflation. On the other hand, it is conceivable that
most of the cumulative LBV mass loss occurs in rare giant eruptions à la P Cygni, not merely major
eruptions. In any case the static 1-D models do not answer the main questions, Section 5.1 below.
5. Physical Causes of the Eruptions
The Eddington Limit turns out to be wonderfully subtle and complicated. Relevant instabilities
were recognized after 1980 (see many refs. in [1]), but they are difficult to analyze or even to describe.
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Practically all of our knowledge of eruption parameters, post-eruptive structure, timescales, and
long-term mass loss is still empirical.
Two classic high-mass stellar instabilities were naturally suspected when giant eruptions and LBV
events attracted notice in the 1980’s: The Eddington ε mechanism or Ledoux-Schwarzschild instability
energized in the stellar core [95], and radial dynamical instability which occurs if the average adiabatic
index falls below 4/3 [96]. But they proved unsuitable [97], and have been replaced by newer ideas
which are generally non-adiabatic, involve radiation pressure, and resemble each other. Three regions
in the star merit special attention: the photosphere, the “iron opacity bump” region with T ∼ 200,000 K,
and the stellar core, broadly defined.
Details of the instabilities are too lengthy to explore here. Instead, this overview lists a set of
essential considerations, including some that have seldom been discussed in research papers. Here
rotation does not get the attention that it deserves, because that would greatly lengthen the text.
Interacting or merging binary scenarios are omitted because there is no clear need for them at this time,
see Section 6.
5.1. The Modified Eddington Limit
Giant eruptions exceed the Eddington Limit. Thus it seems natural to guess that the progenitor
stars were very massive, close to the Limit, and vulnerable to the same instabilities as LBV’s. This
connection between LBV’s and giant eruptions may be illusory, but thinking about it leads to some
useful ideas.
Observed L/M ratios are clues to the LBV phenomenon in two different ways. First, of course,
their proximity to the Eddington Limit (Section 3.1 above) implies a large role for radiation pressure.
Second and less obvious, the distinction between two classes of LBV’s favors an instability in the
outer layers, not the stellar core. Types LBV1 and LBV2 have different central structures because
they represent different stages of evolution (Section 3.1 above and [12]). The stars’ outer 3% of mass,
however, have similar radiation/gas ratios for both classes, and similar variations of opacity.









the opacity κsc includes only Thomson scattering by free electrons. Absorption opacity κabs practically
vanishes as a static photosphere approaches the Limit, because density ρ becomes very low.
The classical Eddington parameter ΓEdd ≡ κscL/4πcGM can thereby approach 1 in an old-fashioned
radiative atmosphere model. However, the photospheric κabs may be appreciable in a model with
ΓEdd < 0.95, and deeper layers may have larger opacities in any case. During the 1980’s this thought
inspired the idea of a “Modified Eddington Limit” that takes κabs into account [1,98–103]. It was an
empirical hypothesis, not a theoretical prediction, motivated by η Car and observed LBV behavior.
Strictly speaking, there are two forms of Modified Eddington Limit. (1) It might be a well-defined
limit to the allowed values of L/M in a static stellar model, like the classical limit but including realistic
convection, incipient porosity, etc. (2) Or, more likely, it may signify an instability that arises when
L/M exceeds some value, see Section 5.2 in [1]. In either case the critical L/M depends on opacities in
the outer 3% of the star’s mass, or maybe the outer 1%.
Rapid rotation reduces the effective gravity mass, thereby altering any form of Modified Eddington
Limit. The terms “Ω limit” and/or “ΩL limit” allude to this obvious fact, but the implications are
often oversimplified. Two decidedly non-trivial subtleties occur: (1) Rotation causes a star’s subsurface
temperatures to depend on latitude. Resulting alterations of opacity affect the topics of Section 5.2
and 5.3 below. (2) The specific angular momentum expelled in a giant eruption may be either larger
or smaller than in the underlying layers. Consequently the effects of rotation may evolve during the
eruption [58].
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5.2. The Photosphere, Bistability, and Surface Activity
The easiest place to start is the photosphere. Traditionally, the total energy flow in a stellar
interior can exceed 4πcGM/κtot by inciting convection [104]. But convection becomes inefficient in
the photosphere, so radiation must carry nearly all of the energy flux there. Imagine a model wherein
κtot increases inward, and radiative forces are less than gravity outside some radius rc. Inside rc,
convection carries the excess energy flux. An increase in L/M presumably causes rc to move outward
relative to the stellar material. For some value of L/M, rc moves into the photosphere; so there may
be a practical limit, somewhat smaller than (L/M)Edd. By extrapolating normal atmosphere models,
one can identify a limiting L/M around 0.9 (L/M)Edd [105–107]. But the reasoning is dangerously
subtle, and a different approach suggests that a star may become unstable at a smaller value of L/M,
see below.
Now suppose that “Modified Eddington Limit” connotes an instability that arises somewhere in
the range 0.5 < Γ < 0.9, rather than a well-defined static limit. At relevant photospheric densities, κtot
has a maximum in the vicinity of T ∼ 13000 K, involving the ionization ratio Fe++/Fe+. Consequently
a high-Γ atmosphere may be very unstable in a particular range of T around that maximum, and might
act as a relaxation oscillator jumping back and forth across the unstable range [99,102].
Behavior like that is observed at a somewhat higher temperature [15,18,108,109]. Consider a
standard hot line-driven wind model wherein the star gradually becomes cooler. As Teff declines
below 20000 K, Fe++ and other suitable ion species become numerous enough to drastically increase
κtot; so the wind becomes slower and much denser. The transition occurs across a narrow range of T,
hence the term “bistability jump.” It was noted around 1990 as a likely cause of LBV events [18,108].
That idea originally meant a difference between two outflow states, but it rapidly evolved into a
bistability between two quasi-static states of the star’s outer layers [25,88–91]. One state corresponds
to a quiescent LBV, the other occurs during an LBV eruption, and intermediate states are more unstable
due to the opacity maximum mentioned earlier. In the eruptive state, the outer layers are greatly
expanded or “inflated.”
But a set of inflated and non-inflated models does not constitute a theory of LBV variability;
instead it plays a role more like an existence theorem in mathematics. A proper theory must
acknowledge the following questions.
1. What is the state of the outer regions during a major event when T1 < 10000 K? The most elaborate
spectral analyses [25,90] focus instead on models with T1 > 15000 K, close to the bistability jump.
The cooler state is more difficult but also more consequential. Moreover, all 1-D models disallow
some effects that are probably essential [34].
2. Why and when does an LBV eruption end? The star does not merely evolve into an inflated
state and remain there until further evolution occurs. Instead it jumps unpredictably back and
forth between differing states. Does a major LBV event cease when a critical amount of mass or
energy or angular momentum has been lost, or are the reasons chaotic or related to inconspicuous
changes in the stellar interior?
3. Is the photospheric opacity behavior sufficient to cause an LBV event? Or is the deeper iron
opacity peak (Section 5.2 below) needed?
4. The central LBV problem concerns mass loss, not the star’s radius. What factors determine the
increased Ṁ ? Do they resemble the conjectures in Section 4.5 above? Conventional line-driven
wind theory is probably inadequate in this parameter regime (Section 4.4 above). A Monte Carlo
radiative transfer technique predicts credible Ṁ values for LBV’s in their hotter phases [94], but it
omits many intricate effects seen in a 3-D simulation [34].
5. What determines the event recurrence rate? Is it like a relaxation oscillator wherein the recurrence
time depends on details of the preceding event [99,102], or is there some form of periodicity? P
Cyg had an extremely large event 400 years ago and has seemed quiet ever since [35].
6. What determines the timescale of a transition to the LBV-event state? Is it a thermal timescale for
some relevant set of outer layers?
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7. How large is the cumulative amount of mass loss? Does it vary greatly or randomly among LBV’s
with a given luminosity?
8. How strongly do these answers depend on rotation as well as chemical composition? And how
much do the LBV eruptions alter the surface rotation and composition?
9. Do more extreme LBV eruptions occasionally occur, violent enough to substantially increase the
luminosity while ejecting far more mass than usual? Observed ejecta nebulae, e.g., around AG
Car, may be relics of such events. They might account for most of the cumulative mass loss.
The last item pertains to giant eruptions. In order to expel a mass which greatly exceeds that
of the unstable region, the process must be like a geyser: instability begins at the top and moves
downward (relative to the material) until some factor stops it. In this way a photospheric instability
might even cause a giant eruption. As outer layers depart, a large reservoir of radiative energy is
progressively uncovered. At any given time the configuration resembles a steady-state model, since
the observed timescale is much longer than the dynamical timescale. Presumably the eruption ends
when conditions change at the base of the flow – perhaps when it reaches some particular feature in
the pre-eruption interior structure.
Another form of Modified Eddington Limit relates to dynamical processes rather than the
temperature dependence of opacity. A static atmosphere dominated by radiation pressure tends
to develop inhomogeneities, granulation, and porosity like an outflow; see [84,86] and many refs.
therein. Resulting turbulence can engender MHD effects, even though the photosphere is well above
the temperatures traditionally associated with stellar activity. These phenomena may influence the
outflow rate, and might even determine it. Conceivably, η Car’s dense wind a century ago [62] may
have involved stellar activity analogous to a red supergiant! [110].
Most of the above possibilities are not mutually exclusive.
5.3. The Iron Opacity Peak
The “iron opacity peak” locale in a star, described below, is probably crucial; but its instabilities
are too complex for simple analysis, math expressions, and predictions. A decisive analysis will require
numerous 3-D simulations which have not been feasible so far.
Opacity has a dramatic maximum at temperatures around 180,000 K, for reasons concerning
ionization stages of iron. In a typical LBV-like very massive star, κtot > 2 κsc throughout a temperature
range such as 100,000 to 300,000 K, though the actual limits depend on mass density. Vigorous
convection occurs there because κtotL obviously exceeds 4πcGM, if L signifies the total energy flow.
Such a region offers a zoo of instabilities, and dynamically it decouples the outer layers from the
stellar interior. Since the associated mass and energy greatly exceed the photosphere, this region is the
most promising part of the star for eruption mechanisms. Its usual name, the iron opacity peak zone,
might be confused with the iron peak of cosmic abundances; and “iron opacity bump zone” is both
inelegant and cumbersome. For convenience, an ugly acronym will be used here: OPR = iron opacity
peak region in the star. Although it usually occurs in the outer 1% of the star’s mass distribution, its
spatial radius may be considerably smaller than the stellar radius R. A second opacity peak will also
be mentioned, involving helium at lower temperatures.
The OPR mass and energy are difficult to estimate from observational data. If μ(T) is the mass
column density of layers cooler than T, and radiation pressure dominates, then μ ≈ P/g ∼ aT4/3g so





where RT is a radius that has temperature ≈ 0.8T. But the R4T factor is quite uncertain, because RT
may lie deep within an extended envelope. Consider, for instance, η Car before its giant eruption.
If we know only that M∗ ≈ 150 M, L ≈ 4 × 106 L, and Teff ≈ 20,000 to 25,000 K [58], then the mass
in the temperature range 100,000–300,000 K may have been anywhere in the range 0.002 to 0.1 M.
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The thermal timescale for this OPR might have any value ranging from a few days to a few months,
depending partly on how we define it. Given these strong dependences, the effects of OPR instabilities
may be very sensitive to the evolutionary state and structure of the star—and thus consistent with
observed facts about giant eruptions and LBV’s.
A standard LBV eruption might expel no more than the OPR mass, and the two amounts may
even be related. But a giant eruption rooted in that region must be geyser-like (Section 5.2). Some
forms of instability cannot easily function like geysers, for reasons involving timescales – see a remark
later below.
Since 1993, almost every stability analysis of very massive stars has emphasized “strange modes”
of pulsation [36,40,97,111–113]. Apart from mathematical details, they have the following attributes.
1. Strange modes are essentially dynamical rather than thermal. They resemble accoustic waves, in
contrast to thermodynamic Carnot-cycle pulsations driven by the κ mechanism in lower-mass
stars.
2. Hence they are fundamentally non-adiabatic. They become especially strong if the local thermal
timescale is shorter than the dynamical timescale.
3. They occur if radiation pressure exceeds gas pressure.
4. The density dependence of opacity, ∂κ/∂ρ, is critical; but ∂κ/∂T is not.
5. Purely radial strange modes can occur, but non-radial modes may be more important.
These characteristics are almost perfectly suited to the OPR in a star near the Eddington Limit.
Item 3 causes the local mass density to be relatively low, thereby enabling item 2. For a very brief
account of strange modes, see [112].
Altogether, then, in a star near the Eddington Limit, the OPR forms a queasy sort of cavity
between the stellar interior and the outer layers—with strong consequences for pulsation modes. Even
if we consider only 1-D radial motions, gas-dynamical simulations reveal phenomena that appear
crucial for LBV’s and giant eruptions [39,85,113–115]. An essential factor is the time dependence of
convection. Normally a massive stellar interior obeys the Eddington Limit by shifting some of the
energy flux to convection where necessary [104]. But this assumption fails in a structure that changes
rapidly, e.g., in pulsating layers. Convection needs some time to develop, and the dominant convective
cells have finite turnover times. Hence the convective energy flux lags behind the total energy flux,
especially in the circumstances listed above for strange modes. As explained in the papers cited above,
this fact causes the radiative flux to exceed the Eddington Limit at some times and places in a pulsation
cycle. No actual runaway outburst occurred in the simulations, but their boundary conditions and
lack of non-radial modes may have inhibited such a development.
Three-dimensional simulations show the spatial fluctuations of convection, and reveal some
opacity-related phenomena that cannot appear in the 1-D models [34,110,116]. For instance, helium
opacity can become large within clumps of gas that have been lifted to regions with T < 70,000 K [34].
The result is a second opacity-peak region, indirectly caused by the iron opacity bump. Local regions
in and below the photosphere can thus have large radiative accelerations. The outer layers become
supersonically turbulent, and local parcels of mass can be ejected in a chaotic way. In this manner we
begin to graduate from “pulsations” to “stellar activity” or even “weather”— see Figure 2 in ref. [34].
Unfortunately, the 3-D calculations are so expensive in CPU time that only a few have been attempted.
Given the facts outlined above, the OPR is very likely the root of the LBV phenomenon. It is
especially dramatic in stars with LBV-like L/M ratios, and it is rich in phenomena that appear relevant
to the questions in Section 5.2 above. Moreover, effects found in numerical simulations can help to
accelerate the ejecta. Therefore, contrary to most papers in this topic, we should not assume that LBV
outflows are merely line-driven winds—especially during a major outburst (cf. [117]).
But can the OPR incite a giant eruption? No simulation has yet produced an outright eruption.
Maybe this is so because the “weather” analogy is apt! A terrestrial atmosphere simulation would
usually go for a long time before it produces a typhoon. By analogy, perhaps a stellar eruption results
from an infrequent coincidence of several chaotic processes—a Perfect Storm. Note that the inflated
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LBV model in [34] was still expanding when the calculations ended after 700 dynamical timescales,
only a few percent of a typical event duration.
As mentioned earlier, if a giant eruption can originate in the OPR layers of the star, then it must
be a geyser-style process with instability propagating downward through the stellar layers—or rather,
the successive layers move outward past the instability zone. The energy budget thereby becomes
complicated, because inner regions tend to contract in order to compensate for the lost energy. As
noted by [117], the resulting small increase in local temperature can increase nuclear reaction rates;
so the overall event may be indirectly powered by hydrogen burning. Nearly all of the mass is close
to dynamical equilibrium throughout this process, but thermal equilibrium fails in the outer regions.
This story may lend itself to additional instabilities deep within the star.
Unfortunately the geyser analogy may fail for some types of OPR pulsational instability [118,119].
When a pulse of material has been expelled, the driving mechanism needs time to re-establish itself,
and that time may be much longer than the dynamical timescale. In that case the instability cannot
easily propagate through deeper layers.
At first sight, a supernova precursor eruption (Section 3.2) cannot originate in the OPR, because
such events happen only a few years before core collapse, and the outer layers evolve much slower
than that. In the outer layers, there is nothing special about the core’s last few years. But this view may
be too naive, for reasons noted in [120]. During those final years, turbulence in the core can generate
unsteady burning and outward waves, which tend to expand the outer layers—“an early warning
system for core collapse.” The OPR is so sensitive that it may respond violently to even a small change
in the outer-layer structure. Thus it seems conceivable that the opacity peak might play a role in every
class of eruption from LBV events to pre-SN outbursts.
5.4. Instabilities in and Near the Stellar Core
Some giant eruptions probably originate near the centers of massive stars, rather than in the OPR.
But the definite examples concern true supernovae in special circumstances, and the nature of SN
impostors (i.e., giant eruptions that are not related to SN events) remains murky.
A supernova can produce a radiation-driven eruption instead of a visible blast wave. Suppose
that a star produces an opaque mass outflow in the years preceding its SN explosion. In that case,
when the SN blast wave emerges from the star and moves into the surrounding opaque ejecta, photons
may diffuse outward faster than the shock speed [121–123]. Radiation thus reaches the τ ∼ 1 radius
substantially before the shock does; indeed the shock may emerge long after the time of maximum light.
The visible event represents “photon breakout” rather than “shock breakout.” Maximum luminosity is
far above the Eddington Limit.
The photon diffusion rate can be described in terms of a random walk, but the familiar version of
that concept doesn’t give a unique diffusion speed for comparison with the SN shock speed. Instead,
here’s a formal example with an constant diffusion speed. Consider pure scattering in a spherical
configuration; absorption and re-emission are equivalent to scattering so far as the total energy flux is
concerned. Suppose that the scattering coefficient is k(r) = ζ/r, with a constant parameter ζ. (In the
notation of Section 4 above, k = ρκ.) In this case the time-dependent diffusion equation has a similarity















which has total energy E. Because of the choice k ∝ r−1, this expression contains a velocity-like ratio
r/t. At any given location r, the maximum radiation flux occurs at t = 0.75ζr/c when about 24% of
the energy has passed. At any given time, half of the radiation is located outside radius r1/2 ≈ 0.9ct/ζ;
so the median diffusion speed is approximately 0.9c/ζ. About 10% of the radiation energy moves
outward faster than 1.8c/ζ. If ζ is small enough for this speed to outrun the SN blast wave, but large
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enough to make the pre-SN outflow opaque – say 1 < ζ < 40—then a radiation-driven eruption
rapidly develops.
In a more realistic case with k(r) ∝ r−2 rather than r−1, the diffusion speed accelerates outward.
The light curve can resemble Figure 2, with a sudden decline after most of the radiation has passed
through the photosphere. Meanwhile, of course, the radiation accelerates the mass outflow. Later the
SN blast wave may emerge after the brightness has declined, with only a modest display. Thus SN
2011ht, for instance, may have been either a true supernova with a hidden shock, or an impostor with
no shock [42].
One point about shrouded supernovae is so obvious that it is often underemphasized: the required
circumstellar material was probably ejected in one or more giant eruptions with Ṁ > 10−3 M y−1, years or
decades before the core-collapse events (Section 3.2 above). Many researchers assume that the pre-SN
stars were LBV’s, because LBV’s are the best-advertised eruptors. But this surmise is not entirely
consistent, because the deduced amount of ejecta usually surpasses the familiar type of major LBV
eruption [42]. A giant LBV event (Sections 3.1 and 5.2 above) would be needed—i.e., much stronger
than any LBV outburst observed in the past few decades. If such large eruptions really do occur as part
of the general LBV story, they must be very infrequent. Thus we should be very surprised if several
known SN events were closely preceded by random LBV episodes on that scale. It seems far more
likely that the pre-SN outbursts were somehow related to the imminent core collapse, i.e., related to
the core structure. Hence the deduced pre-SN mass ejection probably had nothing to do with standard
LBV behavior. Those stars may have been LBV’s, but there is no good reason to assume that they were.
The precursor events may have resembled the outbursts of SN 2009ip (Section 3.2 above), but with
longer time scales.
Pulsational pair instability attracted attention a decade ago with reference to supernova
impostors [124–127], because it can produce repeated eruptions. A star with initial mass around
150 M eventually becomes a pair-production supernova, wherein core temperatures rise high enough
to produce a significant rate of γ + γ → e− + e+. This transfer of energy to rest mass causes a pressure
deficit, while the adiabatic index falls well below 4/3 which implies dynamical instability. Hence the
core begins to collapse, raising the temperature so the pair creation accelerates, and runaway nuclear
reactions unbind the whole star. But if the star’s mass is somewhat smaller, then the central region
stabilizes before it is entirely disrupted, and the episode can repeat. This repetition motivates the term
“pulsational” instability. It must be very rare because it occurs only in near-terminal stages of very
massive stars. The phenomenon seems too indeterminate to be really satisfying; the time interval
between events is extremely sensitive to obscure details, and the first such event probably expels all
the hydrogen. For the latter reason, supernova impostors such as η Car presumably did not involve
this type of event. Apart from having too many syllables, the main fault of pulsational pair instability
is the difficulty of making definite statements about it.
Parallel to the computational developments noted in Section 5.3, 3-D simulations have revealed
new phenomena in the star’s core region. An important fact is that some numerical techniques,
especially in 1-D models, entail artificial (i.e., illusory) damping of fluctuations. 3-D convection and
turbulence become particularly vigorous during a massive star’s final years [120,128], with dynamic
effects that cannot be represented in 1-D calculations. Turbulence generates gasdynamic waves, which
carry energy outward. Consequently the outer layers, feebly bound because they are close to the
Eddington Limit, expand or perhaps even erupt. Mass ejection may occur [120,129,130], while the
turbulence also causes the nuclear burning to be unsteady or even explosive. The outer layers are quite
vulnerable because their binding energy is much smaller than the nuclear energy being processed in
the central region. As mentioned earlier, the opacity-peak region may produce enhanced instabilities
because of the waves flowing through it. Given these circumstances, perhaps we should not be
surprised that paroxysms occur just before core collapse.
What can we say about core-based eruptions that are not related to a SN event? The processes
mentioned above would not be suitable. Eta Carinae, for instance, still has considerable hydrogen
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even after its Great Eruption. Evidently it has not yet evolved far enough to have an exotic core region.
It probably has a very capable opacity peak region, but doubts about the geyser process (see above)
may require a core-region instability instead. One credible possibility has been suggested in refs.
[113,118,119]. In a very massive, moderately evolved star, gravity pulsation modes (like ocean waves
rather than pressure waves) may become numerous and strong at the lower boundary of the region
that still has some hydrogen. Suppose that they grow enough to mix some hydrogen into the hot dense
zones below that boundary. The resulting burst of hydrogen-burning would rapidly lift some material,
possibly ejecting a set of outer layers, and then the remaining material would settle down. Events of
this type may recur on a thermal timescale, reasonable for an object like η Car. Some remarks in [117],
concerning enhanced reaction rates when a star’s total energy has been reduced by mass ejection, may
be relevant to this idea.
Explorations of core instabilities have naturally concentrated on the final pre-SN state, because
the structure is highly complex then and because SN-related processes are most fashionable. With the
development of 3-D computation, however, unpredicted phenomena may appear at earlier stages of
evolution; anyway that’s what we need for giant eruptions if the opacity-peak region turns out to be
inadequate.
6. Other Issues
This narrative has omitted stellar rotation even though it is probably important. Rotation would
greatly lengthen the narrative, and, more important, would expand the number of free parameters.
A traditional exploration strategy makes sense: (1) Begin with simple non-rotating models, (2) learn
whether the known processes can account for eruptions without rotation, and then (3) explore the
effects of angular momentum. This topic has not yet reached stage 3. In view of the multiple parameters
required for a distribution of angular momentum, this approach is particularly justified for expensive
3-D simulations (Section 5.3 above). Apart from η Car as noted below [58] and the morphology
of LBV ejecta-nebulae [26], there is little observational evidence concerning angular momentum in
radiation-driven eruptions.
The same attitude is even more justified for eruption scenarios that require interactions of binary
or multiple stars, particularly merger events. As noted many years ago, speculations in that vein allow
theorists to “ascend into free-parameter heaven” [131]. Generically they require either small orbits or
unusual orbit parameters. Such models are credible for lower-luminosity events that are not discussed
in this review (e.g., red transients), because moderate-luminosity star systems are very numerous.
The observed lower-luminosity outbursts can be explained by supposing that a tiny fraction of stars
experience mergers and other exotic interactions. Stars with L > 105.5 L, however, are scarce; so we
should not see the observed number of LBV’s and giant eruptors if unusual circumstances are required.
It is true that most massive stars have companions, but only a small fraction of them are close enough
for major interactions [132]. Equally important, there is no evident need for eruption models of that
type. The HRD upper limit in Figure 1 applies to practically all stars above 50 M, not just those with
close companions. The LBV instability strip becomes much harder to explain if we suppose that it
depends on multi-parameter interacting binaries [1,13]. And, perhaps most important, the single-star
processes in Section 5 appear sufficiently promising until proven otherwise. In summary: Binary and
multiple-system phenomena certainly deserve attention, but they have not yet earned a well-defined
place in the giant eruption puzzle.
Binarity does play a role for our best-observed supernova impostor, η Car, but it probably did
not provide the basic instability mechanism. This object merits additional paragraphs here because so
much is known about it, especially regarding some potentially instructive abnormalities. For instance,
consider the hot secondary star’s high orbital eccentricity, ε ≈ 0.85, with a periastron distance only
about 3× or 4× larger than the primary star’s radius [64]. Tidal effects are significant during about 3%
of the 5.5-year orbital period, and may have triggered the Great Eruption as noted in Section 3.3. But
this is not a straightforward idea! When we take the Eddington factor Γ into account, the companion
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star’s maximum tidal effect is of the order of 10% as strong as effective gravity at the star’s surface [58].
The iron opacity peak region is less perturbed because it has a smaller radius, and the core region is
practically unaffected. Hence the periastron tidal-trigger conjecture requires an instability that began
fairly near the surface—the geyser concept again. Moreover, the eruption did not begin suddenly;
instead the star’s brightness began to rise and fluctuate years earlier [63,133]. Later the mass outflow
persisted long after tidal forces became negligible. Since the tidal maximum at periastron had a
duration comparable to the star’s dynamical timescale, it was neither an adiabatic nor an impulsive
perturbation. Nonetheless the trigger concept has undeniable appeal. One can easily imagine a star
expanding due to evolution, until it encountered a radius limit enforced by its companion. This differs
from a familiar Roche lobe story in two respects: it was close to the Eddington Limit, and the tidal
force made itself felt only for a few weeks near each periastron.
Two other points should be noted about η Car’s periastron passages. First, after a sufficiently long
time, tidal friction should cause the star’s outer layers to rotate synchronously with the orbital rate at
periastron, like the planet Mercury. The surface rotation period would then be roughly 90 days. In fact
the X-rays show a quasi-period of that length [134]. Second, why is the orbit so eccentric? Its period
would be only about 130 days if it were circular with r = the present-day periastron distance. If the
orbit was circular a few thousand years ago, then the simplest explanation for large ε has two or three
parts: (1) Most of the eruptive mass loss must have occurred near periastron, in order to eccentrify
the orbit. (2) Several giant eruptions like 1830–1860 were necessary in order to attain ε ≈ 0.85. (3)
However, since that value is very high, some additional factor was probably needed—e.g., asymmetric
mass flows. See [58] and references therein.
Another of η Car’s oddities concerns its equatorial skirt of ejecta. It is manifestly not a rotating
disk, but instead appears to consist of radial spikes of ejecta [57,135]. Velocities and proper motions
indicate that they formed at about the same time as the Homunculus lobes.
Various authors have speculated that η Car’s giant eruption was a merger event, entailing a
former third star [136–140]. Their scenarios employ at least 8 adjustable parameters, plus qualitative
assumptions that are not emphasized, in order to account for 5 or fewer observed quantities. There
is no evident need to postulate a third object; the primary star appears well suited to the single-star
ideas listed in Section 5 above. (For instance, it is near the Eddington Limit without any reference
to companion objects, and probably has a substantial iron opacity peak region.) The most detailed
merger model [139] predicted too low a helium abundance, its stated quiescent brightness was far
too low, and it was vague about the ejecta morphology. Exotic models can be interesting, but there is
no reason to guess that they are necessary for this object. The single-star processes, modified by the
known companion star, intuitively seem very promising for η Car and have not yet been analyzed in
sufficient detail.
High-velocity material associated with η Car has been interpreted as evidence for either a blast wave
or an merger event [77,140]. Some outlying ejecta have Doppler velocities of 1000–3000 km s−1 [26], and
light-echo spectra of the Great Eruption may show velocities as fast as 10,000 km s−1 [77]. However,
other interpretations appear more likely according to the “maximum simplicity” criterion. Judging
from Hα images of the outer ejecta, the high-speed mass and kinetic energy are probably less than
10−5 M and 1044 ergs, and possibly much less. These amounts are substantially smaller than the mass
and thermal energy of the star’s opacity peak region, for instance. If an eruptive instability begins
suddenly, a small amount of leading material may be ejected to very high speeds, analogous to the
acceleration of a SN blast wave as it moves through a negative density gradient. Indeed an acceleration
feature like that can be seen in Figure 2 of [34]. The standard super-Eddington flow becomes established
after the initial transient burst. This explanation may be wrong, but it as well-developed as the
exotic interpretations, and more credible because it fits the other characteristics of η Car’s ejecta [57].
Moreover, the very-high-velocity line wings in the light echo spectra are so faint that they may be
either instrumental artifacts or features caused by Thomson scattering in dense locales of the outflow.
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As emphasized in Section 4 above, the brightness and spectrum of a radiation-driven eruption
do not tell us much about the star and its structure. However, the post-eruption behavior may give
some useful information. At any given time during the event, the entire configuration is close to
dynamical equilbrium (including flow processes) but far from thermal and rotational equilibrium.
This remains true after the event subsides, leaving a star with a peculiar thermal structure. It should
then recover—i.e., find a new equilibrium state—in a few thermal timescales. This process has been
observed in η Car, and the record is interesting in two respects: it has taken longer than the expected
50 years, and it has been quite unsteady [58]. Major changes occurred at 50-year intervals [58,63], and
the spectrum has evolved more rapidly during the past 20 years [141,142]. This temporal structure
surely depends on the star’s thermal and rotational structure. A preliminary assessment of the recovery
problem was reported in [143], but multiple 3-D simulations are needed.
As mentioned near the end of Section 5.2, stellar activity and turbulent MHD may occur in the
outer layers of LBV’s and/or related stars. This would not be terribly surprising, since one can write
the Schwarzschild criterion in a form that looks much like the Eddington Limit. The point is that
MHD waves, or similar processes, may assist the outward acceleration forces, and might even produce
violent instabilities.
Finally, a point in Section 4.4 merits repetition because it affects this entire topic: a radiation-driven
outflow is difficult to calculate. If one writes 1-D analytic equations for radiative transfer and acceleration,
they give nonsensical results because a real outflow automatically becomes inhomogeneous. Acceleration
and radiation leakage depend on the sizes, spacing, and even the shapes of the granules. These effects
are too intricate to calculate ab initio for every model or sub-model. Therefore it might be valuable, and
certainly would be interesting, to have some sort of general prescription based on many specialized 3-D
simulations. As a first step, those simulations could include only Thomson scattering. What factors
determine the characteristic size scales and time scales and density distributions? Cf. [83,84,117].
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Abstract: Wolf–Rayet stars (WRs) represent the end of a massive star’s life as it is about to turn into
a supernova. Obtaining complete samples of such stars across a large range of metallicities poses
observational challenges, but presents us with an exacting way to test current stellar evolutionary
theories. A technique we have developed and refined involves interference filter imaging combined
with image subtraction and crowded-field photometry. This helps us address one of the most
controversial topics in current massive star research: the relative importance of binarity in the
evolution of massive stars and formation of WRs. Here, we discuss the current state of the field,
including how the observed WR populations match with the predictions of both single and binary star
evolutionary models. We end with what we believe are the most important next steps in WR research.
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1. Wolf–Rayet Star Primer
Wolf–Rayet (WR) stars are hot, luminous stars whose spectra are dominated by strong emission
lines, either of helium and nitrogen (WN-type) or helium, carbon, and oxygen (WC and WO type). It is
generally accepted that these are the He-burning bare stellar cores of evolved massive stars [1]. Mass
loss (whether from binary interactions or stellar winds) first strips away the outer layers of a massive
star to reveal the products of CNO hydrogen-burning, nitrogen and helium, creating a nitrogen-rich
WR (WN-type). If enough subsequent mass loss occurs, these layers are then stripped away, revealing
the triple-α helium-burning products, carbon and oxygen, creating a WC star. Further evolution and
mass loss may result in a rare-type oxygen-rich WR (WO-type).
The mass loss that shapes the evolution of these stars can occur through two main channels:
binary and single-star evolution. The relative importance of each method is still one of the most
important questions facing massive star evolution today. In a binary system, the more massive star will
expand first and be stripped by the companion star, revealing the bare stellar core of a WR. In single
star evolution, the star will follow the Conti scenario [2,3]. In the Conti Scenario, stars with initial
masses greater than ∼30M will form on the main-sequence as massive O-type stars. As they evolve,
the stellar winds will continue to strip more and more material from their surfaces until they first
turn into WNs, and then (depending on the strength of the stellar winds), WCs and possibly WOs.
Stars with initial masses greater than 85M will also briefly pass through the turbulent Luminous Blue
Variable (LBV) phase, shedding material that way.
Single-star evolution is highly dependent on the strength of the stellar-wind mass-loss rates,
which are in turn dependent on the metallicity of the birth environment. Since this mass-loss is driven
by radiation pressure on highly ionized metal atoms, a massive star born in a higher metallicity
environment will have a higher mass-loss rate, and thus the mass limit for becoming a WR would
be lower in a higher metallicity environment. If stellar winds dominate the mass-loss mechanism (as
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opposed to binary evolution), it follows that WC stars will be more common relative to WN stars
in high metallicity galaxies while low metallicity galaxies will have few or even no WCs. It also
follows that, assuming only single-star evolution, WOs will be rare in all except the highest-metallicity
galaxies. Thus, the presence of WOs in a low-metallicity environments (as we discuss later) suggests
that binary-evolution plays an important role in the creation and evolution of WRs in at least some
cases [4,5], or, as J. J. Eldridge and collaborators have put it [5], “Single-star stellar winds are not strong
enough to create every WR star we see in the sky.”
Determining the relative number of WC-type and WN-type WRs (the WC to WN ratio) allows
us to test stellar evolutionary models by comparing what we see observationally to what the models
predict as they scale with the metallicity of the environment. Reliable evolutionary tracks affect not only
the studies of massive stars, but the usefulness of population synthesis codes such as STARBURST99 [6],
used to interpret the spectra of distant galaxies. For example, the inferred properties of the host galaxies
of gamma-ray bursts depend upon exactly which set of stellar evolutionary models are included [7].
It is also important for improving our knowledge of the impact of massive stars on nucleosynthesis
and hence the chemical enrichment of galaxies [8]. Thus, determining an accurate ratio of WC to WN
stars in a galaxy turns out to have its uses far beyond the massive star community [9]. Additional
diagnostics include the relative number of red supergiants (RSGs) to WRs, and the relative number of
O-type stars to WRs.
The galaxies of the Local Group provide an excellent test-bed for such comparisons between the
observations and models because they allow us to determine a complete population of different types
of stars. In all except the most crowded of regions (such as 30 Doradus in the Large Magellanic
Cloud), stars can be individually resolved by ground-based telescopes and instruments. Such
photometric studies have been done previously (such as the Local Group Galaxy Survey [LGGS] [10]),
but photometry alone can’t be used to detect Wolf–Rayet stars. Thus, as we will discuss in this
article, other methods such as interference filter imaging and image subtraction must be employed.
The WR-containing galaxies of the Local Group span a range in metallicity from 0.25× solar in the Small
Magellanic Cloud (SMC) [11] to 1.7× solar in M31 [12]. This allows us to compare the observations
against the model predictions across a large range of metallicities, which is important given the strong
dependence on stellar evolution to mass-loss rate. Thus, here we focus our discussions on WRs in the
galaxies of the Local Group.
In this review paper, we will first discuss how WRs were found in the past as well as current
methods. We’ll review the current WR content of the Local Group Galaxies and Beyond while
discussing a few important and surprising findings made along the way. Next, we’ll discuss the
important issue of binarity and how it influences the evolution of WRs. Finally, we’ll describe how to
obtain the physical parameters of such stars using spectral modeling programs before ending with a
discussion of how the evolutionary models compare to our observed number of WRs.
2. Surveys for Wolf–Rayet Stars
2.1. The Milky Way
The first survey for Wolf–Rayet stars (inadvertently) began in 1867 when Charles Wolf and
Georges Rayet were examining spectra of stars in Cygnus using a visual spectrometer on the 40-cm
Foucault telescope at the Paris Observatory. They came across three very unusual stars. While the
spectra of most stars are dominated by absorption lines, these stars had mysterious strong, broad
emission lines. (These stars were later designated and classified as HD 191765, WN5; HD 192103, WC8;
and HD 192641, WC7.)
The correct identification of the spectral features was lacking for nearly 60 years after their
discovery: it was Carlyle Beals, a Canadian astronomer, who correctly identified the lines as due to
ionized helium, nitrogen, and carbon [13]. The width of these lines were understood as being due to
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Doppler broadening of thousands of km s−1, a result of the outflow rates of the strong stellar winds in
the formation region of these lines [14–16]. Example spectra are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The spectra of two of the first discovered WR stars. Left: HD 191765 is a WN star, with
unusually broad and strong lines. Its classification is a “WN5” subtype. Right: HD 192103 is a WC star,
with a “WC8” subtype.
WN-type Wolf–Rayet stars are further classified primarily by the relative strengths of N III
λ4634,42, N IV λ4058, and N V λ4603,19, while the classification of WC-type WRs is based upon
the relative strengths of O V λ5592, C III λ5696, and C IV λ5806,12. The system was first proposed
by Lindsey Smith [17], although some extension to earlier and later types of WNs have been
made by others [18,19]; a classification scheme for WO stars was developed by Paul Crowther and
collaborators [20]. As with normal stars, a lower number is indicative of higher excitation, i.e., WN2
(hotter) vs. WN9 (cooler), WC4 (hotter) vs. WC9 (cooler), WO1 (hotter) vs. WO4 (cooler).
The late-type WNs are morphologically similar to O-type supergiants, known as “Of-type” type
stars, in that the latter show N III λ4634,42 and He II λ4686 emission, also the result of stellar winds.
The late-type WNs are more extreme, however, with stronger lines. In general, WNs (and WRs in
general) do not show absorption lines; rather, all of the lines are formed in the stellar winds. There
are, however, exceptions, such as HD 92740, a singled-lined WR binary in which the emission and
absorption move together in phase [21]. It was the similarity between Of-type and WNs that led in
part to the Conti scenario [2].
As summarized in [22], a total of 52 similar stars were discovered by Copeland, Fleming, Pickering,
and Respighi in the 25 years that followed Wolf and Rayet’s discovery. These findings, and early visual
work by Vogel in 1885, and photographic studies of their spectra by Pickering in 1890, are discussed
in the contemporary review by Julius Scheiner and Edwin Frost in their 1894 publication A Treatise
on Astronomical Spectroscopy [23]. William Campbell (who served as director of Lick Observatory
1901–1930) published the first catalog of these 55 Galactic WRs in 1894 [24]. Additional WRs
were discovered as by Williamina Fleming, Annie J. Cannon and coworkers as part of the Henry
Draper catalog project, and accidental discoveries continued to be made over the years. The first
modern catalog of Galactic Wolf–Rayet stars compiled by Karel van der Hucht and collaborators in
1981 [18]. Titled “The VIth Catalog” (Campbell’s was considered the first), the work included extensive
bibliographies and references to earlier studies. This catalog contained 168 WRs. The next edition,
in 2001 [19], listed 227 spectroscopically confirmed Galactic WRs, with an “annex” in 2006 [25] bringing
the number known to 298. The most-up-to-date catalog of Milky Way WRs is maintained online by
Paul Crowther1, which contained 661 entries as of of this writing, June 2019.
1 http://www.pacrowther.staff.shef.ac.uk/WRcat/
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Systematic searches for WRs in the Milky Way are stymied by the vast angular extent that needs
to be examined (the entire sky!), and variable and sometimes high reddening. The Henry Draper
catalog is probably complete down to an apparent magnitude of 10th or 11th, except in regions of
crowding. Spectroscopic surveys of young clusters or OB associations reveal additional WR finds
yearly; possibly the most extreme example is that of Westerlund 1 and various open clusters near the
Galactic Center; see [25] and references therein. However, the large increase in the number of WR
stars known in the Galaxy in the past 15 years has has come about primarily from the use near- and
mid-IR colors to identify WR candidates [26–30], a method first pioneered by Schuyler van Dyk and
Pat Morris, plus the use of narrow-band IR imaging in the K-band [31,32], pioneered by Mike Shara.
Optical or near-IR spectroscopy is then used to confirm the color-selected candidates.
With the advent of Gaia, it is now possible for the first time to actually derive distances to many
of these Wolf–Rayet stars. However, difficulties of constructing meaningful volume-limited samples
remain for Galactic studies. As discussed later, WN-type WRs are harder to find than WC-type due
to their weaker lines; at the same time, WC stars may be dustier (and thus fainter) than WN stars in
the same location. They also cover a limited range in metallicity compared to what can be achieved
by using the non-MW members of the Local Group. Finally, observations of Galactic WRs may be
more difficult due to reddening than those in much further, but less reddened, regions. Thus, Galactic
studies still have limited value for testing models of stellar evolution theory. Thus, for the rest of this
review, we will focus on the WR content of galaxies outside our own.
2.2. Early Searches for Extra-Galactic WRs
2.2.1. Large Magellanic Cloud
As part of the Harvard spectral surveys, Anne J. Cannon and Cecilia Payne (later
Payne–Gaposchkin) identified 50 Wolf–Rayet stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) according
to Bengt Westerlund and Alexander Rodgers (1959) [33] quoting an early review article on the stellar
content of the LMC by Gerard de Vaucouleurs and collaborators [34]. Westerlund and Rodgers carried
out their own search of the LMC, the first systematic search for WR stars in another galaxy, using
slitless (objective prism) spectroscopy to identify 50 WRs, 36 of which were in common with the
Harvard studies [33]. They note that nine Harvard O-type stars in the 30 Doradus region had been
recently reclassified as WN by Michael Feast and coworkers [35] in the previous year. Two decades
later, Marc Azzopardi and Jacques Breysacher (1979) completed an even more powerful objective
prism survey using an interference filter to further reduce the effects of crowding [36]. This increased
the number of known WRs in the the LMC to 100. Accurate spectral types of these 100 LMC WRs were
subsequently published by Breysacher in 1981 [37]. In that paper, Breysacher estimated that the LMC
likely contained a total of 144 ± 20 LMC WRs, with 44 left to be discovered. He further speculated that
the majority of these undiscovered WRs would be found deep within the cores of dense H II regions
where slitless spectroscopy often fails. (Indeed, the “final census” catalogue of LMC WRs, discussed
below, lists 154 separate WRs [38], well within Breysacher’s estimate of 144 ± 20.) These early studies
culminated in Breysacher’s et al.’s “Fourth Catalog” of LMC WRs [39] (hereafter BAT99), which listed
134 LMC WRs.
The R136 cluster merits separate attention, as investigations of its stellar content led to the
recognition that not all luminous stars with WR-like spectra are evolved objects. R136 is of course the
central object at the heart of the 30 Doradus nebula in the LMC. Once thought to house a supermassive
star, early Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images showed it was even more interesting, the core of a super
star cluster, with over 3500 stars (120 of which are blue and more luminous than MV ∼ −4) most of
which lie within 8“ (2pc) of the semistellar R136 cluster [40]. Using ground-based spectroscopy in
1985, Jorge Melnick had identified 12 WR stars in or near the central cluster [41]. When Deidre Hunter
and collaborators analyzed the first HST images of the cluster in 1995, this created a conundrum: the
isochrones indicated that the lower mass stars had ages of only 1–2 Myr, but the presence of WR
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stars implied ages for the massive stars of 3–4 Myr [40]. Why had the formation of high mass stars,
with their strong stellar winds, not stopped star formation in the cluster? Melnick had also found
early-type O stars in the cluster, possibly as early as O3, although the presence of strong nebulosity
made this classification uncertain, and this also seemed to conflict with the ages of the WR stars, as
the O3 phase lasts for only a million years. Massey and Hunter obtained HST spectroscopy of 65
of the hottest, bluest stars in the cluster, and discovered two amazing facts: (1) the vast majority of
these stars were of O3, and that (2) the WR stars were not common, garden-variety WNs [42]. Rather,
they were 10× more luminous in the V-band than normal WRs, and their spectra were still rich in
hydrogen. Massey and Hunter argued that a similar situation existed in the Galactic giant H II region
NGC 3603, where both O3 stars and WRs were known [43]; they examined the archival spectra and
concluded that those WR stars were like the H-rich super-bright WR in R136. The obvious conclusion
was that these were young (1–2 Myr) objects still burning hydrogen whose high luminosities simply
resulted in WR-like emission features, in essence, Of-type stars on steroids [42]. This interpretation
built on the important result the previous year by Alex de Koter and collaborators who found that one
of the over-luminous, hydrogen-rich WR stars in the core of the R136 cluster had a normal hydrogen
abundance, and who had originally suggested that this and similar were still in the hydrogen-burning
phase [44].
2.2.2. The Small Magellanic Cloud
The identification of WRs in the SMC followed a similar pattern, but, thanks to its smaller
angular size compared to the LMC, a complete census became possible earlier than for the galaxies
discussed above. As summarized in an earlier review [45], four WRs had been found by general
spectroscopic studies [46] when Azzopardi and Breysacher used the same technique of objective prism
and interference filter photography to find four additional WRs, bringing the total up to eight [47].
A ninth WR was found by spectroscopy from objective prism photography [48]. In 2001, Massey and
summer student Alaine Duffy carried out the first CCD survey for WRs in the SMC [49]. They used an
on-band, off-band interference filter imaging campaign with the wide-field CCD camera on the CTIO
Curtis Schmidt to cover most of the SMC. Photometry of 1.6 million stellar images helped identify a
number of candidates, including all of the known SMC WRs, at high significance levels. Two new
WNs were then confirmed by follow-up spectroscopy, bringing the total to 11. The survey also found a
number of Of-type stars, demonstrating that the survey was sensitive to even the weakest-lined WNs.
However, shortly after this, a 12th WR star was discovered in the SMC [50]. This star had been too
crowded to have been found in the Massey and Duffy survey. Of these 12 WRs, 11 are of WN-type
and only 1 is of WC-type. (Actually, the strength of O VI lines qualifies this as a WO-type star [20].)
This low WC/WN ratio is consistent with our expectations based upon the SMC’s low metallicity.
Quantitative studies of the strength of He II λ4686 emission in SMC WN stars by Peter Conti and
collaborators [51] showed that the line was weaker than in WNs of similar types in the Milky Way
or LMC, also consistent with the expectation that stellar winds would be weaker in lower-metallicity
environments.
2.2.3. Beyond the Magellanic Clouds
The first WR stars to be discovered beyond the Magellanic Clouds were in the nearby spiral galaxy
M33. In 1972, James Wray and George Corso pioneered the interference-filter method of searching
for WRs by comparing images of M33 taken through an interference filter centered on the C III λ4650
and He II λ4686 emission complex with that of a continuum image [52]. WR candidates would stand
out by being brighter in the on-band compared to non-WR stars in the field. Their paper contained
spectroscopic confirmation of two of their 25 candidates (thanks to Roger Lynds); both stars were of
WC-type, although Lindsey Smith is quoted as saying that the spectra were “not quite like any I have
seen from either the Galaxy or the Magellanic Clouds.” (This was probably more due to the poor quality
of these early spectroscopic efforts on these faint objects, which pushed the limits of photographic
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spectroscopy at that time.) Spectroscopy of three other candidates followed five years later by Alex
Boksenberg, Allan Willis, and Leonard Searle using one of the first digital photon-counting systems [53].
A search using photographic “grism” imaging on the Kitt Peak 4-meter (a technique similar to objective
prism survey but using a grating prism and a much larger telescope) carried out by Bohannan, Conti,
and Massey revealed a host of H II regions in M33, but only five more WRs [54]. Spectroscopy of
the stars in M33’s H II regions by Conti and Massey in 1981 was more effective, identifying 14 more
WRs [55]; some were in common with the nearly contemporaneous study of the stellar content of NGC
604, the largest H II region in M33, by Mike Rosa and Sandro D’Odorico [56,57]. The properties of some
of these stars were highly unusual, with higher luminosities and more hydrogen than normal WR stars,
similar to what would be eventually noted in the R136 cluster as mentioned above. A photographic
search with the 3.6-meter Canada–France–Hawaii telescope with followup spectroscopy on the Kitt
Peak 4-meter provided the first galaxy-wide survey, including 41 newly found WRs [58]. This 1983
Massey and Conti catalog included all previous known WRs, for a total of 79 WRs, and revealed a trend
in the relative number of WCs to WNs as a function of galactocentric distance within M33. Quantitative
analysis of the lines (measurements of line strengths and widths) and absolute magnitudes showed
no gross differences between the M33 WRs and those of the Milky Way or Magellanic Clouds [58,59],
refuting the Smith’s first impression from the Lynds’ earlier spectroscopy.
The first use of CCDs to survey for WRs was carried out by Taft Armandroff and Massey in
1985 using the newly implemented prime-focus CCD camera on the Cerro Tololo Blanco 4-meter
telescope [60]. They had refined the interference-filter method to include a three-filter system, with
one centered on C III λ4650, another on He II λ4686, and a third on neighboring continuum, and used
these with a CCD to search for WRs in the dwarf galaxies IC 1613 and NGC 6822, as well as two M33
test fields. One WR star had been previously identified in IC 1613, a WC star (now considered a WO)
discovered in an H II region by D’Odorico and Rosa in 1982 [61], and subsequently studied by Kris
Davidson and Tom Kinman [62]. Similarly a WN-type WR had previously been found in NGC 6822
by Westerlund and coworkers using an objective prism [63]. These early CCDs were incredibly tiny
compared to what are in use today, and multiple fields were needed to cover even these relatively
small galaxies. These CCDs were also incredibly noisy (with read-noise of 100 e- compared to typically
3 e- today). Armandroff and Massey found 12 “statistically significant” WR candidates in NGC 6822
and 8 in IC 1613. However, only four of the NGC 6822 WR candidates proved to be real (including the
one that was previously known), and the only IC 1613 WR candidate that checked out was the one
already known [64].
A search for WR stars in the dwarf galaxy IC 10 proved the most surprising of any of these early
studies. Despite its small size, 16 WR candidates were initially found by Massey, Armandroff, and
Conti [65], 15 of which were quickly confirmed [66], causing the authors to recognize this as the nearest
starburst galaxy. Despite the galaxy’s low metallicity, the relative proportion of WC stars was very
large. Was this suggestive of a top-heavy initial mass function as has been historically suggested
for other starbursts [67], or is indicative that an even larger number of WRs (predominantly WN)
remained to be discovered, as suggested by [68]? This issue is still not settled. The current count is 29
spectroscopically confirmed WRs [69], with additional candidates still under investigation.
The situation for M31 was probably the worst. Interference photography by Tony Moffat and Mike
Shara identified a few of the strongest-lined WRs [70,71]; CCD imaging through interference filters by
Massey and collaborators went much deeper but covered only a small portion of the galaxy [64,72].
These early studies culminated in the 1998 paper by Massey and Olivia Johnson [73], who
identified additional M33 WR stars found using a larger format (and less noisy) CCD, and provided a
catalog of all of the known extragalactic WR stars beyond the Magellanic Clouds. For the purposes of
this review, we will consider that the end of the “early era” of WR searches. Although completeness
indeed would prove to be a problem, the following facts had emerged:
• The WC/WN ratio appeared to be strongly correlated with metallicity, with the exception of the
starburst galaxy IC 10.
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• Late-type WC stars (WC7-9) were found only in regions of high metallicity, while WCs in
low-metallicity regions were invariably of early type (WC4s).
• The spectral properties of a given WR type were generally similar regardless of the environment,
although weaker emission is found in the WNs of lower metallicity, indicative of smaller mass-loss
rates.
• Giant H II regions (NGC 604, 30 Dor, NGC 3603) contained very luminous stars whose spectra
showed WR-like features, but which were hydrogen-rich. These stars were basically “super
Of-type stars,” stars that are so massive and luminous that their atmospheres are extended
creating WR-like features but which are likely still hydrogen-burning objects.
2.3. Motivation for New Studies
As of the early 2000s, our knowledge of the LMC’s WR population was thought to be relatively
complete thanks to the work of Breysacher’s BAT99 catalog [39]. However, other galaxies of the Local
Group, namely M31 and M33, still lacked galaxy-wide surveys. Figure 2 shows the observed WC/WN
ratio compared to the 2005 Geneva Evolutionary Group’s model predictions [1]. (These were the first
complete set of models at different metallicities which included the important effect of rotation.) Notice
first that the observed relative number of WCs to WNs increases with metallicity. This is exactly what
we would expect given single-star evolution because higher metallicity environments will allow more
WCs to form. This increase in ratio vs. metallicity is additionally what the models predict. However, a
comparison between the models and the observations show that the relative number of predicted WRs
is not consistent between the two. Additionally, the models do a particularly poor job of predicting the
WC to WN ratio at higher metallicities, such as in M31 and M33.
Figure 2. The state of our knowledge of the WC/WN ratio vs metallicity in the mid 2000s. The points
are from the 1998 Massey and Johnson summary [73]. The solid curve shows the predictions based
upon the 2005 Geneva evolutionary models that included rotation for the first time [1]. Note that, while
both show an increase in the WC/WN ratio with metallicity, there is a large discrepancy between the
observed results and model predictions at higher metallicity values. Recall that NGC 6822 contains
only four WRs (all of WN-type) and the SMC only 12 WRs (one of which is a WC/WO), thus deviations
from the models for these two galaxies are not significant.
Clearly, a problem existed, but was it a failing of the models or observations (or both)? Given
the complexities of modeling the physics at the end of a massive star’s life, it made sense that there
could be some deficiencies in the models. However, there were a few reasons that suggested that the
observations were actually at fault. For one, as discussed above, there was still no galaxy-wide targeted
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survey of WRs in the LMC, M31 or M33; only the SMC had been well covered by the Massey and Duffy
survey. The vast majority of WRs that had been discovered within those galaxies had been discovered
either by accident or as part of a survey of a limited portion of the galaxy. Additionally, crowding of
tight OB associations (where we expect to find the vast majority of WRs) makes finding even bright,
strong-lined WRs difficult. Thus, telescopes with more resolving power could help disentangle the
tightly-packed regions. Finally, and perhaps more importantly, there is a strong observational bias
towards detecting WC-type stars over WNs.
The basis for this observational bias is shown in Figure 3. The strongest emission feature in WCs
is nearly 4× stronger than the strongest line in WNs, making WNs much more difficult to detect than
WCs of similar brightness [74]. (More accurately, this is an issue of line fluxes; see treatments in [73]
and [38].) Thus, while a galaxy (or catalog such as BAT99) might be complete for WC-type stars, there
might be a number of missing WNs since their emission lines are so much weaker. The exclusion of
these stars would bias the WC to WN ratio to higher values, much like we see when we compare the
relative number of WRs observed to that predicted by the Geneva Evolutionary models. Indeed, this
was particularly a problem for M31. The ratio of 2.2 shown in Figure 2 is the galaxy-wide average for
M31, including the older photographic work; if, instead, one used only the eight CCD fields, this value
would drop to 0.9 [73], giving strong credence to selection effects being responsible for the problem.
Figure 3. Line strengths of galactic and LMC WRs. The red histogram shows the line strengths
(measured as the log of the equivalent width) for a WN’s strongest emission line, HII λ4686. The blue
histogram shows the same for the WC’s strongest emission line, CIII/IV λ4650. The WC’s strongest
line is up to 4× stronger than the WN’s strongest line making WC stars much easier to detect.
The lack of a galaxy-wide survey for M31 or M33 as well as the possibility of crowding and a
strong observational bias against WN stars led us to conduct our own survey for WRs in M31 and M33.
3. New Era of Discoveries
As discussed above, as of 2005, the observed WC/WN ratio was quite poorly aligned with the
theoretical predictions at higher metallicities. Thus, M31 and M33 were two ideal regions to study.
M31 has the highest metallicity of the Local Group galaxies at log(O/H) + 12 = 8.9 [12,75]. M33 has a
strong metallicity gradient going from log(O/H) + 12 = 8.3 in the outer regions up to log(O/H)+12 =
8.7 in the inner regions [76]. Thus, these two galaxies presented the perfect opportunity to re-examine
the differences between theory and observations.
In 1985, Massey and Armandroff had pioneered the use of interference filter imaging with CCDs
to identify WR candidates [60]. However, the small size of the CCDs available at that time limited
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the area that could be covered and the large read-noise limited the sensitivity. An equally large
problem, however, was the use of photometry to identify candidates. This method was far superior to
“blinking by eye,” as had been used in the photographic studies by [52,70,71], and allowed “statistically
significant” candidates to be identified. However, the fraction of false positives was overwhelming,
simply given the large number of stars involved.
In the mid-2000s, large format CCD Mosaic cameras came along, such as those implemented on
the Kitt Peak and Cerro Tololo 4-meter telescopes. CCDs now have read-noises of 3 e- rather than 100 e-,
and these mosaic cameras made it practical to cover all of M31 and M33 in a finite number of fields.
Equally importantly, supernova and transient searches had required the development of the powerful
technique of image subtraction, where the the PSFs were matched between two images, and one image
subtracted from another to identify images. We took advantage of both of these improvements in
conducting our own searches.
3.1. Identification of Candidate WRs
Searching for candidate WRs was done using the same method in both galaxies as is detailed
in [77,78]. Overall, the method combines photometric observations using an interference filter system
with image subtraction and photometry for candidate detection.
Thanks to the WR’s strong emission lines, they’re relatively simple to detect using the
appropriately designed interference filters. Taft Armandroff and Massey used spectrophotometry for
WR and non-WR to design a three-filter system that was optimized identifying WRs in the optical [60].
All three filters have ∼50 Å wide bandpasses, with one centered on the strongest optical line in a
WC’s spectrum, CIII/IV λ4650 (“WC” filter), another centered on the strongest optical line in a WC’s
spectrum, HeII λ4686 (“WN” filter) and a third on the neighboring continuum at λ4750 (“CT” filter).
(Placement of the continuum filter to the red of the emissionline filters is crucial; otherwise, red stars
show up as candidates.) The bandpasses are shown placed atop the spectrum of both an LMC WC- and
WN-type WR in Figure 4. This filter set was used by [60] to search for WRs in the Local Group galaxy
dwarfs NGC 6822 and IC 1613, as well as two small test regions of M33. Such work was then extended
to selected regions of M33 [73] and M31 [72], and for the galaxy-wide survey of the SMC [49] discussed
above. With these interference filter images in hand, there are two main methods of determining stars
that are brighter in the on-band filters (WC and WN) vs. in the continuum (CT). The first is using
image subtraction and the second is using photometry.
Figure 4. Filter bandpasses of WN, WC and CT filters. The WN and WC filters are centered on the
strongest lines of the WC and WN-type WRs while the CT is centered on the neighboring continuum;
this figure was adapted from [79].
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As mentioned above, image subtraction has been used with great success to detect small brightness
changes between on and off band photometry by the supernovae community [80]. Simply subtracting
the CT from the WC filter should yield candidate WCs while subtracting the CT from the WN filter
should yield candidate WNs. However, seeing variability and small changes in pixel scales across
the images turn this simple idea into a complex problem and thus cross-convolution methods and
point-spread fitting techniques must be used. Example programs include the Astronomical Image
Subtraction by Cross-Convolution program [81] and High Order Transform of PSF and Template
Subtraction (HOTPANTS) [82]. An example resulting image is shown in Figure 5 where the background
stars have been subtracted out and the candidate WRs are left behind.
CT WN Result
Figure 5. WR-detection through image subtraction. Three known WRs are outlined in red dashed
circles. After subtracting the continuum filter from the WN filter, the resulting image shows three WRs
as black stars. This method was used to search for candidate WRs; this figure is from [78].
As discussed above, most WRs are formed in dense OB associations (in fact, Neugent and Massey
found that 80% of the WRs in M33 were found in OB associations [78] with only 2% being truly isolated).
This dictates the need for crowded field photometry to determine the magnitude differences between
the WC-CT and WN-CT filters. Armandroff and Massey had adopted Peter Stetson’s DAOPHOT
crowded field photometry software [83], with subsequent modifications and porting to IRAF [84].
Careful matching in crowded regions must be performed by eye. Photometry is obtained for all the
stars on each on-band exposure (WC, WN), and then matched with the photometry for the same stars
on the CT exposure. A zero-point adjustment is then made so that the average difference was zero, and
then stars that were more than 3σ brighter on either the WC or WN filter exposure when compared to
the continuum exposure can be identified.
3.2. M33
Neugent et al. completed the first galaxy-wide survey for WRs using a combination of the image
subtraction and photometric method as discussed above [78]. Overall, they discovered 54 new WRs
bringing the total number of confirmed WRs in M33 up to 206, a number they believe is complete to
∼5%. A majority of these new discoveries were WNs suggesting that the previous WC/WN ratio
had been biased towards the easier to find WCs. The locations of the known WRs across the disk
of the galaxy are shown in Figure 6. Notice that the galaxy has been divided up into three regions
representing the strong metallicity gradient with the inner region having a higher metallicity than the
outer region.
As discussed in the Introduction, the formation of WRs is highly dependent on mass-loss rates,
which is, in turn, dependent on the metallicity of the environment. In higher metallicity environments,
the mass-loss rates will be higher leading to the creation of more WCs. Thus, we expect the WC/WN
ratio to be higher in regions of high metallicity, such as in the center of M33. Indeed, this is what we
find. While the full comparison of WC/WN ratios vs. metallicity will be discussed later, Table 1 shows
the WC/WN ratio vs. metallicity for the inner, middle, and outer regions of M33. (The cut-offs for
these regions are a little different than had been used in the earlier study by [73] shown in Figure 2).
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Figure 6. Location of known WC and WN stars in M33. WN stars are represented as blue ×s while
WC stars are represented as red +s. The green ovals represent distances of ρ = 0.25 (1.9 kpc) and ρ = 0.50
(3.8 kpc) within the plane of M33. The metallicity gradient extends outward with higher metallicity in
the middle and lower in the outer regions; this figure is from [78].
Table 1. WC/WN ratio vs. metallicity for the inner, middle, and outer regions of M33.
Region ρ̄ log(O/H) + 12 # WCs # WNs WC/WN
ρ < 0.25 0.16 8.72 26 45 0.58 ± 0.09
0.25 ≥ ρ < 0.50 0.38 8.41 15 54 0.28 ± 0.07
ρ ≥ 0.50 0.69 8.29 12 54 0.22 ± 0.06
The metallicity gradient of M33 also allows us to probe the relative number of early and late type
WCs vs. metallicity. Smith first discovered that nearly all of the late-type WCs are found in higher
metallicity environments than the early-type WCs [85]. Additionally, late-type WCs have CIV λ5806
lines that both have smaller equivalent widths and smaller full width half max values than early-type
WCs. Thus, plotting these two values against each other vs. metallicity shows that the spectral type
becomes earlier as metallicity decreases. This is shown in Figure 7. This proves, independent of any
direct metallicity measurements, that the metallicity of M33 increases towards the center of the galaxy.
Figure 7. WC line strength vs. line width. The line strength of the CIV λ5806 line is plotted against
its line width with the spectral subtypes indicated (with “C” used if the subtype has not been well
established). Notice how the FWHM increases and subtype decreases as the metallicity decreases
(larger values of ρ); this figure is from [78].
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With this new data discussed in Neugent and Massey, the WC/WN ratio was determined for
three regions of medium to high metallicity [78] and the number of WRs was thought to be complete
to 5%.
3.3. M31
The next study was done in M31 by Neugent et al. [77] which has an even higher metallicity than
that of the inner region of M33. By using the same detection methods of interference filter imaging,
image subtraction and photometry, they discovered 107 new WRs (79 WNs and 28 WCs) bringing the
total number of WRs in M31 up to 154, a number they argue is good to within 5%. They additionally
found that 86% of the observed WRs were within known OB associations as determined by van den
Bergh [86]. The locations of the WRs are shown in Figure 8. Due to the addition of the new WNs,
the WC/WN ratio dropped from 2.2 down to 0.67. While this helped bring the observations closer to
that of the theoretical model predictions, the full story will be told in Section 7.
Figure 8. Locations of all known WR stars in M31. The blue ×s represent WN stars while the red +s
represent WC stars. The inner black ellipse is at 9 kpc (ρ = 0.43) within the plane of M31, and the outer
one is at 15 kpc (ρ = 0.71), which represents the location of the majority of OB forming associations
within M31; this figure is from [77].
Subsequent to the this study, Mike Shara and collaborators discovered an additional WR star in
M31, a WN/C star [87]. Such objects have WN-like spectra but strong C IV λ5806,12 line. The star is
located in strong nebulosity and is described as heavily reddened (although no specific values are
given), and the authors speculate based on this one object that there might be a large population
of unfound WRs lying on the “far side” M31’s disk, i.e., that only lightly reddened specimens have
been found so far. Is this reasonable? First, we note that the width of the “blue plume” (denote
OB stars) in the color magnitude diagram of M31 has a similar width to that of the LMC; compare
Figures 10 and 12 in [88]. If there were a huge population of highly reddened stars, we would expect
the blue plume to be high asymmetric, with a large tail extending to redder magnitudes. Secondly, we
can do a crude estimate of what we might expect. We note that the total extinction through the MW’s
disk is ∼0.4 mag in B [89]. If M31 is similar, then, at an inclination of 77◦ to the line of sight, we expect
the total extinction in B from one side to the other to be about 1.8 mag, or in V, about 1.4 mag. This is
only 0.6 mag greater than the 0.8 mag in AV found for OB stars in some of the handful of well-studied
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OB associations [72], and is unsurprising. Thus, although a handful of heavily reddened WRs may
certainly have been missed (consistent with the ten that Shara et al. estimate), it seems unlikely that
there is an opaque wall obscuring WRs on the far side of M31.
3.4. Magellanic Clouds
Thanks to previous surveys, such as the BAT99 catalog, the population of WRs in the MCs was
thought to be complete. However, over the years, a few unexpected discoveries were made. Perhaps
the most surprising of which was of a rare strong-lined WO discovered in the LMC in the rich OB
association of Lucke–Hodge 41 [90]. Since the BAT99 catalog, six new WRs were discovered before the
addition of this new WO suggesting that perhaps our knowledge of the WR content of the LMC was
still not complete. Thus, a new search for WRs in the MCs was launched [79,91,92]. A summary of the
results can be found in [38].
The overall process of this survey was similar to finding WRs in M31 and M33. The entire optical
disks of both the LMC and SMC were observed using the 1-m Swope telescope on Las Campanas, with
the three-filter interference system and then a combination of image subtraction and photometry was
used to detect candidate WRs before they were spectroscopically confirmed.
In the SMC, no new WRs were discovered. However, this isn’t too surprising given that there are
only 12 known WRs in the entire galaxy [49], and that the Massey and Duffy survey had covered the
entire galaxy. All of them are of WN type except one binary WO. Further characteristics, such as their
physical properties and binary status, are discussed later.
The LMC, however, held many surprises. Overall, the new study found 15 new WRs bringing
the total number of WRs in the LMC up to 152. Five of them were normal WNs that had been missed
due to crowded fields and faint emission lines. However, ten of them were unlike any WR we had
seen before.
The spectra of these stars contain absorption lines like that of a O3 star with emission lines like
that of a WN3, thus leading to a designation of WN3/O3s [93]. A spectrum of one such star showing
both the narrow absorption lines and broad emission lines is shown in Figure 9. While their spectra
initially suggests binarity, these stars are simply too faint to be WN3 + O3V binaries. The absolute
magnitude of an O3V by itself is MV ∼ −5.5 while the absolute magnitudes of these WN3/O3s are
around MV ∼ −2.5. Thus, they could not be in systems with even brighter O3Vs. For this, and
other reasons detailed in [93], these stars are single in nature. A further description of their physical
parameters and hypothesized place in massive star evolution is discussed in Section 6.
In Figure 10, we now show the effect that the recent work of ourselves and others have made in
our knowledge of the WC/WN ratio as a function of metallicity. Clearly, the biggest improvements
have come about for M31 and IC10. However, even for IC 10, the results are still very uncertain,
with [68] finding many additional candidates that have not yet been certified by spectroscopy, and [69]
finding a small number that have also not yet been observed. For the Milky Way (MW), we took the
current 661 in Paul Crowther’s online catalog, and selected only those with Gaia distances <3 kpc
using the (model-dependent) catalog of Bailer-Jones et al. [94]. This found 99 WRs. Despite the vast
improvement in the distances available since the estimate of the MW’s WC/WN by Massey and
Johnson [73], the value for the WC/WN ratio is essentially unchanged. Still, as emphasized earlier,
construction of a volume-limited sample for the MW is fraught with difficulties.
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Figure 9. Spectrum of LMC170-2, one of our newly discovered WN3/O3 type stars. The WN3
classification comes from the star’s N V emission (λλ 4603,19 and λ4945), but lack of N IV. The O3
classification comes from the strong HeII absorption lines but lack of HeI; this figure is from [93].
Figure 10. Updated comparison of WC/WN ratio of observed results vs. Geneva Evolutionary models.
Notice the drastic changes between the old and new values for IC10 and M31. However, the lack of
agreement between the models and observations at high metallicities remains.
4. Wolf–Rayets beyond the Local Group
4.1. Individual WR Populations
WR stars have been found in a number of more distant galaxies. NGC 300 is a spiral galaxy
in the Sculptor Group (1.9 Mpc) [95], the nearest galaxy group outside the Local Group. Broad WR
features were found in the spectra of several of NGC300s H II regions in the 1980s [57,96]. Eighteen
individual WRs were subsequently identified in the early 1990s by interference imaging and follow-up
spectroscopy by Testor, Schild, and Breysacher [97–99], with a nineteenth one discovered by accident
by Fabio Bresolin and collaborators [100]. A concerted survey with the 8-meter VLT by Schild
and collaborators brought this total up to 60, a value which they state is close to complete [101].
Subsequently, an additional nine WRs were found by Crowther and collaborators [102], bringing the
total to 69.
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How complete do we expect such surveys to be? The distance to NGC 300 is 2.4× larger than the
distance to M33, and, with similar reddenings, WR stars will be nearly 6× fainter; crowding will be
also be 2.4× larger. Thus, given what was involved in obtaining a (nearly) complete sample of WRs in
M33 by Neugent et al. using imaging on a 4-m telescope, one may question how well completeness
can be achieved by a telescope only twice as large in aperture. M33 has 206 WRs. What would we
expect the population to be scaling by the integrated Hα luminosities? The integrated Hα luminosity
is considered to be one of the “gold standards” of recent star formation activity, and (corrected for
reddening and distance) is about 2.1× greater in M33 than in NGC300 [103]. Thus, one would naively
expect NGC300s WR population to number about 100.
The most interesting discovery to come out of the NGC 300 studies was Crowther et al.’s discovery
that one of the WR stars is coincident with a bright, hard X-ray source [102]. Prior to this, only the
Milky Way’s Cyg X-3 and IC10-X1 were known as a WR+compact companion (neutron star or black
hole) system; see, e.g., discussion and references in [102]. Analysis by Crowther and his team led to a
mass of 37M for the WR star, and >10M for the compact companion, placing it firmly in the black
hole camp.
Other surveys have been carried out for WR stars in even more distant systems with the 8-m
VLT by Hadfield, Bibby and Crowther: IC 4662 (2.3 Mpc) [104], NGC 7793 (3.4 Mpc) [105], NGC
1313 (4.1 Mpc) [106], M83 (4.5 Mpc) [107], NGC 5068 (5–7 Mpc) [108], NGC 6744 (7–11 Mpc) [109].
Most interesting, perhaps, has been their HST study of M101, a large spiral located at a (relatively
speaking) modest 6.7 Mpc distance [110,111], with followup spectroscopy with the Gemini 8-m [112].
To these, we note the more recent study of the WR content of NGC 625 (3.9 Mpc) [113] by integral field
spectroscopy on the VLT by Ana Monreal-Ibero and collaborators.
Although these systems are all too far for completeness to be reached to determine the WC/WN
ratio reliability, or provide other diagnostics for testing evolutionary models, they are potentially very
useful were one of these stars to become a Type Ibc supernova sometime in the near future [114–116].
Thus, patience may be required to achieve the scientific benefits of these studies of more distant systems.
It is also worth noting that no supernova progenitor has yet to be identified as a WR star [117,118].
4.2. Integrated WR Populations
Distant starburst galaxies (by “distant” we means not resolved into stars) often display a WR
“bump” in their optical spectra at rest wavelengths of 4650–4670 Å, due to a mixture of WN and
WC stars in the integrated spectrum. The first such system was identified in the compact dwarf He
2–10 [119]; quantitative analysis in theory allows one to derive the relative number of WR and O
stars [120]; for a more on this subject, see [121] and other papers in their series.
Sokal and collaborators detected the WR bump in an emerging “super star clusters,” massive
clusters which are just now clearing out their natal material, demonstrating that the time to clear
out such material is comparable to the time it takes for massive stars to evolve to the WR phase
(∼3 Myr) [122,123].
5. Binarity
One of the most heavily debated questions in massive star research is the issue of binarity.
Observations have shown that a significant but still contested fraction of massive stars are found in
binary systems. Studies of un-evolved massive stars typically find an observed binary fraction of
30–35% for O-type stars in relatively short period (less than ∼100 days) systems [124,125]. When
long-period systems are included, this percentage approaches 70% or higher [126,127]. This question
of binarity also extends to WRs. Methods range from light curve analysis, searching for spectral
signatures (such as radial velocity variations), and the presence of X-ray emission. As discussed
earlier, the galaxies of the Local Group provide an excellent test-bed for such studies as we are able to
determine a complete sample of WRs with which to study the binary fraction.
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Over the decades, many papers have attempted to tackle the issue of binarity head-on. In 1981,
Massey and Conti found that the fraction of Galactic WR stars that were close WR+O star systems
was ∼25%, and thus the total fraction must be <50% when the issue of compact companions were
included [128]. In 2001, van der Hucht compiled an updated list of WRs in the Galaxy bringing the
total up to 227 [19]. They found that the binary fraction of observed and probable binaries was around
40%. Foellmi et al. published papers in 2003 looking at the Magellanic Clouds finding close binary
fractions of 40% in the SMC and 30% in the LMC [129,130]. More recently, in 2014, Neugent et al.
obtained multi-epoch spectra of nearly all of the WRs in M31 and M33 and searched for short period
binary systems by observing radial velocity variations within the prominent emission and hydrogen
absorption lines. Such hydrogen lines tend to suggest the presence of an O-type star companion (with
the notable exceptions being the WN3/O3s, and some hydrogen-rich WRs found in the Galaxy and in
the SMC) [131]. This study found that ∼30% of the WRs within M31 and M33 were in short-period
binary systems. They additionally found that there was no correlation between binarity and metallicity.
Thus, overall, the close binary fraction of WRs appears to be around 30–40% within all metallicity
cases, similar to what is observed for O-type stars. (The exact definition of “close” is a debatable one,
but we use here a “spectroscopist’s definition”, corresponding to detection of orbital motions on the
order of several 10s of km s−1, corresponding to periods of order 100 days or less for massive stars.)
One further way of searching for WR binaries is through the presence of hard X-ray emission.
Most single WRs show soft X-ray emission produced by the winds of the single stars. However, in
WR binaries, harder, more luminous X-ray emission forms due to the macroscopic shock interactions
between the winds in a binary bound system [132,133]. Such X-ray signatures have been found in a few
known binary WRs. One of the most extreme such examples is Mk 34 located in the rich OB association
of 30 Doradus in the LMC. It has been classified as a WN5ha and is thought to have a (disputably)
high mass of 380M as derived through spectroscopic analysis [134], but see also [135]. Garofali et al.
additionally found a candidate colliding wind binary (WC + O star) in M31 that is located in the dense
HII region NGC 604. It is not nearly as bright as Mk 34, but it still shows X-ray emission as discovered
by Chandra [136]. While searching for X-ray emission is not the most prominent way of detecting WR
binaries, it is more frequently being used as a method of determining binarity.
As one of our good friend and colleague often reminds us, “One can never prove any star is not a
binary.” That said, another colleague has noted that the presence of a companion star often makes
itself known in the spectrum, albeit in subtle ways.
In single star evolution, the type of WR is heavily influenced by the metallicity of the gas out of
which the star formed. As discussed in the introduction, WN stars that show the hydrogen burning
byproducts will appear before WC stars which show the helium burning byproducts. Thus, in a
low metallicity environment, one expects to find fewer WCs than in a high metallicity environment.
However, once binary evolution is considered, this metallicity dependence decreases because the
stripping is being done by Roche-lobe overflow instead of metal-driven stellar winds. Thus, one test of
binarity is to look for an excess of WCs in an environment—or, even more compelling, is to identify
the even more evolved WOs (oxygen-rich WRs) in low metallicity environments. There are two prime
examples of such stars that were most likely created through binary evolution. The first is the WO
star in the SMC. As discussed earlier, there are only 12 known WRs in the SMC (a low metallicity
environment of 0.25× solar) and 11 of them are WNs, as expected. However, the 12th one is a WO
that should only form in a high metallicity environment [4,137]. There is an additional example of a
WO forming in the low metallicity environment of IC1613 [138], which has a metallicity of ∼0.15×
solar [139]. Although evolution to the WO stage is not expected by even the most massive single
stars in low metallicity environments, models that include binary evolution do predict WOs in low
metallicity environments [5]. These two stars are thus examples of WRs likely forming through binary
evolution; undoubtedly, there are many more.
While many studies have shown the close binary fraction to be around 30–40%, the actual value
is still hotly debated. Proponents of binary evolution argue that the currently single WR stars were
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once multiple, but their companions have merged. There is little evidence, however, to support this
conjecture. There is additionally the question of whether the WRs that formed from binary evolution
began with initial masses great enough to suggest that they would have become WRs anyway and
the binary mechanism simply sped up the process. Thus, it is possible that the importance of binary
evolution may be somewhat overstated, even if the fraction of WRs in binary systems is higher than
currently observed.
6. Physical Parameters
As is characteristic of stars approaching the Eddington Limit, a WR’s spectrum is heavily
influenced by strong stellar winds and high mass-loss rates [140]. Keeping the model’s luminosity
near, but below, the Eddington limit can make modeling WRs quite a challenge. Additionally, the stars’
high surface temperatures mean that the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is no
longer valid. Instead, the high degree of ionization (and correspondingly decreased opacity) causes the
radiation field to decouple from the local thermal field. Furthermore, WR atmospheres are significantly
extended when compared to their radius. Thus, plane-parallel geometry cannot be used, and instead
spherical geometry must be included. The emission lines that characterize WR spectra are produced
in the outflowing winds, with mass-loss rates of order 10−5M yr−1. Finally, WR models must be
fully blanketed and include the effects of thousands of overlapping metal lines, which occur at the
(unobservable) short wavelengths (<1000 Å) where most of the flux of the star is produced. Two codes
are currently capable of including these complexities: the Potsdam Wolf–Rayet Models, or PoWR [141],
and the CoMoving Frame GENeral spectrum analysis code, CMFGEN [142]. For a much more detailed
description of the physics and complexities involved in modeling a WR, see, e.g., [143–145].
There have been few modeling campaigns of complete samples of WRs in galaxies other than
the Magellanic Clouds. In M31, for example, 17 late-type WNs were modeled using PoWR in an
attempt to learn more about the wind laws of such stars in different metallicity environments [146].
One limitation of this study was the lack of UV spectroscopy. Nevertheless, they were able to place
luminosity constraints on the modeled WRs for values between 105 and 106L and suggest that WRs
in M31 form from initial mass ranges between 20 and 60M. This is similar to that found in both the
Galaxy and Magellanic Clouds. However, no modeling has taken place for the WC stars in a high
metallicity environment like M31.
Conversely, much modeling has been done of WRs in the Magellanic Clouds. Over the past
few years, surveys of single and binary WNs in both the SMC and LMC, and the WN3/O3 stars in
the LMC have all been performed. In 2014, Hainich et al. determined physical parameters of over
100 WNs in the LMC using grids of PoWR [147] models. They concluded that the bulk (∼88%) of
the WRs analyzed had progressed through the RSG before becoming WRs, thus implying that they
evolved from 20–40M progenitors. They also found that these results were well aligned with studies
of Galactic WRs suggesting that there is no metallicity dependence on the range of main sequence
masses that evolve into WRs. This research in the LMC was extended to the WR binaries by Shenar
et al. in 2019 [148], who looked at the 44 binary candidates and found that 28 of them have composite
spectra and five of them show periodically moving WR primaries. They conclude that while 45 ± 30%
of the WNs in the LMC have most likely interacted with a companion via mass-transfer, many of these
WRs would have evolved to become WRs through single star evolution.
Both the binary and single WNs in the SMC have also been modeled using the PoWR
code [149,150]. As discussed earlier, many of the WNs in the SMC have absorption lines that,
if not due to a companion, could simply be photospheric lines that are inherent to the stars because
of their weak stellar winds. Thus, studying them for photometric and radial velocity variability is
necessary to determine their binarity. Based on modeling with the PoWR code, it was concluded again
that, while some of these stars are binaries now, they still would have become WRs through single-star
evolution given their high initial main-sequence masses.
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As discussed above, there has been additional modeling of the LMC WN3/O3s using CMFGEN.
All ten of these stars show strong absorption and emission lines as is shown in Figure 9 for one of the
newly discovered stars. CMFGEN spectral line fitting was used to determine the physical parameters of
these ten stars. Table 2 shows the range of values for the 10 WN3/O3s compared to typical values for
an O3V and WN3 star in the LMC (WN3 parameters from [147]. O3V parameters from [151].). While
the temperature is a bit on the high side for what we would expect for a LMC WN, the majority of
the parameters are within the expected ranges. The one exception is the mass-loss rate which is more
similar to that of an O3V than of a normal LMC WN.
Table 2. Physical parameters of WN3/O3s, WNs, and O3Vs in the LMC.
WN3/O3s WN3 O3V
Toff (K) 100,000–105,000 80,000 48,000
log LL 5.6 5.7 5.6
log Ṁ −6.1–−5.7 −4.5 −5.9
He/H (by #) 0.8–1.5 1.0–1.4 0.1
N (by mass) 5–10× solar 5–10× solar 0.5× solar
MV −2.5 −4.5 −5.5
Although other WN stars with intrinsic absorption lines are known, the WN3/O3s appear to be
unique [93,148], and their place in the evolution of massive stars still unknown. Neugent’s study [93]
considered the possibility that these stars were the products of homogenous evolution, a situation
that can occur if the star is rotating so rapidly that mixing keeps the composition nearly uniform
within the star (see, e.g., [152]). However, they ruled this out based upon the stars’ low rotational
velocities combined with low mass-loss rates, as the latter implies that the high angular momentum
could not have been carried off by stellar winds. Based on their absolute magnitudes they are not WN
+ O3V binaries, though they could be hiding a less-massive companion. It is additionally possible that
binarity influenced their previous evolution. However, it is currently thought that instead these stars
represent an intermediate stage between O stars an WNs. More research is ongoing in an attempt to
answer this question.
7. Comparisons to Evolutionary Models
As discussed in the Introduction, comparing the observed WC/WN ratio with evolutionary
model predictions is one of the most important reasons to search for WRs. Currently, we have complete
samples of the WR populations for the Magellanic Clouds, M31, and M33. The galaxy’s metallicities
and WC/WN ratios are shown in Table 3. We have included the Milky Way, although here the data
are far less certain that the statistical uncertainties would indicate. As is expected, the WC/WN ratio
increases with increasing metallicity due to the strength of the stellar winds. We can now compare
these observational results to those of the evolutionary models.
Table 3. WC/WN ratio vs. metallicity for the Local Group Galaxies.
Region log(O/H) + 12 # WCs and WOs # WNs WC/WN
SMC 8.13 1 11 0.09 ± 0.09
M33 outer 8.29 12 54 0.22 ± 0.06
LMC 8.37 28 124 0.23 ± 0.01
M33 middle 8.41 15 54 0.28 ± 0.07
Milky Way 8.70 46 53 0.83 ± 0.10
M33 inner 8.72 26 45 0.58 ± 0.09
M31 8.93 62 92 0.67 ± 0.11
There are two primary sets of evolutionary models currently used in the massive star community.
The first is the Geneva Evolutionary Models [1] that model the evolution of single stars. The other is
the Binary Population and Spectral Synthesis (BPASS) models that focus on binary evolution [153,154].
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Besides the obvious difference between the two of modeling single vs. binary stars, the models also
have some important differences. In the case of the Geneva models, there are only results for a few
metallicities, as is shown in the figure below. This makes comparisons between the observations and
the models quite difficult because there are only a few points. However, these models have been
created with different initial rotation rates as it plays quite a large effect on the resulting physics.
Conversely, the BPASS models have results spanning a wide range of metallicities, but these models do
not include rotation. Thus, due to these differences, it is difficult to compare the observations directly
to either set of models. However, in time, the models will continue to improve.
In Figure 11, we show the agreement between the WC/WN ratios and the evolutionary models.
We have not included NGC 6822 or IC 1613 in this diagram, as they each have too few WRs for
meaningful statistics (4 and 1, respectively). We also have not included IC 10, as we feel the current
value is, at best, an upper limit. We have included the value for the MW determined as described
above, although we suspect that this too is an upper limit. As for the predictions: The solid line is
from the older Geneva evolutionary models, the first to include rotation [1]. The green dashed line
is an updated version of the predictions from BPASS2 [5], and these 2.2.1 predictions were kindly
provided by Eldridge (2019, private communication). The models assume continuous star formation,
a Salpeter IMF slope, and an upper mass limit of 300M. The BPASS models also include the effects of
binary evolution. Finally, the two ×’s denote results from the latest single-star evolutionary models.
The higher metallicity value comes from [155], while the lower metallicity point was computed by
Cyril Georgy from preliminary Geneva z = 0.006 models, and used in [77]. There is good agreement
between the newer Geneva single-star models and the binary evolution models; this may simply
be that the BPASS models do not yet include the effects of rotation. Including rotation can reduce
the expected ratio of WC/WN stars; see Figure 10 in [77]. Although the observational data at all
metallicities are now in relatively good shape, improvements are still pending in the evolutionary
models. Still, we can conclude that the large issue at high metallicity with the oldest models has largely
gone away.
Figure 11. WC/WN ratio vs. metallicity compared to both BPASS2.2.1 and Geneva Evolutionary
models. Notice the improved results between the observed WC/WN ratio and the Geneva Evolutionary
models, but the lack of models at a variety of metallicities. In addition, notice the good agreement
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8. Conclusions and the Future of WRs
WRs are the bare stellar cores of massive stars, and the last stage in a massive star’s lifetime before
they turn into supernovae. Observing a complete set of both the nitrogen and carbon rich WRs within
a galaxy allows for important comparisons between the observed WC/WN ratio and that predicted
by the evolutionary models. Because the evolution of WRs is highly dependent on the metallicity of
the surrounding environment, it is important to do these comparisons across a wide range of galaxies
with different metallicities, such as the galaxies in the Local Group.
Finding WRs observationally is done using a combination of interference filters and photometric
techniques before the identified candidates are confirmed spectroscopically. This method has been
used with great success over the past few decades and led to the discovery of hundreds of WRs in
both our galaxy and even those far enough away that we can only observe the integrated light coming
from clusters of WRs. While this method has led to the discovery of mostly complete samples of WRs
within the Local Group, there is still much progress to be made in more distant galaxies.
The binary fraction of WRs is still highly contested with current observations putting it somewhere
between 30–40% for the close binary frequency. However, as the distance between binaries expands,
and the effect of binarity on the evolution of WRs in the past is considered, it is difficult to fully
understand what role binaries play in the evolution of WRs. Modeling the spectra of the currently
known WRs using sophisticated modeling codes such as PoWR and CMFGEN allow us to get a better
handle on the physical properties of both the binaries and single stars and compare them across a wide
range of metallicities.
As discussed in Section 2, while much progress has been made in the field of WR research, there
is still much to be done. With Gaia, it is now possible to determine distances to nearby WRs within our
own Galaxy leading to better observations of their reddenings and better modeling of their physical
properties. We are additionally learning more about the content of other types of massive stars (such
as O/B stars, RSGs, etc.) that allow us to compare the ratio of those stars vs. WRs to the evolutionary
model predictions placing further constraints on the models. Finally, we are continuing to push the
observational boundaries to further and further galaxies in an attempt to observe complete samples of
WRs in both the galaxies of the Local Group and beyond!
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